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PART I

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

of

WHEAT MARKETING IN CANADA, 1870-1950



CHAPTER I

THE WHEA.T ECONO~IlY; ECONOMIC' AND INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT, 1870-1917

Behind the Canadian Wheat Board lies a story of romance

the romance of western Canada. The frontier struggle of the settler

in bitter conflict with a hostile environment provides the theme. To

the true pioneer the frontier represents both a thrilling challenge

and a land of promise, while to the less adventurous it suggests a

kind of penal servitude imposed by a sinister and unrelenting fate.

By slaw degrees, as he solves his production problems, the settler

learns partially to control his environment. But this environment has

its economic as well as physical aspects. After he conquers his

production problems, the pioneer finds that problems of marketing

remain. Slowly, throughttooperative effort and political action,

the settler comes increasingly to control this phase of his environ

ment as well. When at last this control becomes significant the

pioneering stage is over, the frontier ended. However, as the period

of pioneering struggle passes into history, it leaves its mark on

the character of the people and on the kinds of institutions which

they adopt. The Wheat fuard represents the latest phase in this

evolutionary process and, in part, a culmination of the struggles

of the prairie pioneer.

It is not the purpose of this study to give a detailed

historical account of the growth of the Yiheat Economy or to note more

than the most significant factors influencing the development of the
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1
grain trade. Both topios have been the subject of ma.ny treatments

and further duplication of this excellent material can serve no

useful purpose. However, the establishment of the Canadian Wheat Board

is not only a product of the increasing trend towards government reg-

ulation in industrialized communities but also its particular form is

very muoh a product of the peculiar eondf,tions to be found in Canadian

agriculture. Thus, by way of introduction, it is necessary to inquire

briefly into the general oonditions which gave rise to and grew out of

the founding of the Wheat Economy of western Canada. This will

necesaftate a resume of western expansion and settlement with. a brief

glance at the geographical faotors involved, of the gradual changes in

the relation of western agricuJ.ture to the world market and, finally"

of the farmers 1 demands for and reaction to governmental regulation

of the grain trade.

1. For a more detailed treatment consult the following: In the series
Canadian Frontiers of Settlement see W. A. Mackintosh, Prairie Settlement:
the Geographical Setting (Toronto, 1934), chaps. ii-vi, and Economic
Problems of the Prairie Provinces (Toronto, 1935), chaps. i-iii A. S.
Morton and Chester Martin, Risto of Prairie Se tlement and Dominion
Lands Policy (Toronto, 1935), passim; R. W. Muro Le at al., Agricultural
Progress on the Prairie Frontier (Toronto, 1935) ~ Also W. A. MacKintosh,.
Agricultural Cooperation in Western Canada (Toro~to, 1924); Mary Quayle
Innis, An .Economic History of Canada (Toronto, r~v. ed , , 1943); chaps.
ix-x; Harald S. Patton, Grain Growers 1 Cooperati~ in Western Canada
(Cambridge, Mass., 1928), parts I-II; D. A. MacG~bbon, The Canadian
Grain Trade (Toronto, 1932); W. W. Swanson and P. G. Armstrong, Wheat
(Toronto, 1923); A. Shortt, and A. G. Doughty (editors), Canada and Its
Provinces (Toronto, 1913-16), vol. XX, passim; L. A. Wood,!. History of
Farmers' Movements in Canada (Toronto, 1924); Hopkins Moorhouse, .Deep
Furrows (Toronto, 1917); V. W. .Bladen, An Introduction to Political
Economy (Toronto, 1943), chap. v; G. E. Britnell,·· The Wheat Economy
(Toronto, 1939), chap.iv; V. C. Fowke, Canadian Agricultural Policy:
the HistoriCal Pa.ttern (Toronto, 1946)
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When the Dominion government purchased Rupert's Land from the

Hudson's Bay Company in 1870, it acquired an area notorious for extremes

of temperature and scanty rainfall. The report of Captain Palliser in
2

1860 had, indeed, indicated the settlement possibilities of the park

belt, but the treeless prairie area was still considered unsuitable for

farming. Not until Macoun I s report on the North West Territories in

1879 did theagricultural possibilities of the plains begin to attract
3

general attention. Even then it required not only the completion of

a railway, but also the development of early varieties of spring wheat,

technioal improvements in the milling industry,and the growing use of

.dry farmingft methods before the agricultural potential!ties of the semi-

arid plain could be fully realized.

The outlines of the so-called "Purposes of the Dominion" -

that is, the national policy which Confederation was intended to achieve

- began to take definite shape with the passage of the Dominion La.nde'

Act of 1872. These "purposesn , of which the Pacific Railroad, the

federal immigration and homestead policies, Dominion Lands and

Macdonald I s ·National Policy· of tariffs of letl9 formed integral parts,

were designed essentially -to establish on the prairies a, new agricultural

frontier, the economic benefits of which were to be channeled into the

2. Morton and Martin, .2.l:!. oit., pp, 33-36.
3. Ibid., pp. 50, 51, 73. ,See John Macoun, Mani tobs. and the Great North

West (Guelph, 1882).
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Central Provinces to the advantage of the commercial, the industrial,
4

and the financial interests of the St. La.wrence region. However,

for two decades following the institution of the National Polioy in

1879 rebellion, drought, grasshoppers, hail, falling prices and in-

adequate transportation facilities oombined to produce a period of

severe struggle and hardship. Only with the adaptation of agricultural
"

techniques to prairie conditions, with improved transportation and,

most important, with a favorable conjuncture of costs and prices, did
5

a period of extremely rapid settlement oocur between 1896 and 1913.

By the latter year a major part of the last agricultural frontier had

been substantially conquered.

The first shipment of western wheat to eastern Canada was
6

made in 1876 by steamboat and rail to Duluth under bond and thence to

eastern Canada via the Great Lakes. In 1877 some 1.3,031 bushels were

exported with shipments increasing to well over 100,000 bushels by
7

1880. This export of wheat was soon directed via an all-Canadian

route, the Canadian Pacific Railway erecting five terminal elevators
8

at Fort William between 188,3 and 1902. To facilitate grain handling,

commission merohants established a grain exchange in Winnipeg in 1881.

4. Fowke, .2l!. cit., p.Z10. See W. A. Mackintosh, The Economic
Background of Dominion-Provincial Relations (Ottawa, King's
Printer, ~939), passim.

5. Mary Quayle Innis, .2.1l. ~., p.243, citing S. P. 13, 1894; and
S. P. 13, 1895. Also Morton and Martin, Ope cit., part I, chaps.
iv-vid, and part II, chaps. vii-X. See particularly Mackintosh,
Econimic Problems. pp. 14-16.

6. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation, p.s.
7. Morton and Martin, .2l2. cit., p. 61.
8. H. S. Patton, ~. cit., p.8.
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The exchange was, however, unable to survive a period of poor crops;

but with improved conditions it was re-established in lS8'7and was

incorporated finally in 1891. By this latter date "it may be sad.d

that the Canadian west began to assume importance as a wheat producinlJ'"

area even though the total production given in the census of 1890 did
9

not quite reach 17 million bushels".

Government regulation antedated the development of the western

grain trade. Canada first regulated the selling of grain in 1853,

introducf.*& the grading system in leb3. In 18'7.3 the General Inspection

Act of the new Dominion revised the entire system, extending it to

Mani toba and the North West Territories. Amendments were added in 1889

and 1891, lfproviding a Standards Board to esta.blish grades for Western

grain, and also making provision for the setting up of •commercial

grades I when crop conditions were peculiar and grain could not be justly
10

graded by the ordinary standards.8 During the decade of the 1$90 IS

complaints were general in the west regarding the regulation of the

trade. The Winnipeg Grain and Produce Exchange insisted upon a separate

inspection district and special grades for western wheat. As for the

farmers, they were convinced that a considerable degree of oligopoly

existed among the "line elevator" companies and, worse still" that the

elevator companies and the Canadian Pacific Railway were working together

for mutual profit to the detriment of the farmer. The traders' demands

were met by the Gener~ Inspection Act of 1899 - the basis, with some

modifications, of the present inspection system. This Act established

9. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation, p. ;.
10. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation, p, 5.
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the Western Inspection Division; grading was carried out at Winnipeg

with provision for appeals to a survey board. With the demands of

the Exchange met, the federal go~ernment turned to a oonsideration of

the demands and grievances of the western farmer.

Underlying the history of the regulation of the grain trade,

two factors may be noted: the factor of transportation, and "the
11

characteristic of wheat as a oommodity in produotion and commerce".

In a frontier area produci:t1gi~.an agricultural staple for a world

market, the inescapable geographic dispersion raises serious marketing

problems. 1JObviously here is a condition which gives rise to large

'middleman' functions, a wide gap between producer and consumer,and

at the same time makes intelligent selling on the part of the producer,

and oontrol and supervision of the marketing process, extremely difficult."
12

Thus the early grievances of the western farmers against the railway
13

and line-elevator companies were primarily geographic in origin. More

speoifically, the geographic basis of these grievanoes was due to the

fact that the climate of western Canada was more favorable to the

production than to the marketing of grain. It was found that the

climatic conditions and the short growing-season on the prairies produced

a wheat of high gluten content but that this same short season- with

the resulting harvest rush and the early closing of lake navigation

placed an enormous seasonal strain on transportation and storage

faci11ties. With the marketing of his principal cash crop in jeopardy,

the farmer became extremely vocal in setting forth his grievances and

11. Ibid., pp. 7-9.
12. P'atton, .Q.l2. c1t., p, 12.
13. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation. p. 9.
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in making demands for government intervention on his behalf.

The farmers I complaints against the Canadian Pacific Railway

may be divided into two general categories. The first concerned freight

rates. Due to lack of competition the rates were higher in the west

than in the east- a situation justified on the grounds of higher

operating costs and larger overhead charges made necessary by the
14

sparsely-settled nature of the country. Protests led finally to a

cancellation of the monopoly clause in l8S8and to the appointment

in 1894 of a railway rates commission. The Crowls Nest Pass Agreement

of 1897 between the Dominion and the Canadian Pacific achieved a general

reduction in freight rates in return for government assistance in further

railway construction. Nevertheless, in apite of this agreement and the

fact that the Board of Railway Commissioners was established in 1903,

Uthe West continued to be handicapped by higher rates and to protest
15

against them".

Relations between the Canadian Pacific Railway and the elevator

companies provf.ded the second cause for .complaint. With the tremendous

costs of construction of thousands of miles of line through sparsely

settled country and with much of its land having only speculative value,

the Canadian Pacific found itself hard pressed to raise the necessary

capital to provide rolling stock sufficient to meet the seasonal demands

14. M. G. Innis, .Q.I!. oit., pp , 248-9.
15. Ibid., p. 249.
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of the western crop movement. Not only did the railway suffer from

insufficient rolling stock to meet this seasonal demand but its single

track from Winnipeg to Fort William constituted a serious bottleneck

until -- under the pressure of growing competition as well as that of

increasing wheEtt production - a double track was laid to Fort William

towards the end of the century. In order to relieve this situation the

railway, in order to increase storage capacity, offered a monopoly of

car loading to individu~s or companies who would construct standard
17

elevators of not less than 25,000 bushels capacity. This monopoly

constituted one oftha first grievances of the western grain grower.

The number of elevators -- most of them belonging to a few

Rline companies" -- increased greatly immediately following this

monopoly offer. The farmers felt that the disadvantages resulting

from the monopolistic privileges acquired by the elevator companies

more than offset the technical advantages which the standard elevator

held over the old flat warehouse. The grower had the option either of

storing his grain in the local elevator under the buyer's conditions,

or of selling it to the operator or to a street buyer on their own
18

terms. Under these circumstances, even if the fermer did not consider

the elevator handling and storage charges excess!ve, there was the

further problem of obtaining • special binning". If such special storage

16. Wood, £J2.. cit., pp. 7-9.
17. Mackintosh, Agricultural C02peration, pp. 8-9.
18. Patton,.232. ~., p , 15.
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was not availa.ble the farmer had to accept the operator's grading and,

with his wheat mixed with others of like grade, he WB.S unable to

obtain the inspector's official gra.ding for his identical gra.in.

Moreover, the street seller found himself in a.n even worse position,

for he wa.s forced to deal with the elevator company, not in its ware-

housing capacity, but as a merchandiser of his grain. At single

elevator points the farmer had no alternative but to accept the

operator's price, grade, and dockage. And even where a number of

elevators existed, it was suspected that the ulineelevators· united to

keep their prices in line. Furthermore ,_!lEven where a. little higher

price or a better grade might be offered by one dealer, it was suspected,

Hnd not always without foundation, that the buyer contrived to compensate
19

himself by overdoeking or short-weighing." To remedy the situation

local groups of farmers began construoting their own elevators. By

cutting costs, however, line elevators were able to render the existence

offe..rmers 'elevators precarious; so much so that at the end of the

century only twenty-six survived. In desperation the grain growers

turned first to compulsory government investigation of the "elevator

trustU and finally to a concerted effort to enter the field of grain
20

marketing for themselves.

19.- Patton,.££. cit., p, 1'7. Also Wood, .QJ2. cit., chap. xiv; and
Moorhouse, H, Deep Furrows, for authenticated instances of
such practices. See particularly Mackintosh, Agri9,yltural
Cooperation, p. 11.

20. ~atton, .2I?. cit., pp. 18-19.
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There is no need to recount in detail the story of the farmers' .

struggle both in and out of Parliament for further regulation of the
21

grain trade. The federal government found it expedient to meet the

complaints of the producers by appointing a royal commission in 1899

to investigate the prevailing conditions in the trade. The commission's

report stated that the two main obstacles to the efficient organization

of the trade were the complete absence of regulation of grain dealers,

andUthe refuseJ. of the railways to allow farmers to load their grain

directly over the p1atform,at any point where there was a standard

elevator, (which) left no 'alternative to accepting the terms of the
22

'line companies'as to prices, grades and dockage." Territorial members

of Parliament and agricultural societies continued their pressure until

the recommendations of the commission were finally embodied in the

Manitoba Grain Act of 1900 - the fJMagna Charta" of the western

farmer. A warehouse commissioner was appointed to administer the Act.

Dealers were required to obtain licenses and give bonds, thus insuring

better regulation of commission agencies which had at times proved less

than honest. Weekly returns were required from terminal elevators while

country elevators were required to guarantee both the grade and weight

shown on storage tickets. Furthermore, a specified number of farmers

21. Ibid., part I, chaps. ii-vi; Wood,.2.E.. cit., part III; Morton
and Martin, .Q.l2. cit., passim.

22. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation. p. 11.
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could demand the right to construot flat warehouses and insist that

the railway provide a loading platform. Finally, the Act expressly for~

bade partiality in the distribution of C8XS to applicants.

The Act widened the field of competition in the grain trade

by providing the farmer. with alternative means of selling his grain

either by selling it ·on track", or by consigning it to the newly
2)

regulated commission men. However, the farmer soon found (with the bumper"

crop of 1901) that his legal privilege of loading his own car was of no

use if he could not secure one. Violations of the provision that cars

were to be allotted to farmers on equal terms with the elevators
24

"were flagrant and admitted". By this time the farmers were exasp-

erated almost beyond endurance, but under the prudent leadership of

w. R. Mathenell, John Millar and others, their discontent W8.s directed

into constructive channels -- their organization leading to the form-

ation in December, 1901,0£ the territorial Grain Growers' Association.

This association pressed and won the··Sintaluta test casea against the
25

railway for discrimination in car distribution. A consequent

amendment to the Grain Act in 1903 rendered practically certain that

the producer would no longer suffer inequitable treatment in this

regard. The remaining difficulties were largely due to natural eaaees

such as a. shorta,ge of rolling stock, and as such were not remediable

by legislation.

2.3. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation, p, 12.
24. Ibid., p, 13.
25. Patton,~.~., pp • .35-40.
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With the railway problem under reasonably adequate oontrol

the attention of the Grain Growers turned towards a new objective --

the regulation of the elevators and the Grain Exchange. The farmers

had come to believe that these agencies obstructed their access to the

market and this obstruction they sought to remove both by legislative

ena.ctment and by the cooperative marketing of grain. It is significant,

however, that although legislation \VaS periodically revised and improved

.from the passage of the Grain Act of 1900, yet no fundamental changes

Several events occurred in 1903 which were calculated to

arouse the suspicions of the Grain Growers: the incorporation of the
27

North West Grain Dealers' Association, the establishment of the

Winnipeg Grain Produce Exchange Clearing House Association, and the

publication of a report of an independent survey on the bread-making

properties of different grades of wheat which "indicated quite con-

elusively that the difference in the bread-making properties of the

flours from the various· grades was by no means commensurate with the

26. The relative success of western farmers 'movements during the
period from 1900 to 1930 might be interpreted asa reflection of the
dynamic role which western agriculture was then playing in the Canadian
economy. However, this strength was at no time sufficient to triumph
over the commercial interests -- a fact abundantly illustrated by
the federal tariff policy and the failure of reciprocity in 1911. For
a consideration of the role of agriculture in the Canadian economy
see V. C. Fowke, Canadian Agricultural Policy: the Historical Pattern,
chap. x,

27. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation, p.S.
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28
spread in grade prices.a Convinced that grading was unjust to the

producer and that questionable practices were being conduoted in the

newly organized futures market, E. A. Partridge of Sintaluta (who was

commissioned to investiga,te the Exchange by the Territorial Grain

Growers) went to Winnipeg in Ja.nuary, 1905, and spent some weeks 1n-

speoting .the various aspects of grain marketing in that oity • His

stay in Winnipeg confirmed mssuspicions that the Exchange was a
29

Dcombine", and that the North West Grain Dealers' Association

set the "street prices", reducing charges wherever:~ -farmer-owned or

independent elevators operated. Such combinB;tion, Partridge believed,

could be met only by combination. Inspired by his dynamic personality,

a group of farmers established the Grain Growers' Grain Company in

1906 under a Manitoba government oharter. Securing a seat on the

Grain Exchange the company began operations on a commission basis

immediately. "With sdngul.ar clearness he (Partridge) saw that the

commission market in Winnipeg, with its conditions of rapid expansion,

rising prices, small requirement of capital and comparatively simple

problems of management, was the strategic point at which a farmers'
30

company might enter and achieve financial success."

For six weeks the new company carried on a successful business

only to be abruptly suspended by the Grain Exchange on the grounds of

-having offended against the honor and dignity of the Exchange" through

28. Patton, .2R. cit., p , 1;2.
29. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation, p, 19.
30. Ibid., p. 18.
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the publication of certain p81I1phlets 1lreflecting on the methods adopted
31

by certain members of the trade." Furthermore, the Exchange olaimed

that a proposal (although an unoffici!li one) of the Grain Growers'

Grain Company to pa.y patronage dividends violated by-law nineteen which

established the commission rate for the selling of grain through the

Exchange at a cent a bushel. Shortly thereafter the company discovered

that its charter prevented it from distributing profits via patronage

dividends. They conceded the point in question and applied for reinstate-

ment, but without success. The company then turned for redress to the

Manitoba government which was facing the immediate prospects of an

election. On the threat of legislative action the Exchange readmitted

the company to membership. The company had managed to survive this

period of suspension, but only by the narrowest of margins .for its

credit was exhausted.

Throughout this period another royal commission was investigat-

ing the grain trade while, concurrently, three members of the Winnipeg

Grain Exchange council were indicted on thirteen points for having

"unlawfully conspired, combined or arranged with each other, to restrain
32

or injure trade or commerce in relation to grain••••w The general

oharges before both the royal oommission and the oourts resolve them-

selves into three. -First, that the North West Grain Dealers' Assooiation

oonstituted a combine in restraint of trade; second, that certain

oompanies had operated a pool; third, that the restrictive rules of the

.31. Patton, .2.l2..cit., p, 50, quoted from evidence before the royal
oommission.

,32. Patton,.,Q,Q. ~., p, 53.
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33
Grain Exchange were injurious to trade and illegal.- Both the court

and the commission ruled that no wundue· restraint of trade was proved.

The court based its decision ona legal technicality while the commission

was of the opinion that the alternative provided byUthe selling of grain

through commission firms, first made secure and available to the farmer

by the Manitoba Grain Act of 1900, had proved a valuable safeguard
.34

against elevator combination.~ The second charge -- that of pooling

- was substantiated, but again the court held that no "unduetf restraint

existed. The commission, however, recommended the prohibition of future

pooling and an amendment to that effect was made to the Act in 1908.

Finally, all charges against the members of the Exchange and the Grain
35

Dealers' Association were dismissed.

Meanwhile political necessity.caused the government of Manitoba

to force through a bill in January 1908 ·which· made the by-laws of the

Exchange subject to the supervision of the Court of King's Bench, and
36

prohibited restrictions as to membership or trading commissions.'"

The Exchange, supported unanimously by the Winnipeg Board of Trade,

protested that it had been exonerated by both the court and the commis-

. sion; but finding its protests of no avail itsuspeneed operations on

February 26. In September of tha.t year it applied for -a cancellation

of its charter and reorganized as a voluntary association -- the form

it has since retained. For the farmers, the struggle had gained for

their company a permanent place in the organized grs.in trade. However,

33. M.ackintosh, Agricultural Coopera.tion, p.28.
34. Ibid., p , 29.
35. Ibid., pp , .30-,31.
36. Patton,.2.!2. ~•., p , 60.
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Further progress of the farmers in cooperative grain marketing

may be briefly summarized. Prevailing discontent with conditions in

the grain trade gave rise to general agitation through the three prairie

provinces for government ownership and operation of elevators. }{hen it

became apparent tha.t joint action by the three provinces could not be

achieved, Manitoba, under pressure of the Grain Growers· Association,

formed the Manitoba Government Elevator Oompany which commenced oper-

ations in 1910. However, increasing deficits (due in part to the fact

that its operations were restricted to storage while its competitors

were engaged in buying grain) caused the government to wash its hands

of the affair by leasing the elevators to the Grain Growers· Grain

Company in 1912. Meanwhile, the Saskatchewan Elevator Commission had

been appointed in February, 1910, under the chairmanship of

Professor Robert Magill. Its report, made at the end of that year,

contained an elaborate analysis of the causes of the fa.rmers' grievances
38

and of the various remedies proposed. The f'armers now centered their

attention on the elevator question for "Ha.ving achieved the enlargement

of the field for commission men and independent buyers, and having

entered the field through the Grain Growers' Grain Company, they were

faeed by the faets that owners .of elevators were stronger competitors

37 • Ibid., pp , 00-61.
38. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation, p. 47.
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than commission men, that the 'line elevator' companies and millers

had an advantage aver independent elevators, and that . . . if a

monopoly in a literal or legal sense did not~exist, yet competition

was between such unequal pa.rties that many of the evils of monopoly
39

were possible. u The commission finally ooncluded by recommending

"the establishment ofa cooperative oompany, owned and controlled

by the whole body of shareholders, but with a large amount of local

autonomy, to engage in the storage and marketing of grain. The

government should assist by a. loan and a grant for organization expenses,
40

but should not interfere in any way with the management of the company. If

Following the recommendations of the commission, the Saskatch-

ewan Cooperative Elevator Company was incorporated and operations begun

in 1911. The company, financed largely by provincial government loans,

enjoyed immediate suocess. Although its charter permitted the payment

of patronage dividends, profits were consistently employed for purposes

of expansion.uIt provided in the elevator field the competition which

the Grain Growers' Grain Company created in the oommission market, and
41

allowed the farmers to gain first-hand knowledge of elevator problems."

Furthermore, the oompany provided urgently required facilities for the

·special binning- Of grain. By its practice of adding two or three

cents to the "street" prices set by the North West Grain Dealers'

39. Ibid., p. 48. 40. Ibid., PP. 49-50.
41. Mackintosh, Economic Problems, p. 48. See also S. W. Yates,

The Saskatchewan Wheat Pool: Its Origin, Organization and
Progress. 1924-193~, (Victoria, Diggon-Hibben, 1947), pp.
16, 17.
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Assooiation, the company rendered its most conspicuous service by

giving protection to the producer who wa.s in the weakest competitive

position. The Alberta Farmers r Oooperative Elevator Company, incorp-

orated in 1913, was modelled after the same pattern; but having received

less government support than the Saskatchewan company, it was forced to

rely on the Grain Growers r Grain Company for financial aid. When the

Alberta company and the Grain Growers r Grain Company united in 1917

to form the United Grain Growers, 1td., the s~rong Saskatchewan company,

having little to gain from federation, ohose to maintain its independence.

Thus within one decade the farmers of western Canada had

expanded from the commission field in the grain trade to the position

where they owned and controlled two important elevator companies which

provided much needed oompetition with the line companies. By 1919 these

two farmer-owned companies controlled nearly half the country elevator
42 .

points in the west. Furthermore, the fact that they conformed to the

recognized rules of the trade tended to mitigate the suspicion of the

trade which the producers had acquired over a Period of several decades.

Clearly-marked stages are evident in this steady process towards

increasing government assistance and control. The first step was taken

when the Grain Growers' Grain Company aoquired the right to operate as a

commission firm in 1907. In 1910 the Manitoba goverrunent established

its own elevator oompany. In the following year the Saskatchewan

Cooperative Elevator ComPany was established with strong financial

-----------------------------------42. M. Q. Innis,2:Q. cit., p, 29S.
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support by the provincial government. In 1912 the Manitoba govarn-

ment leased its elevator company to the Grain Growers 1 Grain Company.

This, however, cannot be regarded as a significant retreat from

governmental assistance since this experiment in government ownership

was undertaken only half--heartedly in the first place. Furthermore,

this move constituted an important assistance to, or subsidization of,

the farmers' company by the Manitoba government. In 191,3 the Alberta

farmers formed their company along the lines of the one already oper-

ating so successfully in Saskatchewan. When, in 1917, the lillion of

the relatively weak Alberta company with the Grain Growers' Grain Company

wasconsuaaated, the two powerful farmers 'companies - bothenjoying

strong government support - had achieved a dominant position in the

grain trade of western Canada.

In the light of this historical development it would s~

that the Dominion government's action of bringing grain marketing under

. the compl.ete control of the Board of Grain Supervisors in 1917 did not

constitute a radical departure in principle from established precedent.

In fact, this emergency move merely represented an intensification of

a process or secular trend already manifest towards further government

control. No longer was each producer engaged unaided in individual

conflict with a hostile environment· - an environment, that is, in

both the physical and economic sense. At least, after years of effort,

the farmer had learned to some extent to understand and turn to his use..'

the forces of nature. But through cooperation he had achieved an even
, . -.~: .,: .. _ ',_" ..·.::"'-~·T.... _,._~,-
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greater triumph. This triumph he had achieved by securing some oontrol

in the marketing of his produce, and by acquiring both the experience

and power to call to his aid politica.l forces to redress the balance

in the economic struggle.
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CHAPTER II

THE FIHSTWHEAtr BOARD, 1919-1920.

The war of 1914-1918 confronted the Canadian grain trade

with unusual conditions which eventually forced a major departure from

its traditional practices a.nd marketing methods, a.lthough the principle

of government interference had been firmly established long before.

By late 1916 German submarine activity and shf,pping shor-tages rendered

impracticable the importation of Australian and Argentine grain into
1

Europe. This, of course, raised the already enormous demand for

American and Canadian wheat to such an extent that prices began to

skyrocket on the Chicago market. Early in 1917 the emergency forced

the Allied Powers to resort to centralized purchasing ~f North American

grain, and in this way they avoided competing with each other in a manner

calculated to raise grain prices to extravagent heights. With the

American entry into the War, the export grain trade of that country

became concentrated in the hands of the Food Administration Grain

1. Surface, F. M., The Grain Trade During the World War (New York,
1928), p.273. Chapter 14 deals with the Canadian grain trade during
the War with particular reference to its relation to the grain trade
in the United States. See also D. A. MacGibbon, The Canadian Grain
Trade, pp. 57, 58; and Mitchell W. Sharp, uAllied Wheat Buying in
Relationship to Canadian Marketing Policy,B C.J.E.P.S., vol. 6, 1940,
pp. 372-390.
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2
Corporation; and the Allied Powers established in New York and Winnipeg

a Wheat Export Company whioh pur-chased for the Allies all available

North American wheat supplies. Meanwhile, in Canada it had become

evident by June, 1917,"that the open market could not operate at

the same time as centralized buying on behalf of the Allied Govern-

ments. Such buying had, in fact, effectively cornered the Winnipeg

market earlier in the year and a conunercial settlement had to be made
.3

by acceptance of lower grades not usually deliverable on the option."

At this time the Canadian government concluded that the control of the

distribution and price of Canadian wheat was necessary in order to

prevent "to the utmost possible extent any undue inflation or depree-

iation of values by speculation, by the hoarding of grain supplies, or
4

'by any other meana ;"

The Board of Grain Supervisors was established by Order in

Council in June 11, 1917, with powers Uta fix the price at which wheat
~

stored in public elevators may be bought and the determination of

2. The Food Administration Grain Corporation was created August 14,
1917, and ended, June 30, 1919. The succeeding organization, the
United States Grain Corporation, was created on the. latter date and
ceased buying operations on May 31, 1920. See Surface, .Q.l2. cit.,
chaps. :3, 9, 23.

3. The 08.J."1adian Wheat Board, 1935-46 (Ottawa, King's Printer, 1947),
reprinted from the Canada Year Book (1939 and 1947 editions). Also
MacGibbon, .2£. ~., pp, 57-58

4. Surface,.Q.l2. cit., p. 274, citing P.C. 1604, 11 June, 1917. For
the complete Order in Council see Memoranda of the Board of Grain
Supervisors for Canada issued at Winnipeg, Man., 15 November, 1917.
This Memoranda contains severa.l Orders in Council relating to the Board
and, in addition, numerous Orders, Regulations, and Miscellaneous
Memoranda issued from time to time by the Board. Hereafter this
publication will simply be referred to as Memoranda, 1917.
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conditions as to/price and destination of movement. The Board had the

power to receive, offer, sell, and requisition grain, to conduct
5

inquiries, require reports, make regulations, provide penalties••• ft

The Board did not actually purchase the wheat but, according to Dr.

Grindley, nIt was a monopoly board in that it took over all the wheat

produced in Canada and acted as the intermediary between the producers
6

and the Wheat Export Company, buying for the Allied Governments. t!

Thus from September 1, 1917, to July 21, 1919, while the Canadian

wheat crop was being handled by the Board of Grain Supervisors, the
7

Winnipeg Grain Exchange witnessed no trading in wheat futures. liOn

the basis of No.1 Northern at Fort William, the Board paid $2.40 for.

the balance of the 1916 crop, $2.21 for the 1917 crop and $2.?..4! for
8

the 1918 crop." It was strictly an emergency measure, and for this

reason the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission of 1'.38 contended that ltThere

5. Surface,.Ql?. 01t., p. 274
6. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935=46, p. 3. cr. MacGibbon, .QJ2. cit.,

p. 59; H. S. Patton, Grain Growers' Oooperation in Western Canada, pp.
195-196; and the Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commissionl 1938
(Ottawa, King's Printer, 1938) p, 63. The latter is in error when it
states that the Board Dbought the producers' grain outright."
Cf. Memoranda, 1917, P.C. 1604, para. 6; and Regulation No.3.

7. Memoranda I 1917, Order No.3, August 17, 1917; and Memo No.1,
26 June, 1917.

8. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. J. See also the Report of
the Royal Grain Inquiry Commissionl 1938, p. 31; Memoranda, 1917,
Orders Nos. 1, 4, 5, 11, 12, 16, 18, and 21.



is little to be learned from the oharacter and operations of the
9

Board of Grain Supervisors. ff However, since many of its members served

on the later wheat board, it undoubtedly gave valuable experienoe in

centralized selling; and its form appears to have influenced the adop-

tion of a marketing agency like the Oanadfan Wheat Board of 1919 rather

than that of the United States Grain Corporation which merely entered

the market to maintain a minimum guaranteed price. Furthermore, its

success disposed the farmer to look with favor on government control
10

of marketing.

There is little value in recounting in detail the operations

of the Board except to show the extent to which it actually regulated

and controlled the grain trade in Canada for the two years of its

operation. Perhaps th~ Board's most important task was to coordinate

its marketing policy with that of the United States and to work in

harmony with the Wheat Export Company. Shortly after the appointment
II

of the Board, Dr. Magill, the Chairman, and other members went to

New York for consultations with the officials of the Food Administration

9. Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938, p, 63. But
MacGibbon, .2J2. cit., p, 61, for opposite view.

10. MacGibbon,.sm. ~., p, 61.
11. Memoranda. 1917, contains a UCertified Copy ofa Report of the

Committee of the Privy CounCil, approved ••• on the 11th June, 1917
advising on the appointment of tl;le following to the Board of Grain
Supervisors, the first named to act as Ohaf.rmens Robert Magill, of
Winnipeg, Man.; H.W. Wood, of Carstairs; Alberta.; Samuel K. Rathwell,
of Moose Jaw, Sask.; Thomas A. Crerar, of Winnipeg, Man.; William
L. Best, of Ottawa, Ont.; John Char-Les Gage, of Winnipeg, Man.;
William R. Bawlf, of Winnipeg, Man.; William A. Ma.theson, of Winnipeg,
Man.; Lionel Clarke, of Toronto, Ont.; Joseph Ainey, of Montreal,
flue.; and James Stewa.rt, of Winnipeg, Man.
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Grain Corporation. It was generally conceded that the price of

Canadian grain should be at parity with the American price since one
12

agency WB.S -buying the export surplus of both countrie.s. There is

evidence to show that the American Administration wished to set the

price at not higher than '2.00 but through the efforts of the Board of

Grain Supervisors the price of $2.40 already established by the
1,3

Canadian board was accepted. However, another difficulty arose in

that "the Canadian BOBJrd wanted a basic price which would increase

one-half cent for each ten days up to May 1 in order to take care of
14

carrying charges. n This was strongly opposed by Mr. Barnes of the

Grain Corporation Itbecause of the effect it would have on delaying farm

marketing. With a. small crop (in the U.S.) and urgent demands by the

Allies it was important to secure as early marketing as possible. An

unchanging price would in reality put a premium. on early marketing
15

and that was what was desired. 1f Finally, the Wheat Export Company

agreed to absorb the carrying charges by "paying the Canadian Board

of Grain Supervisors four cents a bushel on all wheat taken by them and

the Canadian Board then agreeing to absorb all storage charges in term
16

inal and country elevators, thus making a stable and unchanging price."!

12. Memoranda, 1917, Memo No.1, .26 June, 1917, Memo No. .3, pp. 3-4
13. MacGibbon;~. cit., p. 60.
14. Surface,.2:Q.• .2ll., p , 276.
15. Surface,.Q.2. cit., p, 276.
16. Ibid. For ·an outline of the price policy of the Board of Grain

Supervisors see Memoranda, 1917, Memo No.3, particularly
pp. 3, 4.
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Thus the Canadian government, through the agency of the Board of Grain

Supervisors, wa.sable to follow a policy of a fixed price for Canadian

wheat.

A neoessary corollar,y of the supervision by the Board of

Grain Supervisors of the marketing of export grain was the control of

the price and distribution of grain for domestic consumption. Canadian

and American authorities, in agreeing to treat the whole of the North

American wheat supply as a unit, decided not to permit competition

between the mills in their respective countries. Thus If Imports and

exports of flour between Canada and the United States, except for small

quantities, were not to be permitted except on approval of the grain
17

authorities in the two countries. 1I However, with the small American

crop of 1917 and her large mill capacity, it waS proposed that a large

proportion of the Canadian wheat crop should be ground by American mills.

The American Government fO~ld itself in an excellent bargaining position

in this regard since Canada, due to her heavy war expenditure, found it

impossible to finance the British purchase of the Canadian wheat

surplus. A United States Government Memorandum was issued on October

23, 1917, according to which:-

Canada agreed to finance her wheat exports up to a. total
of $100,000,000 and the United States agreed to loan
Great Britain up to 1250,000,000 for purchasing Canadian
Wheat, flour and oats for export to the Allies. In

17. Surface,.212. ~., p•.2:17. Also Memoranda, 1917, Order No.2,
27 July, 1917.
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return for this Canada was to cease exporting flour to
Neutrals and to the United States; Oanadian Mills were
to grind up to their average output for the past three
years and Cana.dian wheat, as required was to be handed over
to the United Sta.tes Food Administration to be ground by
American mills, they in turn to fUrnish this or an
equivalent amount of flour for export to the Allies.1 8

This ruling aroused bitter opposition from Canadian millers and, indeed,

. it was looked upon as discriminatory by the Canadian grain trade gen-

erally• However, since the United States government was financing a

large part 'of the Canadian wheat export trade, the ruling was generally
19

accepted as an unpleasant, but essential, part of the war effort.

At the beginning of the 1918 crop year certain elements in
20

Canada were pressing for price increases. However, the Americans,

insisting on a continuation of parity between the prices of both

countries, made the continued financing of the Canadian wheat crop

conditiona! on no further price advances. At the same time the

Canadian Board of Grain Commissioners permitted Ifthe resumption of

export and shipping trade by independent Canadian shippers instead of

by the 'Wheat Export Company and the assumption of control over the

19. Surface,.2.E.. cit., p , 279. Surface has the following to say
on this point.

These arrangements were to a v~rylarge extent made between
the United States and Great Britain with the Wheat Export Company as
an intermediary. Although the agreement had a very important effect
upon Canada her grain officials were apparently only consulted
incidently in the matter. This caused oonsiderable ill feeling in
certain Canadian quarters for a time and there was even a refusal to
abide by the agreement that Canada was not to ship flour into the
United States •. This difficulty was of short duration and the Cana.dian
officials soon came to realize the desirability of the arrangements
made and the justice of the demands by the United States.

20. MacGibbon,.Q.l2. cit., pp. 60-61.
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distribution of lake tonnage by the Board of Grain Supervisors
21

instead of by the Vfueat Export Company as in the preceding year. tt

The. Grain Corporation and Wheat Export Company feared that this

policy, which was adopted to give employment to Canadian shippers

and dealers, would be detrimental to the efficient.handling of the North

American Wlleat crop as a unit. These fears did not materialize for,

while the grain trade was allowed to carry the grain to eastern lake

ports or the seaboard, the final purchase of all export whee.t and

flour continued to be made by the Wheat Export Company. The Board of

Grain Supervisors continued to handle both the lake movement and the

United Action by the American and Canadian governments respect-

ing the marketing of grain continued until the cessation of hostilities.

For example, in October 1918 the two countries had, in effeot, divided

the European f"lour market between them giving tt S/12ths of the total
23

Allied flour trade to Canadian mills and 7/12ths to American mills. It

But immediately after the armistice in November, 1918, the unity which

had characterized the grain marketing policy of Canada and the United

States began to disappear. The Canadian board maintained the price of

21. Surface,.2,2. cit., p. 285. See also the Board of Grain Supervisors·
pamphlet Movement of the Grain Crop. 1918-19, Winnipeg, Man., March 19,
1919. .

22. Surf"ace,.9J2. oit., pp. 285-286.
23. Ibid., p. 2e:7.
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$2.24! throughout the crop year 1918-19; but the American restrictions

on flour ma.rgins were removed with the resulting rise in the price of

wheat in Chicago to as high as $2.92. Furthermore, as the pressure on

Allied shipping eased, grain from Australia and Argentina began gradually

once again to compete effectively with North American supplies. .Fbllow-

ing the Armistice, although centralized buying had lapsed temporarily,

the international situation continued to confront the grain trade with

serious probl.ems • This situation is summarized by the Report of the

Canadian Wheat Board of' 1919:-

At the outset of the Canadian crop season of 1919-20 • • •
the situation in Europe so f'ar as controlled grain markets
were concerned was as follows:-

The Royal Commission on Wheat Supplies had become again
the purchaser of' wheat f'or Great Britain, France, and
Italy, each nation now, however, responsible for
providing its own finance and shipping tonnage.

Continued governmental control of' the purchase and distrib
ution of wheat in Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Sweden and
Norway, each of' these countries while under Government
control competing with the other in the purchase of whea*.24

At the same time in the United States the Grain Corporation stood pre-

pared only to protect the guaranteed minimum price by buying the

farmers t wheat at $2.2; if and when the grain trade refused to meet

that price. Thus, by June, 1919, only Canada had yet to determine

24. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, Season 1920, Ottawa, King's
Printer, 1921 (S.P. No. 54, 1921), p. 3.
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what form of control she would adopt in connection with the market
25

ing of her 1919-20 wheat crop.

Confronted with the example of continued American control

in the form of a guaranteed minimum price, the resumption of controlled

and centralized buying on the part of leading EUropean importers, and a
26

strong western Canadian opinion in favor of continued government control,

the Dominion government called a conference at Ottawa early in June,

1919, to decide what form of marketing to adopt with respect to the

1919 wheat crop. Towards the end of July a second conference was

called, and in the meantime trading on the wheat futures market vIas

resumed on July 21, 1919. When the Canadian Wheat Board was created

by Order in Council just ten days later on July 31, 1919, the futures
27

market was again ordered closed, and an initial price of $2.15 per

bushel, basis No.1, Northern, Fort 'tilliam was announced early in

August. This Board was instructed "to handle and market the wheat

crop of 1919 and that portion of the crop of 1918 which might remain
28

undelivered to the Board of Gra.in Supervisors on August 15, 1919, If

the operations of the la.tter board continuing until this date. The plan

of organization and the proposed functions of the Board were based

largely on the AustrB~ian Wheat Board already in existence, and reproduced
. 29

with great precision the pIan submitted by the Council of Agriculture.-
25. Ma,terial, both primary and secondary, on the Board of Grain

Supervisors is limited. Apart from the references included in this
chapter, brief accounts may be found in the following: Innis, M.Q.,
An Economic History; of.9anada, p.298; W• .A.• Mackintosh, Economic
Prohlems of the Prairie Provinces, pp. 49-50; and W. A. Mackintosh,
Agricult~al Cooperation in Western Canada., pp. 150-151.

26. MacGibbon,.2.E,. sil,., p, 62.
27. cr. Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission. 1938, p. 32:

The Canadien W]leat Board, 1935-46, p, 3; and MacGibbon, ibid.
28. Renort of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 19~8, p , 32.
29. Pa.tton,.Ql2. cit.,·p. 196.
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Essentially, the ftpran adopted involved the establishment ofa
30

compulsory national pool, with the Board as sole selling agency.1f

Unlike the preced'ing Board of Grain Supervisors which was a regulating

and price-fixing body, the Wheat Board became the sole purchaser of

the farmers r wheat, holding a statutory monopoly in the sale of the
31

wheat for both domestic and export consumption.

The instructions and powers given to the Board are briefly

stated in its report. It was instructed to sell the 1919 wheat crop at

a price which would secure the greatest possible benefit for the

Dominion as a whole. To enable the Board to carry out these instructions,

it was granted power to control the sale of wheat in the home and export

market, and the export trade in flour as well. At first the Board also

controlled the·domestic price of flour, but this was discontinued after

six months of operation. The Board established an initial minimum price

for wheat of $2.15 per bushel, basis No.1 Northern, Fort William.

The producers of wheat received participation certificates which entitled

the holder to receive at the end of the season his share of the amount

which the Wheat Board had been able to secure for the crop over and

above the in!tial price. Thus the three principal features of the

VVheat Board's control plan were: "an initial advance payment to the

producer of wheat, issuing participation certificates, and pooling of
32

returns."

The selection of the Board personnel was made "with a view to

.30. Ibid. .31. Ibid.
32. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, p. 4.
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creating a body which would be truly representative of those interests

in the country most immediately affected by the movement of the wheat
33

crop." This selection was completed by August 7, with James Stewart

who was previously president of the \\Illeat Export Company and member of

the Board of Grain Supervisors appointed as chairman, Frederick William

Riddell as vice-chairman, and Mr. H. Tooley, formerly secretary of the
34

Board of Grain SuperVisors, retained in that office by the new Board.

The responsibility for selling the crop was entrusted to the chairman,

and the vice-chairman, Mr. Riddell, assumed control during the chairman fS

absence. In view of its one-year life expectancy, the Board decided to

utilize as far as possible the facilities of the grain trade, in spite

of the fact that the Order in Council had laid no obligation upon it to

do so. I twas thought that in this way U the trade would be better able

to resume the handling of the wheat at the expiration of the controlled
35

period. II

In view of the fact that the usual trading channels were not

judged competent to perform their usual functions for the year 1919,

that the Winnipeg Grain Exchange had been closed within one week of its

opening, and that the new crop was already on the move, the Board was

33. Ibid.
34. Ibid. The remaining personnel of the Board a:regiven as follows:

H. W. Wood, Oarstairs; Frederick William Riddell, Regina, and Lieut.-Col.
John Z. Frazer, Burford, representing the organized farmers of Canada;
W. A. Black, Montreal, C. B.Watts, Toronto, and William A. Matheson,
Winnipeg, representing the flour-milling interests of Canada; Norman
Macleod Paterson, Fort William, Frank O. Fowler, Winnipeg, William Henry
McWilliams, Winnipeg, and Joseph Quintal, Montreal, representing the
grain~trading interests; and William L. Best, representing organized
labour. Four had served on the Board of Grain Supervisors.

35. Report of the Canadian 'Wheat Board, 1920, p, 5.
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faced with the task of immediately organizihg machinery so that producers

could dispose of their wheat at country points without delay. The

Board f S Report st~ites tha.t ItWithin one week from the first meeting of

the Board (August 11, 1919), a system was devised; and within a fort-

night, rules and regulations governing that system were in effect.

Practically every branch of the trade therepy was enabled to proceed
36

with business." This improvisation proved sound beyond expectations,

so much so that no significant changes were required while the Board

was operating. From August 11, 1919, to October 6, 1919, public

sittings were held in a number of provinces in order to ascertain the

views of the various interests with respect to the operations of the
37

Canadian Wheat Board. Among the associations which presented their

views to the Board were the representatives of organized and unorganized

farmers, the grain trade, the millers, the railways, and the various

provincial governments. Inaddition to these special hearings, regular

. bi-monthly general meetings of the Board were held throughout the year,

usually in the City of Winnipeg.

From the commencement of operations, the Board faced a number

of serious obstacles. In the first place, in its attempt to carry out
. 38

the Government I s instructions, the Board II had to blaze a new trail. U

Even the Australian Board could not be regarded as a precedent since

36. Ibid •
.37• Ibid., pp , 5, 6.
38. Ibid., p. 6.
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its success was as yet by no means clear. As previously pointed out,

the United States Grain Corporation was of a totally different nature.

Furthermore, certain elements in the financial, commercial, and gra.in

trade circles considered the plan as too "communistic", and quite

unworkable. Even among the western farrilers the Board was by no means

unanimously welcomed. The producers could not refrain from comparing

the prevailing high prices on the American open market with the initial

price paid to Canadian farmers. As an alternative to the Wheat Board,

the producers suggested that the government should either purchase the
39

crop outright at a fixed price or adopt the existing American system.

The fact that many farmers tended to discount heavily the va.lue of
40

their participation certificates gave rise to a serious situation.

This problem is considered later in the chapter, but it may be stated

here that the Board displayed both tact and promptness in dealing with

it -- a fact indicated by the noteworthy degree of cooperation which

the Board was able to secure from both the grain trade and the farmers.

Apparently the nice balance of interests represented by the Boardts

membership had much to do with strengthening the spirit of compromise
41

among the various interests which its operations affected.

Another problem confronting the Canadian Wheat Board (like its

predecessor,the Board of Grain Supervisors) was the one arising from

the Boardts intimate dealings with the United States Grain Corporation.

39. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920. p. 6.
40. Pa.tton,,9.£. cit., p. 197.
41-. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, p. 13.
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However, the Wheat Board was able to achieve greater independence of

action than the old board, since the restrictions which had accompanied

the United States financing of Canadian Wheat exports during the war no

longer existed. With the minimum guaranteed price in the United States

established at $2.25, Mr. Barnes of the Grain Corporation had brought

into effect during the fall of 1919 an embargo on all Oanadian wheat

and ·flour - excepting only wagon-load lots across the boundary • With

American cooperation, the Oanadian Wheat Board granted permits to farmers,

who lived nearer to an American than to a Oanadf.an elevator, to market

their grain in the United States. On December 15 the American admin-

istration lifted the embargo, and the Board ceased to grant individual

permits. "This was done because the board was then ina- position to

take advantage of any higher prices which might be obtainable on an
42-

equal basis ••• If At this time the removal of the embargo had limited

significance for Oanadian farmers since over three-fourths of the

Canadian crop (and virtually all in the border area) had already been

marketed. Furthermore, with the dearth of American freight cars in

western Oanada"it was next to impossible to persuade our railways to

permf, t any of their equipnent to cross the line, the number of their

grain cars distributed throughout the neighboring Republic being far

. in' excess of the number of American cars of a similar character on
43

the Canadian roads. D Consequently, with scarcely more than one-half

million bushels shipped across the line by May of 1920, the Board was

42. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, pp, 6, 7.
43. Ibid., p. 7.
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unable to take much advantage of the lifting of the embargo.

A situation developed in the United States during the fall

and the following spring which proved distinctly favorable to the

Wheat Board. Since the Grain Corporation was only operating to maintain

a floor price, it handled less than 150,000,000 bushels during the
M

crop year. However, a considerable amount of both soft and hard

winter wheat was marketed through normal trade channels at from one to

a few cents above thi~ minimum price of .2.25. Furthermore, the

American spring wheat crop was below average in quaJ.ity,and the better

grades were able to command fairly high premiums. As the season

developed, very considerable flspreads· prevailed between car-lots of

good and inferior grades. The Canadian Wheat Board kept posted on the

best prices available for odd cars by always keeping one or two cars

en route to Minneapolis and disposing of them on arrival. In this way,

and by employing agents in New York and Europe, the Board was enabled

to appreciate when the overseas bids were better than those from the

United States. The follOWing excerpt from the Report illustrates the

success of this policy:-

•••• On May 17, 1920, the board was able to sell
abroad a few million bushels, basis One Northern, at
the equivalent of $3.;0 in store Fort William, while
the pest price obtainable on the Minneapolis market
on the same day was about ,$3.28 for odd cars.
Indeed according to advices received from the board's
New York correspondent the highest price received for
.American wh~~t of the 1919-20 crop w~sabout $3 .40
f.o.b. steamer New York, as against 13.60 for
Canadian wheat secured by the Canadian Wheat Board
f.o.b. steamer Montreal, both United States funds.
And this was done despite the fact that the Montreal
ocean freight rate to ~~ope was higher than that
preva.iling from New York. 45

44. 1'01d. 'p.
45. ~rt of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, p , 11.
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The marketing of the 1919 crop did not prove to be the major

problem facing the Canadian Wheat Board, for a full demand existed for
46

Canadian wheat. In fact, "the tendency towards a conflict of varying

interests within the Dominion itself- constituted one of the most
47

difficult problems which the Board had. to face. There was a tendency

for both produoers and consumers to regard the Board as operating in
48

the interests of the other. The Wheat Board Act stipulated that

millers were to pay a price which was ftgovernedas nearly as possible

by the price obtainable at the same time in the world's markets for

wheat of equal value, regard being had to the cost of transport, handling
49

andstorage. JJ In addition, the Act empowered the Board to fix the

prices of wheat products including flour for the domestic market. Thus

from the time it first began operations, the Board, in trying "to
50

maintain an equilibrium of prices between wheat, flour, and mill offal~

found itself offending both the eastern livestock and dairymen on the

one hand, and the grain producers of western Canada on the other.

"Mill offal, such as bran and Shorts, had to be regulated as well as

flour, and maximum prices of $45 and t52 per ton for bran and shorts

respectively, basis f.o.b. cars Montreal, were fixed by the board on
51

November 15, 1919. ft Keeping in mind its primary obligation to

the national welfare, the Board sought - not without success to

make its decisions equitable to all concerned, always soliciting the

46. Report of the Royal Grain Inauiry Commission, 1938, p, 6.3.
47. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, p. 7.
48. Patton,.2£. cit., p, 197.
49. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, pp , 7-8.
50. Ibid., p. 8. 51. ~.
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maximum of oooperation from those affeoted.

The Canadian Wheat Board also had to solve the problem of.

seed-grain shortages afflicting certain western areas which had suffered

seriously from drought conditions. In cooperation with Mr. A. E. Wilson,

Seed Commissioner, the Board established at Saskatoon, Moose Jaw, and

Calgary reserves of approximately one million bushels of the best seed

grain available. In the spring of 1920 further supplies of seed grain

were made available to farmers at $2.45 per bushel, basis One Northern

in store Fort William; and this when the fixed price for the domestic

market was $2.00 for the same wheat. Wheat shipments to terminals by

elevator operators in drought-stricken areas were strictly regulated

Uwith the object of providing convenient supplies until seeding was
52

completed. If

In spite, of the still heavy EUropean demand, the fact that

Australian and Argentine wheat was once again available to the European

market contributed to a relatively ubeaxishfJ outlook as to grain values

on the part of European .governaerrts , Cables raceived from Mr. Lloyd

Harris, then chairman .of the Canadian Mission in London, on August 6

and 7, 1919, warned the Board of this state of mind, and suggested

t~t overseas buyers might contract on the basis of paying the Canadian

~ fixed price for 1918-19 if the Board would "agree to refund any
53

difference should (the) American export prices be lowered later. 1f

52. Reoort of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, p, 8.
53. Ibid.,
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According to the Board's report, these cables constituted the

only reliable information about European demands and values then

available. Since immediate action was imperative, the Board decided

to fix the initial payment at $2.15, basis One Northern in store Fort

William. The Board made its first export sale on September 1, 1919,

at $2.44 f.o.b. steamer, Montreal, basis One Northern. Nevertheless,

Harris I cables retained their pessimistic tone and "the demand for our

wheat at reasonable levels was very indifferent during September and
54

October." This situation arose because Australia with its wartime

surplus and the United States with an unusually large current surplus

were underquoting Canada. Furthermore, the fact that the European

countries 'were not particular about high quality in their bread flour

at that time reduced still further the demand for Canadian wheat. In

addition, the embargo against wheat imports into the United States

effectively prevented the Canadian Wheat Board from taking advantage

of the substantially higher prices then prevailing in that country for

the better quality grades. Yet, in spite of this inauspicious beginning,

As stated above, the box-car shortage prevented the Board from

taking effective advantage of the lifting of the American embargo.

Consequently, Canada had to rely entirely upon Europe to purchase its

54. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, p , 9.
55. Ibid.
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exportable surplus. Notwithst~nding the earlier gloomy outlook,

nearly half of that surplus was ddspeaed of before the end of 1919.

Price declines in the United States during January and February, 1920,

found the Board with approximately one million barrels of flour on

its hands in addition to the remainder of the whee.t supplies. Con-

sidering that no justification for such a marked decline eXist~d, the

Board withheld these stocks from the markets. Early in March prices

began to improve and the remaining wheat and flour stocks were sold at
56

more advantageous prices.

The generally successful nature of the Board's operations

was somewhat modified by an event which left the Board with a substantial

surplus to be disposed of at much reduced prices at the end of the crop

year. Al though the spring of 1920 opened somewhat late, ideal growing

and harvesting conditions resulted in a large part ~f the jroparriving

on the market from a week to ten days earlier than usual - i.e. during

early August. The millers, finding their normal grain reserves un-

necessary, returned over five million bushels of wheat to the Board

before the end of that month. As a result, with the termination of

the 1919-20 crop season the Board had an unsold surplus of about five

million bushels. Obvio1ls1y, sinoe prices had fallen considerably from

the high levels prevailing earlier in the year, the Board had now to

dispose of this surplus at much reduced prices. This meant a consequent

reduction in the size of the \ltpoollJ from what it otherwise would have

56. Ibid.
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been had the grain been exported earlier. The fact that crop trends

must have been available to Wheat Board officials indicates that the

Board erred on the side of caution by permitting millers to build up

unnecessarily large reserves. The millers, on the other hand, acted
'1 .,

in their best self-interest by disposing of this surplus at the fixed

price to the Board before the latter's operations were suspended, and

buying on the open market at reduced prices. Nevertheless, it may be

asked why, with obviously excessive reserves and the downward trend in

prices, the millers did not return these reserves to the Board several

weeks earlier. While the millers stood to gain nothing from their

tardiness, the producers clearly stood to lose. The onus for this
57

error must~ however, rest with the officials of the Wheat Board.

Special arrangements were made by the Canadian Wheat Board with

Newfoundland and the British West Indies Whereby these countries could

purchase Canadian flour at the prices prevailing in the Canadian domestic

market. In the case of the former country flit was agreed that all flour

purchases by that country should be made in Canada until the end of the
58

period of control in the Dominion.u With the idea of enabling

Oanadian millers to take full advantage of markets in the·· Orient and

the Western Hemisphere (not including the United States) the Board

issued a oircular to the Oanadian Millers' Association on Maroh 1, 1920,

alWhorizing millers to make usales of flour to Newfoundland on same

------.._-------------------------~---57. RepOrt of the Oanadian Wheat Board, 1920, p , 9.
58. Ibid., p, 10.
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basis, and under same conditions as prevail for sa;:Les within the

Dominion, excepting that before shipment is made an import permit is

necessary from the Food Control Board of Newfoundland, as well as
59

export permit from this board." Permits were not granted for ship-

ment beyond sixty days. In the British West Indian market export

permits were limited to thirty days, and in the event of wheat price

changes it was stipulated that the permit had to be issued prior to

the price revisions before it could be considered in adjustments.

Millers could at any time ascertain from the Board the prices at

which they could sell to other Western Hemisphere countries, not including

the United States. These prices quoted by the Board were intended to

reflect Itas nearly as possible the relative value of wheat in the
60

world's markets at the time same is given." This was to apply as

well to Africa, excepting Egypt, and the Orient. None of these arrange-

ments applied to Europe.

Early in the new year the Canadian Millers' Committee petit-

ioned the Board for an increase in the maximum price of flour. After

a careful consideration of this request and also of statements by the

Board's chief auditor and milling expert, the Board, ata meeting in

Montreal aD; March 19, 1920, advised the government that flour should

be decontrolled. On April 8, 1920, the Board issued a public

announcement over the strenuous protests of the Canadian Millers'

59. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, p, 10.
60. Ibid.
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Committee which annoanced, instead of the requested increase, the

removal of ftThe maximum price on flour sold for domestie purposes,
61

whilst retaining control of the price of wheat. a It stated that

the Board intended to continue to control the maximum wholesale price

of mill offal temporarily, and concluded that "the board being . . .
in possession of certified milling costs, and having the price of wheat

62
under control, can and will see that no abuse occurs." The Board,

however, affirmed its belief that competition among the millers would

amply protect the consumers. Perhaps it was the implications in the

announcement that the consumers might require protection from possible

abuses that aroused the ire of the millers. This may also explain

why the Canadian Millers' Committee only asked for an increase in the

maximum price rather than for its removal, since a higher controlled

price would eliminate any serious charge against the millers of profit-

eering.

As mentioned previously many farmers tended to dispose of
63

their participation certificates at a discount. To prevent this,

the Board announced on May 5, 1920, that certificates would be worth

at least forty cents per bushel. Farmer-s appear to have regarded this

as the pro.bable outside price, and the trading continued on the basis

of thirty-eight cents per bushel. To prevent this disposal of certi-

ficates to speculators the Board solicited the aid of the press and the
64

grain trade in their campaign to dissuade the farmer from this practice.

61. Ibid., p. 11
63. Patton,.2J2. cit., p, 197;
64. Ibid.

62. Ibid.
and also MacGibbon, .2.2,. oit., p, 63.
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In commending the support received the Report states:uThe grain trade

circularized their agents accordingly, and as a whole remarkably few

instances were found of men, associated directly or indirectly with

the business, who acted other than to discourage the farmers from
65

selling their participation certificates." Once it became evident

that the Board's operations were proving successful beyond expectations,

and realizing that many farmers were borrowing on their certificates

at 7 to 8 per cent interest, the Board decided to make an interim payment.

An announcement, to this effect was made on July 15, and before the end
66

of October the Board made payments of about thirty-eight million dollars.

On October 30, 1920, the Board issued the final announcement as to the

value of the participation certificates, and "The price realized for the
67

whole crop, basis One Northern in store Fort William, was $2.63.u

In the Board's judgment the average return received by the farmer was

$2.63 less thirteen cents - the approximate average freight rate

.from shipping points in the three prairie provinces during the season

which gave an average price of $2.50 at the shipping point. However,

the Board, in giving $2.50 as its estimate of the average price, makes

no allowance for handling charges; -and does not state explicitly that
68

it is basis One Northern at shipping points. The report goes on to

calculate, presumably on the SBllle basis, that lithe average price paid

to farmers at shipping points in the United States was approximately

65. Report of the Canadian~beatBoard, 1920, p. 11.
66. Patton,.QI2.. cit., p, 197; also MacGibbon, ..2.£- .2ll., p. 63.
67. Report of' the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, p. 11.
68. Report of' the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920, p, 11.
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69
25 cents per bushel less than that realized by the farmers in Canada fl ,

and this at a time when the price of bread "was If cents per pound less
70

than that paid by the consumer in the United States." It should be
71

noted that estimates given by Surface appear to indicate that

American prices were consistently higher than those paid by the

Canadian Wneat Board. These figures, however, refer to the monthly

average price and not the average price paid to farmers. Furthermore,

they do not indicate that much of the American crop was of poor quality,

thus calling forth special premiums on the better grades. Almost all

accounts agree that the western Oanadian farmer fared somewhat better

during the 1919 season than his American neighbor who sold the greatest
72

proportion of his crop on the open market.

The maintenance of small price differen~ials between the

various grades of grain at country points proved to be one of the most

significant features of the Board's operations - a feature destined

to playa conSiderable part in the agitation for the continuation, and

later for the renewal, of the Canadian 'Wheat Board. The report states:

"These 'spreads' were never before so narrow in the history of the

. trade. From the very commencement, of the season to the close, notwith-

standing the several advances in price made by the board, the 'spreads'

between the prices paid for the different grades of wheat remained

69. Ibid. 70. Ibid., p. 12.
71. Surface, .2.I2. cit., p.288.
72. cr. Patton, ..Q.E.. cit., p, 197; Wood,.2l?. cit., p. 322; and the

Reoort of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1935, p, 63. But Mack
intosh states (Agricultural Cooperation, p. 153) that the U.S. farmer'
got at least as much as the Canadian farmer.
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In spite of early

Furthermore, these narrow spreads were maintained in
74

the sale of the wheat in the overseas market.

73
constant."

doubts, the Board had demonstrated to the producers one -method of

marketing, under which future trading was suspended, internal competition

was eliminated, handling margins and grade differentials were narrowed,

and the grower was paid on the basis, not of: current market prices

at tim.e of delivery, but of the average returns realized from the
75

entire crop.- ¥lith the return to the open-market system coinciding

with a general post-war recession, the farmer, feeling the need of better

prices and greater security, sought to have the Board renewed. When

this proved futile,s. new period in cooperative marketing opened, for

"The services of the old cooperatives in narrowing margins, improving

competitive standards, and affording the f:~er an insight into the
76

workings of the grain trade, no longer seemed important. If If they

could not have a "compulsory pool- the farmers were determined to have

such a pool on a voluntary basis.

Although control by the Board terminated with the close of

the crop year, with normal futures trading being resumed on August 18,

1920, the Board still had much outstanding business to clear up,
77

particularly in relation to participation certificates. By the end

of the year the balance sheet showed the Board's assets to be

nearly eleven million dollars, against which there were something over

ten million dollars worth of participation certificates outstanding

73. Report of the Canadian Wheat Board, 1920. p. 12. 74. Ibid.
75. H. S. Patton, aThe Canadian Wheat Pool in Prosperity and Depression. 1t

reprinted in pamphlet form by the Canadian YTheat Pools from Economics,
Sociology and the Modern World: Essays in Honor of T.N. Carger (Cambridge,
Mass., 1935), p. 4.

76. Mackintosh, Economic Problems. p. 50.
77. cr. MacGibbon,.2.Q. cit., pp. 63-64.
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over four thousand of which were unaccounted for. James Stewart, the

Chairman- crediting the "wholehearted cooperation" of his colleagues,

the grain trade and the milling interests (with one outstanding exception

not named) with the administrative success of the Board -- showed the

total administrative costs to be "less than one-half cent per bushel
78

on volume handled."

Few voioes were raised to question the success of the

Canadian Wheat Board. Not only had the farmer been completely won over

to the Board method of marketing, but even those most interested ina

return to normal trading operations freely admitted that conditions

had been abnormal and that exceptional governmental interference had
. 79

been justifiable. However, as the crop year drew to a olose, the

grain trade and the producers divided on the issue of a return to the

open-market system. With prices beginning to fall rapidly shortly after
80

a resumption of futures trading, the farmers agitated strongly for

the continuation of a national marketing board•. In fact, as early as

January, 1920, the Canadian Council of Agriculture, already convinced

of the benefits to be derived from the ~~eat Board, petitioned the

Federal government to continue the system for another year. The

council argued that the state of the world markets was still abnormal

78. Report of the Canadian YJheat Board, 1920, p. 14. For the
financial statements see pp. 15-16. For a brief sketch of the
administrative organization of the Board and the manner in which the
Board utilized existing facilities while improvising others see pp. 12-13.

79. Canada, Special COnIDlittee on Bill 98 (Canadian Grain Board Act),
Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, No.2, June 20, 1935, pp. 31-32.

00, Of. Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938, p , 63;
Patton, liThe Oanadian Whea.t Pool in Prosperity and Depression," p. 4;
and Patton, Grain Growers' Cooperation in Western Canada, pp. 197-8.
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and that decontrol would be disastrous. The government remained luke-

warm to the idea but finally, on June 24, 1920, it assumed the power,

to continue the Board by proclamation nif circumstances made it
81

advisable." However, with the Honorable Arthur Mei.ghen's elevation

to the office of Prime Minister, the continuation of government

marketing lost what little official favor it still possessed. The

Toronto Globe expressed the point of view of both the government and

the organized grain trade in these words: uThe conditions which made

government price-fixing or guarantees in respect of wheat justifiable

no longer exist. The market should be l·eft to find its natural level.

To raise the price of wheat artificially in these days of dear food
82

would be class legislation and bad economics.- Bonfronted with the

American precedent of Congress refusing to renew either the Wheat

Guarantee Act or the powers of the Grain Corporation upon their expir-

ation on June 1, 1920, and with the resumption of futures trading on

American grain exchanges on July 15, the Meighen government announced

the next day (July, 16) that it would take no steps to proclaim the

enabling act at present since the factors which had caused the

government to create the Wheat Board no longer existed. This means,

the announcement added, ftthat the present Wheat Board will not function

in so far as the crop of 1920 is concerned, and that the marketing of

81. Quoted in Wood, .2Il. cit., p, 321.
82. Toronto Globe, 22 September, 1920, cited in Patton, Grain Growers'

Coooeration in Western Canada, p. 198.
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83
this crop will revert to the normal methods of pre-war times. U

Although the strong agitation for the re-establisbment of

the Canadian Wheat Board must form the subject matter ofa separate

ohapter, it should be emphasized here that the producer, having lost

entirely his early hostility towards the Board, was now determined

.not to go back to the only other marketing system he had ever known
84

that of the open market. It is quite true, as will be seen

later, that much of this attachment to the Wheat Board system of market-

ing was based on the rather naive assumption that, since the Board had

managed to give an average price of $2.50 per bushel basis No. 1

Northern at shipping points, it would have been able largely to

prevent the drastic price reductions aocompanying the post-war slump.

In other words, there existed a tendency to disregard the fact that

even government boards have to deal with such tangible realities as

world demands; and tha.t the Wheat Board had, in many respects, been

extremely fortunate. On the other hand, however, the opinion of the

grain trade that tithe market should be left to find its natural level"

83. Quoted by Patton, Grain Growers' Cooperation in Western Canada,
p, 198. See also Yates, ..Ql2.. cit., chaps. i-ii; and an article by the
Honorable George Langley, "The Canadian lffueat Board", The Grain Growers I

Guide, June 16, 1920.
84. Before the experienoe in government marketing of grain between

1917-20, western farmers, knowing no other system than that of the
open-market, sought only to improve the existing system by ensuring
the greatest possible degree of oompetition in the trade. In fact,
the seoond Royal Commission appointed to inquire into the grain trade
in 1906 was largely composed of farmers who took speoial notice of
the benefits of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange to the western farmer.
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and that the supporting of grain prices artificially was "class
Q .85

legislation and bad econ,mics" represented the other extreme. In

fact, the first Canadian VVheat Board brought home to the western

farmer more clearly than had any ea±lier situation the fact that the

competitive system also has its disadvantages; and that these

disadvantages become paxticularly acute when certain segments of the

economy are less competitive than others, since this situation works

to the disadvantage of the latter and to the advantage of the

former. This was a lesson which the western Canadian farmer has not

forgotten.

85. Patton,..QJ2.. cit., p, 198.
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CHAPiJ:'ER III

THE WHEAT POOL PHASE, 1920-1930

This study a.dvances the hypothesis that the Canadian Wheat

Board is the resultant of a historical process that its £ormand

functions re£lect both the needs and conditions of the Wheat Economy.

Just why the Canadian board took the form of a national compulsory

pool, rather than assuming the role of a mere market prop as did the

United States Grain Corporation; may be explained by the greater

vulnerability to economic fluctuations of the western Canadian f'armer

compared to his American neighbor. Relying as he must on an export

market and suffering from the burdens of a national policy the incidence

of which fell most heavily on Canadian export regions (an incidence

unmitigated by constitutional sa£eguards against economio imperialism

such as prevail in the United States Senate), it was both natural and

inevitable that the western farmer should seek relief through the

pooling of both risks and benefits; and that he should turn to the

federal government as the only author!ty which could remedy the in

equities of the prevailing policies or, failing that, offset them by

assuming a portion of the total risk. When the federal government

declined to accept such risk or to modify noticeably the discriminatory

national poliQies, the western grain grower turned reluctantly to
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self-help as his seoond-best solution. In this respeot the voluntary

Canadian Wheat Pools were the result, not only of greataohievement,

but also of significant failure. They stood, at the same time, as '8.

symbol of the consummation of agrarian vision and of the realization

of bitter disappointment.

Throughout the first post-war deoade, when the farmer found

himself beset by problems and difficulties of 8. magnitude never before

experienced, his faith in the wheat board idea never wavered. To cope

with these post-war problems the farmer found the old cooperative

elevator companies quite inadequate, and he looked toa revived wheat

board as the ideal solution. From 1896 to 1920 the general economic

trends had been favourable to the farmer, produciIig a steady improve

ment in his position relative to the world market. In his attempts

to get his fair share of the world price, he had sought through co

opera.ti\Ve elevator companies to improve the competitive standards in

the grain trade and to narrow what he considered to be unnecessarily

wide handling margins and grade differentials. From 1920 to 1924,

however, the economic trends were against the farmer who suffered from

both low prices and yields at a time when handling and transportation

oostsand farm expenses generally were high. "The prairie farmer be

fore 1920 wished to amend marketing agencies and practices; after

1920 he wished to reVOlutionize them. Whereas the old cooperatives

had worked within the existing trade organization, the pools were designed
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1
to revolutionize trade practice." Before 1920 he had sought a fair

share of the world price; after 1920 he began to seek a fair share
2

of the national income -- a different objective which only a pool,

and preferably a compulsory pool, could hope to achieve. If the

farmer had read more into the success of the compulsory pool operated

by the Canadian Wheat Board of 1919 than the situa:tion warranted, he

at least erred in the direction of his own self interest. The position

of the primary producer, particularly of a staple commodity, is so

inferior competitively (particularly when the economy is regionalized

--_._-----------------------------_.
1. W. A. Mackintosh, Economic Problems of the Prairie Provinces" p. 51.
2. Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1.2l§., see statements

by Bredt and Wood on page 84. Note also John D. Black, Agricultural
Reform in the United States (New York, 1929), chap. viii. Although
these ideas were less advanced in Canada there were indications that
they were already emerging. Essentially .the "riew National Policy" of
the Progressives and thettEqualization-Feelf plan in the United States
were both designed to overcome the inequities of the tariff system 
that is, to give agriculture a fair share of the national income. In
Canada the Wbeat Board and the Wheat Pool fitted integrally into this
programme. See in this connection Yates, S. w. The Saskatchew,!Ul Wheat
Pool: Its Origin, Organization and Progress. 1924-1935 (Victoria, 1947)
chaps i-iv; Wood, L. A., A History of Farmers' Movements in Canada,
passim; Patton, H. !_., Grain GrO?lerS' Cooneratj.onin Western Canada,
passim; and Innis, H. A., ed~, The Diary of Alexander James McPhail
(Toronto, 1940), p. 246. The following journal articles are relevant:
Hope, E. C., uAgriculture's Share of the National Income", C.J.E.P.~.,

August, 1943, pp , 384-393; G. L. Burton, lIAgriculture's Share of the
National Income: A Comment", C.J.E.P.S., May, 1944, pp. 206-209;
L. A.. Skeoch, It.Agric1J~ture"s Share of the National Income - Further
Consideredtl , C.J.E.P.S., pp.210-211; and ltFloor Prices on Farm
Products·, an address delivered by E. C. Hope at the annual meeting
of Canadian Feder-atd.on of Agriculture, Saskatoon, January, 1949. Note
Black, .2.l2.. cit., chap. ii; and Fowke, V. C., 8Recent Trends in
Marketing IJ (unpublished thesis: University of Washington, 1937-8),

_ p. 10.
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and tendencies towards natural monopoly by industry and commerce are

intensified by national policies) and so vulnerable to economic

fluctuations that, when the economic trends bega.n.by 1920 to turn

against the farmer, some such means as a pool, compulsory or other-

wise, had become vital to a preservation of the farmer's living
3

standards.

At the same time that the Canadian government was washing

its hands of responsibility to maintain agricultural income, American

farmers were demanding and receiving government aid. While United

States' traditions of militant private enterprise inhibited the growth
4

of cooperative enterprise in that country, government aid to industry

in the form of tariffs provided the logical precedent for interference

on behalf of the farmer. Add to this the ease with· which American

legislative organization lends itself to the formation of -blockeD

and to log-rolling and it is possible to see why the American farmer

was not forced to adopt the cooperative expedient such as the Canadian

farmer was obliged to employ. Even in the early 1920 IS such concepts

as "fair exchange value lt , "parity priceu , or '''purchasing-power parityn,

dominated the thinking of American farmers -- concepts which have

persisted with slight modifications until the present. The -fair

exchange value- of crop was defined as uone which bears the S8ll1e ratio

3. Innis, H.- A., .2.£. cit., p, 265.
4. Hansen, A. H., America's Role in the World Economy, (New York,

1945), p. 149.
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to the current general price index as a IO-year, prew~r average crop
5

price bears to the average general price index, for the same per-Lod ;" /

The aim was to receive a return equal to IIcost of production plus a. 6
profit. II Plans to achieve the aim of a fair exchange value included

various devices for ffdumping ft the surplus abroad at world prices under

unified control to break the tie with domestic prices which were higher

than world prices by the amount of the tariff duty, and also plans for

l10r der l y marketing" or holding of surplus from seasons of plenty to

seasons of scarcity. tiThe Agricultural Adjustment Act of' 1929 with

AI though the form of the f'ree market

its Feder-al. Farm Board, its half-billion do.LLar- revolving fund
7

embodied this philosophy.n

. . .

returned following World War I and still persists, yet the need for

government under~Titingof agricultural income was recognized in the

United States much sooner than in Canada and American farmers were
8

never reduced to sale reliance on their own resources.

In Canada, when hope f'or the compulsory pool died, the farmer

turned to a voluntary pool as a second-best solution. But a difference

of emphasis soon developed within the pool movement during the twenties,

and a right and left wing emerged. The left wing stressed the

5. Blaok,.2£. c1t., pp. 232-233.
6. Ibid., p. 233.
7. Fowke, V. C., "Recent Trends in Marketing,· p. 13.
8. Black, Ope cit., chaps. viii-xiii.
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elimination of speculation, the benefits of lforderly marketing,· and

even suggestedUthe possibilities of enhancing and stabilizing world
9

prices for wheat." This desire to influence price through control

was shown in the left Wing's advocacy ofa compulsory, hundred-per-

cent, farmer-controlled pool. This policy was successf'ul.Iy opposed by

the right wing to whom the pools constituted merely a purer form of

cooperative organization designed to improve on the unquestioned achie-

vements of the old cooperative elevator companies. In spite of this

differenoe, however, the two wings were always united on the question

of a national marketing board whenever the situation demanded it and

the slightest opportunity to achieve it seemed to exist. Thus from

1920 to 1923 the concerted efforts of the organized farmers of western

Canada were devoted to the task of reviving the Canadian ~neat Board,

while in 1931 even the Assooiation Opposing Compulsory Pool joined in
10

the support of a Wheat Board. By the middle thirties the pool move-

ment had, by carrying the struggle through toa successful re-establish-

mant of the 'Wneat Board, rendered cer-tam that IINever again would the

price of wheat to the grower in Western Canada reach the low levels
11

of the depression." The concept of a national marketing board may

be found underlying the entire pool movement. The success of the

Canadian Wheat Board of 1919-20 had not been forgotten.

9. Mackintosh,~. cit., p. 51.
10. Innis, H. A., .212.. cit., p , 2.39; also Y;ates, S. W., sm.. cit.,

p. 157.
11. Innis, H. A., .22. ~., p, 265.
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Trading reopened on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange on August 18,

1920 with the price of cash wheat at .2.7J~. After remaining at this

level for approximately one month the price began to drop ominously
12

as the war and the more urgent post-war demand disappeared. The

fall was rapid and persistent, reaching the level of $1.60-5/8 on

April 15, 1921. Following a temporary rise during the summer of 1921,

this trend was resumed until the price stood at $1.02 on November .3

of that. year. Another rise and fall followed during 1921-22 with the

price dropping in September 1922 below $1.00 for the first time since
13

1915. These price fluctuations brought severe hardship to the

prairie farmer for they reduced the purchasing power of the farmer's

products toa low level while umany of his costs had not fallen far
14

from the high levels of 1920. 1f According to MacGibbon, ano com-

modities fell in price with greater rapidity or were carried further
I;

down than grain" Indeed, while wheat prices fell approximately 67

per cent during the three years following the discontinuance of the

Wheat Board, "the general price level of wholesale commodities during
16

the same period showed a decline of .37t per cent. lt Furthermore,

rust a.nd drought brought ha.voc to certain areas in the west during

these years, thus adding to thefarmerts troubles arising from

continued high costs of maintenance and production ata time when his

12. Mackintosh,.2l2' cit., p, 50.
13. Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938, p. 63.
14. Mackintosh, ibid.
15. The Canadian Grain Trade (Toronto, 1932), p. 64.
16. Ibid.
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income was falling sharply.

The farmer urgently required a better price, but even more

he felt the. need of a security which he had come to-associate with
17

the Canadian ¥fueat Board. To attain these aims of security and a

more adequate price the farmer could no longer hope for effective

aid from the old cooperative elevator companies. While realizing

that these companies had made a valuable contribution to the welfare

of the western grower, the farmer also recognized that their possibilities

were limited and that these limits had been reached. To the farmer

l1The services of the old cooperatdves in narrowing margins, improving

competitive standards, and affording the farmer an insight into the
18

workings of the grain trade, no longer seemed important. Not only

did these companies fail to protect the producer from the wide price

fluctuations from which he suffered and which he believed the Wheat

Board could mitigate or prevent, but they were obviously quite inadequate

for the task of ensuring to him a fair proportion of the national income

in his unequal struggle with the less competitive commercial interests

and the industrial interests protected by a high and burdensome post
19

war tariff~ Furthermore, these cooperative companies were them-

selves held suspect by many farmers on the grounds that they were

primarily concerned in making gains for their shareholders and not for
20

producers as such. While many of the critics of the farmers' comp-

anies realized the enormous difficulties involved in any attempt to

distribute profits on a patronage basis, they still denied that the

17. Mackintosh, ibid.
19. Wood, .QE.. cit., p. 350.

18. Mackintosh, 2,E. cit., p, 50.
20. Patton,.212.- cit., p. 192.
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companies were truly cooperative in character and condemned theaccum
21

ulation of large surpluses. In fact, the farmers' companies tended

to come under the general condemnation of the grain traders and elevator

owners who, since they depended for profits upon handling a large

volume of grain at a small return per bushel, could remain reasonably

prosperous even though the price of grain was such that it failed to

yield a profitable return to the grower. Farmers charged that the

elevator companies and the trade generally were "interested in volume
22

rather than in price," in profits rather than in the welfare of

the grower.

In such an atmosphere of increasing distress and growing debt

burdens the demand for the revival of the Canadian Wheat Board grew

more insistent. At t.he jsame time interest began to grow among the

western farmers in a non-stock, non-profit type of commodity pooling

which seemed to offer a purer form of agricultural cooperation than

the old companies and whose success was being demonstrated among the
23

fruit growers of California. Indeed, the Wheat Board of 1919-20 had

provided just suchan experience in collective marketing ona compulsory

basis an experience eminently successful from the farmers' point

of view. Thus faced with hard.ships he had never before experienced

the western farmer lost faith in the old methods of cooperative

21. Ibid., p. 194.
22. MacGibbon,..22,• .!?1:t.., p. 55. See also Patton, ..Q.E.. cit., p. 192.
23. Patton,.2,2.. cit., p , 194.
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marketing which now appeared as ineffective palliatives, and a new
24-

period in cooperative marketing began. -Henceforth the pooling

method, first on a compulsory and then on a voluntary contract basis,
25

became the objective of the majority of Prairie farmers."

In November of 1920 the Hon. George Langley, then president

of the SaskatchewanCboperative Elevator Company, carried a resol-ution

through the Saskatchewan legislature which declared that the operations

of the Wheat Board had been eminently satisfactory to the farmers and

that the 75 cent drop in the price of wheat during the preceding two

months was due to the opening of the grain exchanges at home and
26

abroad. H. W. Wood, president of the Canadian Council of Agric-

ulture and a member of the 1919 Wheat Board, even went so far as to
27

state that the Board could have maintained the price at $2.50. It

is quite evident, however, that the decline in wheat prices was

fundamentally a reflection of a complex of international factors.

With the end of the War large supplies of Australian and Argentine

wheat became available, European agricultural production revived,

credits by Canadian and American governments were discontinued, .

government purchasing was relaxed in Europe, and a general dislocation
28

of foreign exchanges left world trade in a chaotic condition.

Furthermore, war-time acreage expansion in "North America and the

24. Mackintosh,.9J2.• .2!:1.., p, 50.
25. Patton, ibid.
26. Ibid., p, 199.
27. Ibid.
28. Ibid.
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declining rate of population increa.se together with the increasing

mechanization of American farms combined with shifting food con-

30
all contributed towards declining prices.

sumption habits (due to rising real incomes and a. low income
29

elasticity of food)

Nevertheless, in spite of all these reasons fora price decline, there

still remained "reason to believe that a continuation of Wheat Board

marketing would have enabled Western wheat growers to realize a some-

what higher average return than that received under competitive, ind
31

ividual selling.- As the Stewa.rt-Riddell report asserted, 1fIt is

perfectly obvious that under a system of national control, where only

any new Board would have

Although this assertion may be granted"even
33

while allowing for world competition,

one seller exists, and buyers are numerous, the advantage in trading
32

is with the seller."

found it necessary to set an initial payment much lower than that paid

in 1919-20, while participation certificates would have been correspond-

ingly small. Under the circumstances it was not strange that a federal

government, looking to the east for its main support in the coming

election, should avoid the responsibility for continuing a compulsory

national marketing board "which producers were likely to blame for

not obtaining higher returns, while consumers were sure to criticize

29. See Theodore W. Schultz, "Two Conditions Necessary for Economic
Progress in Agricultureu , C.J.E.P.S., May, 1944, pp. 299-311.

30. Fowke, V. C., -Recent Trends in Marketing·, pp. 2, 3.
31. Patton,~. cit., p. 199.
32. Report to the Government of Saskatchewan on Wheat Me.rketing by

James Stewe..rt and F. W. Riddell (Regina, 1921), p, 11. Hereafter
this document will be referred to as the Stewart-Riddell Report.

33. Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938, p , 83.
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for keeping prices above the competitive market level, which grain

tra,ding and business interests generally were openly opposed to as

an unwarrantable measure of government interference, and which taxpay-

ers as a whole viewed with distrust as a possible source of Treasury
34

loss.tt

Despite the opposition which they faced, western farmers

remained undaunted in their campaign for a renewal of the Wheat Board,

for they had significant forces at their command. On January 6, 1920

the National· Progressive Party, under the leadership of T. A. Crerar,

had been formed largely under the auspices. of the Canadian Council of

Agriculture and strongly supported by the two farmers • companies •

The new party added both prestige and support to a resolution passed

by the Council of Agriculture at Winnipeg on October 22, 1920 which
35

strongly urged the reappointment of the Canadian Wheat Board. At

the same time the Council reoognized the likelihOod of such aotion

to be exceedingly remote and, to be prepared for the expected refusal,

it appointed a committee to enquire into the possibility of the co
36

operative marketing of wheat on a voluntary,contract basis. The

committee presented a tentative plan to the Council in December, 1920,

suggesting the appointment of a wheat pool committee for the purpose of

organizing a pool. The plan suggested for further consideration by the

34. Patton,..2.2. cit., p , 200.
35. Patton,..2.]2. cit., p , 200.
36. Yates,.QE.. cit., p.27. Also Innis, ..Q.2. cit., p. 34.
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committee proposed that a United Farmers' Grain Corporation be

established to sellon a five-year contract basis the pooled wheat

of farmers in all three provinces, with the farmers' companies

handling the pooled wheat on the same basis as they had under the
37

Wheat Board.

Although the Cooperative Grain Marketing Committee studied

the new project throughout 1921 their conclusions, presented in

November 1921, were not encouraging and the project was temporarily

shelved in favor of a renewed demand fora Wheat Board. A number of

factors contributed to this decision. First, the natural difficulties

of the plan rendered it impracticable in the eyes of the committee,

for a volUlftary pool commanding less than 60 per cent of western wheat

acreage would, they believed, be incapable of effectively influencing
38

-market movements and market prices. 1f The committee anticipated

the chief difficulties to be the problems involved in securing the

requisite number of long-term growers' contracts and the cooperation

of the non-farmer elevator companies in handling pool wheat on

satisfactory terms. Secondly, the year 1921, which· witnessed the

downfall of the wartime government, also saw the rise to political

significance of the National Progressive Party and with it the renewed

hope for a national marketing board. A third factor tending to

37. Patton,.2.£. cit., p, 201.
38. Ibid.
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tL~dermine confidence in the possibility of a successful contract

pool and to renew the agitation for a revival of the Wheat Board

was the publication of the influential Stewart-Riddell report in

May, 1921. The report concluded that "the most perfect form of a

centralised wheat marketing agency, at the present tLme, can be created

only under the oontrol of a national organisation. And, secondly • • •

that in considering any form of wheat marketing pool, involving less

than oomplete national control, one based upon voluntary cooperative

effort on the part of the producer is preferable to one bound by the
39

provisions of a legal contract." . A fourth faotor influencing the

decision to shelve the wheat pool project was the determination of

the two farmers l companies not to support any pool which might prejudice
40

their respective positions in any way. Indeed, Mr. Musselman of the

Saskatchewan Cooperative Elevator Company attacked the proposals of

the Canadian Council of Agriculture, arguing instead fora voluntary

pool "to be controlled by an I independent I board of trustees, appointed
4l

by the S.G.G.A. and the Saskatchewan Co-oper-atd.ve ;" The United

Thus with the wheat pool idea in abeyance the year 1922

witnessed a determined effort to reestablish the Wheat Board as an

39. Stewart-Riddell Report, p. 20.
40. Cf • Yates, ..Ql2.cit., pp, 27-28; Patton, .2.2. cit., p. 208;

Innis, .2]2. cit., pp. 34, 35, 42-45.
41. Innis,.Q.£. cit., p , 35.
42. Of. Yates, .2.2. cit., chap. 3.
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emergency measure, although many still held the pool idea to be the

ultimate objective which could only be expected to succeed after an

extended campaign of cooperative education and organization. Mean-

while, the disastrous decline in prices had continued following the

harvesting of the 1921 crop -- a decline intensified by the American

Fordney Emergency Tariff of May, 1921. During the election campaign

of 1921 Meighen, while declining to renew the Wheat Board, had declared

his readiness to establish a government board designed to market wheat

on a voluntary pooling basis. His overwhelming defeat brought the

Liberals into power, but with so small a majority that the 65 Progres-

sives held a strategic position in the new parliament which the gov
44

ern~ent could not ignore. At the first session of the new parliament

the wheat board issue, following consideration by the House Committee

on Agriculture, was referred to the law offioers of the Crown. The

Deputy Minister of .rustice gave it as his opinion that Slthe re-establ-

isbmentof the Canadian Wheat Board on the compulsory basis of 1919-20,

would involve a constitutional encroachment upon the freedom of contract,

capacity to buy and sell, and the· exercise of proprietary rights which
45

exist under the provinoial 1aws. lt Thereupon the Agrioultural Committee

recommended that the government create a national wheat~arketing agency

for the 1922 crop endowed with all the powers of the 1919-20 Wheat Board

43. Patton,.2."2. cit., p, 202.
44. Wood,.2I2. cit., p , 356.
45. Patton,.QJ2. cit., p. 203, as cited in Can. Annual Review, 1922.

p. 241.
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with the exception of those relating to flour and mill produots,

usuch act to become effective by proolamation as soon as two or more

of the provinoes have conferred upon this agenoy such powers possessed
46

by the Board of 1919 as come within provincial jurisdiction.a The

act, as it was finally passed in July, 1922, stipulated that any

deficits which the Board might incur would remain the responsibility

of the provincial governments while any surplus should be distributed
47

among the concurring provinces on a pro rata basis. The powers of

the Board were to lapse on August 15, 1923 unless extended for a further

year by an order-in-council prior to· July 1, 192).

Special sessions were called in Saskatchewan and Alberta in

July 1922 and the required enabling legislation passed with a minimum

of opposition. Having been requested by the federal government to

nominate men qualified to act as chairman and vice-chairman of the

proposed Board, the premiers of the two provinces invited James Stewart

and F. W. Riddell to act in this capaedty• Stewart and Riddell declined

to accept the responsibility, feeling that the restrioted powers con-

ferred by the act rendered uncertain the success of the proposed board.

Finally, Premiers Dunning and Greenfield issued a statement announcing

that most of the men qualified for the position were already employed

by the organized grain trade, that the great majority in the trade

were opposed to the idea of the Wheat Board, and that even those who

were convinced of the necessity of the board for the current year

46. Ibid. 47. Ibid., p.204.
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declined on the grounds that the opposition of the trade rendered the

Board's success doubtful since "the use of facilities controlled by
48

the various branches of the trade was absolutely necessary." Thus,

due largely to the strategic position of the Progressives in the new

parliament, the constitutional difficulties were overcome with relative

ease and even the necessary enabling legislation presented no great

problem. The major obstacles were in securing the managerial ability

which could command general confidence, the lack of cooperation on the

part of those controlling the handling facilities, and the lack of
49

unity among the farmers I organizations themselvas.

On December 15, 1922 Premier Dunning put forward a plan for

the cooperative marketing of wheat in a speech in which he declared
50

himself opposed to the compulsory features of the Wheat Board act.

He suggested that the two farmers ' companies amalgamate their export

subsidiaries to form a Canadian Farmers ' Export Company which could

pool all wheat delivered to the two parent companies or to other

companies agreeing to cooperate with them. Such a company could make

initial payments and issue participation certificates as the Wheat
. 51

Board had done. The plan differed from the Wheat Board in that it

contemplated a voluntary cooperative pool instead of a compulsory

government board. It differed also from the plan of the Canadian

Council of Agriculture in that it was to be organized on an optional

48. Cited in Innis, .Q.l2. cit., p, 35.
49. Patton, 212. cit., p, 205. See also Yates, .2,2. cit., passim.
50. Yates,.Ql2.. cit., p. 42.
51. Patton, ibid.
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rather than a contract basis. AIthough the plan offered a number of
52

advantages the Hon. George Langley expressed a widely-held opinion

that the major fault of the scheme lay in the uncertainty of deliver-

ies, "that they could not hope for the plan to handle more than 25 per

cent of the grain crop, that it would be subject to the competition

of the Grain Exchange, and that it would be doomed to failure before
53

it commenced.v FUrthermore, so long as there remained any prospect

of the reestablishment of the Wheat Board, the shareholders and directors

of the Saskatchewan Cooperative Elevator Company refused to be satisfied
54

with a less inclusive plan. Indeed, with wheat prices falling below

the dollar mark as the 1922 crop began to move, western farmers gener-

ally were still seeking an emergency solution through a national market-

ing board rather than through a voluntary pool. Thus for the second

consecutive year the Council of Agriculture, mainly through the in-

fiuence of the Saskatchewan farmers' organizations, abandoned the plan

for a voluntary cooperative wheat pool in favor of a reconstituted

Whea.t Board.

By this time many western farmers were beginning to ask why

valuable years should be wasted in procrast~nation and vacillation as

far as the planning of a voluntary pool was concerned. In this crit-

icism of the "bossesu or farm leaders The Farm and Ranch H.eview took

52. Ibid., p. 206.
54. Patton,.QE.. cit., p, 206.

53. Yates,.QE.. cit., p. 44.
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a leading part. However, to do these leaders justice, lIit should

be remembered that all through this anxious period ~he farmers' con-

ventions had been passing resolutions demanding the re-instatement of

the Canada Wheat Board, the work of which had so seized on the imagin-

ation of the farming community that it seemed as though no other method
55

would satisfy them." Ii'urthermore, some leaders like McPhail, while

favoring immediate plans to organize a pool, hesitated to voice their

opinions for fear they would be misinterpreted as an attempt to
56

sabotage the Wheat Board proposal. Finally, the vested interests

of the two farmers' companies prevented easy cooperation. In a letter

dated July 7, 1923 A. J. McPhail remarked: til am personally convinced

that the Saskatchewan Co-op. men wanted a Wheat Board if they could

have everything their own way, but not without, and the failure of the

Wheat Board negotiations are due more to them than to any other cause

of all causes put together • they don't want a pool at all.

They simply want to keep the Co-operative Elevator Company intact and
57

consolidate their own position. tr Apparently all hope for a Wheat

Board would have to be extinguished before the farmer would turn his

undivided attention towards the task of creating a voluntary cooperative

wheat pool in western Canada.

Proponents of the voluntary pool did not have long to wait •

.AIthough the .federal government announced its willingness to extend the

55. Yates, ibid., p. 46.
56. Ibid., pp. 55-56.
57. Innis, H. A., .212. 01t., pp. 42-44.
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operation of the Wheat Board legislation for another year, it refused

to extend the powers of the Board, or to exempt it from Legal, suit by

making it a non-corporate body - a fact which seriously lessened
58

its value in the eyes of the western farmer. At the same time the

premiers of J4.berta and Saskatchewan publicly reiterated that they

supported the Board only as a temporary expedient, declaring that a

voluntary pool must be sought as a permanent solution. F'urthermore,

in April, 1923, a. Wheat Board bill introduced as a non-party IDeCl:sure

was defeated by a narrow majority in the Manitoba legislature. There-

upon the premiers of the two concurring provinces made a final effort

to secure suitable personnel for the proposed Wheat Board. The two

farmers' companies were petitioned for aid but none of their staff

members were willing to assume the posts of chi.ef' responsibility. On

June 22, 1923, the premiers made a public announcement stating that

they had U found it impossible to secure a board combining all necessary
59

elements of experience, ability and public confidence." For' four

successive years efforts to secure the reestablishment of the Wheat

Board had failed; and this prolonge~our-yearstruggle had effectively

prevented any serious attempt to organize a voluntary pooling system.

On June 27, 1923, the Grain Growers' Guide observed: "In view of the

efforts of the past two years to secure a Wheat Board, and the complete

58. Patton,..QJ2. ait., p. 208.
59. Cited in Innis, ibid., p. 41.
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failure that has been the result of these efforts, it may reasonably
60

be aasnaed now that the Vibeat Board idea is dead. II By mid-summer,

1923, the truth of this statement had become self-evident to the majority
61

of the western grain growers. Conceding failure in their Wheat Board

cB~paign they turned with redoubled energy to the task of organizing

successfully a voluntary pooling system on an interprovincial scale.

When the failure of the Wheat Board negotiations became known

representatives of the United Farmers of Alberta and the Alberta-govern-

ment announced that immediate steps would be taken to form a voluntary
62

pool on a provincial basis. In Saskatchewan some farmers, dissatisfied

with the vacillating tendencies of the established farmers' organizations,

formed the Farmers' Union in 1921 an association of American origin.

The Union constituted a revolt against the conservative interlocking

directorates of the Saskatchewan Cooperative Elevator Company and the

Saskatchewan Grain Growers' Association; and from its inception it

showed great interest in the pool idea. The Union's enunciated aim

was nto organize farmers so that they may be enabled to fix their own
63

price above cost of production. u Although by no means dominating

the pool movement in Saskatchewan, the Farmer-s I Union did undoubtedly
64

force the pace. On July 23, 1923, a conference of farm leaders of

the three provinces was held at Regina to discuss the establishment

of a non-profit marketing cooperative among western farmers. Encouraged

60. Cited in Patton,.2.12. cit., p, 209.
61. MaoGibbon,..QQ• .£ti., p. 68.
62. Ibid., p, 69. Of , Yates, .£E. oit., chap. 6.
63. Mackintosh,.2£. cit., p , 50.
64. Ibid.; also Innis, ..QQ. cit., passim.
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by the example of Alberta where a pool was already in the process of

organization, inspired by Sapiro's confidence and oontagious enthusiasm

although he had not yet visited Saskatchewan, urged on by the impatient

Farmer-s r Union, and given considered, effective, and constructive support

by more cautious men such as A. J. McPhail, the conference decided to

organize voluntary contract pools on a provincial basis with a single
65 .

agency to, carryon centralized selling. Thus the groundwork of the

pool movement had been solidly laid before the American apostle of

cooperative pooling, Sapiro, arrived in Saskatchewan. But if any one

oooasion might be termed the decisive one in the birth of the Wheat

Pools, it was the oocas~on of Sapiro's great address in Saskatoon on

August 7, 1923. From that time on the neoessary enthusiasm, determ-

ination, and unity required to achieve the desired and was no longer

in doubt. The Wheat Pool movement in western Canada had been definitely
66

launched.

The history of, pool development can_be outlined here, with

the pools' selling'policies - although more directly concerning

part two of this thesis also receiving brief mention. Neverthe-

less, an outline of this development'is essential since the pool move-

ment forms an integral part of the greater struggle for the Wheat

Board. In October, 1923, the Alberta Cooperative Wheat Producers,

Limited, was organized to ,handle the 1923 crop, although its aim to

65. Yates, .Q1?. cit., pp. 53-54.
66. See Yates, .Q.I?. cit., chaps, 8, 9.
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secure fifty per cent of the wheat acreage under contract to the pool

Vias not attained. In Saskatchewan, where the whirlwind campaign to

secure the signing of contracts also fell short of the objective, it

was decided to continue the campaign with the view to establish a

pool for the 1924 crop year. In 1924 provincial pools were organized

in both Saskatchewan and Manitoba. Each pool member bound himself by

a five-year contract to deliver all his wheat to the pool. "The pool

bought no wheat but acted as sales agent for the grower, making an

initial payment on delivery and returning to him the full price of

his wheat minus the average cost of selling and subject to certain
67

deductions for reserves." After the organization was completed

for the three pools to handle the 1924 crop a central selling agency,

the Canadian Cooperative Vmeat Producers, L:iJnited, was incorporated

under a federal charter in September of 1924. The agency's offices
68

were at Winnipeg and seats were secured on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange.

At the beginning of their operations the pools leased two terminals

at the head of the lakes, but otherwise they lacked grain-handling

facilities. This lack of facilities required that working arrange-

ments be secured with the elevator companies to handle pool grain.

'The Alberta pool had, after considerable negotiation, secured such an

arrangement, and this arrangement became the model for similar agree
69

ments in the other two provinces.

67 • Mackintosh,.2.l2.. oit., p , 51.
68. MacGibbon,.£:Q.. cit., p, 70. Note ~so Innis, ..Q.:Q. cit., p. 113.
69. MacGibbon,.QQ. cit., p. 70.
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In 1925 the poels began. a progr-amme to build or otherwise

acquire their own handling factii-ties. The pools adopted this policy

because they found it "desirable to have the local representation which

systems of country elevators would give, and in addition it was believed

that the elevator business might be economically operated by the pools
70

because of the large volume of grain under the control of the pools."

By purchasing outright the Saskp,tehewan Cooperative Elevator Compa1l1'

in 1926, the Saskatchewan Pool acquired extensive country and terminal

facilities. Terminal facilities were also acquired by the other pools

at both the head of the lakes. and at Vancouver through lease and con

struction. Not only was the pool mov~ment characterized by this rapid

groWth in coun:try and terminal elevator tacilities but also by a

notable inol'ease in the acrea.ge under contract. The contract acreage

reached 70 per cent of the total western wheat acreage by 1928 and,

although it declined somewhat, it remained well over 50 per cent until
71

the depression. The growth of the pools amazed both its friends

and foes and "was easily the outstanding event in the history of the
72

Canadian grain trade between 1923 and 1929."

The pools were established and achieved their greatest success

in the years 192h-29J a period when "the grain growers of the Canadiaa
13

west basked in the sunshine of the great post-war boom." On the

whole prices ad yi.elds proved eminently satistactor,- aJ.though the tread

10. lack1iitosli, E,E- cit., p. 52.
71. Ibid., p.'l. ---
~~: rti~:~~';;:- cit_, p. 71.
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in wheat prices started downward in 1926 with both Canadian and world

carryovers increasing annually fromtbat year forward. These trends,

howeveJ;were so gradual that little or no cause for alarm was felt

until 1929. In 1928, e. 'Tear when world wheat production was of record

size, Canada harvested some 566,726,000 bushels of wheat, more than
74

ever before in her history. Even though this crop increased her

earryo,,:er to 92 million bushels there still appeared no cause for

worry since a relatively low yield w'as forecast for the following year;

and -if Canada were able to sell as much wheat as she had during the

preceding yeer, after providing for hOme consumption and seed purposes,
7;

the carryover would practically disappear. a But even in 1928 a number

of disturbing facto~s existed. In the first place, the 1928 crop was

of unusually low grade end thus tended to be sluggish on the world

markets. In addition, the growing world surplus constituted a very
76

real threat to Canadian .markets • Finally, in 1929, signs of the

impending world depression began to appear; and even with that year's

reduced crop the carryover accumulated by the four leading export

countries by the end of 1929-.30 crop year "amounted roughly to two-
77

thirds of the total amount of wheat entering into interna.tional trade.·

lot until the crop yeu of 1928-29 did the world price react

significantly to the incre8.s~ supp1!!e. For the crop year ending
1:.< _ .....,••,,, ••~,..,'~,.-_.-._~

July 31, 1929 the average Winnipeg cash price per bushel basi~ No. 1

'74- Mackintosh, ,22. cit. J p. 52. This record, in fact, remains
unbroken as at August, 1949.

7S. KacGibbon,.22.~., p. 74.
76. Ibid., pp, 74-75.
7'7. Ibid., p. 76.
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Northern in store Fort William was tJ,.24. Tbis constituted a drop ot

over 20 cents per bushel :from the average price over the preceding two

orop years. Gradually, even with this drop, Canadian wheat prices

got out of line with world prices, and throughout 1928 to 1930 the price

of wheat at Winnipeg remained above that at Liverpool. -Futures prices

on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange reflected the popular opinion, infiuenced

by the short Canadian crop ot 1929, that the high quality of this crop
78

would give it a market. 8 Wheat exports fell ott sharply and stocke

increased. 8The price relationship ••• indicated that grain was
79

being held for higher prices.-

During this trying period the pools were getting into

difficulties. On an average from 1926-1930 approximately 52 per cent

of the crop was marketed through the pools. During the same period

the pools were responsible for 46 per cent of the carryover with the

remainder being held by the grain trade or by the farmers. While

there lias a greB.t increase in the carryover from the large low-grade

crop ot 1928, the grain trade actually reduced its holdings at the

same time - a fact which seemed to indicate that the pools were
80

entirely responsible for the increased stocks. It is Mackintosh's

opinion that in pursuing this policy the pools ttappes.red to be doing

78. MacGibbon,.2.a. cit., p. 76.
79. :Ma.ckintosh, .2l2.. s..u., p. 53.
Ill. 1.l!!9:.. Actually' this is misleading as will be pointed out in

Chapter .Five. See Patton,8'fhe Canadian Wheat Pool in Prosperity and
Depression,- p, 10, Table Iv. This indicates that the pools marketed
a slightly higher percentage ot the crop in 1930 than the grain trade
and that the pools held less than 3 per cent more of the carryover than
the trade.
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no more than carrying on careful merchandising. The pools • unrivalled

system of recording and estimating Canadian crop eondftiona enabled

them to forecast the small 1929 crop. Had Canada been able to sell as

much.heat in 1929-1930 as in the preceding crop 7'ear the entire carry
Sl

over would have been wiped out.8 However, with world carryovers

increasing re1ativel,.- more than those of Canada, the Wheat Pool should

have seen the great danger which this policy involved - a d~er

underlined by the fact that Canadian exports during 1929-30 were cut

by more than one half of its exPOrts during the previous year. With

the world economy perched precariously on top of a post-war boom the

pools in common with the rest of the business world. failed to analyze

the situation accurately. For this they may be excused, but it would

seem that the pools neglected to give the world crop conditions the

careful consideration which the situation unquestionably warranted.

Having correctly forecast Canadien crop conditions the pools tended to

estimate their marketing prospects on the basis ofa reduced Canadian

supply,giving insufficient consideration to the complementary
82

character of world.prodnctlon and to the instabllity of world demands.
83

By abandoning McPhail t s anti-holding selling policy they took risks

a national marketing. board might well have assumed; but for a voluntary

cooperative these risks were a prelude to disaster.

81. Ibid.,. also MacGibbon,..2l?•. cit., p. 74.
82. lIacGibbon,.s.I!. cit., pp, 74-75.
83. Innis,.2E,.~., p., 115.
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During 1930 unrelieved gloom blanketed the entire west.

A1though the crop was of moderate yield and of highest quality, these

advantages were overshadowed by the world surplus and the deepening

depression. -At the opening of the caJ.endar year of 1930 the cash price

of No. 1 Northern wheat basis in store Fort William W&8$1.391 per

bushel. At the close of the year the price had fallen to the unpre-
84-

cedented low level of 51! cents per bushel. n This was a disastrous

price decline, a decline which led eventuaJ.17 to the abandonment of

contract pooling. Already responsible for the large 1928 carryover of

low grade stocks, the pools soon realized that they had set their

initial payment for the 1929 crop at too high. a level. Not only had

the price seemed quite safe when set, but another factor entering into

the fixing of the initial payment at a high level was the fact that a

lower price would almost certa.inly have led to considerable bootlegging

of wheat by pool members. This was a dl!emma which the pools could not

escape. In February, 19:30, the pools, facing the loss of bank credit,

were forced t() appeal to the provincial governments for the necessary

. guarantees. It was claimed that the pools sought provincial aid rather

than pledge their assets to the banks because they feared the eventual

loss of the pool elevator system. to their competitors. Such an occur-

renee, they believed, would deal a disastrous blow to the western

84. MacGibbon,.2Jl.~. ~ p. 77.
85. Mackintosh, Ope cit., p. 53; also MacGibbon,.2,E.. cit., p.78.
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85
grain growers' movement. As the price continued to fall throughout

19.30 to about 50; per bushel the provincial governments were forced

to make good their guarantees to the banks to the extent of about

122,000,000.

The following year found the pools invelved in the same

tragic dilemma. Once more the initial payment was set too high, again

at 811 apparently safe level. The pools had fixed the initial payment

for the 19.30 crop at 60 cents ate. time when the price of wheat was

between 90 centa and tl.oo per bushel basis No. 1 Northern Fort William.

As the price continued to fall the initial payment waS reduced to 55

oents and then to 50• Finally, the pools were. forced to seek the

assistance of tile federal. government. On November 28, 19.30 the

Dominion government, taking steps to protect the banks, appointed

John I. McFarland as manager of the pools to liquidate the existing

stocks of wheat. Although continuing in name for some months, the

central selling agency ceased to function, except as 8. semi-public

holding and stabilization body, and the pools adopted an optiona1

marketing policy on July 20, 1931. Thereafter pooling was continued
86

only on a voluntary, non-eontract, basis.

Before considering the criticisms, ~ccess,and implications

86. Mackintosh,,22. cit., pp. 5.3-54. For the abandonment of
contract pooling Cf. MacGibbon, .9Jl. ~., pp. 7.3-80; Yates, .!!!•.~.,
chaps. 13, 15; InniS, .9J2.cit., chaps. S, 9; BoJ;aJ. GrainInauirY
Commission, 1938, chap. 6.
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of the pool movement, a digression on one phase of the pool developnent

is necessary. This signifioant phase was the campaign fora compulsory,

hundred-per-eent :pool which developed during. the latter years of the

twenties. It will be remembered that the voluntary contract-pool plan

had been adopted onlY' after the western growers became convinced that

the reesta.blishment of the Whea.t Board was no longer possible. Indeed,

even during the years when the pools! success and prestige were at their

height the inspiration of the first Wheat Board still lingered; and

the crop 'Tear of 1919-20 was looked uponasald.nd 'of Golden Age by the

prairie farmer. Although the hundred-per-cent pool campaign aroused

bitter eonfiict between the different wings of the pool movement, no

basic conflict of principles was involved. -The fundamental tenet,·

writes MacGibbon, Rat the base of the.hole movement .was the belief

that competition in selling farmers I grain led to low prices. There

was absolute unanimi:Q' of opinion among pool leaders and the rank and

tile that the ultimate disposal of the western wheat crop, as far as

possibleiJ;B1Ust be placed in the hands of a single group of men it the

organization was to be successful. From the very beginning the idea

of a 100 per cent pool 18.1' in the minds of aa.ny of the organizers

Some. thought, like McPhail, that this aim could be
S8

achieved by voluntary cooperation and education.

f11. MacGibbon,.sm•. oit., p.3.31.
88. Innis, .s!.t2.cit., p. 2.38.
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that a compulsory, hundred-per-cent, f'armercontrolled pool should

beset up by legislation on a provincial basis. IIthough the

quarrel ~tween the two groups became quite nolent, they had no
S9

difficulty' in agreeing to support a demand tor a wheat beard.

The difference appears to have been one of'means rather than ends,

of methods rather than princiPles.

The history of the campaign for a compulsory- pool may be

brian,. told. In 19Z7 Sapiro returned once more to Saskatchewan

and on July, 1 he made his first propossJ. for a compulsory pool.

Basing his proposal on the democratic principle of "majority rule-

he suggested that as soon as two-thirds of the western wheat growers

supported cooperative marketing, the Saskatchewan government should

provide by law that -all growers alike should be compelled to deliver

ell grains to the Pool· only,and that the Pool shall sell all of' the
90

grains produced in this province." Stating that he viewed co-

operation only as a means to an end, Sapiro defined that end as -the

absolute control of your own wheat by the farmers who raise it, in
91

whatever technical method they think is the best method of control."

This was in direct opposition to his stated policY' during his first
92

visits to Saskatchewan, and it aroused a good deal of controversy,

with McPhail and other responsible pool members opposing the sugges
93

tioD. For two "ears. the.controversy continued with the proposal

---s9: !P.!.4. J 239; andYates, .9Jl. 01t.. p. 157.
90. Yates, .!m.cit., p, 1.37.
91. Ibid., p. 138.
92. Ibid.
93. Ibid., PP. 142-143; Innis, op, cit., pp, 146-7, 185, set, 189,

237-9.
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receiving oons~deration at the annual meetings of the lJnited Farmers
94

of Canada, Saskatchewan Section Ltd., and the annual meetixgs of
95

the pool delegates. In June 1929 Sapiro came to Saskatchewan for

the last time "to find the work of four years in the cause of unity
96

in ruins at his feet.- Mr. Yates writes that -On one side (were)

the leaders of the U.F.C. and the more advanoed of their members,

.assisted b7 Mr. Brouillette and one or two other members of the Pool

Board, and on the other the President, Mr. McPhail, and a great

majority of the members of the Pool Board; while the members of the
en

Pool were apparently equally divided.- McPhail, declaring himself

to be greatly disappointed in the support being given to the idea b7

many delegates, stated:-It will ldllthe organization if.it becomes
. 98

the policy of the pool to seekcompulso17 legislation.- It would

ldll it, he said, because it would eliminate oooperation.

Finally, at the semi-armual meeting of pool delegates in

June, 1930 the delegates passed a resolution which favored. taking a

vote of contract signers to ascertain their attitude on the compulsory
99

pool proposal. Over 70 per cent or those voting favored the project.

·The Board considered the result so decisive that they adopted a res-

olution requesting the government, in view of the serious economic

conditions, and the possibility of a still further decline in the price

94. Yates, 2J!..: ci't., p.l36. The S.G.G.A. and the Farmers t Union
united on J'ul7 15, 1926 to form the U.F.C.

95. ,I,htd. ,pp• 14<>-l.43.
96. Yates, 9J2.. cit., p.l4O•.
97• Ibid., p.140.
98. Innis,,22. 9i.,i., p, Ifrl.
99. Yates,.9.l!.cit., p.143.
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On December 30 Premier Anderson announced that legislation was under

consideration and would be introduced at the next session. This

legislation was in two parts: the "Referendum BUl~ to provide for a

referendum of all grain growers in the province, and the "Grain Market

ing Bill-which was to provide .for· a htmdred-per-eent compulsory grain
101

pool. When the government t sintentions were announced the controv-

ersy-became violent, withan association of farmers being formed to
102

oppose the project. In spite of the opposition the bills were

introduced in February, 1931 and carried with only five dissenters.

They raceived their final passage on March 10, 19.31.

On March 19 a permanent organization was formed to fight the

hundred-per-eent compulsory principle: the issue was clearly drawn.

Even l~cPhail who, because of the intense democracy of the pool movement,

so often found it neoessary to sacrifice his opinions, now strongly
103

supported the compulsory principle. The legislation was quickly

challenged in. the courts where the poolsweref'orced. to f'ig.ht represent
104

ativee of both the Grain Exchange and the Anti-Coercion League. On

April 27 the. court found by tmanim.ous decision that the legislation was
105

ultra vires ot the Saskatchewan legislature. The pools·were plunged

into uncertainty and gloom, though not despair. Their perplexity is

100. Ibid., p. 144.
101. Ibid. , pp. l44-145.
102. Ibid., PP. 145-153.
103. YlJ,tes, sa- cit., p.150.
104. ~., p, 151.
105. Innis,.sm. oit., p, 239.
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eloquently expressed by an en:try made by" McPhail in his diary at this
lf1'>

time: -I don t t know what we will do now • • ." The pools sought

leave to appeal to the Privy Council but the anti-eompulsion league

was -successful in getting an injunction against them which restrained
lCf1

them from employing their funds for suoh a purpose. However, even

. a successful appeal could have no significance for the solution of

immediate problems. Writing in his diary on July 10, 1931 McPhail

stated that the pools would be "much better advised to let it (the

appeal) drop for the time being and concentrate on saving our Elevator
108

Co."

It is noteworthy that even before the Grain Marketing Act

was defeated in the courts, efforts were being made to revive the Wheat

Board. The entry for April 1, 19.31 in McPhail's diary reads: ·We

discussed possibility and advisability of a Wheat Board. Would be a

good thing if provision. were made for the pool to carry on and Cie.l:t'Yer
109

to the Wheat Board." After the defeat of the act on May 4 he wrote:

"Meeting all day of the three Premiers with pool representatives from

Manitoba and Saskatchewan, representatives of the three provincial

educatiomU. bodies and the anti-1OO per cent organization. Weagreed
110

on asking for a Wheat Board.8 In-a radio broadcast the next day

McPhail said: -The Meeting respectfully suggests to the federal

106. ~.
107. Yates,.!i?J2.. ctt.,p. 152.
108. Innis,.2,2.,gtl., p. 261.
109. Ibid., p. 238.
no. ~., p. 239.
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Government that unless within the present month there Is strong

evidence of a considerable. increase in. prieelevels the Government

should consider the establishment of a Dominion Wheat Board with pro
ill

visions for the highest initial pa:yment. tt

Although detailed consideration of the merits or.otherwise

of the pool policY' during this. perlodmust be left for a later chapter,

a few of the major charges which tended to weaken the pool's position

should be noted here. Obviously serious errors were made, but they

were made at a time when ftThere were few individuals or institutions
112

who made right business decisions." A major criticism leveled at

the pools was that they hoped to raise the world price by withholding

wheat from the market, a charge which doubtless could be supported by
, 113

statements made by leftwing pool members .and officials. That this

was not the attitude adopted by the more responsible pool of£icials is

abundantly demonstrated by McPhail's clearly-definedselling policy.

He repudiated the idea that the pools could raise the world price,

considering that the principal gains ar1singfrom pooling would be in

the nature of marketing economies and the elimination of middlemen
114

organizations. On February 2.3, 1925 McPhail had written: -I have

always taken the stand that a pooling organization should pursue a

lll. Innis.. £U2. .s!!.~p. 239, .n. 21•
112. Mackintosh,.2l!_~.,p. 54.
113. Yates,.2.l!. cit•. , p, 155.;&180 Ropl.Grain ..IM!dljfGommi.a.ioo,

1938, pp. 81.-9).
114. Innis,.e:e.ci;\., p. 113.
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policy of trying to get an average price for the Season. To the extent

that it departs f'rom a policy of that kind by trying to get more than

an average price to that extent does it place itself in a position of
115

getting something 1ess.1I A1though the pools modified their stand

on this point (witness the 1928 carryover) Professor Mackintosh holds

tha~ there is no evidence to support the charge that the 'pools attempted

to influence world prices.-Having in mind. the small Canadian. crop of

1929 and the operations of the United States Farm Board, they (the pools)

apparently expected that prices in the future would be better than the
116

present.- Nevertheless, even if the pools did not expect to influence

world prices, MacGibbon insists that -The general effect (of the pool

policy) was to create a sense of insecurity in Europe in regard to

food supplies and a feeling of resentment that was decidedly harmful
117

to Canada." It seems possible that pool aims may have been distorted

in the minds of many Europeans by hostile interpretations such as were

revealed by a series of articles in 1930 by Mr •. Sydney S. Gampe1! of

London, Fngland, and which were .. republished by Th,<Grain Trade News and

widely distributed in Canada. Yates answers the charges made by-these

articles and denounces them as a 1Imost unf'air attack1l on the pools.

Gampell' s most serious charge was that the pools had attempted to control

115. .l@!!.~.p. 115 •
116. Mackintosh, ..21?,. ~., p.54.
117. MacGibbon,.2,U. c1t.I' p, 354.
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world prices, an argument ·which the Pool officials declared 'fell

fiat' because the control sought by Western farmers had been control

of their own wheat on its way to market, rather than control of world
lIS

prices.- The charge of IIgouging the oonsuaer" has always been hotly

denied by the pools. Although they believed that wheat prices should
119

be at -the same level as otMr prices," they refused to admit that

one segment of the economy, seeking on1J7'. its share of the national'

income, could be 'fairly: .. charged with 11gouging- • The charge could be

substantiated only if it were shown that the less competitive elements

in the economy -commereial,.industrial,o..rganized labor, etc. -

were not already II gouging II the farmer,doomedas.he was to bear the full

rigours of competition in both the home and foreign market. This

unequal relationship between agriculture and other segments of the

economy was intensified by Bennett's monetary and commercial policies

which were, in effect,. designed to improve the economic position of
120

the central provinces at the expense of the f»tpOrt regions. These

policies were, in fact, the logical continuation of the traditional
121

national policies of the federal government.

Another aspect of pool policy which aroused .severe opposition

118. Yates, Im.9it. ,p.llS. See "Canada and Her Wheat Pool-, by'
Sydney S.Gampell,Gra1nTrade Hews. Winnipeg, 1930; and. A••Bep1Y to
·Canade.and .her Wheat Pool-, issued by the Saskatchewan Co-operative
Wheat Producers Limited, January, 1931.

119. Royal Grain Ingui.r,yCommission..1938, .p.84. .
120. F. A. Knox, DomildonMonetary POl.i,cI. Ottawa, King's Printer,

19.39, passim.
l21. V. C. Fowke, .. Ca.na.dianAgriculturalPollcZ, chaps. vi, vil.
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on the part of the organized grain trade was the fact that the pools had

established agencies in importing cO\U1tries in -order to sell direct to

the miller and other buyers. In effect, this constituted a by-passing

at the trade as many of the trade's marketing facilities were no longer

used by the pools. In spite of the opposition which such a policy

aroused the pools olaimed that the millers and the ultimate buyers ot

Canadian wheat 11preferred a direct dealing with principals than through
122

intermediate trades." "At any rate,· MacGibbon adds, "the policy ot

the Pool was in accord with the present tendency in marketingofreduc-

lug costs by reducing the number of hands through which a commodity
123

paSSes between producer and consumer.-

Apart from these criticisms of the grain trade and the economic

causes noted earlier, another faotor contributing to the disaster which

overtook the pools in the early !'ears of the .depression was the.basic

contradiction between the need tor administrative efficiency and the

intense and fervent democracy which charaoterized this phase of the
124,

cooperative mo.vement of western Canada. The pools had represented

in part a revolt away from the centralization of the Saskatchewan Co~

operative Elevator Company and towards agrarian democracy. If this

democracy had been less intense administrative difficulties might have

been reduced, the finanoial position of the pools kept more liquid, and

122. MacGibbon,,.2n. cit., p, 354.
123. Ibid.
124. "hids,.sm. ~., p, 270.
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125
the sales policy pursued more aggressively and with more success.

Had this been done it is conce!vable that the Central Selling Agency

with its branch offices might have remained. There is little doubt

that democracy did weaken the pools, but it did more than contribute

to an internal weakness. It provided weapons with which the pools I

enemies could more successfully attack the entire pooling system.

While the general policy of the pools was of neeessity public information,

this was not true of the private trader -a fact which lIenabled

enemies to put the Pool very much. into the spotlight at a time when
126

silence and lack of publicity would have served it much better."

The democratic foundation. of the pools' commercial structure proved

so inadequate that it failed to withstand the onslaughts of economic

reverses when they came.

AIthough the pools failed to measure up to the expectations

of their supporters, they did make significant contributions to the
127

solution of many of the western farmers' marketing problems. Be-

cause olthe volume of grain which they handled the pools were able to

make -definite though not spectacular economies in selling· costs and
128

elevator handling costs.· By improving the position of the weakest

sellers -- farmers selling less than carload lots at "street prices"

- the pools carried forward a process begun by the. old cooperative

125. Ibid.
126. MacGibbon, ~.; also Black, .2.2. sU., p, 408.
127. Mackintosh,.2l?.~.,p, 52, 54.
128. Ibid., p. 52.
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companies .wStreet sellers· previously "had contributed unduly to the

meeting of .elevator costs and to elevator protits. Pool policies did
129

much to right the balance.w .By chemically tree.ting and carefully

merchandising low- and otf-grade grain, the pools were able to incre8"se

the prices paid to farmers whose cropahad suffered fram disasters

such as frost. Furthermore, the pools gave unstinted service in the

interest of the producer, cooperating with farmers' organizations in

placing the tarmers' problems before the public and the nation. They

carried on the tradition of the cooperative companies by continuing

to improve competitive standards, thus holding trade .prof'its tocompet
130

itive levels and stimulating advances in technical etficiency. Yet,

despite these gains, the forced abandonment of contract pooling dem-

onstrated the inability of the pools to prevent or even to mitigate

significantly the price fluctuations which constitute a primary hazard

of the western grower. "The pco'Idng system has proved its worth in

meeting day-to-day, season, or inter-market fluctuations; with cyclical
131

fluctuations it cannot cope.

MacGibbon, writing in 1930 before the full consequences of

the disasters of that year were known, stated almost prophetically,

"If the eo-opezatd,VB movement in grain. marketing in western Canada were

to collapse it is likely that there would arise widespread demands for

129. ~.
130. MacGibbon,.2,2.~.,p. 354.
131. Mackintosh,.9J2. cit•• p. 54.
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government ownership of all. terminals and for a centralized market
132

ing board." A short time later when the Central Selling Agency

collapsed and its European offices were closed McPhail wrote of his

faith in the future of the pool and in the western farmer: ttl am

confident that in spite of the dark days through which the world is

passing, and through which the farmers' co-operative movement is

passing, the farmers will yet secure through co-operation their objec-

tive of an equal standard of living with any other class. They will be
133

content with nothing less. They would be less than men if they did."

Although this objective was, to a degree, realized through the establish-

ment by the federal government of the Canadian 'lhaat Board a few years

later, yet both the board and the security which it promised were in a

real sense the achievement of the pools. By the devotion - great by'

any standards- of such leaders as McPhail and Brouillette and through

the farmers t own herculean efforts at last nAn abutment had been built

in the bridge to security across the morass of violent fluctuations
1.34

and uncertainty of income in the Prairie Provinces. a The machinery

for the guarantee of relative security to the western farmer had been

constructed. The Wheat Board was the culmination of many years of

struggle.

132. MacGibbon,.22_ ~., p. 354.
1.33 • Innis,.2J2• .£i!_, p.2/I:J.
134. 1!?!i!-, p .265.
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This chapter has raised a question which has not been answered

tully. In demanding and accepting a compulsory pool in the form of a

wheat board, did not the farmers compromise their own principles of
135

cooperation and betray their demooratic faith? It has been noted that

even those pool members who supported most strongly the concept of

voluntary cooperative pooling apparently felt that no compromise of

principles was involved when B.t the same time they supported the demand

for a Wheat Board. Indeed, even those most violently opposed to the

compulso~ pool could and did support the Wheat Board -- also a

compulsory pool. Is this not evidence of inconsist.ency - that

expediency alone ruled the policy of the western growers? Clearly

this situation demands an explanation.

The approach of the western farmer to his marketing problems

is basically pragmatic. Although this conclusion is inescapable, it

grants no license to underestimate or cynically to dismiss the idealistic
136

elements in the cooperative movement. Cooperation to the farmer was

fundamentally a means to an end as Sapiro so emphatically pointed out

The basic quest of. .own wheat by the farmers who raise it.

whenhedec1.ared the end in view to be -the absolute control of your
1.37
"

McPhail, 8.S revealed throughout the pages of his diary, is not for the

spiritual values to be derived from cooperative endeavour but for

135. See Black, ODe cit:,· chap. iii, p;i.rtiCl.llai-ly pp , 65-66; also
p, 346 which indicates that the McNary-Haugen proposal parallel1ed the
compulsory-pool movement in Canada.

136. See Patton, .2:2,. £!.'&., p,
137. Yates,.2.£• .£.ti., p , 138.
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security and simple justice for the western farmer. With the passing

years the farmers had come to learn, almost instinctively, that their

inferior competitive position demanded cooperation if they were to

survive as a self-respecting and independent occupational group with a

standard. of living comparable to that achieved by other economic groups

within the nation. By 1920, however, they had begun to suspect that

even cooperation 'was not enough, and the downfall of the contract pool

confirmed their suspicions. Once again to gain security they were forced

to c8~1 in the forces of government to redress the balance in the econ
138

ornic struggle. With their basic objective of security and a decent

standard of living always clearly and unmistakably stated, the .farmers

could hardly be charged with inconsistency. The sense of grievance

which is seldom absent in agrarian democracies tends to place arguments

on a moral plane and inject idealism into agrarian revolts. But this

idealism, expressing itself in fervent democracy and devotion to co-

operative principles, was more a manifestation than the essence of the

movement. With human nature what it is, it is not surprizing that

these manifestations contained ineonsistentelements. Yet, fundamentally,

the farmers never deviated from their declared objective.

It is perhaps easier to reconcile the opposition of some

farmers to the hundred-per-cent pool with their contemporaneous support

138. For a more general discussion see Black, .2:2. cit., chaps.
xiv, xv, particularly the la.tter.
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of the Wheat Boar-d , It is true that some who had interests in the

former Saskatchewan Cooperative Elevator Company may have hoped for

the downfall of the pool and the reestablishment of their company to
139

which a national marketing board had not been repugnant. Others

who were more disinterested might have argued that a Wheat Board admin-

iatered by a democratically elected federal government would presuppose

the protection of the national interest and. ensure a fair deal. for both

the consumer and the producer of .the grain. Quite apart from the

questions which the compulsion of non~embers to deliver to a private

company would raise and the obvious advantages of a national over a

provincial pool, they might have held that the proposed farmer-controlled,

hundred-per-cent pool made no provision for consumer protection and

would constitute merely another publicly-sanctioned private monopoly

seeking its maximu 111 adverrtage, Viewed in this manner the anti-comp-

ulaion league had a forceful argument: the Wheat Board was by far the

better answer to the farI;t1ers' problem. The Wheat Board was, in fact,

the more democratic answer and - viewing the nation as an organization

of cooperating rather than competing groups - the answer more
140

nearly approaching the cooperative ideal. In view of these

considerations and feeling that agriculture in an industrialized,

tariff-protected economy was in an untenable position, the farmers

turned without apology to .£1 government board to gain for themselves a

139. Patton,.2.£. cit.) p. 199.
140. Black, .2£. cit., chap. iii.
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long deferred -fair share- of the national income. Subsequent history

has shown the western farmer, who realizes· the importance of caref'ul1y

maintaining export markets, to be capable of restraint and moderation

in his price demands. In fact, post-war experience has shown his

willingness to accept less than his "fair share" if at the same time

his security is guaranteed. The psychic value of security to the

western farmer is rarely give.n the emphasis which i tdeserves.



PART II
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EXPERIENCE IN CENTRAL SELLING: McFARLAND'S. STABILlZA,TION OP~TIONS

(1925 - 1935)

When the world economic crisis struck, in 1929, a national

wheat debacle ensued with the price falling far below the costs of
1

production. While Cana.dian wheat prices were exposed to the tu11

force of world competition (including competitive exchange deprecia

tion and almost universal national subsidization of wheat production)

Bennett's monetary and commercial policies tended to raise relatively
2

the costs of producing grain in Canada - thus increasing the existing

disparity between industrial. and agrieu1tural price levels arising
3

from national policies. In such a situation the Pools were helpless

and, indeed, proved unable to survive. Inevitably, the farmers turned

first to the provincial governments and then to the national government

demanding that they underwrite agricultural income to. insure the

1. See H. S. Patton,- ·Observations on Canadian Wheat Policy Since
the World War,· C.J.E.P.S., (vol. 3) No.2, May, 1937, p.229;
H. S. Patton, ttThe War and North American Agriculture," C.J.E.P•.S.,
(vol. 7) Aug., 1941, p, 389; H. L. Griffin ttPublic Poliey in Re1atioD
to the Wheat Market," C.J.E.P.S. , (vol. 1) Aug., 1935, p, 498;
V. c. Fowke,-Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing, 1929-.39",. C.J.E.P.S.,
(vol. 6) Aug., 1940, p, 394. See also Paul de Hevesy, World Wheat
Planning .. and Economic Planning in General, London, Oxford University
Press, 1940, pp. 5,69.

2. F. A. Knox, Dominion Monetary Policx; and Griffin, Ope cit., p, 498.
3. See Patton, ttThe War and North American Agriculture. 1f
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survival of the wheat grower as an occupational group. Although a

number of methods were available to meet this crisis, the government

developed no consistent po~icy with respect to wheat. In fact, the

only consistent element in the government's agricultural policy was

its apparent determination to follow the line of least resistance.

In meeting day to day emergencies the government found itself, shortly

after the Pools succumbed, conunitted to a policy- of supporting the price
4

of wheat. Previously the traditional aids by the Canadian government

to wheat marketing had consisted of three types: regulation, invest
S

igation, and elevator operation on a limited scale -.. supplemented,

of course, by emergency assistance through the Board of Grain Super-

visors and the first Canadian .Wheat Board. However, the crisis of 1929

called for a degree of government intervention never.before contemplated.

During the 19.30's the assistance given by the federal government, while

continuing the traditional aids, included (1) stabilization activities,

(2) bonus payments, (3) international consultation and agreement, and
6

finally (4) wheat board operations. Although all these are significant,

the most conspicuous method of government assistance between 1930 and

1935 was that of the Bennett-McFarland stabiliza.tion operations. These'

operations were conducted by Mr. John I. McFarland, on behalf of the

federal government, through the ag~ncy of the Canadian Cooperative

5. Fowke, .QR..cit., p, 390.
6. ~.

4. Grif.fin,-iR.-~:,p.482 •
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Wheat Producers Limited - the Central Selling Agency of the Pools.

Since the Canadian crisis was only a part of a world catas-

trophe, some review of the world wheat situation seems imperative at

this juncture. With the onset of world depression characterized by

the suspens~on of international lending and the disruption of inter-

national trade, it was inevitable that wheat - perhaps the most

important single i tern of world commerce - should feel the deflation-

ary forces most severely. To understand the sensitivity of wheat

prices to economic fluctuations, it is necessary to inquire into the

factors affecting the demand for and the supply of wheat entering

into international -trade.

The basic fact in this situation was that world production
7

exceeded world consumption in the years frOlll 1926 ·to 19.34. The

reasons for the growing world wheat surpluses were technological,

historical and political. The increased acreage resulting from the

first World War, the discovery of newer types of wheat, and continuous

tecll..nological progress in agriculture, all played a part in the enormous

increa.se in world production. Furthermore, the unhealthy political

conditions in which new national states were created in Europe lead

inevitably to national policies of self-defence and self-sufficiency.

These policies led on to extreme economic nationalism and to its corollary,

7. de Hevesy, ..sm• .9ll., appendices, 25 - 27.
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chaos, in international trade. While this situation tended further

to increase actual world production, the erection of numerous trade

barriers across natural trading areas simultaneousl,. deoreased the
S

volume of trade be.tween nations and thus the demand for wheat.

AI though the full effects of this destruction of world trade were

largely neutralized by monetary inflation during the 1920 rs, the

deflation of 1929 laid bare the inherent weaknesses of the post-war

economic structure. It ws.sthen that economic anarchy prevailed.

To dispose of surplus stoeks, some countries dumped wheat

on morld markets regardless of price. In 1938 the British Chancellor

of the Exchequer said:-

"Six years ago, in the depths of the slump, Great
Britain was unable to protect herself against an
infiux of goods thrown ather at cut-throat prices
by foreign producers, who were at their \\Tits I end to
dispose of them. Our whole economic system was
thereby thrown completely out of gear and emergency
measuree had to be deised at short notice in an
effort to redress the balance.- 9

In an effort to "redress the balance," betVireen 1926 and 1932 tariffs

were increased -by Austria fortj"'fold, by France sixfold, by Czechos-

lovakia fourfold, and were trebled by Germany and Italy; during the

8. See de Hevesy,.2.l?. cit.•., ..appendices19and22. While world
wheat trade declined and per capita consumption decreased, total
consumption expanded somewhat - a fact indicating uneconomic
production in the world economy.

9. Ibid., p, 3.
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. 10
same period the United States' wheat tariff was raised by 50%"

In reply to such measures taken by industrial nations, agricultural

countries increased tariffs against the products of industrial nations

in order to protect their bal.anee of payments, since international

lending no longer functioned effectively as an adjusting mechanism.

The weaker nations early resorted to exchange depreciation, thus

precipitating competitive exchange depreciation on a world-wide soale.

Importing countries replied to this challenge of ·cheap wheattt by

import quotas, milling restrictions, government monopolies and other
11

varieties of domestic production subsidies. In answer to these

refined restrictions, exporting countries resorted to the subsidization

of their wheat producers - the subsidies taking a variety of forms.

In international trade the pricing system had largely broken down. It

was an illogical situation.with producers trying to sell wheat to

importing countries below cost, while the latter exerted every effort
12

to proteet themselves from this unappreciated generosity.

These were not, however, the only factors tending to disturb

the relationship between supply and demand in the lVorld wheat trade.

The persistent disparity between agricultural and industrial price
13

levels frequently tends to threaten the balance of payments of

10. 1.9J4., p. 4.
11. John I. McFarland, The Stouof Stabilization, Calgary,

John D. MeAra Ltd., 1936, pp. 8, 9, 20, 21.
12. Ibid., p, 21.
1.3 • de Reves,-, ..2.!2.. ~., .appendix 39.
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agricultural countries particularly during deflationary periods (as

it threatens the solvency of agricultural regions within a single

nation) • Some of the reasons for this disparity - the rigidity of

costs and prices in manufactured goods supplemented by tariffs and

monopolistic control - are well known. The net reault is that agricu-

ltural prices during deflation fall much more rapidly than the prices

of goods and services which the farmer has to buy - that is, his
-

costs of production. The ultimate effect is to reinforce the initial

defiationary forces and to reduce industrial produotion and employment

still further. It is precisely this situation which encourages self-

sufficiency and increased wheat production in importing countries

without creating a corresponding tendency to decrease production by

exporting countries. Indeed, with national subsidies and exchange

depreciation the tendency is usually the reverse. This is so because

there are few if any attractive alternatives to ag:ricultura.l pursuits

for many productive resources in agricultural countries. These resources

were employed-during the normal course of development in an age of free

trade. In an age of economic nationalism the usefulness of such resources

is seriously reduced.

This outline of the factors which tend to maintain the dis-

parity between industrial and agricultural price-levels would not be

complete without a brief mention of Dr. Schultz 'sanaly-sis of the

agricultural problem. The essence of his analysis is as follows:-
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Economists have been prone to formulate the agricultural
problem in a short run context, which has placed the emphasis
on market gluts, chronic surpluses, and low farm prices.
These are, however, only surface manifestations of more
fundamental dislocations. Leaving aside the wars and cyclical
fluctuations there has been a persistent disequilibrium
affecting agriculture. This disequilibrium has been caused
by' an excess supply of resources in agriculture. Low farm
prices are a result, so are the unfavourable terms of
exchange to agricultlire, and so is the decline in the rewards
to factors employed in farming. 14

The primary forces giving rise to this "persistent disequilibrium"

can only be mentioned. They are what Schultz calls the tllow income

elasticity of food", - that is, as incomes rise the proportion

of the income spent on food declines - the declining rate of

populatdon increase, and the. technologicaJ. developments in agricultural

production. Schultz re-phrases the problem thus: ". . • as peoBle

become richer ..and .as .agricul.ture .becomes.more..~ficientt ..it .. is the .~01f

income elastic!ty of food and the rapid proves,s in farm tesJm.ology
15

tllEl.t must be Feconciled. II In other words, there are persistent ten-

dencies for supply to increase relative to demand. In view of these

facts, Dr. Schultz asks: "Does our economy have the capacity to
16

equilibrate the supply and demand of food under these circumstances?"

To support his contention "that the mechanism of relative prices • • •

---r4~- T. W. Schultz, "Two Co'itditions Necessary for Economic Progress
in Agriculture", C.J.E.P.S., May 19'4, p. 301. See also his book,
Agriculture in an Unstable EconomY,New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Ltd., 1945.

15. Schultz, Economic Progress in Agriculture", 300. For inter
national complications see pp. 305-6.

16. Schultz,"Economic Progress in Agriculture", p , 300.
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17
has not been effective in inducing the transfer of ••• resources·,

he points to the economic paradox of people leaving agriculture when

it is profitable and moving. into agriculture when it becomes the most

depressed of occupations. Professor Hope has stated the problem cogently:

This difference in the nature of agricultural and industrial
production raises a :f'undamental problem. Farmers maintain
their total productive efforts in a comparatively stable
manner during severe depressions. Their efforts to raise
the total food supply shrink very little and only after a
prolonged period of low prices. Industry contracts produc
tion and employment quickly and steeply. Agricu1ture
maintains the food standards of the nation. Industry lowers
the standard of living of the nation for other goods. Who
is the culprit? Who needs to be readjusted? If it is
socially desirable to maintain a stable food standard then
no agricultural readjustment should be necessary. 18

It is apparent that thisstaternent has international implications. It
gives support to the contention of the Keynes-Hansen School that in

net investment is to be found they-key to prosperity or depression.

Since agricultural production is remarkably stable, it is largely the

victim of, not the culprit in, variations in levels of economic activity.

Such, in outline is the nature of the problem and no more

attention can be paid to it here. Clearly, a freely-functioning pricing

system fails conspicuously to achieve a solution - a solution which

17. 1.Q!s!. p. 307. Note B. K. Sandwell., "Centre and Circumfere;:;ce
in a Tariff Protected Area-, C.J.E.P.S. vol. I, August, 1935, pp, 379-83.
It is a strong plea in a nea-classical vein for the unrestricted opera
tion of the price system within the Canadian economy. No recognition
is given to v~ing rigidities in the system or the differing income
elasticities operative in various sectors ofthe economy.

18. SesE. C. Hope, "Floor Prices on Farm Products," an address
delivered at the Annual Meeting of the Canadian Federation of Agric
ulture in Saskatoon, January 1949. See also Johnson, D. G., Forward
Prices for Agriculture., Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1947,
chap. vi.
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it did largely achieve under the relatively simple conditions existing

before the first World War. Given the post-depression emphasis on

the maintenance of employment and income, the agricultural problem

becomes a consideration of crucial importance in determining national

contra-eyelical policies. Furthermore, since the pricing system no

longer is able (or is permitted) to achieve international equilibrium,

some dove-tailing of national programmes has become vital to a rational
19

solution of the problem. It must be emphasized .that, with the onset

of the depression, the price system (which had been partially but
20

imperfectly restored during the twenties) largely went into the

discard both as the automatic regulator of trade and resource allocation

internationally, and to a lesser degree as the means of achieving the

socially - or politically - necessary distribution of incomes

within national economies. But with the price system fallin~ into dis-

repute nothing Was advanced to replace it. Literally scores of national

agricultural policies were related to those of other countries or des- .

igned to create a workable international economic order. The Lononn

Wheat Agreement did attempt to create some order out of the prevailing

chaos, but it failed conspicuously except perhaps to indicate the
21

direction in which the solution lay. Such were the conditions, as

they impinged on Canada, which destroyed the Canadian Pools and ushered

19. See de Hevesy, .Ql2.• .2!!., part I, and Appendix 50. Also Hope,
!me .!lti., and Schu1tz,Agri~~turein .an. Unstable Econom,Z, chap. vii.

20. Patton, -The War and North American Agriculture-, p, 395.
21. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Whea.t Marketing", P. 398.
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in a new phase of government interference in the grain trade - another

period of federal aid to the western farmer.

It has been noted in a previous ohapter ·that the fall in

world prices had by June 1930 carried the current wheat price below
22

the Pool's initial payment level. To prevent forced liquidation,

the provincial governments guaranteed the indebtedness of the Pools for
23

the period up to August 1, 1930. The Pool's carryover at the end of
24

July, 19.30 of 67,000,000 bushels was to be liquidated by June, 1931.

However, no sooner did these guarantees r,elieve the Pool of the burden

of the 1929-30 crop than the Pool found it necessary to repeatedly
25

reduce its initial payments on the new crop. By October the Pool was

forced to appeal once again for federal government support - an

appeal in which the provincial governments joined. Three possible

solutions were explored: (1) a pegged price of 70 cents, (2) federal
26

guarantees of Pool bank advances, and (3) a sta.b1ization board.

Within a period of fiva years the Dominion government was to experimellt VTl't.u.=

with 8.11 three measures, but of the three courses available at that

time the government chose to guarantee the Pool's bank advances on t.."le

basis of the 50 cents initial payment. This guarantee was later given

legislative sanction by -a clause inserted in the annual Unemployment

22. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World War' p, 223.
23. w. Sanford~dns, "Canadian Wheat Stabilization Operations,

1929-.35", Whea.t ~t!1dies. nr (7), March 19.36, p.25S. These guarantees
have since been repaid.

24. Griffin,.!m. .s!1. ,pp.484...5•
25. Evans,,2.2.~., p. 259.
26. I'owke, "Dominion Aids to WheatJKarketing", p• .391.
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and Farm Relief Act, under which the government was given wide emerg-
. 27

ency powers to meet the prevailing conditions of economic depression."

Each year the government passed an order-in--council under the authority

of these acts confirming past guarantees and extending them for a further

twelve months. At no time until the formation a£ the Wheat Board did
28

legislation embodying a general marketing policy exist. At the time

of the government's decision to guarantee Pool bank advances, Mr• John

I. McFarland was appointed general manager of the Central Selling
29

Agency and given complete authority over sales. The choice of Mr.

McFarland was due to government insistance on a General Manager who
)0

was persona grata to the Canadian Government, the banks and the Pools.

McFarland's positioD ·was later to grow practically, although unoffic
31

lally, into a position of Dominion government market agent".

Before considering McFarland's operations through the medium

of the Central Selling Agency, it will be appropriate to review briefiy

the role and purpose of that agency as it functioned under the voluntary

contract pools. The pool method of marketing differ·ed in a number of

important respects from that of the "regular" grain trade. In contrast

to the individual selling by producers under the latter system, the

Pool followed a policy of centralized selling. I t also differed from

27. Evans,..2.2• .s!!., p.259.
28. Ibid.
29. See Innis, H. A., The Diary ofAlexanderJames1f!cPhall·"pp.

230-232; 'l'heBe.portot the Royal Grain IngpirY Commission, 1938.
chap. vii; Yates, .QB.cit., p. 485. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46 .p. 5.

30. Griffin,.sm. e.!b., .p, 485.
31. I!?!i!.
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the open market system in that its members received payment on a

deferred but equalized basis rather than the cash price prevailing

at the time of sale - that is, the pooling participants received
32

"the realized weighted average price for the season". However,

the most significant feature of the pooling method involved the

collective risk-bearing of market price fluctuations on the part of'

producer-members in marked contrast to the hedging mechanism of the
33

futures market. Since the first Wheat Board, it has always been a

matter of policy with the pools Uto supersede, at least in Canada,
.34-

the private speculative system". In this respect it has been seen

that the Pool period "'merely formed an interlude in the campaign for
35

restoration ofa national marketing agency" -- a fact underlined

by the campaigns of 1930 and 1931 for the 100 per cent compulsory wheat

pool. While an examination. of the validity of pooling principles
.36

must be left until later. it should be noted that the pooling

system rested on the assumption that where conducted expertly on a

sufficiently inclusive scale "pooling is potentially capable of mitigat
37

ing seasonal price fiuetuations through control over market movement."

That the Canadian Pools achieved control over a .large part of the western

32. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World War", p, 219.
33. Ibid. 34. Ibid •
.35• Fowke, -Dominion Aids to Whea.t Marketing" ,399•
36. See The Reports of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commissions. 1925

and 19,2a; also The Report of' the. Commission to Enquire into Trading in
Grain Futures (Stamp Commission) .1931tPatton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy
Since the World War"; A. E. Taylor, "1 National Wheat-Growers' Co
operative: Its Problems, Opportunities, and Limitations", 'Wheat Studies,
II (3) , January, 1926, pp, 161-162.

37. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World War-,p. 219.
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wheat crop is apparent from the fact that, on the average, they marketed

through the Central Selling Agency approximately ona-hal.f of the wheat

delivered by western farmers during the seven crop years from 1924 to
38

1931. Furthermore, the fact that the Pool for the three crop years,

1925-26, 1926-27, and 1927-28, realized base prices of $1.45,11.42,

and $1.421 ~espectively would seem to indicate substantial success in

stabilizing returns to its members at a high level although other imp
39

ortant factors were of course involved.

Although organized as an alternative to the organized spec-

ulative system, the Pool found it necessary to function within that

system. Patton ap.ys of its selling policy that ·while it entered

freely into contracts for forward delivery, its established practice
40

was not to sell open market futures against its receipts, and

although it frequently accepted outstanding futures from Winnipeg

buyers in exchange for its· grain, the bulk of its export sales, in

accordance with its policy of 'direct selling', was made by cable
41

tender to overseas purchasers through its London sales office. It

Furthermore, the Pool through the Central Selling Agency considered

it expedient on at least three occasions (in 1925, 1929, and 1930)

38. Ibid." p, as.
39. See Patton, ·The Canadian .Wheat Pool in Prosperity and Depres

sion", p. 9; and The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commlssion.
~. p, 73.

40. Exceptions were made. See Patton, "Canadian "beat Policy",
p. 221.

41. ~.
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-to support temporarily demoralized markets by buying futures to a
J;2

total extent of 16,500,000 bushels.- Although the Pools were thus

forced by circumstances to operate within the speculative system,

they did -- by collective risk assumption -- relieve the Winnipeg

market of a large part of the selling pressure which it would other
43

wise have had to absorb. In the crises of 1929 and 1930 the

guarantees by the provincial and federal governments averted the

threatened forced liquidation of the Pool's holdings - an action

which prevented the unloading of these holdings ona market which was

so demoralized that it wa.s in no position to receive them. What would'

have happened if there was no one to receive the hedges? Prime

Minister Bennett answered that question some years later (with a

trace of both poetic and political license): " Stark, complete,
44

absolute disaster beyond the ability of any man to soo. 1I

It will be remembered that in the fall of 1929, public

speculation had raised the price of wheat on the Winnipeg market far

42. Ibid.- Patton, "Canadian ~lleat Policy", p. 221.
43. See speech of R. B. Bennett on the Canadian Grain Board, June

12 and 14, 1935, p , 27; also Submission Wheat Pool Ora.niza.tionBof
Western Canada to Royal Grain Inquiu Commission, Calgary and Regina,
April - May, 1937) pp. 21-23.

44. Canada, House of Commons Debates, June 12, and 14, 1935, p , 27.
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45
out of line with world price. Following the collapse of prices,

public speculation was scarcely in a position to handle the non-pool
46

grain, certainly not the pool holdings as well. Although the grain

trade tended to blame the absence of speculators on uThe most powerful

and sustained 'bull' operations in the history of wheat markets" by
47

the Canadian Pool and the American Stabilization Corporation,

there is no doubt that this falls short of the full truth. While it

must be admitted that certain actions of the cooperatives as early as

1929 probably int'ensified the variation in the volume of speculation,

the volatile nature of public (and even professional) participation

in the market tends to make such Participation "undulY active when
48

least needed for support, and to be lacking when most needed." It

is significant that Mr. Milner did not complain of Winnipeg prices

being supported -above the natural level of prices in the markets of

the world" until June, 1932, and it is to this support he attributed

the lack of ability on the part of the futures market to absorb hedging

M:~See Griffin, .2.l2. cit., p, 484; Patton, nCanadian Wheat Policyl!,
p.266; A. E. Taylor, "Speculation, Short Selling, and the Price of
Wheat", Wheat Studies, VII (4) , February, 1931, pp. 2.31-266; ReROrt of
the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, p, 100; and the evidence given by
Mr. Bredt and Mr. Milner before the Special Committee on the Canadian
Grain Board Act (June, 1935). The truth is proba.bly somewhere between
the opinions expressed qy Bredt and Milner.

46. See McFarland, .QJ2.. cit., pp. 12-13; Report of the Royal Grain
Inquiry Commission. 1938, pp, 96, 249; also Griffin, sa- ~.,p. 485.

47. Evans,.2,2. cit., p. 251.
48. Taylor, "Speculation, Short Selling and the Price of Wheat",

p. 7; ~so B. Stewart, "The Profits of Professional Speculators",
Economic Journal vol. XLIV, September, 1934, pp. 415-433, and G. W.
Hofftnan, "Past and Present Theory Regarding Futures TradingU

, Journal
of Farm Economics, vol. XIX, February, 1937, pp. 300-309 (plus subse
quent articles extending to page 333).
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49
transactions. However, there seems to be little doubt that the

initial motive for buying on stabilization account in July, 1931,

was to absorb hedging transactions -- fully a year before the

Exchange complained of prices being supported. Mr. Griffin gives

it as his opinion that "In 1931 these operations were apparently not

conceived as being of a stabilization nature except in so far as they

were to assist the ordinary futures marketing maehiner.y to function
50

normally in the absence of usual speculative buying ll • And Patton

notes that "by the i~ony of events, the Canadian Co-operative Wheat

Producers, which had come into existence as an alternative to organized

speculation, was subsequently employed by the Dom.inion government as
51

an agency for support of the futures market."

Immediately following his appointment, Mr. McFarland took

steps to withdraw the-Pool's overseas representati~es and to return to

ordinary trade channels the marketd.ng of Canadian ,Grain. In other words,

central selling was abandoned with no thought of replacing it by
52

stabilization operations. Despite bitter opposition by the Pool,

he took this choice, h.e said, in order to combat "a prejudice which has

unwittingly become prevalent tllat the Pool's policy was designed to

49. -CfaMda:-House of Commons, Speci'al Conunittee on alII 98
(Canadian Grain Board Act), Minutes of Proc~_edingsandEvidence, pp. 25,
88.

50• Griffin, .Qll; cit., P.485.
51. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 222, p. 228. See also

The Report of the Royal Gr~!l Inquiry COJDElission, 1938, p. 99.
52. Innis, Ope cit., pp. 230-37; and Yates, Ope cit., p. 193.
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combat the world and plough a lone furrow to the detriment of the consumer
53

abroad•••• ft It is true that such views were widely held in certain
54

circles. Nevertheless, it was apparent to the more far-sighted that

the consumer could not profit by the ruination of the producer. Prof-

essor J. G. Smith of the University of Birmingham conducted a survey

among merchants and manufacturers in the Midlands during the depression

and found that "there was a general concensus of opinion that prosperity

in the industries in this district wr..i.ch have an export trade, depends
55

entirely on the prosperity of the producers of raw materi~ls abroad. •n

Furthermore, Professor Smith indicated his belief that better prices

for raw materials would also work to the advantage of import and

domestic industries. That this view also prevailed even in some

quarters in the British grain trade is indicated by Sir Herbert ~obson's

letter to McFarland in which he stated that government assistance

given to the western Canadian farmer "to be far less than that given

elsewhere". And he concludes: WIt is therefore to my mind ridiculous

for anyone to complain that the Canadian Government has supported the
56

wheat market1l Indeed, the London Wheat Agreement of 1933 was based

on the premise that both exporters and importers had a mutual interest

53.
~,

54.
Pool",

55.
56.
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57
in a price for wheat which would give a fair return to the producer.

However that may be, the decision to return to the tradi-

tional methods of grain marketing was made without provision for price

support apart from the guarantee of the 50 cent initial payment to

Pool members. This meant that the income of western farmers still

remained at the mercy of developments in the 1'{orld markets -

developments such as gro1lJing surpluses, cutthroat competition among

exporters, and the actual falling off (despite incredibly low prices)

of wheat exports from 946,000,000 bushels in 1928-29, to 525,000,000
58

bushels in 1935-36. The feeling of hopelessness among western growers

led Prime Minister Bel1ll:J!ittto announce on December 22 that a.rrangements

had been made for the orderly marketing of the 1930 crop, but he did not

elaborate on his statement. On December 30, in Regina, he stated that
59

by the uextension of credit facilities and other means" forced

57. See de Hevesy, .2I2,. cit., chap. iii. In a noteon page 68'1;-
quotes from a book by Professor James A. S. Watson of Oxford, Rural
Britain, (London, 1934) as follows:

"Do you ever think, when you eat a piece of bread and butter, that
you are committing a swindle on somebody in Canada or Australia
and on somebody else in Corn?Jall or Denmark or New Zealand? I
know we can't help it. But it.worries me sometimes when I stop to
think about it. I would much rather pay a little more than feel
that I am living on the sweated labour and ruin ,of somebody else.u
58. McFarland,.Q2..sJJ!. , p, 11.
59. Yates,.2.2. cit., p, 156.
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, . liquidation of the 1930-31 crop would be prevented. \Nevertheless,

he refused to commit himself to a price-fixing programme, claiming that

it was a matter of provincial jurisdiction and that, in .any ease, it

would be impracticable since we could not absorb our surpluses as could
60

the United States. Clearly, the situation had reached a critical

stage. Something would have to be done if the grain grower was to

survive. The 19.30 Canadian wheat crop was 38 per cent larger than the

small crop of 1929. European import restrictions were intensified.

The easing of the world market in 1930-31 through the stabilization
61

operations of the Federal Farm Board was largely neutralized by

Russia who, reappearing for the first time since 1913 as a significant

exporter, exported 114,000,000 bushels. As prices continued to fall

the Pools were forced to release their members from their contracts
62

in June 1931. On July 31, 1931, the Pools became divorced from tbe

Central Selling Agency and as separate entities they carried on as the
63

older farmer's cooperative elevator companies had done. Nevertheless,

voluntary selling pools were operated by each of the provincial pools

until the establishment of the Wheat Board, and during this four-year

period, 1931-35, some 20 million bushels of wheat were pooled in this

manner. Economic conditions precluded participation by all but a few

60. Yates,.2.£' £.ti., p. 156.
61. Evans, ,2,U. cit., pp , 249-257.
62. Patton, liThe Canadian Wheat Pool in Prosperity and Depression",

p. 12; Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 223; The Re129rtof ~e
Roya19..rain Ip.9...¢ry Commission, 19J8, p, 36.

63. Patton, "The Canadian Wheat Pool,1I p, 14.
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64
farmers since few could wait for deferred payments. It was under

these circumstances that, according to Patton, "the liquidation of pool

stocks was subordinated by Mr. McFarland (with the approval of the

federal government) to considerations of price support on the

Winnipeg market. Cash sales by the C.S.A. were gradually replaced
65

by purchases of futures. ft Thus the federal government had embarked

on the second of the three courses presented to it by the Pools in
66

the year of crisis of 1931. Of the three only the expedf.errt of a

minimum price awaited adoption.

It has been indicated that the adoption of the price-support

policy was the result of circumstances in which economic and historical

fa.ctors were at work. In the past when deflationary forces have

threatened the solvency of the domestic producers of export stEiples,

two principal emergency policies have been adopted by national
67

governments on behalf of the distressed groups. The first is to

allow market prices to take their course withouthindrance~ However,

as low. commodity prices under conditions of surpluses and import

barriers are not in themselves sufficient to sustain exports, exchange

rates are also allowed to fall to the point necessary to dispose of

the surpluses. Producers are compensated by the national government

64. ~., 'also Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy", p , 223; Yates
. Ope cit., pp, 160-162, 170-173.

65. Patton, "The Canadian Wheat Pool-, pp. 14-15.
66. Evans,.2.£. cit., p, 259.
67. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy", pp. 224-5.
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through direct o~ indirect export or production subsidies. Such

bounties may be derived from 'general revenue, from specially designed

import, processing, or consumption taxes, or from foreign exchange
68

monopoly profits. The second major policy seeks, by relieving selling

pressure, to stabilize market prices at some minimum level. This may

take the form of Dloans on retained supplies, through purchase and
69

segregation, or by indemnifying prod~cers for curtailing production."

pountries like, ~gentina and Australia had little choice but to accept

the first course. They both had heavy external debt 0 bligations which

had to 'be maintained. Their export trade was predominantly agricultural

in character. Finally, they lacked adequate terminal storage fac11ities.

It is significant that the United States - whose policy best ex-

emp1ifies the second course - is the outstanding creditor nation with

most of its production going into home consumption and with a predom-

inantly non-agricultural export trade.

Since the Canadian economy represents an intermediate

position, it is not surprising that Canada IS wheat policy should have

the

When the Australian government was distributing approxim
71

ately 11 million pounds in subsidies to its wheat producers,

tended to follow an intennediate course between the years 1931-32 to
70

1934-35.

6S. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy" p, 225.
69. ..lli!1.
70. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy", p, 225.
71. Ibid.
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Canadian government only resorted to a production bonus in one crop
72

year, 1931-32. This bonus, amounting torive cents a bushel or

total payments of $12,720,000.00 aided only those with crops, and
73

because of its inequitable nature was not repeated. Bonuses on an

acreage basis were sought in 1932, but not until the Prairie Farm

Assistance Act in 1939 was another bonus provided. During these years

when, in addition to subsidies, Argentina and AU8tra~iaalsomaintained

substantial discounts between their currency and the depreciated

pound, the Canadian dollar was allowed to maintain an external value

between that of the American dollar and the pound sterling - that

is, it had appreciated in terms of sterling, at least until the spring
74

of 1933. While Canada did not follow the lead of the two Southern

Hemisphere countries in forcing wheat on the world market, neithe~

were its price-support activities permitted to have the same restric
75

tive effects on exports such as occurred in the United States.

Except in the year 1934-35, Canada continued to' export in volume

(although in reduced volume) throughout the depression. Such in

outline were the economic factors determining the price-support

72. 21-22 Geo. V.c. 60. (Assented to 3 August, 1931).
73. It must be emphasized that the inequities of the bushel bonus

- i. e. that it aids only those with. crops and does nothing for those
suffering crop failures -- applies equally to price-support measures
of the McFarland type and to minimum-price guarantees. The obvious
answer is some type of crop insurance in addition to the other aids.
The Prairie Farm Assistance Act of 1939 was the first step to fill a
great need - a need which only those acquainted with hazards of
growing wheat on the open plains can fully comprehend;

74. See F. A. Knox, Dominion Monetary Policy, pass.im.
75. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policytt, pp.225-6.

-~-~--.......-~-~---::----,.--------.---~~~------
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policy of the Canadian government during the early depression years.

The historical factors determining Canadian policy also

demand attention. It is apparent that stabilization theory had

developed before the 1930's and was by no means unique to Canada.

In both Canada and the United States ideas of market stabilization

tended to develop naturally from the views of "central selling1f and
76

"orderly marketing" held by the cooperatives in both countries.

As previously stated, the Pool had acted on three occasions to support

the market. In the United States the Farmers National Grain Corpor-

ation - later largely superseded by the Grain Stabilization Corpor-

atdon, a governmental - was actively supporting the market as early
77

as the autumn of 1929. Extensive buying began (by the Grain

Stabilization Corporation) earl)- in 1930, continuing until the spring

The American operations

In Canada activebuying on stabilization
79

account did not begin until July 1931.

began in 1929 when prices were still relatively high, but the Board

The liquidation process was com-

and finally dumped its holdings lion markets
81

bordering on panic conditions."

became discouraged as prices continued to fall, ceased to buy actively
80

in the spring of 1931,

pleted by the end of Hoover's presidential term in March, 1933, when

the price level was under 50 cents a bushel as compared with 11.25

77. Ibid., pp, 249-257.
79. Evans, Ope cit., pp. 251-4.

76. Evans, ..2,2. ~., p, 249.
78. Griffin, .2.12. cit., p.48.3.
80. Ibid., p. 254.
81. Fowke, -Dominion Aids to Wheat.MarketingIt, p. .392.
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82
per bushel when stabilizlttion operations began. The new administra-

tionabandoned the former policies and adopted currency depreciation

and production control as the best means for raising cornmodity prices.

Despite the adoption of new policies by the United States "The London

Wheat Agreement marked international acceptance of a stabilization

theory of commodity markets - the theory that prices are to be

favourably influenced, without production control, by withholding from

the market for a time existing surpluses, wh;i.ch nevertheless are
8.3

ultimately to be sold. n Yet neither the failure of the International.

Agreement nor the experience of the Federal Farm Board provides proof

of the costliness and futility of stabilization operations. In the

prevailing political atmosphere, only a miracle could have secured the

succ~ss of the Wheat Agreement, while the experience of the Farm Board

Rclearly demonstrates the folly of indecisiveness and lack of admin-

istrative stamina in the conduct of major stabilization operations,
84

and proves little else. fl A closer examination of Canadian operations

should form a sounder basis for tentative conclusions with respect

to the validity or otherwise of stabilization operations.

A brief survey of the Btr'l.nett-McFarland operations may provide

a useful foundation for the more detailed examination to follow. Two

distinct phases may be discerned in Canadian efforts to support the

82. Griffin,.Q.E. cit., p. 483.
83. ~., p. 482.
~. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat :Marketingft

, p. 392.
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price of wheat between the years 1929 and 19.35. In Patton's opinion

"The first may be characterized as a defensi.ve policy of selling
. .

restraint; the second as the more activa policy of open-market
85

purchases on stabilization account." To some extent at least the

Pool's Central Selling Agency followed the former course during part
86

of 1929 and early 1930. This was so because the Pool was unwilling

to compete with Argentine f s forced selling which had beeome so intense

that that country's currency had been pl.aced virtually on a wheat
87

basis. It must be rem~bered, however, that priva.te speculation

activity was chiefly responsible for the high prices and "holding
. 88

policy" between Ju.lyand October, 1929. Later Mr. Bredt was to

state t~t ·out of 76 marketing days which were in those three months,

we (the Pool) offered wheat on 52 days under the market, and that at

prices from 1/8 to 6-3/4 cents lower •••• (but) we could not sell
89

the wheat because Argentine just dropped that much lower." Although

the ltbullishness· of the market was recognized by the Pool at that time,

they failed to adopt a freer selling policy which 1Icould still have
90

made possible a. substantial final settlement on the 1928 pool"

because, as Bredt put it, ·we would have been liable to very, very

85-'- 'Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy·, p, 226.
86. Evans,,22. cit., p, 259. He states in part: "With its accounts

guaranteed, the Pool did not press sales of 1930 wheat. • • •
e:t • Griffin,.sm. s!!., p. 4~.
8S. See A. W. Taylor, "Speculation, Short Selling, and the Price of

Wheat", Wheat Studies, VII(4), February, 19.31, p.140; -In the sense
that the maintenance of high prices in the face of unusually slow
movements of wheat may be regarded as a holding policy, there was a
holding policy participated in by practically all factors trading in
Canadian wheat, but most significantly by traders in Winnipeg futures."

89. Canada, H9use of COlpIIlons~ ¥bnut8fof~Pr~eB1inaS~d~t}£2,%f
the Special Comm~ttee on -Bill 90 ana an 1:'a:4 ax .,.f:J •

90. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 226.
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severe criticism if the market had not declined, because natura.lly
91

our members expect us to obtain as high a price as we possibly can."

On the other hand, had the price declined, the Pool would have incurred

much of the blame for -bearing" the market. The Pools were, in fact,

placed squarely (and uneomfort~tbly) on the horns of another dilemma.

When the market did break,' nIt was with a view to supporting a demoral

ized market that the governments of the Prairie Provinces required as

a condition of their guarantee of the Pool's account with the banks

that the latter should not cause any of the 1929 pool grain to be forced
92

on the market before November 1, 1930." When federal guarantees

succeeded those of the provinces and McFarland was placed in charge of

the carryover, the stocks were not. liquidated as was expected, and some

76.7 million bushels were carried over - an amount which was slightly

more than 50 per cent of the wheat deliveries to the pools during that
93

year. Until turned over to the Murray Wheat Board in December, 1935,
94

this Pool carryover remained virtually unchanged.

The period of active support was begun by McFarland under the

authority of an order-in-council before July 31, 19:31. However, the

operations, which took the fona of absorbing hedging futures by the

. . --------,---
91. See Ibid., and the Report of the Royal Grain !}louiJ::y Comm.ission,
~, pp. 78-80.

92. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy·, p.226.
93. 'Evans,.2R..9.!1., p .259•
94. Griffin,.Ql?• .2.U., p. 485. He states that although the carryover

was unchanged, the 1928 and 1929 wheat was out of the way by July 31,
1931.
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95
Central Selling Agency, did not become extensive until October, 1932

when market prices were approaching their lowest depression level.

With the original Pool carry-over remaining constant, the Agency made

purchases on stabilization account when, in McFarland's opinion,
96

market conditions required it. On the other hand, the Agency made

sales when it thought it could do so to best advantage. Twice during

the four years (August 15 to September 14, 19.33, and November 1, 1934

to the end of the crop year) prices wereftpeggedU on the Winnipeg

market - "a condition being that the Agency should buy hedges at
97

the 'pegged 1 price provided other buyers did nqt appear." December

futures were at 75 cents during the latter period of price pegging,
98

and May futures at 80 cents. By May 31, 1935, in addition to the

76 million bushel Pool car~-over (which had been converted into futures
99

at an early period of McFarland's operations) the Agency held

approximately 152 million bushels in futures. The total holdings of

228 million bushels amounted to Ifpractically the entire visible supply
100

of Canadian wheat in North America." At its maximum the bank

indebtedness had reached a total of $80,000,000 under federal guarantee.

On December 2, 1935 the Agency turned 205 million bushels of wheat and

futures over to the Murray Board. With that transaction completed,
101

liquidation actively commenced. Stabilization operations were

95. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy", 227.
96. See Evans, .,2,Q• .£.ti., pp. 259-271', pa.rticular1y the chart on

page 268.
97. Ibid. p.264.
98. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy", p.Z77.
99. See Evans, .2lH cit., p.260.

100. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 227.
101. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing" , p. 392.
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replaced by a minimum price guarantee - the third course suggested

to the government by the Pool in the crisis year of 1930.

While examining McFarland's operations in detail the general

course of wheat prices should be kept in mind. In the price history

of this period three distinct phases may be discerned -- phases

resul ting from two major events which profoundly affected trends of

world prices. The first event was the abandonment .by Great Britain

of the gold standard in August, 19.31, and the second, the American

devaluation in March, 1933. Both events tended further to reduce

world wheat prices, although the depreciation of the Canadian dollar

in March, 1933 and later disguised these depressing effects consider-

ably. Despite the fact t:qat currency depreciation is usually thought

to have a price raising influence, such was not the case in England

where measures were taken to keep the sterling price level stable.

The result was that the pound remained stable while the price of

gold rose. "This control ofprieesw&S especially evident in the

whea t market and in consequence large losses were imposed on Canadian
102 ~

wheat producers." The hostility of western Canadian members of

parliament to the government's policy of permitting the Canadian

dollar to appreci-ate with respect to sterling indicates that the

102. Griffin,.2R.~., p, 486.
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10.3
western farmer was acutely aware of the situation. While it is

true that Canadian producers received more in their own currency as

a result of the depreciation following American abandomnent of gold,

importing countries could buy still more cheaply since the currency

of exporting countries had fallen in value. The net result was a
104

further depressing effect on world wheat prices, principally

because Argentina at this time "practically put her currency on a
105

wheat basis. ft She established a minimum price in her own currency

while, at the same time, manipulating exchange rates to ensure "contin
106

uous and large exportation on that price basis." Griffin concludes

that wThere has thus been no reluctance in Argentina to sell freely

at prices which, while they still appear good in Argentina currency,

are seen in other countries to be very low, and the adverse effect on
107

the international price level has been marked."

In the first period (before Sterling devaluation) wheat

prices fell steadily from approximately 11.60 per bushel (basis No. 1

Northern in store Fort William) in July, 1929 to 55.1 cents in January
108

1931, with prices levelling off until August, 1931. Prices of
109

other primary commodities followed a similar trend. In view of

the strong deflationary forces at work, it is apparent that no attempt

103. Knox, Dominion Monetary Policy. passim.
104. G~iffin,.9.2. s.ll., p.48S.
105. Ibid., p. 105.
106. Ibid.
107. Ibid.
108. Ibid. pp, 486-490, also table an page 499. See also Evans,

Ope cit., p. 268; the chart here isa particularly valuable reference.
109. Griffin,.22• .£ti. ,pp. 4PJ>-7.
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to control the price decline could have achieved success. It wa.s

during this period that the Federal Farm Board operated to support

prices in the United States and the provincial governments on a more

limited scale in Canada. When the Canadian federal government came

to the assistance of the Pool, however, it was "to keep machinery
110

functioning rather than to resist the course of prices." This is

evidenced by the fact that Canadian exports of 265,000,000 bushel.s in

1930-31 accounted for about 40% of the world total excluding Russia.

The trouble stemmed from an earlier period. The Canadian carryover

at July 31, 1929 had reached 128,000,000 bushels as a result of the

large 1929 crop. Due to the speculative boom on the Winnipeg market

plus a certain timidity on the part of the Pool to offer for export at

less than the inflated market prices, the opportunity to reduce this

carryover was lost during the 1929-.30 crop year. That being the case,

it is not surprising that the export salas of 1930-31, although con-

siderable, cou.ld only take care of the current year's production, thus
111

leaving the carryover substantially unchanged.

The second period, beginning with the abandonment of the

gold standard by Britain in August, 1931, brought into pla.y new in-

fluences adversely affecting the price of wheat. Once again, Griffin

states, ·we have to recognize the influence of vast farces far

110. Griffin,.Qj2.~.,p. 4~.

111. Ibid. see also Patton!. "'The Canadian Wheat Pool in Prosperity-and Depression-, Tab e iv, p. 10.
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stronger than any efforts that m~ght be made anywhere in wheat markets

to prevent what appears to have been an inevitable decline from a gold

price for wheat in August, 1931, of 54.93 cents per bushel to a low
112

of 36.91 (gold) cents in December, 1932.- It is interesting to

note that at this time the sterling equivalent price was approximately

the same as in August, 1930, while the price in gold was less than

half. However, for the first ten months of this period the Canadian

price remained remarkably steady, even rising above the August level

for brief periods. That this represented resistance to a general price

decline is apparent for two reasons: First, the spread between the
113

Liverpool and Winnipeg price was virtually eliminated. And second

( a result of the first) Canadian wheat exports for the year 1931-32

fell to its lowest point'in years - only 207,000,000 bushels (27 per

cent of world exports) being exported in contrast with more than

260,000,000 bushels which were exported during both the preceding and
114

following years. Deap!te important purchases by the Agency (63
1:J.5

million bushels in October, 1932 alone) "Government sponsored buy-

ing delayed, but did not prevent a price decline on the Canadian market,
116

and involved the sacr;ifice of some sales". However, by the end of

the 1931-32 crop year the Liverpool price was moving above that of

Winnipeg -- a spread which was to develop to significant proportions

112. -Griffin,.Q.l1• .s;.1i;;., p,' 4f!f7.
113. Evans,.2,2.~., chart on page
114. ' Griffin, .Q.B. ~. ,pp.487-88.
115. Evans,.2.£.~., ,p. 269.
116. Griffin,.22. c1t., p. 488.

268.
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117
the following year. Nevertheless, the Canadian carryover remained

practically unchanged, n the small exports taking care of the production
118

of a small crop. n

By December, 1932, wheat prices had reached the lowest. point

of the depression. The Agency had begun in October to buy heavily

on stabilization account (6.3 million in that month alone), holding

most of its purchases. Undoubtedly the capital conunitments of the

Agency at this time were considerable, partly as the rasult of taking

wheat off a persistently falling market, but also because carrying

charges mounted from month to month. It is true that these charges

were reduced byccarrying futures rather than actual wheat, but when

trensfers were effected from month to month the spread had to be

sufficient to 1tmake it worth while for the other party to the

contract to continue to carry the wheat rather than make delivery
119

or. sell it •.1t Thus the third price period began at the lowest point

in the depression, with a rapid advance occurring in Canadian prices

In fact, the price doubled in the t:evenmonths from December, 1932 to

July, 1933, and for a short time it appeared likely that the Agency

would not only avoid the anticipated loss but make a considerable

117• See Evans, .22. c1t., chart on page 268.
118. Griffin,.2l?.~., p, 488.
119. Evans,.sm. ~.,p. 119.
120. See Minu~s of Proceedings and Evidence, Canada Grain Board

Act, June 27, pp. 290-305.
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profit. According to Griffin, however, iUThat bull movement was

based on crop failures in prospect for the North American continent,

but market gains were wiped out when it became apparent that Europe

had produced an extraordinarily heavy crop and would require to
121

import very small quantities". In consequence, the price fell

rapidly from a high of 8.3.4 cents in July to -60.5 cents by October of
122

1933. During the most of the 1932-33 crop year the fact that Can-

adian wheat exports amounted to 264,000,000 bushels or 42 per cent of

the world total indicates that Canadian prices were substantially
123

in accord with general world levels. Notwithstanding these large

exports, the Canadian carryover increased to a high of 219,000,000
124

bushels as the 1932-33 crop had been a large one.

During the following summer of 1934 prices again rose to

approximately the same height they had attained in July 1933, and

121. Griffin,.2.1l..£ti.., p. 488; also Yates, .2l'. .2!1. ,pp. 175-76.
122. Between August 15 and September 14, 1933 prices were tempor

arily pegged. In absorbing the hedges the Agency bought heavily
during this period. See Evans, .9Jl• .2.ll., p, 269.

123. See Griffin, .2e. cit., p, 488. In very general terms the
course of prices was 'as follows: During most of 1931-32 Winnipeg
prices were ata par with Liverpool. However, Liverpool prices
moved above Winnipeg in the spring of 1932, the spr-ead becoming
substantial and remaining -so until the following spring. From July
1933 to May 1934 the two prices were g.enera11y at or near par,
although Liverpool was at a slight premium for a few months. In
June 1934 Canadian prices moved above-Liverpool and (except for very
brief periods) mainta.ined its premium until the end of the 1934-35
crop year. It was during the last nine months of this year that the
peg was in effect in the Winnipeg market.

124. Griffin, .Ql?.cit., p , 488.
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for part of the time Canadian prices achieved substantial premiums

over Liverpool. This upswing was initiated by' the second widespread

crop failure in North America. Since the European crops were also

reduced, the adva~ce was more soUndly based than that of the previous

summer. In consequence the price declines in the autumn of 1934 were
" -

less precipitous and a tendency for prices to level orf soon became
125

apparent. Nevertheless, ,the world price declined substantially between

August and November due mainly to the fact that European import re-

quirements were less than estimated while • Argentina was determined to
"126

get rid of the large balance of h~r 1933 crop before another harvest,·

and lTance was dumping considerable quantities of surplus wheat abroad.

To prevent a corresponding price decline in Canada, the Winnipeg market

was again pegged on November 1, 1934, and the peg remained in for the
127

balance of the crop year. The .Agency had bought heavily before the

peg was imposed, however, not only absorbing the new wheat delivered

by farmers but "a large volume of futures contracts until then held
128

by other interests1t • By the end of 1934 the Agency held through

The position remained practic-

- a condition reflected in the fact that the
130

Agency bought" very little thereafter.

the futures market all but a small fraction of the Canadian wheat in
129

store or transit

ally unchanged until the end of the crop year (July, 1935). In August

12$. Evans,.QJ2• .£.!1., p , 268 (chart); also Yates, sa- cit.,
pp. 179-81.

126• Griffin,.2.U...£il. ,p. .489. .
"127. Evans,.2.12. cit., p.267;. Yates,,22• ..2.!!., p. 181. The Winnipeg

price had moved to a premium over the Liverpool in May 1934, and (except
for brief periods) remained at a substantial premium until the end of
th§ 1934-35 Qrop year.

128. GrJ.ft·J.n,!m• .£!!., p, 489.
129. Ibid. 130. Ibid.
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19.35 the Canadian Wheat Board was appointed, and on December 2, 1935,

Note should be taken of the effect of these operations on

exports. It is Evans' opinion that while he finds "no coincidence

by months between buying or selling by the Agency and movements of
1:32

price", yet there is a positive correlation between increased ho1d-

ings and higher premiums and between higher premiums and reduced

exports. It is certain that in the crop year 1934-35, as Canada

maintained her wheat price above the Liverpool price, her exports

sank proportionately. During the first three months of 1935 total

world shipments amounted to 130,000,000 bushels. Of this Argentina

supplied 52,000,000 bushels; Australia, 34,613,000 bushels; Canada
133

31,000,000 bushels; and the rest of the world 12,300,000 bushels.

1tduring that time .Argentine wheat was available to continental

purchasers at up to 30 cents a bushel, and to British millers, after

paying a duty, up to 24 cents a bushel, under the price of Canadian
134

wheat." Despite these differentials, Canada was still able to

export sizeable quantities because of the demand for Canadian wheat

131. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46. p, 5.
132. Evans,.2l?..£ll., p, 269 •
133• Griffin,.QJ?. s.ti., p. 4E?f1.
134. Ibid.
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for mixing purposes. It was admitted on several occasions that

Canadf.an policy was to deliberately withhold grain earlier in the

year with the expectation, that, in view of wide-spr~ad crop

Subsequent developments

DI think we

failures, southern hemisphere stocks would be used up, leaving Canada
135

the sole supplier of importance. McFarland had said:
136

should depend somewhat on nature, I do. u

were to demonstrate conclusively that such dependence had not been

misplaced.

Since the concluding operations of Mr. McFarland are in-

extricably tied up with the establishment of the Canadian Wheat Board,

the details concerndng the last days of stabilization -. days which

wi tnessed an important shift in wheat marketing policy - must form

the subject matter of another chapter. The same holds true for an

adequate inquiry into the price system as it affects the producer -

an inquiry which demands a discussion of the relative merits of various

marketing policies and particularly of the validity of the claims of

the open market supporters. Obviously, final evaluation of the Bennett-

McFarland price-support measures must await inquiry into later develop-

ments in wheat marketing in Canada and a: more complete analysis of

various theories ralative thereto. Nevertheless, it is equally true

that the requirements of clarity ~emand that the events from 1931 to
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1935 be brought into perspective and that an interpretation of these

events - however tentative - be sought. a,To this end the chronology

of events recording the final operations of the Agenqy, including the

transfer of its boldings to the Canadian Vrheat Board, will be set forth

briefly. Finally, this chronology will be followed by such conclusions

as may seem justified both by analysis and the unfolding of subsequent

events'.
137

The Canadian Wheat Board was created by.Dominion Statute

in July 1935, and operated with the financial support of the govern
138

ment. Mr. McFarland was appointed chief commissioner of the Board

which took office on August 14, 1935. The statute instructed the Board

Uto acquire and to sell all the wheat and the contracts for the delivery

of wheat held by the Central Selling Agency, and also to receive and
139 '

to sell all wheat delivered to it by producers~n The Board was

to fix, with the approval of the Governor-in-Council, the price to

be paid to the prod.ucer. Participation certificates were to be issued

to ensure equitable distribution of any surplus which might accrue to

the Board. Losses were to be a charge on the federal treasury. Until

his resignation on December 2,,1935, McFarland continued to act in the

capacdty of manager of the Central Selling Agency as well as chief

commissioner of the Board and in that capacity he' continued to buy and

137. 25-26 Geo. V.. c. 53. (Assented to on July 5, 1935):-:
138. The Re.l?9.!:t..9f the Royal Grain Inquiry; Commission, 1938, p , 36.
139. .1!?M., pp. 36-37.
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140
sellon stabilization account. On December 3, 1935, the new federal

goverp~ent (wrdch had been elected on October 14, 1935) appointed

Mr. J. R. Murray chief conunissioner. It was this new Board which took

. over from McFarland ls Board 90,189,187 bushels of wheat and wheat con-

tracts in respect of the 1935 crop and, in addition, 205,187,000 bushels

of wheat from the Central Selling Agency - 53,728,000 bushels being

cash wheat and 151,459,000 bushels futures contracts. The transfer of

Agency wheat (or ·stabilization whea.t" as it was known) was completed
141

a.s of December 2, 1935. The terms of acquisition indicated that the

government, under its guarantees, had sustained a loss of 115,856,645.83
l42

on ruling prices. The Murray Board undertook immediately to liquid-

ate both the ·stabilization" and the 1935 wheat. By the end of the

19.35-36 crop year the Board had left on hand 82,667,891 bushels of
143

"stabilization" wheat and 2,030,761 bushels of the 1935 crop. A

price of 87i cents for No. 1 Northern in store at Fort William had

been fixed under the provisions of the Act for the 1935 wheat, and

as the Board suffered a net loss of $11,858,104.18 with respect to the

1935 wheat, no surplus remained to be distributed to producers. The

stabilization wheat was not finally cleared up, however, until the end

140. The !t~~o~_jjpe·Royal JiEllin Inouiry Commi'ssion. 1938. p, 36.
141. Ibid., p. 37.
142. Ibid., See also Report of the Canadian Wheat Board: Crop Year

1935-1~6. p. 7.
143. Report of the Cana~..!fueat Board: Crop ~~e:r 1935-19;36. p, 10.
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of the 1936-37 crop year. While the details of this year's operations

This profit

must be left until the next chapter, it must be sta.ted that, a.fter
1M.

four years of disastrously small erops, the Board disposed of its
145

~stabilizationwhea.t at a net profit of $9,628,881.23.

was sufficient to offset to a large extent the loss of nearly 12 million

dollars which the Board had sustained during its first year of operation.

There is little doubt that the Bennett-McFarland operations

aroused more intense controversy than any other phase in the history
146

of government intervention in wheat marketing. More effort appears

to have been expended in answering the question: tlDid stabilization

144. The Re.P.Q.rt of the Royal Grain Inauirz. Commission. 19;iS., p: :38, 100.
145. See Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing-, pp, 392-3.

Dr. Fowke repudiates the view that liThe (Canadian) experiment was costly
to the government and of little benefit to the farmers. II An article by
the late Dr. J. E. Boyle of Cornell in which he estimated the govern
ment's loss to be $435,750,000 is described by Dr. Fowke as an "amazing
fabric of inaccuracy and abuse'"; At the same time the claims of the
Pool as to the benefit of the operations tended to exaggerate signific
antly in the other direction. See Canada, House of Commons, Special
fommittee on Bill 98, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence,pp. 408-9, also
p, 182.

146. W. Sanford Evans, Course .of Development an~ Present Outline
of the Canadian ~pat Situation. and address given before the Grain and
Feed Der'lers I National Association at St. Louis, September 20, 1935.
The following statement is a significant expression of the "open market"
view:

wA minimum price to producers is essentially a political or socio
logical question. • • Unless adjustment is attempted through
market price, the matter is not to be judged from the market point
of view".

When Murray replaced McFarland as chief commissioner, stabilization
operations were repudiated. Although the, producers were guaranteed a
minimum price, the market was not interfered with. hThi{)lexplains, at
least in part, why the Grain Exchange waS t"ar less ostJ. e 'to the
Board than to MeFarland IS operations. See the Report of the Ro;y:al
Grain InquirY Commission, 1938,p. 99.
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succeed?· than in the much more important question: "Was it the

best policy?'" The answer to this latter question must be left to

later chapters. Since the former question is the one of immediate

concern, it should be pointed out that much of the controversy arose

over differing conceptions of what "stabilization" was and what it was

intended to accomplish. Dr. Fowke expresses it in this manner: "Most

people assume that stabilization efforts are designed toward a measure

of price control. That inference is natural; and Canadian stabiliz-

ation efforts had obvious price implications. Nevertheless, the

Canadian stabilization programme was initiated and maintained for
147

other purposes•••n As indicated previously the operations were

initiated (1) to prevent the collapse of the pooling system, (2) to

prevent the breakdown of' the WinniPeg futures-hedging system, and

(3) in part because growing stabilization stocks made the abandonment

of the progremme increasingly hazardous, not only to the producer, but
148

to the Canadian economy as a whole. Before considering the price-

control aspects of stabilization in detail, these three purposes might

be dealt with briefly.•

In the first case, the operations were successful to the

extent intended - that is, federal guarantees safeguarded the Pool

until the end of the 1930-31 crop yesr at wl't..ich time the carryover

147. Fowke, "Dondrdon Aids to Wheat Marketing", p, )91: also
Griffin, ,2R. ~., p. 485; Report of the Royal Grain InoyirY Commission,
1238, p. 100; Patton, nCanadian Wheat Po1icyt' , p.'2:27.

148. See Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing", p. 391; .also
Griffin,..Q.l2.. cit., pp. 492,485.
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of the Central Selling Agency WB.S retained by that Agency actdng on

behalf of the government. The Pools then, in effect, returned to

the status of elevator companies operating small, non-eontract pools

without the liability of a huge carryover to threaten their solvency.

Furthermore, the Agency, in continuing as a central purchasing and

selling agency, successfully formed the link between the old Pool

marketing system and the new pooling sys tam which emerged with the

adoption of the Canadian Wheat Board. Dr. Grindley saw this trans-

itional function of McFarland's operations clearly enough when he

stated that Itthe recent history of grain marketing in Canada

(demonstrates) that the Canadian Wheat Board Act, 1935, was not a

radical or new move in marketing method but merely a natural devel-

opment from the past, of which the stabilization measures were a
149

transition phase". Of the two other purposes noted above, it appears

to be the general consensus of opinion that, following the 1929 spee-

ulative boom and the subsequent disastrous decline of prices, private

speculation was not adequate to absorb the hedges of the grain coming
150

onto the market.

Speculators as a group

149. The CaHdian Wheat Board. 1935-46, p, 6.
150. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission. 1228,

Chap. VIII: Griffin,.Q.£. cit., p, 492. He states in part:
-The government can avert a temporary breakdown in marketing
machinery under conditions of especial stress and strain, and

'there are strong grounds for the belief that it did SO.lI

See also Patton, ltCanada Wheat Policy", pp. 220-221; Minutes of
Proceedings and Evideneeon Bill 98, pp. 22-27; and Evans, ..2.2. cit.,
p. 267.

151. Griffin,.Q.E. ~., p. 493.
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could and would have undertaken such a task but, in Dr. Patton's

words, "only on condition of sufficiently attractive price
152

concessions at the expense of producersu • Thus as far as these

three purposes are concerned, they seem to have been achieved wi.th

creditable success. This success appears due in large measure to

the courage, determination, and ability which McFarland brought to

his task despite growing criticism of his policies and the discourag-

ment of continuing world surpluses. In this respect, the Agency's

operations presented a marked contrast to the "indecisiveness and

lack of administrative stamina" of the United States Grain Stabiliz-

ation Corporation which had abandoned the field after a brief struggle.

The SUccess is even more remarkable in view of the fact that McFarland

was denied the assistance of a consistent governmental policy and helpful

administrative directives. From start to finish he had to improvise

a policy and earn it out on his own initiative, while governmental

assistance merely took the negative form of underwriting McFarland's

financial obligations. However, the final success of McFarland's

operations cannot be measured without weighing the price effects of

those operations. It is to this aspect of stabilization operations

that attention must now be turned.

While it is true that evidence on the effects of Canadian

stabilization operations on both price and srles must remain incon

clusive since it is impossible to determine the course of prices

152. Patton,·Canadian Whe.at Policy·, p. 228.
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and sales in the absence of such operations, nevertheless, certain
153

significant conclusions may berea-ched. Mr. Sanford Evans analyzes

the stabilization operations in the light of ftthree pertinent,

questions"; (1) "Can a market operator ••• bend the price line at

wi1l?- or (2) -negatively block. • • any major trend in prices?a and

if so, (3) "to what extent and under what conditions can he either

positively or negatively influence price fluctuations and temporary
154

movements?" Mr. Evans states that, while the first two questions

must be answered in the negative, an examination of the third is more

rewarding. While no coincidence exists by months between buying or sell-

ing by the Agency and movements of price, he believes that such a

coincidence does exist "between increasing holdings and higher premiums
155

and between the latter and smaller exports·. As a result he comes

to the conclusion -- a rather exaggerated conclusion -- that "Only

during the periods in which the Agency and the Stabilization Corporation

were buyers of: all or practically all offerings could they make even a
156

domestic price- • This domestic price, he believes, was at the

expense of exports and that the resulting surpluses could not fail to

affect futures prices unfavorably. In commenting on this analysis

Dr. Fowke has remarked that "It does not require exhaustive analysis of

153. Fowke, -Dominion Aids to "'heat Marketing", 393.
154. Evans,,22. ~., p, 254.
155. Evans,.9.£• .£!:t., p. 269.
156. .I.e!.9.., p. 271.
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the Canadian ease to confirm the ~pothesis that even a strong operator

can neither 'bend the price line at will, nor block or divert any
157

major trend of prices'." Dr. Patton, while holding a similar view,

states that "it can hardly be doubted, in view of the fact that Winnipeg

futures were sustained at or above the Liverpool level, that they

were effective in causing Winnipeg prices to be appreciably higher

and more stable than would have been the case in the absence of such
158

operations ff • He further adds: "They were clearly instrumental

in widening the premium which Canadian wheat commanded over Argentine
159

and other foreign wheat in British marketsu • In fact, there is
160

virtual unanimity on this point.

While the conclusion that stabilization operations did

affect Canadian prices may be accepted as fact, there are few who

would consider such effects to be, in themselves, evidence of the

success of McFarland's policies or sufficient to vindicate the

theory of stabilization. It.is essential to inquire as to the

effects of' price support on exports. In other words, it is the final

effect of such operations in terms of ultimate returns from the sale

of wheat which is crucial, in determining the success of market

operations. As indicated in the preceding paragraph, Evans'

'157. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing", p. 393.
158. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 227.
159. Ibid.
160. rE. Taylor, "florId Whea.t Prices, Canadian-Argentine Sprea.ds,

and the Ottawa Agreement", Wheat Stuq-k~f!, XII (2), October, 1935,
pp. 35-56. He concludes that the Bennett-McFarland polk:y did hold the
Canadian price above the world price. See also Griffin, ,2,R.cit.,
p, 492; Report of ih~ .Royal Grain InguiryCommis s1on, 1<138, p, 99;
and Minutes of Proc~edings ..8.qd••Evidence on Bill 98, p, 182.
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analysis shows clearly that a positive correlation existed between

holding and price premiums on the one hand, and the proportion of

wheat exported on the other. This is supported by Dr. Patton's

analysis "which states in part: "'Although the government's stabilization

activities were of some significance in terms of wheat growers' cash

incomes, and may be regarded as an alternative to direct subsidization,

they were not condueive to the free export movement of Canadian
161

wheat. ft Griffin concludes that, in the event that no international

control of price is achieved, "we can, at a cost, influence the premium
1(52

paid for Canadian wheat." He points out that, while buyers will

pay a premium of up to 30 cents a bushel for some Canadian wheat because

of its special qualities, the exaction of the highest premiums offers

no basis for a permanent policy since Canada must depend on sales in
163

quantity. While this is true, too much significance should not be

attached to this reduction of export sales for the very essence of

sta.bilizB,tion policy is "the will to withhold supplies from a fire-sale

market in the conviction that such market conditions must sooner or
164-

later change for the bettertJ • That this conviction proved well

founded in Canadian experience in the 1930's CaIL'1ot, however be taken

-~--------------~-"--- -"_..._,---
161. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy,tJ p, 227.
162. Griffin,.2J2. cit.,· p. 162.
163. Ibid.
164. 'F'O'Wke, "Dominion Aids to Vvlleat Marketing II, pp, 393-4.
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as priori evidenoe that such will always -- or usually - be the
165

case.

later.

The implications of this fact must be considered in detail

While granting that the Stabilization Agency did support

wheat prices, that its operations were not conducive to the freest

export of grain, and that it apparently failed to take adequate

advantage of temporary upswings in price in the summers of 1933 and
166

1934, there remains considerable "reason for doubting whether

absence of selling restraint would have appreciably increased the
167

volume of Canadian exports during this period." Patton indicates

that during the year 1931-32 when stabilization operations were

insignificant Canada1 s share of the total wheat imports into the

United Kingdom was only 26.1 per cent, ·whereas during 1933-.35 when

stabilization activities were at t~r height, ~~e corresponding
168

ratio was over 34 per cent." The major reason for this apparent

paradox was the tremendous growth of quantit~tive restrictions -

import quotas and milling regulations - in the surmounting of
169

which price concessions proved of no avail. This seems to be one

165-. See Griffin, .Q.R. cit., p, 493; Report of the Royal Grain
Inquiry Commission, 1938. p, 100; McFar1and,.2l2..~., p. 22.

166. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy·, p. 228.
167. Ibid.
168. Ibid.
169. Ibid.
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factor which stabilization critics preferred to ignore -- a fact

which called forth the following bitter comment from McFarland:

"Throughout these years pseudo-economists and others
have advocated that Canada should sell at "world
prices". These people failed to realize a "world
priceft had ceased to exist. How could there be a world
price for wheat when production was, and is, subsidized
in almost every country and nearly all countries have
their own price? ••• It should now be obvious that
at whatever ruinous price Canada had offered to sell
her wheat for export, our low price would not discourage
the effort to produce in many countries where the farmers
are subsidized to carry on. • • • • Yet regardless of
the price in Winnipeg the wheat farmers in other
countries would have felt no serious repercussions
because of their various forms of subsidies. The only
effect of a free and open market in Winnipeg would
have been the elimination of Canadian farmers. In
other words, there can be no l1wor l d price" while world
production is encouraged and controlled ,by subsidies and
~ by price. 170

Furthermore, it should be noted in passing that the low prices, which

existed prior to the time when quantitative controls assumed major

proportions, encouraged abnormal imports - a fact which tended to
171

reduce import requirements for several years thereafter.

The increasingly ineffective role played by the price system

in international trade underlines Dr. Fowke's reference to af.lfire-sale
172

market". It'is hai-dly likely that even the most drastic price

170. McFarland,.2,2.~.. , pp. 11-12; see also Grifrill\t .Qll. ~.,
p, 491. He states that at this time an international price measure
had become largely "illusory".

171. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy", p, 228.
172. Fowle, 1fDominion Aids to Wheat Marketing"', pp. 393-4.
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concessions could have effected a complete reduction of the Canadian

surplus. However, assuming that some reduction could have been

achieved, what is the validity of withholding policies? On the one

hand, the interest of the consumer in the solvency of the producer is

scarcely disputable. Patton suggests, on the other hand, that since

·Short crops are quite as much in the nature of things as bumper crops

• • • • the carrying of surpluses is a protection to consumers at
17.3

large". Perhaps this statement loses some of its significance if

it is established that world wheat production tends to remain remark
174

ably stable. Nevertheless, since the four major wheat exporters'

experienced disastrous crop failures during the 1930's, it appears

that only the carrying of surpluses together with heavy subsidization

of domestic production by importing countries prevented actual short-

ages in certain years. Thus granting that surpluses should be carried

if they accrue, the question arises: by whom should they be carried?

Obviously, the farmers cannot afford - either individually or co-

operatively -- to do so, a fact which the difficulties of the Pool

had demonstrated beyond all hope of contradiction. Speculators will

undertake it, according to Patton, but "only on condition of suffic
11175.

iantly attractive price concessions at the expense of the producers. ft

173. Patton, ftCanadi~ Wheat Policy", p. 228.
174. de Hevesy, ..2£- ~., chap. V, also appendix .3.
175. Patton, "Canadian Wheat policyn,p. 228.
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Under such conditions as existed in the 1930's the conclusion appears

inescapable that the only effect of such a policy would· (unless offset

by direct assistance to producers) have been "the elimination of
176

Canadfan farmers". Thus it would appear that under such emergency

conditions "the carrying of temporary but embarrassing wheat surpluses

would appear to be a social responsibility which only a national
177

government can effectively underwrite." If this is granted as a

general principle - and perhaps few would refuse to grant it -

then the question arises: Is stabilization the best method by which

this principle should be carried into effect? Although a later chapter

deals' more specifically with this problem, a few words should be said

of it here.

Major Strange undoubtedly expressed the view which pre-

dominated in Grain Trade circles when he wrote in 1936: uThe object

(of stabilization) was in reality to pay ri. bonus to the Canadian

wheat growers, but to oblige the world buyers of Canadian wheat to

pay that bonus instead of frankly levying upon the national taxpayers
17S

as most other countries were doing. 1I In expressing his opinion

on aid to the producer Mr. Evans stated: "Unless adjustment is

B.ttempted through the market price, the matter is not to be judged

176. McFarland,.2l?,• .2.il.., r- 12.
177. Patton, -Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 229.
178. de Hevesy, ,2,B. cit., p. 379, quoted from Broomhall rsCorn

Trade Year Book. 1936.
179. Evans, Course of development and Present Outline of the

Canadia..Tl Wheat Situation, September 20, 1935•

.....,
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179
from the market point of view". The inference here is not that

wheat surpluses should not be carried, but that they should be
180

carried by the trade at ·sufficiently attractive price concessionsu ,
)

while the grain grower is enabled to continue to produce wheat with

national tax-payers •• This position could be maintained without

threat only if it wer-e shown to be more effective than the social

assumption of responsiblity for the surplus (on which the ultimate

success of the operations appear to cast considerable doubt) and that

under stabilization overseas consumers were being forced to pay

unreasonable prices -- an unlikely situation when production subsidies

and competitive exchange depreciation ruled the day. A useful evalua-

tion of stabilization depends on keeping two facts in mind. The

first is that McFarlandts operations were concluded at a considerable

profit to the government and that it is generally conceded that

growers received significantly higher returns as a result of those

operations. The other is that wheat was being exported at less than

the cost of production and that the terms of trade were drastically

turning against agricultural nations. Thus the facts would appear

to indicate that the Grain Tradets position is not as tenable as it

might seem at first glance. Furthermore, de Hevesy discounts the

180. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policytf, p, 228.
181. de Hevesy, .2]2• .5:11., p, 379, quoted from Broomhall ts Corn

Trade Year Book. 1936.
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practicability of direct subsidization in the Canadian case because

non account of the enormous size of the wheat export, of the great

proportion which this export forms of the total production, and

further in view of the great value of the wheat export relative to

the total national income, such a tax would have entailed unbearable
182

hardships on the 11 million inhabitants of the country. tI If these

are cogent arguments in favor of stabilization and against the Grain

Trade's views, what opposing arguments might be raised?

There is, of course, the basic eement of unfairness in

giving only to those fortunate enough to raise a crop' - always a

factor of moment on the prairies but particularly so during the 1930's.

This element of unfairness is not, however, unique to stabilization,
183

but is inherent in all subsidies achieved through price. But should

it be assumed that such inadequacies would be offset by some form of

crop insurance such as the Prairie Farm Assistance Act, undoubtedly

the major argument against stabilization still remains: stabilization

as a wheat policy remains inherently hazardous. All students note
~.

that the ultimate success of stabilization operations was the conse
184

quence of such fortuitous elements as crop failures, and of such
185

1fnon-recurring phenomenontl as dollar depreciation, both of which,

by 11establishing large profits on many million bushels of wheat bought

at low levels - tremendously cut down the cost of government

182. de Hevesy, .Qll • .£!:t.., p. 379.
183. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing", pp. 394-395.

Dr. Fowke notes that in answering criticism that the 1931 production
bonus would provide no relief to farmers with no Wheat, Bennettasserted
(Debates of the House of Commons, 1931, p. 4152): "It was never intended
to do so, but it will enable those who have to help those who have not•• ft
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186
sponsored operations in the wheat marketft • It should be noted

that the Canadian surplus was only absorbed after four disastrously
187

small crops, 1933-34 to 1936-37. Had bumper crops intervened,

to what purpose would have been McFarland's admitted dependence on

Nature? If such an eventuality had intervened, the effects of pur-
would . 188

chases at bestAhave been cancelled out by the effects of sales.

Obviously, the risks of such a policy are too great to form the basis

of a rational public policy towards such an important and unique product

of the Canadian economy as wheat. If tb.e pricing· system functioned

nationally and internationally as it does in the model world of

classical theory or even as it worked out in practice before the first

World War, then this problem would not arise. Unfortunately many of

the advantages of the pricing system are now denied the nations of

the world, and this is particularly true in agriculture. In this

situation what possible alternative can be achieved? The experiences

of the 1930's clearly demonstrate that uncoordinated national plans

either along the lines suggested by Major Strange or adopted by

the Bennett government provide a solution only if supported by

184. McFarland,.2.l2'~" p, 122; and The Report of the Royal
Grain lnculI? Commission, 1938. p. 100.

185. Griffin,.2.E,. £11., p. 493.
186. Ibid.
187. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938. p. 100.
188. Griffin,.2.£. ~., p, 493.

---------------------------------
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an act of God. No logical solution presents itself other than a

coordination of those nationa~ plans - or, in other words, an

International Wheat Agreement. Taking the world as it is there is

no altemative to planning: the only questions being: What form

will the plan take and who will do the planning? That being the

case, this chapter could not be concluded in a more useful manner than

by a brief reference to the London Wheat Agreement and to the lessons

which that Agreement would seem to teach.

It was noted early in the chapter that exceptional govern-

ment aids to agriculture in the 1930's included stabilization activities,

bonus payments, Lrrternatdonal, consultation and agreement, and wheat

board operations. The first two have been considered, while the last

requires a separate chapter. The international negotiations require

mention here. On two occasions during the decade of the 1930's the

federal government negotiated international agreements for the purpose

of expanding Canadian wheat markets. The first agreement, that of

&lpire Preference, established at Ottawa on November 17, 1932, was

apparently not expected to accomplish anything either by the farmers

or by the government Ifso long as the Fmpire .eonstitut.eQ a wtheat-surplus
189

area."

189. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing", pp. 395-7.
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It remained technically in effect until January, 1939 Ita harmless
190

political gesture" which accomplished nothing and deceived none.

So unimportant did the pools consider this ItAchi.evement," of Prime

Minister Bennett that they immediately requested three measures

which they thought would be beneficial to the farmers: (1) a

national marketing agency, (2) a bonus for the 1932 crop, and (3)
191

international negotiation of the wheat problem l1 • The first was

achieved after a three-year delay. The second was ignored. The
192

third was finally entered upon, though not through Canadian initiative.

The London Wheat Conference developed out of the World
193

Economic Conference of 1933 sponsored by ~he League of Nations.

In the autumn of that year the London V~heat Agreement, designed to

.cover the two crop years 1933-34 and 1934-35, was signed by 22

importing and exporting countries. 1fExport quotas for 1933-34' rested

on an estimated world-trade requirement of 560 million bushels;

and for 1934--35 the, plan was to reduce exports, by means of an
194

elaborate formula, by 15 per cent from anelusively-defined normtt •

The. Agreement proved. of little value as far as the Lmmedf.a'te

alleviation of the wheat problem was concerned. The fundamental cause

---------,-,----~-, --'_.'---.
190. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing", pp. 395-7.
191. Ibid., p. 396.
192. Yates,.Q.E. cit., r- 174; also Grant, H. C. "C.anadian

Agricultural Policy", Jour!1§.l of FaI"£l_~.9.9.n9mics, vol XIX, February,
1937, p. 253.

193. Yates,.sill• .£i:t.., p. 174.
14. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to V~'heat MarketingU

, p, 397.
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of failure was the prevailing anarchy in international affairs.

More specifically, however, the difficulties of countries like

Argentina, with large crops and little storage space, made it

impossible or impracticable for them to stay witr.in the bounds
195

of the agreement. Griffin does not believe that the agreement

altered in any way the course of trade or prices or, indeed,

achieved any significant or salutary effect on the wheat policy of
196

any country. On the other hand, de Hevesy believes that the

agreement influenced to some extent '"the subsequent diminution of
197

world wheat acreage". It is not possible here to discuss the

enormous problems confronting the international wheat conference
198

but a few points may be noted. Griffin, in a forceful manner,

cites as the r~asons why the London Conference was driven to adopt

the stabilization theory, the impracticability of accurate forecast-.

ing of demand and supply as well as the impracticability of inter
1;99

national agreement for reducing production. The stabiliza-

tion theory which holds that price control by witr.J1olding is

practicable without production control, had, he believed, proved

195.- Fo~k~ "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketi~lI, p, 397n.
196 • Griffin,.Q.l2. cit., p, 490
197. de Hevesy,.2£. cit., p , 22; see also Yates,.2:£• .£!t.,

pp. 177-179.
198. Reference should be made to the following articles: A. E.

Ta.ylor, "International Wheat Policy and Planning", Wheat Etudi,es,
n(10) June, 193~, pp. 359-404; and J. S. DaviS, "New International
Wheat Agreements", Wheat Studies: rrx (2), November, 1942, pp. 25-8.3.

199. Griffin, ,.22. cit. ,PIJ. 490-491.
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false. Argentina, when confronted by a difficult domestic situation

of a surplus which she could not handle adequately, did not hesitate

to export 50 per cent more than her quota during the second year of
200

tb.e agreement. Griffin concludes that Canada, who was especially

aggrieved by Argentina1s action, found herself without recourse.

"Except through competition Canada can neither control nor influence
201

Argentine wheat policy." It }1..as been suggested that for an effective

wheat policy the only alternative to a return to a functioning price

system -- an apparent impossibility at present is some kind of

~orking international wheat programme. If Griffin's analysis is correct

-- and it seems to be largely true does no hope for a practical

international wheat agreement exist?

It should be stated at the outset that in a world dominated

by the principle of autarchy, international agreements of the kind in

question become impossible, It is true that "Wheat cannot be separated
202

from other elements of international trade••• 1f. If chaos is to

reign -in international trade, chaos will also reign in the wheat markets

of the world. Since the- second World War, however, much has been done

to improve world trade by means of conscious international planning

through various international organizations and, in view of the appalling

---,-_._-_•._-----------,--------------
200. ~.J p. 491
201. Griffin,.2.£.'£!!., pp.25-S3.
202. Ibid.
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obstacles, much heartening progress 'has been achieved. Surely this

provides a ground for hope that some effective international plan

for wheat might be evolved! Even during the 1930' s students fully

cognizant of the difficulties assumed that some t~~eof international

agreement was not only necessary but entirely possible. In the year 1939

Dr ~ Fowke wrote trthB.t there is evidence that internationa! consulta-

tion may prove important in inevitable future wheat dilemmas" and

he goes on to show that, in spite of the apparent sterility of the

London Wheat Agreement, the United States had never abandoned hope

"that a new and effective international agreement might suppmement
203

their domestic programme of acreage diversion. l1 James R. Murray,

then chief conunissioner of the Wheat Board, said in 1936 that "The

reduction of our present burdensome surplus will not solve our wheat

problem We need some recommendation from an impartial body

as to what is the best policy for us to follow in the international
204

marketing of our wheat". A year before Griffin wrote that "Since

wheat acreage, wheat production, and wheat marketing cannot be

internationally controlled, can restriction of subsidized wheat
205

dumping on the international market succeed?" He points out that

--,.'.~~ ..........-._ ................._-
203. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing", p. 397.
204. Cited in de Hevesy, .2£. cit., p. 385 from Minutes o.fProceedings

and Evidence of the SpeeisJ. Committee on the Ntarketing of Wheat under
federal guarantee, 1936.

205. Griffin,.QJ2• .£!!., p. 493.
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the major effect of subsidies designed to benefit the producer is to

force down prices, and he thinks that"P..n international agreement to

restrict such practices might be negotiated and enforced through the
206

obvious advantage of keeping it. • • n

Certainly current Iiterature, which (not content with point-

ing out in a constructive manner the obstacles to be overcome) denounces

the attempt to achieve a rational solution to the problem as a weird

"Super-Planner's rosy dream", makes no more contribution than special
207

pleading usually achieves. It meets the demand of logic only by

ignoring the core of the agricultural problem and assuming away three

decades of enormous change in economic organization. The innumerable

rigidities - hidden and obvious - in the world economy today make

it plain that there is no going back to the completely unregulated

system of international trade characterized by free international price

competition with attention focused on private trading on futures

markets. "The risks of external dependence and of uncontrollable

fluctuations in export prices and farm income, associated with the

older system of int~rnational agricultural specialization and competi-

tion, have come to be feared more by farmers generally than collec
208

tively imposed restrict.ions on liberty of individual action."

206.
207.

Pact- ,
208.

Ibid., p. 494.
See Searle Grain Company, Limited, "The International Wheat

Grain Market Features, vol. XVIII (6), March 2.3, 1948.
Patton, "The War and North American Agriculturelt , p. 395.
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In fact, the farmers' refusal to submit to denationary adjustments

in prices in accordance with the world competitive situation during

the 1930's as the mea.ns of achieving equilibrium in their country's

international balance of payments was the primary reason for the
209

nationalistic restrictions on world agricultural trade during that decade.

The western world is now attempting to achieve the democratic reconstr-

uction of international agricultural trade -- a reconstruction which
210

may only be achieved by what Patton terms "a synthetic process" and

not by laissez-fa.ire. Yet in such a process the best features of the

older system might be retained. Patton explains the aim of such a

"synthetic process" as follows:

"It must aim at realizing the economic advantages of
regional specialization and exchange over the widest
possible area, while seeking to minimize the risks
and extreme priee and income fluctuation associated
with free.lJl"l-y.§.te competiti.9!l in international tr~.
Again, it must give due recognition to the stabilizing,
shock~absorbing, and risk-sharing devices of economic
nationalism, while seeking to restrain the unilatera!
initiation and discriminating manifestation. In such
a synthesis, moreover, there may well be adaptation
of some of the planning features of the totalitarian
New Order, but on a basis of free international co
oPeration instead of forcible imposition by a master
power. The pattern of this international co-opera
tive order is already in the making, and in its
shaping the "United States, under President Roosevelt
and Secretary Hull, has been furnishing the leader
ship and example which Great Britain gave to the
free .trade movement of the nineteenth century." 211

209. Ibid.
210. Patton, "The War and North American Agriculture". p, 396.
211. .Ibid.
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. It may well be questioned if the United States is in

reality giving the same intelligent leadership and example which

Great Britain gave when she was the dominant creditor nation of

the world. Certainly many American policies are inconsistent with

her status as the one creditor nation of note in the world today.

As a consequence of these inconsistent policies unilateral action

and bilateral trading agreements threaten to disrupt the world

economy while stop-gap programmes such as the Marshall Plan delay

but do not prevent the final consummation of present trends. Yet

unseemly pessimism must be avoided. The world might yet see

though perhaps as a last resort - an Americe.n attack on her

·Corn Laws" and -Naviga.tion Acts·. If American mercantilistic

commercial policies can be modified substantially, then internatinal

planning and cooperation may well prove able to handle the acute

commodity surplus situations which periodically affect many

countries. In this new ~thetic policy of international economic

co-operation it is necessary to reconcile another element: National

policies which are designed to shelter "the peculiarly exposed

economic position of agricultural exporting groups in the national

economy through social risk-sharing programmes of minimum price

212. Patton, "The War and North American Agriculture." p, 396.
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support, of compensated land use diversion, and of surplus disposal

- not through dump.?-ng on foreign markets but rather through

subsidizing increased domestic consumption by low-income or
212

dependent groups."

Until the outbreak of the Second World War the Wheat Ad-

visory Committee, which was set up under the London Wheat Agreement,
213

strove to reach a new agreement. It is Dr. Fowke's opinion that

"Had war not intervened a new ggreement was probable, and solution

of post-war problems of the wheat trade will in all likelihood rest
214

heavily upon international consultatioh." This statement has

proved to be prophetic. The International Wheat Pact of 1948 failed

largely because the United States Senate refused to ratify it while

a sellers' market prevailed. With surpluses threatening the American

farmer in the summer of 1949, the new pact secured the support of a

Senate sensitive t> the combined implications of a buyers' market and a

dollar shortage. The new agreement will be operative in the autumn of

1949 and its success will in all probability depend to a large degree

on a solution to the greater over-all trade problem. Certainly the

world wheat producers are determined that the agreement shall work.

212. Patton, "The War and North American Agriculture," p. 396.
213. The permanent secretary was Mr. Andrew Cairnes, formerly

statitician with the Central Selling Agency of the Pool.
214. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat N...a.rketing" ,pp. 397-8.
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On the occasion o~ the 1949 conference of the International Federation
215

of Agricultural Producers at Guelph, Ontario, Lord Boyd-Orr, noting

the unfavourable position of farmers relative to other industrial and

occupational groups, stated that "There could be no real help •••

until there was a national policy of price stabilization and there

could be no national policy which could work until there was an inter
216

national policy.n

Lord Boyd-Orr insists that a firm international food policy

must be established on the following principles:

1. There must be international stabilization of farm
prices.
2. Assurance that the farmers t markets do not suddenly
burst, leaving farmers with huge surpluses and no place
to seil them.
3. There must be means of maintaining vast stores of
.food in reserve in case of famine in any part of the world.

217

The problems touched upon in this chapter seem to give

overvfhelming support to the thesis that international laissez

faire cannot forestall either a general- or a wheat-trade crisis.

The decision is between demoeratic and totalitarian planning.

Calling the Chinese Communist drive a "revolt against poverty" Boyd-

Orr speaking in Guelph implied that another world economic crisis would

mean that the struggle between the forces o.f western civilization and

215. Held .from May 31 to June 10, 1949. Dr. H. H. Hannam, president
of the Canadian Federation of Agriculture, was elected president.
Andrew Cairnes is now secretary-general. See The Country Guide.
WiI'l..nipeg, July, 1949.

216. ·Saskatoon Star Phoenix, May 27, 1949. p. 14.
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218. Patton, "The War and North American Agriculturet1
, p. 396.
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CHAPTER V

THE CANADIAN WHEAT BOARD ACT,1935

The anomalous position of the canadian Co-operative Wheat

Producers Limited, acting as an official government agent engaged act-

ively in supporting the price of wheat, became a vulnerable point of

attack on the whole Bennett-McFarland operations. Not only had the

trade consistently opposed any operations designed to support the

price of wheat but, as the 1935 federal election became imminent, the
- 'I

question inevitably became the center of political controversy. The

reversal of its stand on.wheat policy by the Winnipeg Free Press may

be taken as .an indication of the political potency of the wheat-mark

eting issue. In 1929 it had complained of wheat -being sold at prices
. 2

in Liverpool which would be disastrous to canadian producers.· In

1935 the Free Press vigorously attacked McFarland as the man who says:

"Don 't Sell Wheat-, and supported the view that--in Bennett 1s words

8The right thing to do is to throw (Wheat) to the winds and let anyone
, '5

buy it at any price they will."

By the end of 1934 it became evident that for reasons of po-

litical expediency the government would have to regularize the me.chan-
-- - ,.

ism for the a~istration of its wheat p()licy. on March 4, 1955, Sir

George Perley notified the House of Commons that the government would

1. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938.
pp. 181-8.

2. ca.nada,parliamerit, House of' Commons,' or.!icial Report of'De
bates- Ottawa; Kingls Printer, June 12, 1935, vol. LXXI p. 3858.

3. Ibid p. 3859.
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introduce a resolution to set up a national grain board which would be
'4

granted power to .purchase, receiva and take delivery" of all grains.

This annomlcement only accentuated the attacks on the government's wheat

policy by its critics. AJnong these critics two distinct points of view

emerged. One viewpoint, representing "Eastern" opinion, held that -the

present surplus should be sold and the government retire trom the wheat
, 5 .

market." The other viewpoint-largely western and including important

elements in the grain trade-held that farmers should be subsidized by
6

the national taxpayer to ensure a bearable living standard for producers.

The two groups did agree, however, that the government should not act

to ~upport the price of whe~t. McFarland, on the other hand, contended

that a bonus was not an adequate alternative to price support since the

lower the price of wheat the higher the bonus would have to be. Under

such circumstances, political obstacles might prevent adequate aid to
¥7

the western farmer. As e~ectio~ fever ~riJ?ped the country, the intro-

duction of the proposed government bill respecting the national grain

board was awaited with increasing interest.

The canadian Grain Board Bill--or Bill 98 as it was called-

4~ Cited in tates, Ope cit., .p. 185
5~ Griffiri, op.· cit-~, p. 498
6• See EVans, w. s., .... course of Developmerit and ... Present OUtline of

the canadian Wheat situation.' an address to the GraIn ana Feed
Dealer'S NatJ.ona,l Association, st. LouiS, September, 1955. Also
Yates; rip: cit:, p: 185.

7. Yates. Ope c1t., p. 185
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received its first reading on June 10, 1955. Under the terms of the

bill, the proposed Board was granted a virtual monopoly of both inter

provincial and export trade. in grain should the Board be called upon

to exercise its full powers. By employing unusual technical ingenuity,

the Government was able to surmount wi.th surprizing agility the con

stitutional obstacle whereby ·property and civil rights" remained a

matter of provincial jurisdiction. This accomplishment was made pos-

sible beoauseof the fact that under the Canada Grain Act elevators
8

and warehouses were termed tfa work for the general advantage 0:£ canada-

such works being unequivocally tmder federal jurisdiction. The Board

was to consist of three members assisted by an advisory board of not

more t~ seven members, most of whom were to represent producer in

terests. The Board -was granted complete control of all grain elevators
'9

in the four western provinces. The bill granted the Board power to

receive and sell, not ~nly the wheat produced in the western provinces,

but also coarse grains. In fac~, the board was meant to be a grain

board, not merely a wheat board. Administrative ,responsibility for

the Board was made the duty of the Department of Trade and Commerce

and the ltunister of Finance was authorized to guarantee bank advances
'10

to the Board.

On moving the second reading of the bill, the Prime Minister

gave, as the background of the proposed Board, a comprehensiv: review

of the government fS wheat policy .for the preceding five years. Stat-

.
8; Ibid p~ 184
9~ IbIO· p. 184

10. ~6 Geo.V. 0.55. (Assented to 5th July 1955). The bill was
modified considerably before becoming law.
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ing that, since Mcfarland was no longer able to discharge his duties

for reasons of health, it was imperative ftthat a wheat board in name-

because we have had one in realitjr during the last two years - that
'11

a wheat board in name and reality should be set up." He outlined

the powers of the Board as follows:

It provides for the marketing of the Canadian wheat
crop through the charmel I have indicated, not through a private
enterprise. It is to be done through a public board created by
the Dominion of Canada for the purpose of ensuring against the
destruction of that measure o! economic stability, weak though
it may be, that we through our efforts have been able to build up
in the last few years. 12

After Bennett, through his monetary and commercial policies, had piled

injury on the injury which western farmers already suffered through

depression, crop disasters, and traditional national policies, he at

last saw the necessity partially to right a wrong of long standing.

At first Liberal opposition to the bill was similar to that

of the Grain trade - one of unqualified opposition. It appears, how-

ever, that between the second reading of the bill on June 12 and June

14 the Liberal party decided to accept the bill ih principle. Never

theless, they rejected the monopoly selling policy of the government.

Giving it as their view that the open market should be continued, they

supported the government fa contention that the producers should be ad-

11.

12.

canada, "House of Commons; Official Report of Debates, June 12,
1955; vol. LXXI, p. 5866.
Ibid.-
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·15
equately protected -- presumably through a guaranteed minimum price.

Bennett was willing, he said, that the opposition should accede to the

second reading "with reservations", and promised that when the bill had

formally passed its second reading he would move that it go to a select
-14

committee of nine members.

The Special Committee, under- the Chairmanship of the Prime
-15

Minister, held hearings from Jtme 18 to June 28, ~935, taking evi-

dence from all parties vitally interested in public policy affecting

grain HJa!keting. The evidence is especially interesting in that

it records with particular clarity the viewpoints of various interests

on what form the government's wheat policy should take. Three main

points of view emerged. In brief, the grain trade (and the Liberal

party) suggested the disposal of grain stock at competitive prices

while subsidizing the producers as long as it might be deemed neces
. 17

sary. They were strong+ly opposed t? Board control over elevators

and in this they received support from R. S. Law, the President of the
"18 .

United Grain Growers, Ltd.. Mr. ~w, whose views were somewhat be-

tween those of the grain trade and of the Pools, thought the Board

14~

15.

16.

17 ;
18.

cana.da, House of Commons, Official Report of Debates, June 14,
1935, vol. LXXI p. 3944.
Ibid p. 5945 --
IDIa"The members of the conunittee were-Bennett, Alberta; Perley,
§SKatchewan; Willis, Manitoba; Porteous, Ontario, Gobeil, Que.
Ralston; Stewart, Edmonton; Vallance, arid· Lucas.
Oanada , Bouse of Connnons, Special CoImnittee .on Bill 98, canadian
Gra.in Board Act, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence, 1935, p. 14-22
26, 89. .
See Yates op. cit., p. 185
Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence on Bill 98, p. 79-84.
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should only apply to wheat. However, he was not opposed to stabiliza

tion, suggesting that the Board should have power to buy and sell in
. . .

order to control wheat marketing. Mr. L. C. Brouillette, representing

the Pools, strongly supported the monopoly principle in the Bi1~,. bu.~

suggested a minimum price rather than the initial payment with partici-

pation certifica.tes with which the Pools had had unhappy experience.

It should be said on Mr. Bennett's part that, evenbe£ore the hearings

began, he had indicated that the government would not be adverse to

certain modifications in the bill. He had intimated that grain ele-

vator companies would continue operation as in the past and that -the
. 19

board might retain all the existing export agencies competitively.-

When the bill was reported back to the House on JuJ.y 2, it was appar-

ent to all that striking concessions had been made to the viewpoint

held by the grain trade and the Liberal oppoaition. The new bill,

which, in effect, rePlldiated the stab~lization theory, provided for

a vol~tary rather than a compulsory wheat board llwith certain_mor~

drastic and compulsory clauses that could be brought into effect upon
. ~ . 20 "

proclamation of the Governor in Council.- The provisions of this
- '" --

Act which received final assent on July 5, 1955, must now receive

further consideration.

Dr. Grindley bas outlined the scope of the original act in

19; Yates, Ope cit., P. 186 "
20. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 6.
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"21
a careful and concise manner. A brief sunlmary may be given here.

Apart from sections 9, 10, 11, and 16 which were not proclaimed, the

Canadian Wheat Board Act of 1955 provided for a voluntary marketing'

agency "to purchase wheat from farmers at a fixed price and to issue

participation certificates which entitled the producers delivering to
. 22

the Board to receive a share of any profits realized by the Board. tI

The farmer possessed complete freedom of choice with regard to the

method of marketing his grain. Should the market price fall below that

established by the Board, it was expected that the Board would receive

virtually all the wheat marketed. Should the price remain above that

fixed by the Board, the farmer's deliveries to the Board depended on

his preference for pooling (that is, receiving the fixed price plus

his share of any profits made by the Board's operations for the year)

rather than for the higher initial, but final, price. The Board was

not a repetition of the 19l9Wheat Board. In fact, it reconstituted

the essential elements of the former Pool 'With this difference: the

Board set an initial price above the market price rather than an in-

itial payment below the market price. Furthermore its payments were

backed by an unlimited guarantee of the federal government. After a

fifteen-year fight the farmers t objective of a floor price for wheat

bad finally received statutory enactment.

21. rsra., p. 6...7. ~~e also' H. Adam.Soh, An Explanation .• of· the
C.anadian Wheat Board A~t, •. 1935, and Amendments Thereto Includ
fiig Bill 25 Passed at the 1947 session of Parliament. Winnipeg:
Sa\llts'&PonardPLtd~1947;'Evans, op. cit., p. 270

22. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 6
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The drastic nature of the unproc1aimed sections should be

noted. The control and operation - by, or on behalf of, the Board

-- of all grain elevators was provided for under Section 9. Section

10 gave the Board sweeping powers to control the transportation of
, 25

wheat lito and from any elevator.- Should any elevator operate con-

trary to the provisions of the Act, the Board of Grain Commissioners

could refuse, ~der ,Section 11, to issue a grade certificate for wheat

stored therein. Dr. Grindley states that Sections 9, 10 and 11 would

have established in fact "the Canadian Wheat Board as an a.bsolute
. 24

monopoly in dealing with the primary movement of wheat.1I Penalties

for breaches of Sections 9, 10 and 11 were provided for in Section 16

of the Act. In addition, the Board, With the approval of the G9vernor

in CO'lmcil, could make all the provisions of the Act applicable to

other grains as well as wheat.

Section 8 defines marketing policy. The Board was instru

cted (paragraph b) -to sell and dispose of ••• wheat which the Board

may acquire, for such price as it may consider reasonable, with the

object of promoting the sale and the use of Canadian wheat in world
- 25

markets. tl Furthermore, paJ:'agraph (e) iJ?struc:ted the Board -to sell

and dispose of stocks of wheat and contracts for the delivery of wheat
...." .. ..-

acquired from Canadian Co-operative Wheat Producers, Lijited••••

25~ Ibid
24~ TheCanadian 'Whea.t.Board 1955 - 46 p. 6.
25. 25=26 Geo. V. c.55.
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. 26
having regard to economic and other conditions." And finally,

(paragraph j) instructed the Board eto offer continuously wheat for
. 27

sale in the markets of the world through the established channels."

It should be noted that under paragraph (i) the Board was instructed

"to utilize and employ without discrimination such marketing agencies

•••• engaged in or operating facilities for the selling and hand
. 28

ling of wheat, as the Board in its discretion may determine.- If

in the Board's QpinioIl , however,the existing marketing. ag;encies fail

ed to operate satisfactorily, t~ Bo~d·was empowered to establish

agencies or channels of its own. Dr. Grindley points out that in act-

ual practice the Board (like its predecessor) .used all the facilities
29

of the organized trade in its operations" - signing agreements with

both country and terminal elevator, mills, and other grain-handling

organizations.

The Board's relation to the futures market is of special

significance. Under ~ragraph (k) of Section 8 the Board would have

been enabled, with the approval of the Goverri~r in Council. to conduct

investigations into futures trading in Canada. But, as Dr. Grindley

observes, "the Board made full use of the facilities of the Winnipeg
. 50

Grain Exchange for the disposal of its hOldings." He adds that

such action on the part of the Board was both "convenient and neces-

2Q; 25~6 Geo. v. 53
27 ~ Ibid
28~ 'IEiQ
29; Tlie'"canadian Wheat Board 1955-46 p. 7
30. Ibid.
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. 51
in initiating and hedging sales or purchases of the actual cash wheat. 1I

It is particularly significant that only with respect to the agency

did the Act make reference to "contracts for the delivery of wheat- --

that is, futures. It was thought by some that the Act prohibited the

Board from dealing in futures apart from disposing of the Agency's
'52 .

holdings. This proved incorrect. It is true that the Board could

not hedge its cash wheat purchases which could only be made from pro-

ducers. However, on the basis of legal advice the Board continued

the normal trade practice of taking over buying hedges from the pur
'55

chasers of its wheat. Since the Board could only enter the futures

market on the selling side, it was effectively prevented from pursuing

supporting operations. Beyond all question the government had re-

pudiated officially the wholertheory of market stabilization.

~ passing, the Board's relation to the government should be

made clear. It was required to report weekly to the Minister of Trade

and Commerce, indicating its purchases and sales, the wheat and con-

tracts currently held and their cost to the Board, and the general
'34

financial position of the Board. Through these provisions the

51~ Ibid.·
32. !ieEvans, W. S., Course ofJ)evelopm.ent and Present Outline of

the canadian Wheat Situation. an address' to the Grain and Feed
Dealers ' National Asso ciatdon , St. Louis, September, 1955.

55 • Canada, Special Cornmittee on the Marketing of Wheat and other
Grairis Under Guaranbee of the Dominion Government, Minutes of
ProceediIl.gsand Evidence, 1956, p .. 75-102, 204-5.

54. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 7.
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government was ensured of continuous information on all of the Board's

activities. The Board's finances were provided for qy empowering it

to borrow on the security of wheat. Such bank loans were guaranteed

by the Minister of Finance. The Wheat Board Act represented a fine

compromise between essential a~istrative freedom of action ahd

effective government supervision.

From. the above survey the principal amendments of the ori-

ginal bill are strikingly evident. When it was made the duty of the

Board to dispose of wheat "with the object of prom.oting the sale and

use of Canadian wheat in the world markets" and lito offer continuously

wheat for sale ••• through the estab11shedichannelsll, the obvious 1m
'55

plication was the repudiation of price-supporting policies. This

remains true despite qualifying phrases requiring that prices be "re-

asonable" and that the Board should have "regard to economic and other
. 56

conditions." The abandomtnent of stabilil.ation theory was further

evidenced by the fact that the Board was prevented from operating in
57

the futures market. A third major amendment was the adoption of the

principle of a fixed minimum price in place of the pooling principle. .

of an initial payment. In this regard Dr. Fowke states that 11.1 sig-

nificant feature of Vlheat Board operations is the combination of a

55. See Griffin,.' o;p;cit., p. 498
56~ 25-26 Geo. v, c.55,· Section 8 (b).
57 • The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958, p. 105:

also Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Commit
tee· on the Ma.rketing of Wheat and Otller Grains Under Guarantee
of the Dominion Government, 1956, pp. 75-102, 204-5.
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fixed minimum price to growers, with a policy of unrestricted selling
58

to domestic and foreign purchasers.tlFurthermore, he states, the

Board Jlt1u"'ough its power to fix a minimum price, through its power to

receive Dominion Financing, and through its power to transfer deficits

to the Dominion Government, really acted as a buffer between chaotic

conditions in the international wheat market and the farmers on the
40

land in Western Canada. It Under the Canadian Wheat Board Act, Dr.

Grindley concludes, lithe burden of international conditions as affect-

ing wheat, did not fall entirely upon the producer of wheat but was
41

shared between the producer and the country at large.-

It will be interesting to investigate the varied reception

of the Act in its final form. The Conservatives, of course, support-

ed the modified bill while the Pools and the C.C.F. urged that the

compulsory features be retained. On the other hand, the Liberals,

whose views more closely resembled those of the grain trade, con

tended that the Board's life should be limited to a period of one or

two years. In other words, they viewed the Act as emergency legisla-

tion only -- principally necessary to dispose of the accumulated
42

stocks of the Central Selling Agency. By placing no limit on the

life of the Board, the Prime Minister apparently intended it to be

a permanent institution. However, the amendments were welcomed by

58. Fowke, ltDominion Aids to Wheat Marketing", p. 598.
59. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 7 ...
40. Ibid. pp. 7-8.
41. IEra. p. 8.
42. Yates, op. cit., p , 196.
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the trade. The views of the trade that fundamental changes in the

Act had been achieved are clearly summa.rized in the following words

by Mr. Sanf'ord Evans:

It is evident that within the terms of this Act an
operating system might be set up which would leave more scope to
the open market and to individual initiative in the trade than
has, as a matter of fact, existed in the latter part of the per
iod just ended. on the other hand, it would be possible, still
within the Act, to create practically unworkable conditions for
the market and the trade. Everything will depend on the policy
and practice of the Board. 45

The Poolls viewpoint was stated by Mr. Brouillette who, in denying

that :fmdamental changes had been made, said: "There was no guaran-

tee in the original act (bill) that the board would carry out all its

provisio~and if a government unfavourable to the compulsory features
44

were in power, they would not have been carried out." That the dom-

inant opinion among farmers favored the proclamation of the compul-

sory sections of the Act is indicated by a unanimously adopted re-

solution to that effect by the U.F.C.in July 1955. Without it the

producers did not feel sufficiently secure from a repetition of the

distressing experiences of the immediate past.

Out of the controversy of this period two points emerged

clearly and unmistakably. On the one hand, clauses in the original

bill respecting the nationalization of grain elevators met with

45 • Evans, w. S., Course of Development and Present Outline of
the canadian. Wheat 51tuation, and address to£he Gram ana
Feed Dealers' National Association, St. LouiS, September,
1955.

44. Yates, Ope cit., p. 198.
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unanimous opposition from grain trade interests and partial opposition
45

from farm interests. Everything considered, it would appear that

the Act represented a successful compromise between the interests af-

fected. No interest was wholly satisfied and none completelyatiItago-

rused , Nevertheless, success such as this could not save the Conser-

vative government at the polls in the autumn election. Indelibly as-

sociated with five years of the worst depression in history, the elec-

torate knew beyond all doubt that it was indeed a time for a change.

Asked to choose between HKing and Chaos. canada enthusiastically chose

King.

Although the canadian Wheat Board'Act, 1955 became law on
It

July 5, it was not until August 14, 1955 that the Board was appointed.

The government appointed Mr. John I. McFarland Chief Commissioner,

Mr. D. 1. Smith Assistant Chief Commissioner, and Dr. H. C. Grant

Commissioner. The Advisory Conunittee was appointed at the same time
46

and held its first meetings on August 27, 28 and 29, 1955. Not

until September 6, or nearly a month following the appointment of the

Board, did the Board announce its minimum price. The minimum price

was set at 87i cents per bushel basis No. 1 Northern at Fort William -

Port Arthur. The day following the price announcement the market price

rose to 89 cents and remained above the Board price until October 26.

45. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing., p , 400.
46. The Advisory Committee was composed of the following members:

Robert McKee, of Vancouver, B.C.; Lew Hutchinson, of Duhamel,
.AIta .; Sidney T. 3Inith, of Winnipeg, Man.; Paul F. Bredt, of
Kemnay, :Man.; G. H. G. Short, of Montreal, Que.
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so because the Board required time to secure agreements with elevator

companies and for printing participation certificates and other doc
51

umerrts , Due to this delay the Board announced.ibhat; it would re-

lieve growers of storage charges assessed on wheat intended for de
52

livery to the Board. This applied to deliveries at country points

between September 1 and September 50; while the applicable dates for

wheat in terminals were from September I to September 25. Despite

the fact that the Market price remained above 87t cents for nearly

two months following the setting of the price, substantial deliveries

were made to the Board during that period. No sooner had the Board

begun active operations than the government suffered an overwhelming
55

defeat at the polls on October 14, 1955. In view of the strenuous

opposition to the vVheat Board conducted by the Liberal Party "it was

natural that considerable anxiety should be felt qy the farming com-

munity as to the attitude the new government might take towards the
54

Wheat Board and its personnel." This concern was heightened qy the

fact that Pool officials, who Dregarded the appointment of the Cana-

dian Wheat Board as the culmination of 10 years' effort to establish
55

the wheat trade on a tone big pool' basis," had decided to term-

inate the voluntary pools which had been operated on a provincial

basis since 1951. In the future the provincial pools would act as

51. Yates, Ope cit.,. p. 200.
52. Ibid.
55. Yates, Ope cit., p. 200.
54. Ibid.
55 • 'I'b1'a•
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wheat collecting and storing agencies for the Wheat Board - that is,

those who wished to pool their grain would now do so through the Wheat

Board. If the political change was to jeopardize the Wheat Board, it

would also jeopardize the opportunity of western farmers to pool their

grain - at least for the year 1955-56.

On October 26, when the market price fell below the Board

price for the first time, rumours spread that the Board had adopted

a policy of liquidation. This the Board denied, insisting that the

small sales that had been made were not of sufficient volume to in
. 56

fluence the market. About this time Ita statement also appeared

in a Winnipeg paper that :Mr. McFarland would resign the chairman
57

ship of the Board, and another be appointed." This McFarland also

denied; but the growing rumours proved to be indicative of impend-

ing changes. It was not to be expected that McFarland, who had been

so intimately associated with Bennett's wheat policies, would be

looked upon with great favour by a government known to favour the
58

views of the grain trade. In the minds of the goverrunent :Mr. Mc-

Farland was indeli'bly associated withholding policies, and holding

policies were anathema to a government determined to dispose of an

embarrassing surplus of wheat. Quite apart from his association

with the rejected policies of the late government, however, the fact

that McFarland now operated in the dual capacity of Chief Commissioner

56. Yates, Ope cit., p. 200.
57. Ibid.
58. Ibid. p. 205.
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of the Board and General Manager of the Agency (the "stabilization

wheat- not yet being transferred) further contributed to his political
59

unpopularity. The 1958 Royal Commission noted that McFarland, who
.

as Chief Commissioner of the Board "was forbidden by statute to make

purchases of futures in the open market on behalf of the Board, never

theless .felt himself free to do so as manager of the stabilization
60

agency. It In fact, he continued to make purchases and sales on

stabilization account dur~g the months of August, September and Oct

ober • In both the eyes of the trade and the government this fact

tended to increase his unsuitability for the position of Chief Commis-

sioner.

Not only did McFarland's operations as General Manager of

It was noted previously that McFarland had started making (Board) sales

on the futures market on September 12. In the four months from August

to November, country deliveries had reached 167,475,000 of which the
62

Board received 102,766,855 bushels. During the period the Board

made net sales of 12,577,688 bushels by selling 54,960,688 bushels of

cash grain and acquiring in exchange 54,788,00 bushels of futures.

59. See The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Colnmission, 1958,
p. 102.

60. Ibid.
61. 'T'Ii"e'Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958. p , 102.
62. Ibid.
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This action the Board considered legitimate and in keeping with the

clause in the Act commanding the Board lito utilize ani employ without

discrimination" existing marketing agencies. The fact that the Board

was empowered to comply with the rules and customs of the market

formed the basis of the legal opinion that the Board had the power

lito purchase futures in selling cash wheatH , that is, to take over
65

the buying hedges of the purchasers of its cash wheat. Nevertheless,

under no other circumstances could the Board purchase futures. Al-

though the selling practice of the Board was fully sustained in this

respect both by-the Special Committee appointed to investigate grain

marketing in 1956 and by the Royal Commission in 1958, yet the r-e--

port of the latter body concluded that, since market prices remained

consistently above the fixed price untd.L late in October, and Board

deliveries were heavy, the intentions of the Act (particularly Section
64

8 (j) ), were not carried out. In other words, the Commission im.-

plied that the Board rs selling policy was not sufficiently free and

that it suffered from association with the repudiated stabilization

policy of the Bennett regime and the machinery employed to carry out

that policy -- the Central Selling Agency which still operated under

McFarland's direction.

Whether or not the Board was sufficiently aggressive in the

65. Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Committee
on the Marketing of Wheat and· Other Grain Under Guarantee of
the Dominion Government, 1956, p. 205. See Ibid., pp. 91-92
for a clear statement as to why selling was 'iil5aiis exchange
of futures" rather than tlflat". It was a matter of great con
venience to buyers of Boardwbeat.

64. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958, p. 105.
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sale of wheat, it was becoming increasingly apparent that the relation-

ship between McFarland and the government was strained to the breaking
65

point. Rumours to the effect that McFarland would be replaced by

:Mr. James R. Murray, Vice-President and General Manager of the Alberta-

Pacific Grain Company were current. Another "straw in the wind- was

the appointment, shortly after the election, of a sub-committee of
66

the Cabinet to control the policy of the Wheat Board. This commit-

tee of the Cabinet was composed of the Hon, W. D• Euler , Minister of

Trade and Commerce; Hon, Charles A. Dunning, Minister of Finance; Han.

J. G. Gardiner, Minister of Agriculture, and Hon , T. A. crerar, Min-

ister of Immigration - all of whom held more moderate and conciliatory

views with respect to the organized trade then either the farmer-dom
67

inated Advisory Committee or Mr. McFarland. In the light of all

these factors no one was surprised when the government announced the

resignation of Mr. Mcfarland and his colleagues from the Wheat Board

and that the Advisory Committee had been dissolved. The official

view was that an Advisory Committee was unnecessary under a voluntary
68

Wheat Board. Whatever the truth the fact that the last semblance

of grower control had been eliminated from the Wheat Board, and that

McFarland with his pronounced Pool sympathies had in effect been dis-

65. Yates, Ope cit., p. 205.
66. Ibid.
67 • See Yatea, op • cit., p. 205-204 for a Wheat Pool view of

these men.
68. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46. p. 10.
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69
missed, aroused much resentment among western farmers. Simultaneous-

ly with McFarland's dismissal, the New Wheat Board with James R. Murray

as Chief Commissioner assumed office.

The events leading up to the change in Board personel soon
"

became known. Apparently late in November, 1955 the wheat committee

of the Eabinet bad requested the resignation of the McFarland Board.

The request was on the basis of the charge which was later set forth

in the Order-in-Council dismissing the Board. It was charged -that

a definite and persistent resistance against the sale of canadian

wheat existed in the world markets, which resistance is based on an-

togonism to the members of the Canadian Wheat Board, and that it was

inimical to the best interests of Canada that the present members of
70

the Canadian Wheat Board should continue in office." This charge

the Board indignantly denied and offered evidence to refute it. As

McFarland later said: "Official figures covering exports of Canadian

wheat as issued by the Dominion Bureau of Statistics was the only

evidence necessary to disprove the claim of resistance against Gana
71

dian wheat in the world's market." Nevertheless, the Board members

offered to resign if the goverrunent would withdraw the charge .and

request our resignations on the ground that they wanted to appoint
72

men of their own choice." On December 5, 1955 the government pas-

69. yates, Ope cit., p. 204. See also McFarland, Ope cit., passim
710. McFarland, Ope cit., p. 22.
71. McFarland, Ope cit., p. 22.
72. Ibid.
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sed an Order-in-Council dismissing the -members of the Board, the dis-

missal to take effect immediately. At the same time Mr. J. R. Murray

was appointed Chief Commissioner, Mr. George H. McIvor, Assistant Chief
75

Commissioner and Dean A. M. Shaw, Commissioner. The sales policy of

the new Board, according to Dr. Grindley, was adapted to conform with

a statement issued qy the YJnister of Trade and Commerce on the following

day which read in part:

tt •••the Dominion Government desires to have our surplus
restored to a normal basis. To accomplish this the Wheat Board will
seek the good will and co-operation of the grain milling trades in
all importing countries.

"It is not necessary to have and there will not be any
"fire sale" ot Canadian wheat, but it will be for sale at competitive
values andnll not be held at exorbitant premiums over other wheats." 74

Some of the pros and cons of McFarland's selling policy as

Chief Commissioner of the Board demand consideration. McFarland show-

ed from a memorandum of the External Trade Branch of the Bureau of

Statistics that from 1929 to 1950 the percentage of United Kingdom im-

ports from Canada amounted to only 52 per cent, whereas in the four

months ending November 50, 1955 (over the life of the McFarland Board)

the Canadian percentage of the British wheat trade amounted to 5at per
75

cent. It was further asserted that the sales of the new Board in

December of 1955 were less than the average sales for the four preced~~

76
ing months. These assertions were strongly challenged by Mr. J. R.

75. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955, p. 10. Mr. C. B. Davidson was
appointed Secretary of the Murray Board.

74. Ibid.
75. McFarland, Ope cit., pp. 16-17, 22.
76. Yates, op cit., p. 208.
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77
Murray in evidence before the Special Committee of the House of Com-

mons appointed to investigate and report upon the marketing of wheat

and other grains. In making its report to the House of Commons the

Committee made the following statement:

After a full examination of Mr. Murray and the re
cords placed by him at the disposal of the committee, we are of
the opinion that the course taken by the (Murray) Board in the
marketing of wheat was consistent with the intention of parlia
ment in enacting the Wheat Board Act of 1955, and with the policy
of the government to reduce the wheat surplus to reasonable pro
portions. 78

On the other hand, it will be recalled that the Royal Commission of

1958 appeared unsatisfied with the aggressiveness of McFarland's sel-

ling policies in view of the prevailing market price and reduced wheat
79

supplies in other exporting countries. With respect to reduced

wheat supplies it should be mentioned that "while the world movement
--

of wheat during the crop year (1954-55) was at a very low level, Can-

ada was able to secure a large proportion of the small trade partly
81

because of crop failures in Argentina and the United states." Ap-

parently these hopes were not fully realized and McFarland was held

responsible. In view of the fact that McFarland had continued his

stabilization operations for several months following the appointment

of the Board; that world conditions tended to be more favourable to

77.

78.

79.
80.
81.

Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Committee
on the Marketing of Wheat and Other Grain under Guarantee of
the Dominion Government, 1956, pp. 254-240.
Quoted in the Report of The Canadian Wheat Board: Crop Year
1955-56, p. 5.
The Report of the "Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, '1958. p. 105.
The canadian Wheat Boardg195546, p , 11.
Griffin, Ope cit., p. 48 •
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Canadian exports than for some years past; and that Murray's statistics

as to the relative sales of the two Boards appear more precise, it may

well be that McFarland's selling policy failed to measure up to the

aggressiveness demanded of it by the federal government.

In evaluating the charge of alleged lack of aggressiveness

on the part of McFarland the broad implications of another factor should

be considered. McFarland, with some five years exper-Lence of stabiliza-

tion operations behind him, was psychologically handicapped in carry-

ing out the government's policy of free selling at competitive prices.

This is certainly indicated in the fact that he had eontinued to buy

and sell on stabilization account as General Manager of the Agency fol
82

lowing his appointment to the Board. It is strongly indicated through-
85

out his Calgary speech. Here he expressed the opinion that the Board

had Done hand tied" - that is, it could sell only, and through the
84

Exchange at that. liThe Board cannot buy wheat through the Grain Ex-

change; it can sell only, and therefore the Board's operations on the
85

Exchange must always have a tendency to depress values." It is no

reflection on McFarland if he was unable to free himself of the views

acquired from his strenuous price-support operations over the previous

five years. However, it does indicate that, while acknowledging his

ability and determination to carry out the instructions of the Act as

82. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958, p. 102.
85. McFarland, Ope cit., pp. 8-22._
84. Ibid. p. 19.
85. Ibid.
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he saw it, he was perhaps an unfortunate choice for the task of admin-

istering an .A.ct whichltwas apparently intended to terminate stabiliza
86

tion operations." and not only that, but to dispose of stabilization

holdings as well. If this is so it would no doubt have been a happier

solution to make a clear break with the past and appoint to the Board .

members without McFarland's predispositions. It should not be forgot-

ten that even the Pool admitted that there was some truth in the claim

of antagonism to McFarland in the world markets, Das the prejudice a-

gainst the Wheat Pool fostered in Great Britain by a section of the

wheat trade'in 1929, and by. the traditional antagonism of the trade

to any effort of the growers to control the sale of their own products,
87

had not entirely subsided." For five years McFarland was given a

difficult task and then, for a few months, he was given the impossible

to perform. Whatever his final measure of success or failure as Chief

Commissioner of the Board, it can reflect no discredit on a man who had

tried to do his best.

When McFarland accepted the position of General Manager of

the Central Selling Agency he did so as a matter of public duty, re
88

fusing any remuneration other than expenses. For a period of five

years, during which time nearly two billion bushels of wheat were pro
89

duced in Canada, McFarland ftwas virtually in sole command of the

86. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958. p. 101.
87. Yates, Ope cit., p. 207.
88. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958. pp. 94-5.
89. McFarland, Ope cit., p. 6.
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It is certain that

The Royal Commission repeatedly emphasized the "un
91

usually heavy burden" which he had shouldered.

90
policy pursued."

his strenous years of effort and his tremendous responsibilities re-

sulted in a serious impairment of his lIealth. Furthermore, his private
92

affairs, which during this time "were in need of ••• personal attentiontl

could not but have suffered. In view of these years of unstinted ser-

vice on behalf of the producers and the government of Canada, it was

only fitting that some financial reward should be forthcoming. On Jan-

uary 51, 1956 McFarland received from the government a cheque for $9,000

for his services. The same day McFarland returned the cheque. His re-

sons for doing so are best told in his own words:

"I had devoted nearly five years without financial
reward and having regard to that fact, I could not now accept
$9,000.00 or any other sum of money, under another order-in
council, when such money was described as a gratuity for six:
months, being an unexpired portion of my year as Chairman of the
Board. In view of the fact that the order-in-council purports
that my services were a menace to the public interests of canada,
I could not be deserving of a gratuity of any description. That
was my very good reason for returning the money." 95

It is impossible to follow through the history of developments

in Canadian wheat marketing during this period, or to review the storms

of controversy which obscured the issues raised by stabilization, with-

out gaining great admiration for the man who was given such a tremen-

dous task to perform. It was an ill-defined task at best. To admin-

90. The Report of The Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958. p , 94.
91. Ibid. pp. 99-100.
92 • TEe""Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commissian, 1958. p , 94.
95. McFarland, Ope cit., p. 22.
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ister so obscure a policy required skill, initiative, determination,

and a sense of social responsibility of the highest order. There is

no doubt that McFarland's efforts in the service of the Canadian wheat

grower and the nation as a whole were at the cost of great personal

sacrifice. It is equally certain that the western grower not only re-

ceived a better price and a higher income over the period of McFarland's

operations, but that the farmer had the advantage of a sense of secur-

i ty which he could not have had without those operations. This holds

true regardless of the fact that better policies might well have been

employed. It was unfortunate that his period of service should have

ended with recriminations. But if the nat.Lon, seemed ungrateful there

is no doubt that he had won the respect and gratitude of the farmers

of the Canadian west.

Although the Murray Board was appointed on December 3, it

was not until December 9 that the entire Board met for the first time
94

in Winnipeg for the purposes of organization. At this time Canadian

wheat had been meeting severest competition from the Argentine for the

reason that the policy of the Argentine government--adopted to subsi-

dize the producers--uwas to purchase all wheat delivered to it at a

price equivalent to 53 cents a bushel, the Government thereby becoming

the owner of the wheat and holding itself free to resell it at any price
95

it chose to take without being accountable to the producer." Actual-

ly, however, the government found that the producers were not deliver-

ing any wheat to it because the market price was so much higher than

94. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938. p. 196.
95. Ibid.
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the governmentts price. With 295,576,167 bushels of Board and ·stab-

ilizationU wheat on hand and with more of the 1955 crop to be deliver-

ed , the Canadian Wheat Board was faced with the task of reducing this

surplus as rapidly as it was economically feasible. With this end in

view Mr. Murray sought an arrangement with exporters which would facil-

itate export sales. Exporters were assured that "they did not need

to be afraid that, if they did offer and sell a lot of wheat overnight

the government agency would, when they as v .expor-ter-s came to buy in

their hedges, make it difficult, expensive for them to buy those hedges
96

in." The Board requested that the exporters appoint a committee

to meet the Board so that joint pians might be made to encourage the

sale of wheat. On December 11, it was agreed that the Board should

"make wheat available to exporters in sufficient quantity to cover

their overnight acceptances during the first ten minutes after the

opening of the market at not more than i c. over the previous days
97

close."

The Board made its first sales under this arrangement on the

morning of December 12, 1955. That evening the Argentine government

announced that its price to the producer would be raised to the equi-

valent of 90 cents a bushels, "an increase of 57 cents over the pre-

97.

The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958.p. 196-7;
quoted from Murray IS evidence before the special committee on
Grain Marketing, 1936.
Ibid. p , 197 citing evidence before the special .conunit tee on
Grain Marketing, 1956.
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vious minimum price of 55 cents, and 18 cents over the Buenos Aires
98

market price of 72 cents on the 12th of Deceraber ;" Early the £01-

lowing morning, Friday, December 15, the news of this announcement

reached Winnipeg. Prices advanced on the Winnipeg market the full

three cents permitted in one day as British and European millers rush
99

ed to buy, apparently cancelling some orders for Argentine wheat in

favour of Canadian wheat. All offerings on the Winnipeg market were

taken, the Wheat Board totalling 20,164,000 bushels while Clearing

House totals reached 52,579,000 bushels. The suggestion immediately

arose--particularly from producers1groups not favourably disposed to

the new Board- that in view of favourable price trends the Board had

been unduly anxious to sell large quantities of wheat at levels far
100

below the new Argentine price. It was suggested that the Board,

by entering the market on the selling side, had tended to prevent

further price rises and- much more serious--that it had deliberately

acted to protect speculative short interests 'in the Winnipeg market.

This was the famous incident which came to be known as trthe escape of

the shorts."

Before the charges are themselves considered, it should be

noted that Pool interests and McFarland had consistently alleged dur-

ing the period of the latter's operations that undue short-selling

98. Ibid. p. 198.
99. Yates, op. cit., p. 14-15.

100. See McFarland, op. cit., p , 14-15.
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existed in the Winnipeg market, thus making it more difficult for Me-

Farland successfully to support the price of wheat. In a statement

made to the Special Committee on the Canadian Grain Board Bill, June

20th, 1935, Mr. R. W. Milner, President of the Winnipeg Grain Ex-

change, took strong exception to these allegations. Noting that evid-

ence submitted to the Committee on behalf of McFarland had charged a

short interest in the Winnipeg market amounting to 25,000,000 bushels,

Mr. Milner went on to denounce wr..at he termed a "mischievous despatch"

of October 6, 1954, which purported to be lithe inside story of an or-

Mr.

From the contents of the despatch Mr. Milner inferred that
102

Jlit must have originated from Mr. McFarland's organization. fI

ganized bear raid on the Winilipeg grain market during the two previous
101

weeks."

McIvor, on behalf of McFarland, denied the authorship of the despatch,

but maintained that unwarranted short-selling did exist in the market.

On October 1, 1954 Mcfarland had suggested international investigation

of futures trading, the investigation to be, not merely fact-finding,
103

but with authority to correct exposed abuses. On November 6, he

repeated his request for government supervision-presumably along the

lines of the Grain Futures Administration in the United States. That

McFarland continued to hold the same opinion with respect to short-

101. Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Cormnittee
on the Grain Board Bill, 1935. p. 24.

102. Ibid.
103. MinUtes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Committee

on the Grain Board Bill, 1955,p. 557-558. See pages 25-27,
553-418. Also Yates, ope cit., p. 194.
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selling interests is made abundantly clear in his CalgarY,speech of

1956. JfI repeat,tt he said, tJthat ~here have been times during the .

past few years when wheat was sold short in large quantities by spec
104

ulators who in reality were market wreckers." He quoted Mr.Duvel

of the United States Grain Futures Administration as saying that his

investigations had proven large traders to be short more than 50 per
105

cent of the time. "r should like to know," McFarland added, ~ho

has any moral right to sell huge quantities of futures in the Winnipeg

market at a time when Canadian farmers are delivering and selling only

very moderate quantities and when pressed to be specific r want to

know what would have happened to prices ·in Winnipeg if there had been

no support in this market in recent times when Argentine and Liver~

106
pool prices have been tumbling to absurd levels?t1

With regard to the alleged 25,000,000 bushels short interest

in the autumn of 1954, Mr. Milner was able to present figures which
107

apparently accounted for all but a mere 161,000 bushels. So con-

elusive did these figures appear that the Chairman, Mr. Bennett, tent-

atively accepted them as indicating that no undue short-selling ex-

Lst.ed , The following day the Prime Minister drew the admission from

Mr. Milner that had McFarland chosen to demand delivery there would

104. McFarland, Ope cit., p , 14
IDS. Ibid
106. McFarland, Ope cit., p. 15.
107. 1tinutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Committee

on the Grain Board Bill, 1955, p , 27.
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108
have been found a shortage of about 25,000,000 bushels. It would

seem, however, that most of the shortage represented wheat not in com-

mercial channels and Mr. Ndlner commended McFarland for taking the at-

As

titude that he should not demand delivery for the total amount of the
109

"long" grain. Despite these explanations of the Exchange and the
110

knowledge that short-selling may represent legitimate hedging, Me-
III

Farland insisted that undue "bearing" of the market existed.

an example he pointed to a price decline of six cents during the first

three days of October 1954. In reply to a ques tion by Mr. Bermett

whether or not this "debacle" were not "brought about by the offering

on the Winnipeg Grain Ex:change of millions of bushels of wheat by

someone," Milner stated that the decline represented the combined re
112

sult of both long and short sales. In view of McFarland's exper-

iences in trying to counteract what he believed to be the results of

unwarranted actions on the part of short sellers over a period of years,

and the fact that short-selling, since it tended to depress prices,

108. Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Committee
on the Grain Board Bill, 1955, p , 48-49.

109. Ibid. p. 49.
liO. see-Mathieson, G. S.Wheat and the Futures Market: A Study

of the Grain Exchange, Winnipeg, Bignell Printing Limited,
1942, p. 42-43.

Ill. See Taylor, A. E. ·Speculation, Short Selling, and the Price
of Wheat.., Wheat Studies, vol. VII (4), February, 1951, p.251
266. Although Mr. Taylor describes in detail the essential
functions of short selling in futures trading he does indicate
possible abuses. Particularly, he shows that the period of
deflation such as existed in 1929 - 50 was ideal for abuses
qy short sellers. Taylor describes the undoubted manipula
tions which occurred during this period as -reversed corners".
Despite the fact that they are much harder to detect than
corners--which tend to occur during boom times-- they are
nonetheless real and equally reprehensible.

112. Minutes of PrOCeedings and Evidence of the Special Committee
on the Grain Board Bill, 1955, p. 50.
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was in the eyes of the Pool and the producers one of the most re

prehensible features of the open market system, it is hardly surpris-

ing that the supposed assistance given by the new Board in facilitat-

ing the escape of the "shorts. from the consequences of their actions

(by being able to cover their sales on the morning of December 13, by

l~rge offers on the part of the Board) should arouse intense irritation

on the part of both McFarland and the producers.

By early 1956 it had become apparent to the government that

there was widespread dissatisfaction with the general wheat situation

in the country and that it was expedient to examine the controversy

arising from the operations of both the McFarland and Murray Boards.

A Special Committee of the House of Commons was established with re-

spect to which the parliamentary Orders of Reference stated that it

was uto investigate and report upon the marketing of wheat and other

grains under guarantee by the Dominion Government and upon all matters
115

pertaining thereto •••• JI Although the Committee concerned itself

primarily with the charge that the Murray Board had rescued the "short-

interests on Friday, December 15, 1935, two other charges against the

Wheat Board were dealt with as well. Since these two latter charges

were concerned primarily with the McFarland Board, they might be dis-

posed of before the main charge. of assisting the "shortsB is consider-

113. lUnutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Committee
on the Marketing of Wheat and Other Grain under Guarantee of
the Dominion Government, 1956, p. iii. See list of Commit
tee Members.
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ed.

It was alleged tbat McFarland had made pit purchases of some

10,000,000 bushels of wheat futures between the date of his appointment
114

to the Board on August 14 and October 16, 1955. Apparently over

half of this amount was purchased following the fixing of the Board

price on September 6. Since the Wheat Board Act strictly forbade pur

chases from any source other than producers (and from the Agency) it

was alieged that McFarland had overstepped his authority and, as a re-

sult, the Board bad to take over 10,000,000 more bushels of wheat op-

tiona from the Agency than would otherwise have been the case. Al-

though the Committee failed to agree as to whether McFarland had act-

ed rightly, it refused to commit itself on the matter or to call Mc-

Farland to permit the former Chief Commissioner to justify his actions.

As a consequence the question was passed on to the 1958 Royal Commis-

sion. As noted earlier in the chapter that commission pointed out

that while McFarland could not make pit purchases as Chief Commissioner

he "nevertheless felt himself free to do so as manager of the stabi1iz
115

ation agency." It was as non-committal as the Committee in passing

on the rightness of McFarland's act. Nevertheless, it did note that

114. See The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958,
p.l02-5.Yates, Ope cit., p.209-2l0j and ~tinutes of Proceedings
and Evidence of the Special Committee on the Marketing of Wheat
and other Grain Under Guarantee of the Dominion Government,
1956, p. 280-281.

115. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958, p. 102.
It should be noted that the government guarantee to the Agency
remained in effect until March 51, 1956. Thus McFarland held a
dual position until his dismissal from the Board on December 5,
1955.
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the Wheat Board Act was intended to end stabilization operations.

That is, a change in government wheat policy was implied and, there-

fore, "There was•••no need for stabilization purchases in the autumn
116

of 1935••••• 8 Thus the concensus of opinion seems to be that Mc-

Farland's actions were technically correct and that he had acted in a

manner which he deemed to be in the public interest, but that his ac-

tions were definitely not in keeping with the intentions of the wheat

policy of the Liberal Government. It was a case of being psychological-

ly unsui.ted to carry out a policy which in so many ways constituted a

reversal and a repudiation of the policy which he had pursued for half

a decade. Unfortunate though the incident was, it failed to cast any

reflection oh McFarland's integrity.

A second and much more serious charge concerned a practice

in which both Boards indulged equally. Earlier in the chapter refer-

ence was made to the fact that the Boards had consistently taken nop-
.-

tions" in exchange for cash wheat. Since the Wheat Board Act (Section
117

7 (b) ) clearly forbade the purchase of wheat except from. producers,

and made no mention of futures trading apart from the disposal of the

Agency's holdings, it was alleged that the Board's action was in con-

travention of the Act. When the Act was passed the grain trade con-

sidered that not only would the Board not be able to hedge its cash

116. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958, p. 101.
ll? Fowke, -Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing,· p. 400.
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wheat purchases, but that it would not be able "to take over from pur

chasers the buying hedges the latter might have placed, which is or
118

dinary trade practice and a convenience to purchasers.- When he

was questioned by the Special Committee, Mr. :Murray was able to pro-

duce evidence to show that Mr. McFarland had received legal opinion

from Mr. F. M. Burbridge, K. C. of Wirmipeg (concurred in by E. K.

Williams, K. C., Deputy Ydnister of Justice for Manitoba) to the ef

fect that under Section 8 (j) the board could tlcomply with the rules
119

and customs of (The Winnipeg) market ••••ft This meant that the

Board could take futures in exchange for cash wheat-- the normal trade

practice-but had "no power to purchase futures unless it is in con
120

nection with the sale of cash wheat. 1I Mr. McFarland had been care-

ful to secure this opinion, which was dated August 27, 1955, well be-

fore the Board operations began in September and approximately one

week before September 6 when the price was set. This legal opinion

disposed of the charge to the complete satisfaction of the Committee.

In its report to the House of Commons the Committee stated: ·we are

of the opinion that the course taken by the Board in the marketing of

wheat was consistent with the intention of parliament in enacting the

118. Evans, W.S., Course of Development and Present Outline of the
Canadian ~Vheat Situation, an address to the Grain and Feed
Dealers' National Association, St. Louis, September, 1955.

119. Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Cormnittee
on the Marketing sr Wheat and other Grain Under Guarantee of
the Dominion Government, 1956, p. 204; also see pages 75...86,
204-205. The same legal opinion prevented the Board from vary
ing the price during the year ohce it was set, but it could
reset at a different level for the year after.

120. lffinutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Committee
on the Marketing of Wheat and Other Grain under Guarantee of
the Dominion Government, 1956, p. 205.
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121
Wheat Board Act of 1955 ••••" So satisfied were they on this point

that the question was not raised again by the Royal Commission in 1958.

The final and most serious charge against the Murray Board

must now be considered. It was alleged "that the 'Board had rescued

fshort t interests on Friday, December 15, 1955, after the Argentine
122

price had been boosted 18 cents over-night.- The seriousness of

the charges may be inferred from the following quotations. McFarland IS

allegations read in part:

Despite the worldts bullish situation there was a
large short interest in the Winnipeg pit. Then came Friday,
December 15th, with a sensational advance of 20 cents over
night in the Argentine wheat price, and American markets up
the full limit of 5 cents. That should have been a very un- .
lucky day for the speculators and wreckers who had sold canada
short, but those who are superstitious of Friday the 15th were
disappointed. The Grain Exchange had recently declared that
the price must not advance more than 5 cents in anyone day.
The shorts were relieved to find the new Wheat Board quite
ready and willing to rescue them at the Grain Exchange fixed
price limit of 5 cents, and even less, while at the same time
Argentine was up 20 cents and American markets were up their ~

full 5 cents limit. Thus the short sellers were reassured, d25')
"--=;._......

not only for that day, but for many, many days to come.

On December 14 The Wall street Journal reported as follows:

The canadian Grain Board showed its co-operation
with Exporters, particularly the small ones, that had made
definite price offers overnight, and thus were unable to can
cel offers in time, by allOWing them to take in their futures
hedge icent over Thursday's close with the government body.
Had this not been done, the small shippers would have been in

121,. Ibid. p. 551.
122. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat V.arketing," p , 400.
123. McFarland, Ope cit., p. 15.
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a plight, for Winnipeg ,vheat futures opened up the permissible
three-cent trading limit and remained hid (sic) there all day.
Thus, an exporter who had sold his wheat abroad on overnight
acceptance, at a fractional price advance, would have been hard
pressed to cover his futures hedge and wind up the transaction,
even at the three-cent limit.- 124

For the four days after assuming control on December 9, the Murray

Board had sold 6.,000,000 bushels of wheat. But on December 15 the

Board sold 20,164,000 bushels .of which 11,608,000 bushels were sold

in the pit at the upward authorized three cent limit, 89 7/8 cents,

and 8,556,000 in part to importers under the arrangement of December
125

11 and in part to millers under an arrangement made with them ••••"

Was such action legitimate? The House of Commons Special Committee
126

app:>inted to investigate the Board was not sure. Feeling them-

selves obliged to make some statement on the matter they reported as

follows to the House:

• • • While there·.was a short interest in the Win
nipeg wheat market in December of 1955, no evidence was produced
that would warrant the conclusion that speculative short inter
ests were protected by the Board in that month. As the committee
finds it impracticable to obtain conclusive evidence on this point,
we recommend that this matter be referred for further investiga
tion to the Royal Commission, the appointment of which is recom
mended in this report. 127

124. Quoted in Yates, Ope cit., p. 206.
125. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958, p. 199.

For reference to the arrangement with the millers see Ibid.
p. 205.

126. See Fowke, ttDominion Aids to Wheat Marketing", p. 400-401
"There is some indication that one of the important functions
of special committees on grain marketing problems has been to
recognize their own inadequacy and to recommend the appoint
ment of royal commissions to complete their labors."

127. 1tinutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Committee
on the Marketing of Wheat and other Grain Under Guarantee of
the Dominion Goverrunent, 1956, p. 551.
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The Royal Commission which resulted from this recommendation of the

Committee devoted a special appendix of its report to an examination
128

of the question---an appendix which forms the most complete statement

on the case of the -escape of the shorts.-

Mr. Murray stated that the Board is arrangement with expor-

ters was solely designed to promote the export of Canadian wheat.

While admitting that the agreement established a precedent, he claim-

ed that the preceding. Board had on occasion allowed exporters to
)I

cover overnight acceptances at a quarter of a cent over the previous

day's close. He further declared that when the news of the Argentine

government's announcement arrived, the Board concluded that, since

buying activity would be created, it would be advisable to try to
129

dispose of at least 10 million bushels that day. The Board did

not think that the action of the Argentine government would have last-

ing effects on world prices since that government had previously sold

at world prices and took a loss on wheat for which they had paid the

producer only 55 cents. In other words, there was no certainty that

Argentine would hold its wheat for sale at the new 90-cent price.

Furthermore, the near crop failure in that country had been generally

lmovvn for some time and it was not expected to have supplies greater

than that sufficient for domestic and Brazilian needs. Under these

circumstances the Board decided to take advantage of the immediate

128 0 The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958,
appendix A, p. 196-206.

129. Ibid p. 198.
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bullish effect resulting from the announcement. All three comrniss-

ioners denied that they had even thought of possible "short- inter
150

ests in making their decision, or had considered the fact that

making wheat available in the pit would naturally benefit anyone with

a short interest in the market. NJ!'. W. C.Folliott, the Board's sales

manager, stated that he could not tell very well to whom the sales

were being made and that he was unot a bit interested" whether or

not it went to short interests. He further asserted that no approach

had been made to him by "shorts" to make wheat available and that he

was merely carrying out the Board's decision to make substantial sales.

After considering this evidence the Royal Co:mmi.ssion carne to the con-

clusion that

•••This evidence is all emphatically to the effect
that no ,wrongful approach was made to any member of the Board,
that none of them had in mind the giring of as sistance to any
speculative interest, and that the Board's sales policy was de
termined on the morning of December 15, on the opinion, which the
members formed, that the news from the Argentine would make that
day a good day to sell wheat. Nobody came forward, or was brought
forward, to contradict this testimony. The evidence must there
fore be accepted, and the members of the Board exonerated from
the suggestion of having "protected speculative short interests",
unless something pointing. to a different conclusion is to be
found in the report of the auditors. 151

On December 17, an audit was instituted by the Board into

exporters! purchases on December 15. Through the auditor's report

certain irregularities were in fact uncovered. The report showed

150. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Conunission, 1958,
p. 199-202.

151. Ibid. pp 202-205.
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that, of the 8,556,000 bushels sold on December 10 at t cent above

the closing price of December 12 to exporters and millers under the

terms of the December 11 agreement, some 511,000 bushels had been
102

purchased for purposes not contemplated by the contract. These

purchases, it was said, were the result of "misunderstanding on the

interpertation to be given to the words lexport business'· in the
133

agreement. The matter was settled by the purchasers of this wheat

paying-the difference, 2 0/4 cents per bushel, between the special
154

export price and the closing price of December 10-. Commissioner
155

Turgeon concluded that "None of these transactions were speculative".

Another audit instituted by the Royal Commission to investi

gate the transactions of December IBand the days following indicated

that "the total short interest at the close on December 12 was 8,016,

000 bushels; at the close of the following day, December 15, this fig
156

ure had been reduced to 4,200,000 bushels.D The investigation show-

ed that pit sales of Board wheat accounted for the difference of 5,815,

000 bushels. It was evident that a number of short speculators had

indeed become active buyers on December 15. However, the Commission

asserts that "the mere fact that the Board sold and that short specu-

lators, among others, bought does not show that the Board was protect
157

ing any buyer." The Commission adds that while it could not be

132. Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958, p. 203.
155. Ibid.
104. Il3Id.
135. It5'i.<I.
156. I'5i'd. p. 205.
157. Ibid. p. 206.
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said that the Board had acted wrongly, it was purely a matter of opin

ion as to whether or not they had acted wisely· in selling so heavily

on the first upward movement in prices. The Commission points out

that the upward trend was not of long du.ration - as the Board had

anticipated - and that the .shorts" who had rushed to buy on Decem-

ber 15 might have done better by waiting until later. It is certain

that had the Board been endowed with omniscience, or if it had been

composed of persons of McFarland's background -- persons determined

to get the highest price for the farmer, with a fear of depressing

the market, and willing to take a chance on holding -- such a Board
158

might have secured a final price more favourable to the producer.

But the Murray Board was neither the one nor the other. It took ser-

iously the instructions of the Act "to offer continuously wheat for

sale". It realized clearly that present government wheat policy ex-

plicitly repudiated the former policy of price support. The govern-

ment now guaranteed the producer a minimum price. It offered him the

opportunity to pool his grain. And finally it offered to absorb any

loss wbiBh the operations might entail and to distribute any profit

which might result via participation certificates to the producer of
159

the grain. This was the policy and it was this policy which the

158. This more favourable price does not, of course, refer to
the Board price, but to the final price which the farmer
received after the profits -- if any -- are distributed
via participation certificates.

159. Note that the Argentine government's policy was similar
with the exception that it pocketeQ any profits on the oper
ations.
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Board was determined to carry out. As the Board saw it, it was their

job to speculate on fluctuations in market prices as long as the price

could be considered "reasonab1eu • Nor could the Board afford to in-

du1ge a pathological fear of depressing the market through sales.

This was so because government policy, as given statutory expression

in the Wheat Board Act, prevented the Board from entering the market

on the buying side. The Board had to sell, not only the current crop,

but the carryover as well. In its policy "to offer continuously wheat
140

for sale in the markets of the world8 the Board was supported qy

the Act, commended by the Connnittee, and exonerated fully by the

Royal Commission of 1958.

In the final analysis, the student a decade after these

events can subscribe fully to the concluding remarks of the Royal

Commission:

•••The members of the Board cannot be said to have
protected speculative short intere~ts ••• The Board, in the ex
ercise of its legitimate discretion, decided that it was advis
able to sell. They sold without, of course, mowing what pro
portion of their sales would fall to speculators and what pro
portion to others: and I cannot see how a knowledge that short
speculators were buying should have deterred them from selling,
if they had such knowledge. 141

At the same time, he can readily understand the attitude taken by Mc-

Farland. One cannot fail to get the impression that Mr. McFarland

failed fully to realize how profoundly government wheat policy had

changed.

140.
141.

He saw the Board acting in a manner which contravened the

25-26 Geo. V. c. 55, Sect. 8 (j)
The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958.
p. Z06.
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basic principles of his stabilization operations. In the past he had

experienced strong selling pressure when he was trying to support a
142

plunging market. Under such circumstances it is not surprising
145

that he came to have a hearty dislike of speculative short sellers.

If his attitude towards the new Board appeared vindictive to some,

certainly no Canadian public servant ever bad greater reason to be

bitter at the lack of appreciation for his services. Perhaps, in the

light of all these factors, one can only say that no stigma should

be attached to the actions of either the accusers or the accused.

The Board's operations were, at worst, from McFarland's point of

view, unwise. But it can hardly be denied that their actions were

within the letter and the spirit of the Act by which a new Canadian

wheat policy was established for western Canada.

One final task of the Board should be considered here. It

will be recalled that one of the primary reasons for the establish-

ment of the Wheat Board was to secure a final settlement of the ac-

cumulated surplus since the days of Pool marketings in 1929-50. In

the autumn of 1950 the fall in the price of wheat resulted in some

farmers who were delivering to the Pool receiving 60 cents, others

55 cents and still others 50 cents per bushel for their wheat. When

the 1950 Pool carry-over which had been held by the Agency for nearly

142. Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence of the Special Committee
on the Marketing .of Wlleat and Other Grain Under Guarantee of
the Dominion Government, 1956, p. 557.

145. McFarland, Ope cit., pp , 15-16.
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five years was finally turned over to the Board, the value of the

wheat had appreciated considerably. Since the Pool had decided t~t,

on-the grounds of equity, its 1930 payments should be equalized, the

government was persuaded to arrange with the Board for that body to

take over the 1930 crop on the basis of 60 cents per bushel for No.1
144

Northern at Fort William. .An order-in-council had been passed to

this effect by the Bennett government, but it failed to become oper-

ative , After some delay the Liberal government finally passed the
145

1930 Wheat Crop Equalization Payments Act on April 8, 1936. Where-

as the :Bennett arrangement had visualized payment to the extent of

$8,262,000 to the farmers, Liberal legislation provided for a total

of $6,860,000, which was to include costs of distribution. Of this

amount some $351,000 applied to coarse grains; the rest applied to

wheat. According to Yates "The reduction in the amount was due to

the elimination of $862,000 asked by the pools to cover expenses in-

curred during the year ending July 31st, 1931, as the government con-

tended they were not responsible for anything that was done prior to

that date; and also to a reduction of $539,000 in the amount asked
146

for coarse grains.1I However that may be, it meant writing "fin-

ishedU to a problem which had worried Pool officials for years. B.r

144. Yates, Ope cit., p. 200.
145. 1 Edward Vill, c. 12. See The GanadianVlheat Board, 1935-46.

p , 11.
146. Yates, Ope cit., p. 201.
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achieving an equalization of payments the Pool had maintained its

principles of an equal price for all producers and the demands of

equity were met. That these Pool payments should be made through

Wheat Board machinery is symbolical of the fact that the Wheat Board

Act of 1955 "was not a radical or new move in marketing method but

merely a natural development from the past, of which the stabiliz
147

ation measures were a transition phase."

147. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 6.
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CHAPTER 6

THE PRODUCER AND THE PRICE SYSTDd

If it were asked why the Canadian government should have

instituted the Wheat Board, the answer could be expressed in the

plainest of terms: To improve on the existing system of economic

organization. If at any time it failed to improve on the existing

economic system, the Board's raison d' etre would cease to exist.

Clearly, as far as the producer was concerned, the Board was instituted

to supersede the former system of unregulated price competition which

had traditionally imposed differentially heavy burdens upon him -

burdens which were becoming progressively more onerous and increasingly

more difficult to bear. It was not so much the fact that an unregulated

pricing system periodically condemned the farmer to years of acute

distress. Even more ilnportant was the fact that within the national

economy the pricing system was only unregulated as far as the export

industries were concerned. From the days of Macdonald's National Policy

that same price system had been regulated to the direct and obvious

advantage of other sectors of the economy - industry, COffifilerce and
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finance. During periods of expanding population, increasing inter

national specialization, and rising levels of prices, income, employ

ment, and general economic activity, the disadvantages - both natural

and artificial - under which the prima~ industries operated were obScltred

by the general prosperity which prevailed. But after the first World

War all this was changed. In the first place, the growth of natural

monopoly progressively placed primary industries in an untenable

residual position in the national economy. Furthermore, this tendency

was reinforced by the fact that varying income elasticities benefited

secondary industry and worked to the detriment of agriculture. And,

finally, national policies reinforced these natural tendencies in a

'manner which became increasingly effective as the process of modern

economic metaporphosis progressed. The mechanism of relative prices

meant the farmer t s enslavement to impersonal market forces. The Grain

Exchange became the symbol of that enslavement and a convenient focal

point in the attack on a system increasingly outmoded by new economic

developments in a changing world.

In considering the price system as it affects the western

wheat grower it would be well to outline the basic functions which

prices are expected to fulfill in a free private-enterprise economy.

These functions relate to resource allocation, the division of the

available product among the consumers, and the distribution of income

within the economy. With what efficiency does the price system accom-
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plish these ends? In answering this question two fundamental problems

are seen to emel"ge~_. Both demand and supply factors discussed in

Chapter Four - such as monopoly in i tsbroadest aspecbs , varying

income elasticities, and intervention with prices through national

policies - indicate that, in the world as it is, the price system

unaided does not automatically result in the best allocation of

resources. F\Jrthermore, the free opera.tion of market forces fails to

achieve a socially -- or politically -- acceptable income distrib-

ution. Although both problems are of vital importance, agricultural

policy in the United States and Canada over the last two decades has

tended to emphasize income distribution to ~~e neglect of efficient

resource allocation. It is apparent that American parity-price and

parity-income policies and, to a significantly lesser extent, Can-

adian minimum-price policies of recent years have been primarily con-

earned with a socially-acceptable income distribution within their

respective economies. On the other hand, these governments have
1

resorted to direct intervention such as production controls to find

a solution to the problem of resource allocation. Undoubtedly, the

income goals of price policy have limited farnlers' responses to prices

1. Canada did not engage in such controls until the last World War
and then to a relatively minor degree. These controls will be discussed
dn Part III Gf this study.
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2
and price relationships. As a consequence, much of the direct

control designed to improve resource allocation could do little more

than offset misallocation of resources resulting from official price

policy. The problem, of course, is to devise an over-all agricultural

policy - as an integral part of a comprehensive fiscal policy -

which will harmonize the two objectives. It is tentatively suggested

that, for the purpose of achieving an efficient allocation of

resources, the mechanism of relative prices is much more effective

than direct controls. Should this be substantiated, current price

policy which has subordinated resource allocation to income goals may

well be mistaken. In other words, price policy should be directed

towards permitting relative prices to achieve their basic function of
3

economically allocating productive resources. To the extent that

improved allocation fails in achieving an acceptable income distrib-

ution, direct intervention may be most effective in securing the

second social goal - an equitable income distribution - which the
4

unrestricted pricing system in practice fails to secure.

It is agreed tp~t, theoretically, the price system in a

perfectly competitive world would achieve (With relatively minor

exceptions) an allocation of resources which would maximize total

satisfactions. However, this fact provides little comfort to advocates

2. Johnson, D. G.'1 Fon,ard Prices fur kriculture, Chicago, University
of Chicago Press, 1947.

3. See Ibid., chaps. i, vii.
4. Ibid., chap. viii.
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of a negative price policy with respect to agriculture. Not only is

the agricultural sector of the economy placed at a disadvantage

relative to less competitive sectors (whether such sectors arise from

natural or artificial causes), but in agriculture itself is to be found

only one of several conditions necessary for the perfectly-competitive

society in which satisfactions may, theoretically, be maximized. While

the assumption of a large number of firms holds good, to an important

degree there is lacking the necessary mobility of resources, the free-

dom of action, and the perfect knowledge and foresight so necessary
5

for the derivation of the theoretical advantages of perfect competition.

If this is so, then it may be assumed that the price system will not

achieve the best resource allocation theoretically possible and that
6

pasitive action is required. No theoretical analysis or empirical

evidence has been advanced to indicate the inherent superiority of a

system of direct controls over that of a system of competitive prices.

Consequently, the best means of improving the allocation of productive

resources is to be found in measures taken to improve the functioning

of relative prices.

In the solution of the problem of income distribution, however,

the price system has less to offer. It is vitally important to realize

that since the first World War agriculture has been a declining industry.

5. Johnson,.2il• .£ti., p. 7.
6. Ibid.
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Since that time a rapid technological advance in agriculture combined

with a slow rate of national population growth and low incomee1asti-

cities for agricultural products have worked to increase supply while

loweringftthe demand for agricultural resources in the aggregate
7

during the past quarter-century~. The resulting depressed condition

is aggravated by the fact that agriculture is currently the major

source of population growth for the economy as a whole. As a result

of excess labour resources in agriculture much pvverty exists among

the farm population. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that agriculture

is exceptionally vulnerable to business fluctuations and variations in

demand conditions; and during deflationary periods, when farm prices

fall drastically, the excess farm population has no alternative employ-

ment outlets. Agricu.l ture is perhaps the only industry which attracts

humBk~ resources when it is most depressed, and loses them during
S

prosperous times when alternative employment opportunities are ample.

Finally it should be noted that the small-scale farm is unable to cope

with dynamic conditions in a changing world. As a consequence of all

this the agricultural income problem assumes major proportions and in
9

the solution of this problem price policy has little to contribute.

7. Johnson,.2,2.. ~., p , 2; see also Schultz, T. W., Agriculture
in an Unstable Economy, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Ltd., 1945,
p. 300.

8. See Schultz, T. W., "Two Conditions Necessary for Economic Progress
in Agriculture", C.JE.P.S., vol. X, May, 1944, pp. 307-8. Maritime
fishing might offer a parallel situation.

9. Johnson,.2.£. cit., p, 120.
19. Ibid., p. 113.
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Professor Johnson emphasizes that 1Ithe price system affects incomes

according to the productivity and ownership of factors ••• (whereas)

Poverty, ill-health, and poor education are negatively correlated
10

with the productivity and quantity of resources owned." Paying

higher prices for agricultural products fails to help -The families at

the poverty level in agriculture (who) have relatively little contact
11

with the price system".

Thus it would appear to be established that there are two

fairly distinct, though related, problems in connection with the form-

tl1ation of agricultural policy. I t is to be expected that different

groups would emphasize these problems to varying degrees. On the one

hand, grain trade interests and classical economists have traditionally

concentrated their attention on resource allocation through a negative

price policy. On the other hand, producers and welfare economists

have tended to concentrate their attention on the maintenance of farm
12

income at socially-accepted levels by some interference with price.

Each group tends to ignore or to under-emphasize the problem which

forms the special interest of the other, and is easily thrown into
13

confusion when confronted by all the facts of economic life·. How-

ever, some agricultural economists have increasingly faced up to the

dual nature of the agritultural problem - two of the most noteworthy

being Dr. T. W. Schultz and Dr. D. Gale Johnson of the University of

-il. Johnson,.2,E. ~., p. 120.
12. Ibid., chap. vii, particularly p. 117.
13. See Grant, H. C. "Canadian Agricultural Policy" ,Journal of Fa.t:@

Economics. vol. fiX, February, 1937, p, 254, for the two points of view.
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Chicago. Putting first things first they consider production i.e.

resource allocation -- to be the primary problem facing the economist.

they have evolved a plan of "forward prices·
16

to improve the functioning of the Price system in its primary role.

Stating that prices must remain the means and
15

not the goal of policy,

Current price policies, they point out, seriously impair the fUnctioning
14

of the price system.

While the improved pricing system will achieve a better income distri~

ution, they envisage that such an improved system will not in itself

be sufficient. Consequently, they have devised supplementary policies
17

involving ftcompensatory price payments· during depression periods

to take the place of the income role formerly assigned by modern

agricultural policy to the price system. In other words, a reversal

of roles is achieved under such a scheme. To price is assigned the

task of allocating resources~ to direct intervention, the problem of
18

distributing income in a manner in which society approves.

It may be asked why the Schultz-Johnson theory should be

used as the analytical framework for this chapter. The superiority of

this approach is evident in a number of' ways. Basically, i t gives

full recognition to both economic theory and to economic facts. On

the one hand, it avoids the economic and political naivete of the

14. See Schultz, "Needed - A Production and Marketing Price
Policy· Farm Policy Forum, vol. 1, April, 1948, pp. 35-37.

15. Johnson,.212• ..2!i., chap iii.
16. Ibid., chaps. i, vii, particularly p. 32.
17. Johnson,.2!2. cit., chap. viii; also Schultz, Agriculture in

an Unstable Economy, pp. 309-310.
18. See Schultz, ftNeeded - A Produetion and Marketing Price Policy8.
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grain trade, while on the other it avoids important deficiencies in

the economic arguments on the part of producers and government who

emphasize income goals to the detriment of resource allocation.

This approach indicates ways in which glaring defects of previous

agricultural policy might be overcome, and makes an important shift

in emphasis aw&y from production as an end, to production as the means

of increased consumption: welfare triumphs over mercantilism. In

dealing with government intervention and government agencies full

consideration must be given to economic and political realities,

otherwise the anakysds will lose practical significance. The Schultz-

Johnson analysis considers both. Regardless of the arguments which

may be raised in opposition (and difficulties - particularly
19

administrative difficulties are readily admitted) it appears

indisputable that this analysis at least suggests the proper criteria

for an evaluation of agricultural policy, and forms a useful framework

for the study of the agricultural problem within the context of the

modern world.

In the world as it is, it seems clear that the unrestricted

open market offers no adequate solution to either the income or the

m 19. See Johnson, .Q.2. cit., chap. xiv; also Schultz, Agriculture in
an Unstable Economy, pp. 232-235.
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production problem. It is true tha.t if' the wheat trade could be

considered in absolute isolation -- i.e. quite apart from other

economic activities within the nation and apart from its role as an

indivisible part of an integrated international trade - there would

probably be fairly general agreement that the open market, even with

its imperfections, offers the best method for the marketing of Can-

adian wheat. However, the mere fact that wheat marketing cannot be

considered in isolation does not appear to deter important interests

in the economy from believing still in the possibility and the desir-

ability 6f returning to the negative price policy which formerly pre-

vailed. Consequently it might be well to consider briefly the open

market system in isolation - to analyze its advantages and disadvant-

ages in such a context. Although it is clearly apparent f'rom the out-

set that such an institutional analysis has limited usefulness only,

such analysis is necessary to clear away the clouds of confusion
20

respecting the source of agricultural ills. Thereafter it will be

possible to survey the broader picture -- i.e. the wheat economy

within the context of the national and world econmmy -- and perhaps

to come to tentative conclusions regarding a modern solution to the

2'0. See Taylor, A. E., aSpeculation, Short Selling, and the Price of
Wheat", Wheat Studies, vol VII (4), Feb. 1931, pp. 231-266. Taylor
states-that farmers tend to blame speculation for their price problems.
Actually the agricultur~ price problems are economic and f'undamental
rather than institutional and superficial.
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agricultural problem.

One approach to a discussion of the merits of the futures-

trading system may be found in a consideration of the attacks made

upon that system by the Pools and other producer groups. It has been

indicated previously that the pool system differs from that of the

"regular" grain trade in three important ways. In pooling,

producers sell collectively through a central agency rather than on

an individualized basis. Payment is made on a deferred but equalized

basis in contrast to the full cash payment made at the time of
21

delivery under the open-market system. Finally, inevitable risks

of market fluctuations are assumed collectively ~ the farmers them-

selves rather than through the hedging operations of the futures

market. While these points will be examined in greater detail later,

it may perh~ps prove useful byway of introduction to the problem

to indicate the opinions of two economists who r~ve made a detailed

study of pool prinmiples and practice.

The object of the Pool was to obtain a better price for

the producer. Basically only two ways presented themselves whereby

this could be done: (1) by procuring for the producers a larger share
22

. of the final price paid for wheat, and (2) by raising that final price.

-21. Patton, "ObservationS-on Carla-dian VIheat-Po1icy Since the World
War", p. 219.

22. Mackintosh, Vi. A., Agriclillur.§L1-_..Q.2..9.p.!3ratio,n in West~L.n....Qan~da

p , 1511-.
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Under conditions of surplus, responsible Pool officials had ruled

out the latter as a possibility. With regard to the former,

Professor Mackintosh sets forth the problem succinctly: "Can a pool

handling a considerable proportion of the wheat crop reduce the costs

of selling wheat and of tra.nsporting it to Europe, appropriate the
23

profits of the grain trade and so raise the producers' proceeds?W

Patton asserts that "Where conducted on a sufficiently inclusive scale

and where expertly administered, pooling is potentially capable of

mitigating seasonal price fluctuations through control over market
24

movements. n He quotes George Broomhall, v~iting in the Lond~q

Tim£.s in 1927, as sta.ting that, "Before the Pools were in existence

merchants were sometimes heard to say that whea.t was being flung at
25

them, but it is not so now. .The Pool's aim is to feed the market. n

Patton further supports his claim that pools might mitigate seasonal

fluctuations by showing flthat the base prices realized by the Pool

for the three crop years, 1925-26, 1926-27, and 1927-28 batt'been
26

$1.45,$1.42 and $1.42}, reSpectively • • •" While admitting that
27

this remarkable price stability was mainly due to external influences,

he insists that the pooling method ftensures • • • participants the
28

realized weighted average price for the season" an insurance

23. Ibid.
24. Patton, "'Canadia.n Wheat Policy Siince the World War·, p. 219.
25. Cited in Patton, ltThe Canadian Viheat Pool in Prosperity and

Depressionfl , p. 8.
26. Ibid., p. 9.
27. The ReROr::t9fthe_!l:9x.al_Grain_.l!lQuiIT_ Commission, 1938, pp ,

73, 86.
28. Patton, ·Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World WarD, p. 219.
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29
which non-participants do not possess. Mackintosh agrees that some

possibility of saving may be had through ttorderly marketing" although

he admits the difference between fall and spring prices is largely
30

eliminated by storage charges. Even the 1938 Royal Commission,

which expressed opinions with unusual caution, decided that under

certain circumstances the Pools had obtained better prices for the
31

grower-s ,

Patton suggests that another saving may be found in market-

ing economies resulting from large-scale pool marketing, especially

if t.he latter is in combination with the control of elevator fo.cil
32

ities. Professor Mackintosh supports trds view, claiming that the

Pools did make some gains in reducing storage and handling costs,
33

though the gains were necessarily fractional. Noting that the real

profits in the grain trade have been made in merchandizing rather than

warehousing, he points out the possibility of additional gains, although

29. See Ibid:, p, 222: Patton has this to say in further reference
to Pool achievements:

uUnder conditions of rising prices (as in 1919-20 and 1924-25)
or even of relatively stable prices (as between 1925-l928), pool
marketing yielded gratifying retUrns to participants, the pool
average prices for these years being for the most part appreciably
in excess of those prevailing in the autumn months when the bulk
~of the crop passes out of the growers' hands."

30. Mackintosh, Agricultural Cooperation in Western Canada, pp. 154-5.
See also The Report of the RoXal· Grain Inouiry Commission, 1938, pp , 81-8'7.

31. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1,2,38, pp.92-93.
32. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World War1t , p. 219.
3.3. Mackintosh, AgricultUTu! Cooperation in Western_Canada, p. 154.
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these again are small. Three sources provide merchandizing profits:

~the commission rate for selling wheat for higher prices later in the
34

season, and the margin between Winnipeg prices and those of Liverpool."

Mackintosh adds, however, that profits depend largely on volume and

savings would necessarily be fractional.

Finally, there is what might be termed a qualitative 't1saving"

-- a saving which rarely receives explicit mention but is implicit

in the writings of the Pools. Not only does the grower seek a higher

price through pooling, but he has an intense desire to avoid the

uncertainty inherent in the futures system. As a consequence the

grower values highly the sense of certainty that, despite day-to-day

and seasonal price fluctuations on the market, he will receive for

his grain the realized weighted average price for the season. The

degree of significance wl'~ch should be attached to this contribution

of the Pools must remain a matter of opinion. For example, the 1938

Royal Commission, realizing that no quantitative measure could be

given to any contributions which the Pools might make by way of

eliminating the uncertainty connected with short-run market fluctua
35

tions, explicitly discounted its significance. However, the

enthusiasm with which the western grower accepted the pooling system

34.
35.

Ibid.
~Report of the Royal Grain Inouirx Commission, 1938, p, 53.
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would seem to indicate that any lessening of uncertainty is of great

importance. Grower antipathy to price oscillations appears too
36

strong to be safely ignored.

In searching for the most significant feature which sets

the Pool off from the free market system, attention is inevita.bly

drawn to the former's method of flcollective risk bearing as an altern
37

ative to the hedging mechanism" of the latter. Since the hedging

process is the heart of the futures market, it would seem that the chief

merits and defects of futures trading would be revealed by a detailed
38

study of this aspect of the system. Through the hedging mechanism

36. See Canadian Cooperative Wheat Producers Limited, Submi§sions
by Wheat Pool Organizations of Western Canada. to Royal Grain Inquiry
Commis~ion, Calgary and Regina, 1937, p. 5, citing W. A. Mackintosh,
tiThe Canadian Wheat Pools", Queens' Quarterly, Oct., Nov., Dec, , 1925:

-Aside ·from the demoralization inseparable from wide-spread
gambling, price instability is in itself an evil. It means that
wider margins are necessary to offset possible losses not fully
covered by 'hedges' in the trade. It also means that farming as
a business has less stability. Unless an expert seller the individ
ual farmer is likely tq sell without consideration when prices are
low. Some farmers will get high prices and some low but the risk
of farming is increased."

37. Patton, "Canadian Whea..t Policy Since the World War", p, 219.
38. See Hoffman, G. W., ·Past and Present Theory Regarding Futures

Tradingfl , Journal of Farm Economics, vol. nx, February, 1937, p. 301,
where he lists the following functions of speculators in futures trading:

(1) Organized exchanges provide a special class of speculators
who carry the price risks of merchants and manufacturers. Through
this facility, these trade interests are able to hedge or insure
themselves aga.inst price hazards and in turn narrow their: margin of
profit to benefit the consumer or producer of both.
(2) Speculators are willing to carry these risks because through
accurate forecasts of futures events they are able to reap a benefit.
(3) To forecast future events, a large body of valuable, current
facts is continually being provided.
(4) Effective forecasting, especially by short-sellers, results
in price leveling and price equalization with respect to time and
place.
(5) A highly sensitive, continuous market results.
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of the futures market, risks of price fluctuations may be transferred

from grain handlers and millers to private speculators in grain
39

futures. There is general agreement that the hedging process has,

on the whole, "tended to narrow the margins which handlers of actual

wheat find it necessary to take in buying and selling that commodity,

thereby increasing the proportion of the ultimate price which farnlers
40

receive." Numerous careful studies have been prepared which have

shown speculators as a group to have suffered net losses which other-

wise would have been absorbed by producers, handlers, and perhaps Qy
41

consumers in varying proportions. As stated above, there is general

agreement that futures trading works - and to the advantage of the

producer as well as other groups. Disagreement arises on how well the

39. Patto~ *Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World War", pp. 219-220.
40. Ibid., pp. 221.
41. The following articles on futures trading should be consulted:

Working, H., "Financial Results of Speculative Holding of Wheat", Wheat
StUdies vol. VII (8) July, 1931, pp. 405-435, particularly pp. 434-435;
Taylor, A. E., "Speculation, Short Selling, and the Price of Wheat·,
Wheat Studies, vol. VII, (4) February, 1931, pp. 231-266; The Report
of the Roy;a.l Grain Inauiry Commission. 1938, chap. i V; The Report of
the Commission to Enquire into Trading in G.rain Futures, 19)1; The
Report of the Royal Grain Inauiry; Commission, 1925, pp. 121-139;
Stewart, B.,aThe Profits of Professional Speculators", The Economic
Journal, vol. XLIV, September, 1934, pp. 415-433; Hoffman, G. W.,
·Past and Present Theory Regarding Futures Trading", -t0urnal of Farm
Economics, vol. XIX, February 1937, pp. 300-309. This is one of a
series of articles and discussions on futures trading in the Journal
of Farm Economics, vol. nx, February 19.37, pp• .300-33.3. For a clear,
concise account of the Winnipeg Grain Exchange see Mathieson, G. S.,
~tand the Futures M~rket: A Study; of the Winnipeg Grain Exchang"e,
Winnipeg, Higne1l Printing Limited, 1942. Further articles relevant
to futures trading are listed in the bibliography.
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system works. In the final analysis the system is to be judged on

the principle that it shall perform its marketing functions "at least

as well as, and preferably better than, those functions could be per
42-

formed otherwise." It is in this direction that attention must now

be turned.

It is generally agreed that an efficient futures market

depends on an extensive body of outside speculat~rs willing to assume

risks and with sufficient financial resources to permit them to do so.

Otherwise cheap hedging insurance will be inadequate or will disappear.

Patton believes that "Such public and even professional participation

is • • • both uncertain and volatile, tending to be unduly active
43

when least needed for support, and to be lacking when most needed11•

He points to the two periods, 1924-25 and 1929, when "public speculative

participation was notably broad and bullish tending in the former

season to carry prices temporarily to unwarranted heights, and in the

latter year to lift North American futures far out of line with Liver
44

pool futur-es ," It will be recalled that the lack of private specul-

ative activity between 1931 and 1934 was the chief factor influencing

the federal govermnent to employ the Central Selling Agency to absorb

42. Irwin, H. S., iEssentials of an Effective Futures Market: A
Discussion", Journal of Farm Economics, vol. XIX, February 1937, p. 331;
cf. Hoffman, .Q.E.. c1t., p. 308.

43. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World War", p. 220;
cf', McFarland, ..Q.12• ..£!!., pp, 12-13.

44. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World War", p, 220;
cf. Taylor, "Speculation, Short Sellin g, and the Price of Wheat".
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hedging sales. There is little question that in normal times professional

speculation has proved quite accurate in forecasting trends in compet
45

itive prices. However, Dr. Taylor has noted that nAt the same time

(one) must recognize that under certain circumstances the trading in

futures may have the effect of intensifying short-term price fluctu-
J/J

ations and possibly even of exaggerating the seasonal price curve".

In other words, "bank interest rates, margin requirements of brokers

and bankers, the state of the stock market, and the mood of public

psychology, all may playa part in the determination of short-time

price movements of wheat futures independently of the actual statistical
47

position of wheat supplies and movementsu • Particularly is this

true in western Canada where "participation in grain speculation is

drawn mainly from residents of the Prairie Provinces, including ,.
48

numerous farmers themselves in bullish periods". There can be little

doubt that the unpredictable nature of speculative activity reduces

seriously the efficiency of the futures trading system.

Despite the large amount of literature on futures trading

in recent years, much evidence advanced to support or to criticize

45. Patton, "Canadian V\'beat Policy Since the World War1l
• p.220.

/1:>. Taylor, "Speculation, Short Selling, and the Price of Wheatn ,
p. 234; c.f. Stewart, "The Profits of Professional Speculators",
pp. 425-426, for instances of such effects.

47. Patton, t1Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World Wartt • p.220.
48. Ibid.
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the system remains inconclusive. Arguments favouring the open market
49

are characteristically deductive. In a suggestive article, Professor

Hoffman aruuits that, by the deductive process, it may easily be under-

stood how one might conclude "that the combined opinion of thousands

of futures traders must cause present prices to anticipate future needs

and so iron out unusual price swings to a degree not possible in the
50

absence of these traders". He adds an L~portant qualification,

however. The price-leveling result can only be achieved if traders

display superior knowledge in their trading. In this respect Hoffman

believes "the evidence points in the opposite direction" and that

"The composite effect of the large body of speculators upon the direct-

ion and movement of absolute prices is a very random and uncertain
51

affair. ft He asserts that evidence is insufficient to substantiate the

view that futures trading contributes much in the way of price fore-

casting and price leveling - a view which the investigations of the

Grain Futures Administration appear to support. To the extent that this

is true, the defense of the futures system is to be found, not so much

in its own degree of perfection, but in a favourable comparison with

49. "Past and Present Theory Regarding Futures Trading".
50. Hoffman,.Ql2. cit.,p• .308.
51. .llii!. But compare Working, H., "Past and Present Theory Regard

ing Futures Trading: A discussion", Journal of Farm Economics, vol.
nx, February, 19.37, pp. 310-311, for a different view. While agreeing
with much of Hoffman's article, Dr. Working claims that price determ
ination in futures trading is not as haphazard as Hoffman suggests.
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possible alternatives. Professor Hoffman does suggest that sufficiently.

strong cooperatives, by employing the principles of price leadership

common in other branches of industry, might be able to achieve a much

larger measure of price forecasting and price leveling than the futures

system achieves. Hoffman believes, however, that these positive

advantages might be outweighed by the social cost implicit in monopoly.

While this is a perfectly valid observation as long as the wheat market

is considered in isolation, it may be asked in passing what the social

costs are in condemning one sector of the economy to remain essentially
52

competitive while increasing monopoly is characteristic of the rest.

I t is in connection with the deductive nature of the Iiter-

ature supporting futures trading that Dr. Fowke criticized the success-

ion of Canadian Royal Commissions which have examined the system in

recent decades. He claims that they have added nothing essential to
53

the excellent treatment given qy the 1925 Royal Commission because

ftthe application of sound logic to a given set of assu~ptions must

52. It should"-b;-noted that mo;opoly-rn-an export-s~·~is not'-
an exact parallel to monopoly in protected industry. World competition
must be met by the former, not by the latter. See TheReRoz:i.£f_th~

Royal Grai~ Incuiry Comraission, 1938,p. 83.
53. See The Report of the ~oya1 Grain Inouirz_C0mllliss!.QJlt. 1925,

pp. 121-39.
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54
always lead to the same conclusion". The soundness of the

Commissioner Turgeon's logic is not open to challenge, b9-t his un-

questioning acceptance of the COL~llon assumptions of futures trading

is. For example, he assmned "the superior knowledge" of a "large

body of speculators" which Hoffman and the Grain Futures Administration

believes should be investigated, not assumed. "How would conclusions

differ, ft Fowke inquires, "if it were demonstrated that speculation

.was conducted by 'average' citizens, by people with no special skill
55

in market interpretations? What are the implications of the poss-

ibility that speCluators' estLnates are likely to be right only half
56

the time?" At no time in Canada has a body - either public or

private sought to analyze the basic assumptions of futures trading.

As a result almost complete ignorance still prevails as to the techn-

ieal conditions of the Winnipeg market. It is unfortunate that the

1938 Royal. Commission failed, to enlarge current knowledge on the futures

systffin by extending their survey after the manner of some investigations

pursued by the Grain Futures Administration in the United States.

-54~- Fowke, -"Dominion Aids to-Wheat'-l\tIcU-keting"-, pp~' 401-402.
55. See McFarland, 2,E. oit., pp. 12-13; also Hoffman, ..Ql.?. cit.,

p. 308; and Stewart, .2.l2• .£ti.., passim.
56. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to.Wheat Marketing1t, p. 402.
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Although recent Royal Commissions have "completely missed

the. opportunity.of establishing new frontiers of knowledge on
57

futures trading", Appendix VI of the 1938 Comrrlission comes close

to breaking new ground as far as the Canadian situation is concerned.

The Appendix states, and then proceeds to examine, the widely-held

opinion "that wheat prices are lower in the fall months when the

farmers are-delivering their crop, as a result of the hedging pressure
58

on the futures market". This view Patton outlines in greater detail:

"The unpredictable and uncontrollable willingness or
reluctance of speculators as a group to absorb hedges in the
period of concentrated primary movement of wheat, or their
disposition to aggravate the pressure by 11short selling",
is a matter of direct concern to the grower. If he sells
his grain lion street" - and usually more than half of the
deliveries by western farmers are marketed on this basis
- the price which he is normally paid at the local elevator,
in accordance with daily price lists sent out by grain
dealers' associations, is based on the previous day's
closing price for the future in which country purchases are
being currently hedged. Thus while hedging transactions tend
to narrow the handling margins which elevator companies,
millers, and exporters find it necessary to take, the current
prices of futures which govern the cash prices received by
farmers are tha~selves proximately influenced qy the volume
and mood of existing speculative acitivity. The volatility
of such behaviour frequently tends, indeed, to aggravate
the very fluctuations against which insurance is sought
through hedging. fl 59

57. Ibid.
58. The ReP.Qrt of .The Royal Grain Inquiry; Commission. 1938.

p. 245.
59. Patton, "Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World War," p. 221.
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In general, as might well be imagined, the grain trade denies that

hedging pressure on the futures market has reduced fall wheat prices.
60

On the other hand, the producers and at least one government report

insists that wheat prices have been depressed in the autumn by heavy
61

selling pressure during the harvest period. This controversy the

material presented in AppendiX VI has done much to resolve.

After examining evidence presented by the Winnipeg Grain
62

Exchange to the Stamp Commission for ten pre-war and ten post-war

years, the report indicates that, with one exception, "the carrying
63

charges were greater than the advance in prices". It points oub,.'

however, that the averaging o~ a number of years gives misleading

results. For instance, should the unrepresentative })Qst-war years

(1920-21 and 1929-30) be excluded, the statistics would have shown a

gain in holding grain from October to May if full commercial carrying

charges were paid. Even more important is the fact that where such

charges were not paid - as in the case of farmers· holding grain on

farms until spring - the gain would have been substantial. It is

here that the element of uncertainty in marketing becomes of great

60. Saskatchewan, Report to the Government of Saskatchewan on Wheat
Marketing by James Stewart and F1 W. Riddell, Regina, King's Printer,
1921.

61. See Ibid., pp. 10-16; The Report of the Commission to Empire
into Trading in Grain Futures, 1931, pp, 83-87; The Report of the
Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938, pp. 53, 87.

62. The Report of the Commission to Enquire into Trading in Grain
Futures, 1931, pp. 83-87.

63. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938, p. 247.
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importance to the farmer.

However, Commissioner Turgeon carries his analysis further,
64-

employing a study by Dr. Working as the basis for his analysis •

From his statistical data Dr. Working concludes that over a period

of sixteen years the price difference between the three months for

which prices averaged lowest (October-December) and the three months

for which they averaged highest (June-August) has been a little over

7 cents. He does find "evidence of price effects, that seem legitim-

ately attributable to variations in the rate of farm marketing", but
65

believes such effects may be regarded as negligible. In any case

the principal effects are only indirectly related to the rate of

COlh~try marketing, since the Winnipeg price decline early in the

marketing season, is due to "the pressure of adjustments necessary to
66

permit a rapid export movement", and not to hedging pressure.

Dr. Working believes that such price adjustments are due to the fact

that the Winnipeg price tends to be too high at the beginning of the

season and not because of rapid country marketing or an excessive

rate of export. The price tends "to fall into an appropriate relation

to Liverpool only as the requirements of the situation are clarified
67

in the course of meeting them. ft

64. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938.
p. 248; citing Working, H., "Price Effects of Canadian Wheat Marketing",
Wheat Studies, vol. nv (2), October, 1937, pp. 37-68.

65. See Ibid. Dr. Working notes that price effects of country
marketing were more noticeable in the thirties, but does not indicate
whether this was the result of technological developments or of other
influences.

66. Ibid., p, 249; see also Mathieson, .2J2.cit., pp. 42-43.
67. Cited in The Report of the Royal Grain Inguirx Commission,
~, p. 249.
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While Dr. Working recognized that during the period under

study certain organizations and measures -- i.e. Wheat Pools,

Stabilization operations, and the Wheat Board were operating to

relieve hedging pressure, he had, as the report points out, "no

information on the technical conditions of the Winnipeg futures
68

market where the bulk of the hedging is done"; But Hoffman's
69

study mentioned previously would seem to indicate that a knowledge

of these "Technical conditions" is important. This view is substant
70

iated by another study which finds that an "irregular but wel1-

defined tendency toward two cycles per 12 months" exist in futures

prices in the United States. This study found that:-

These cycles are occasioned only indirectly, if at all,
by fundamental conditions such as the balance between de
mand and supply, the rate of marketing and kindred
factors. They are governed in the main by what may be
~rmed broadly the 'technical conditions' of the market,
including the degree of public participation and the
way in which the numerous small traders enter and leave
the market. 71

While the report of the Royal Commission was able to show that similar

68. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission. 1938, p, 249.
69. "Past and Present Theory Regarding Futures Trading".
70. "Seasonal Tendencies in Wheat Futures Prices", H. S. Irwin,

United States Dept. of Agriculture, Grain Futures Administration,·
January, 1936. (Commission Exhibit No. 538).

71. Ibid. as cited by The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commis
sion, 1938. p, 249.
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cycles exist in Canadian futures prices, the Commissioner was hand-

icapped by the fact that he lacked the knowledge of the technical
72-

conditions of the Winnipeg market. It would seem that the 1938

Royal Commission blundered in not making this a special object of

investigation.

Despite this handicap, the Commissioner directed his

attention towards a discovery of the existence and extent of seasonal

tendencies in Winnipeg prices. After considering data for a fifteen-

year period (July 1922 to August 1937), he found that the price rise

from autumn to the following spring is no greater than the cost of

carrying, "nor in fact is the total rise from autumn to the following

July, although the actual period of the major part of such rise, namely,

from June to July ••• would not itself justify, on a cost basis, the
73

magnitude of the rise at that time". The price rise from January to

July tends to be concentrated in M2cY or July - the average rise from

May to August being 71 cents. Similarly the data indicates that the

summer to autumn decline is also in accord with the factor of carrying

costs. ·Cash wheat available in July and August is old crop, and on

the long-term average, it would be expected that its price would

reflect carrying costs, whereas in the September-December period the

price is determined by the new crop before carrying costs have been

72. See Mehl, J. M., 110bjectives of Federal Regulation of the Commod
ity Exchanges", Journal of Farm Economics, vol XIX, Feb. 19.37, pp.
313-.318. The United States Grain Futures Administration have records
dating back to 1924. These records include much technical data on
United States futures markets. Since July 1, 19.36 the Administration
became the Commodity Exchange Administration.

73. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938,p. 251.
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74
incurred.- According to the report's estimate, the average fall

in price is 7-3/8 cents - a fall which takes place almost entirely

from August to September. Thus it is seen that there are two clearly-

The discovery of these trends led Justice Turgeon to con-

elude that, while "The fact of the trend is explained by carrying

charges••• the measure of the rise and the time of its occurrence
76

seem to depend·in part on other factors ••• ft These lfother factors"

become apparent when attention is shifted from cash prices to futures

prices. While facts and theory correspond as far as cash prices are

concerned, such is not the case with respect to futures prices.

Theoretically, a perfectly-functioning futures market
should not reveal seasonal movements in long-term average
prices. Over a sufficient length of time, the course of
anyone future should indicate a tendency to be horizontal,
lacking any special influence, for cash wheat carrying costs
do not affect futures prices in one month more than in
another. On examination, however, it appears that Winnipeg
futures prices follow much the same general trend as cash
prices, though the magnitude of fluctuations is somewhat
smaller. 77

The report asserts that, while the autumn declines in futures prices
occur almost entirely from August to September, they are not the

result of some active force driving prices down but they "really

74. Ibid.,pp. 251-252.
75. Commissioner Turgeon admits that he lays himself open to the

charge of understating seasonal tendencies, particularly the tendency
to lower prices in the autumn than in the summer, due to the effects
which Pool, Stabilization, and·~beat Board operations might have had
in lessening the so-called selling-pressure. For the charge to have
meaning will depend on the general question Uwhether mere 'hedging
pressure' as distinct from the known size of the crop and world condit
ions generally, has any effect on prices at a1l. u(p.250) "Howeverll , the
report continues, "in the absence of knowledge on the technical con
ditions such as 'the time and nature, and specific eff.e,.ct Qf hedging
sales! and of the actual breadth and liquidlty 01' the WinnJ.peg ma.rket
and the nature of the activities of those who buy and sell there are
~vaila!,le, this problem must be left to rival schools of opinion".
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consist of recession from unduly high prices created by speculative
78

bull movements in the preceding spring or sUInmerll • In other words,

prices tend to return to "normal" after the removal of "the active
79

influence of 1crop-scare buying'." As indicated above, this

influence is usually felt in the Winnipeg market in July, but

occasionally in May. If the bull movement should go too far, the

recession from the high prices so established usuallycornes in

Winnipeg in September. The report IS summary and conclusions appear

to be sufficiently relevant to be quoted in full:

1. There is an autumn decline, in relation to the previous
summer, in both cash and futures prices, and a co-related
rise which occurs chiefly in the following May or July, and
sometimes in both these months.

2. Considered by themselves, cash prices do not indicate
variations over the year as a whole greater than would be
expected to be caused by mounting carrying charges, although
the rise in prices which sometimes occurs between May and
July indicates that other influences are also at work.

3. The course of futures prices, however, gives evidence
of a tendency towards at least one and sometimes two periods
of pronounced speculative price rises, almost always in ThIay
and/or July, and this speculative influence also accounts
for a part of the rise in cash prices.

4. The decline in all prices in the autumn appee~s to be
chiefly a recession from previous rises; but in the case of
cash prices, at least part of such recession is natural in
view of the change from old crop to new crop. 80

76. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938, p. 252.
77. Ibid.
78. Ibid., p , 253.
79. Ibid.
80. The Report of the Royal Grain Inauiry Commission, 1938. PP. 56,

and 254-255.
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Thus available evidence appears to indicate that speculation

has normally been sufficient to absorb hedging pressure and prevent

undue depression of prices. The reul problem is in the excessive

speculative activity on the futures market during May and July which

leads to unwarranted price increases. It would seem that Pools might

make definite gains for the farmer at tr~s point, not by protecting

him from low' fall prices, but by being able to take advantage of the

speculative price rises in the spring and summer on behalf of the

producer. Obvfous'Ly, eell such gains from "street wheat" sold in the

,:utumn months would accrue to the grain companies, not the producers.

Paradoxically, such gains to the Pools would be contingent upon the

maintenance of the open market with the speculators providing the
81

sOlxrce of the profits. It Juust be noted, however, that over a period

of eight years examined by the Royal Commission, the gains in cash

prices from fall to spring were greater then the commercial carrying

charges involved, and substantially. greater than the cost involved
82

in holding grain on the farm. In view of these facts, the Royal

Commission commended the Pool for relieving "its members of their

principal market worries, which are considerable, and (proeuring)
83

them a uniform price within each year•• It

81. See The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1.9.21!,
pp. 56-61; also Stewart, "The Profits of Professional Specul.a'tor-a'",

82. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938,p. 247.
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In the light of available evidence it must be assumed that

hedging operations support the market when harvest pressure is most

severe. Since a cost is involved in all insurance, however, it is

relevant to inquire into the apportionment of the cost of futures

trEtding. In the opinion of the members of the 1938 Royal Conuniseion

flthe most likely answer to the question is that the cost of some of

the hedging is charged to the producer (for instance the county

elevator's hedging costs) and that of some of it to the consumer

(i.e. millers' buying hedges) but that the whole of the cost of

speculation is borne by neither the producer nor the consumer but by
84

the speculators themselves". Historically, according to the report,

the spread between the Winnipeg and Liverpool prices is less than the

83. Ibid., p, 92.
84. The I!eport of the Royal Gr~p. Inquiry Commission, 1938, p, 57.

See p. 61, for the :following statement:
"In my opinion, the result of this inquiry into specula
tion and hedging is to show by reasonable inference: (1)
that speculators I costs are paid by themselves, while
hedgers' costs are charge~against the grain; (2) that in
the aggregate the speculators are losers and therefore make
a money contribution to the market where the only other
operators are the hedgers; (3) that w~~tever benefit the
market received through speculators' losses is passed on to
the producers and consumers mainly as a result of the
competition among themselves of the hedgers as traders. It

See also Stewart, flThe Profits of Professional Speculatorsfl • Also
Taylor, "Speculation, Short Selling, and the Price of 1iVheat tt •

par-td.cul ar-Iy p. 266; and The Report of the Royal Grain Inouirv Commis
sion, 12J8, p. 57, for statements by Dr. J.W. T. Duvel, Chief of the
Grain Futures Administration. --
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cost of handling, storing and transporting - a situation which
85

11is brought about in the main by the speculator and at his expense".

If the crop is large the consumer gets most of the benefit, if small
86

most of the advantage falls to the producer.

Two principal facts emerge from this brief glance a.t futures

trading. The first is that, while serious imperfections in the futures

markets have been demonstrated, the system suffers noticeably less

from a de ted.Led analysis than many of its opponents might expect; and,

second, that our knowledge is not sufficiently complete .- particularly

with regard to the technical conditions of the Canadian market -- to

permit final judgments. As indicated earlier, if it were possible to

consider the futures market in strict isolation, there might be general

-- though not unanimous agreement that that system offers the

best method for the marketing of Canadian wheat, despite its admitted

imperfections. It was also suggested that such an institutional

e..nalysis is useful in clearing away the clouds of confusion respecting

SS:-The ReP9rt of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commissian, 1938! p, 60'
cites a London statement as follows:

"It is our considered opinion that the average daily price
at which Canadian wheat is sold in Europe is lower than the
average daily price registered in the Winnipeg Market,
indicating that the Ca.nadian grower by the existing system
is getting a higher price than the C.I.F. parity of the
same day. In other words, his wheat is marketed in. the con
suming countries without any charge to him."

86. The Report of the Royal Grain Inq]l.j.ry C,9mmis,sion, 19.28, p•. 56.
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the source of agricultural ills. It would appear that the major ills

from which the producer suffers cannot be traced to the futures system

as such -- or, in other words, considered strictly within the context

of the wheat market, futures trading appears to work reasonably well.

The agricultural problem, in fact, goes far deeper than the normal

defects com~on to all man-made institutions. Thus an institutional

analysis cannot provide a really effective or conclusive attack on the
en

system. The obvious defects of futures trading can hardly be said to

be fundamental and may be more than offset by the advantages which the

system offers. Quite apart from its function of narrowing margins and

securing the economic advantages of competition, it has contributed'

greatly to the phenomenal growth in international specialization and

has much to commend it as a mechanism for improving the free flow of

goods in international tra.de. It is necessary to turn from a study of

institutions to a study of the agricultural problem in order to gain a

sound basis of knowledge on which to erect a rational price policy.

Before considering the agricultural marketing problem within

the context of the real world, it might be well to investigate briefly

the attitude of the trade towards wheat pools and wheat boards. Why

does the trade strenuously oppose any limitation of futures trading?

--g:r: See Johnson, .2£. cit., p. 129. 'The limitations ofa purely
institutional solution are indicated in the following statement:

"There seems no likelihood that any structural changes can
be made in private commodity markets which will reduce price
uncertaint~T to a significant degr-ee ,"

88. The fact that such convictions may represent a rationalizatipn
of self-interest does not invalidate this rerrlark.
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The fact should not be overlooked that many engaged in the trade IDay

be intellectually convinced that the open~arket system works to the
88

best advantage for all concerned. It has been noted that the

deductive approach can hardly fail to support the view which believes

in the general excellence of the futures system. Despite defects which

a careful analysis reveals, these imperfections have failed as yet to

offer conclusive evidence that another institutional arrangement (also

~considered in isolation) cOlud improve upon the futures system •..
Fundamentally, however, the trade supports the open market for the

same reasons that the producer- opposes it -- for economic reasons.

Tris raises the question: How do limitations on the free market reduce

the economic advantages of the trade? Obviously, to the extent that

a pool (Whether a cooperative or a government board) captures the

wheat marketing business, elevator companies lose their comnlission on

every bushel so pooled, as do exporters if direct selling is adopted.

In other wards, the potentially most profitable function of the grain

companies - i.e. merchandizing is reduced. Furthermore, to

the extent that a pool employs its own facilities, the warehousing

function of grain companies also suffers from intensified competition.

It Should be emphasized that the Canadian Pools provided both ware-

housing and merchandizing services at cost, thus offering severest

88. The fact that such convictions may represent a rationalization
of self-interest does not invalidate this remark.
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competition toUline" elevators. With a compulsory Wheat Board, of

course, all elevator companies become merely warehousing corporations,

and a strong likelihood exists that private exporters will be complete-

ly by-passed. Under such a system. commission merchants and broker-s

ifficult to understand the a.ttitude of trade interests, but their

rally narrow view of the problem and intransigence with regard to
89

arch for greater aecurity for the farmer can only tend to

ine public sympathy for their position and affect detrimentally

the strength of their case for the open market.

The lack of r-eal.Lsm in the policies advocated by grain-trade

interests and the reasons for that lack of reaJ.ism have been outlined.

The reasons why government investigations particularly royal

89. Maj or H. C. L. Strange in an address to the Saskatchewan
Employers' Association~ Regina, 1949, on "Freedom, Liberty and Free
Enterprise", said (p.S):

"It is the duty, then, of all alert citizens to preserve
their own senses, to be on the lookout for these popul.ar
delusions, such as we have today for security and stability,
to oppose them and everlastingly to point out the dangers
as one by one these delusions and Socialistic steps appear."

Economics, TllJelve years before he had written in the Journal 9f Farm
vol. XIX, February, 1937, p. 276:

~We need in Canada an institution that will retain its
economic sanity while the masses suffer .from this madness;
and furthermore that will explain to the sufferers how mad
they are and will point out the true econamfc way. 11
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should reflect the same restricted outlook are more

obscure. Nevertheless, they have been clearly indicated by Dr. Fowke

in the following passage:

In appointing agricultural commissions in the nineteen
twenties and ttdrties the Domirdon and Provincial govern
ments recalled their happy experiences with such commissions
before 1914 and continued to hope that their reports might
contain reco~~endations which would be efficacious as well
as politically expedient. However, if efficacy and exped
iency should prove incompatable,as they increasingly appeared
to do, then efficacy must give way to expediency. Agricultural
com.missioners were not told what to report and what not to
report. Discretion in the selection of cOmTtiissioners and
in the draftingoftErJn:S of reference provided adequate safe
gtlards against unwelcome proposals.

Members of Canadian agricultural commissions of inquiry
appointed during the inter-war years were regarded by the
governments which appointed them essentially as magicians.
It wac their job to pull the rabbit of effective agricult
ural policy out of the hat of a freely operating agricult
ural price system. The hat was always the same. Sometimes
the magicians changed; sometimes they did not. In any
ease they were all trained in the Smith-Mill/Marshall school
of frictionless politico-economic wizardry. With this
training, and from the given hat, successive royal magicians
drew great quantities of fluff - but no rabbit. 90

Further comment is scarcely required. In the inter-war period the

Canadian government flfaced post-war problems with pre-war solutions
91

which by this time were obso1ete-. With the shrinkage in the rate

of expansion of the Atlantic economy, the agriculture problem,

formerly quiescent, now became malignant in the extreme. Inevitably

90. Fowke, "Royal Commissions and Canadian Agricultural Policyll,
C.J.E.P.S., vol. XIV, May 1948, p. 174.

91.' Ibid., p. 175.
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the question was ra.ised "whether anything could be done for the

farmer so long as he W[;.s left in his residual and unprotected position
92

within a freely working price system. 1t The grain trade and the

government said ·Yes," with the former being content to state the

~obvious", and the latter proving its case through judiciously-selected
93

royal commissions. The Canadian farmers said "Notf, thus showing

th~lse1ves to be the only important element concerned with the problem
94

who were not a generation behind the economic facts. The untenable

nature of their position was so apparent to the wheat growers that a

contemporary observer said; "The organized farmers lean heavily toward

collectivist principles, and seem to have become tired of the shibboleths
95

of free competition. 1t ~ By deductive reasoning the grain trade and

92. ~.
93. Cf. Innis, H. A., "The Penetrative Powers of the Price System,"

C.J.E.P.S., vol. VI, August, pp. 299-319. On page 317 Innis has this
to say:

ftThe effectiveness of the price system within the state is
evident in the attempts to reinforce pecuniary by political
values. The successful politician is precluded from policies
which indicate class of self-interest but he is successful
in so far as he succeeds in enlisting the support of the
price system."

94. See The Saskatchewan Co-operative Producers Limited, Speculation
or Co-operation? Regina, 1948, p. 5:

ItThe main objection to the open market system, of which
futures trading is the heart, is not that it does badly
the job for which it was formed. The objection is that
it was not set up to do· the job that every farmer knows must
be done. This is to give the farmer stability, security and
a f[~ir standard of Iiving •n

95. Grant, H. C., "Canadian Agricultural Policy", Journal of Farm
Economics, vol. nI, February, 1937, p. 255.
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royal commissions easily demonstrated that free competition through

the futures market worked to the advantage of the producer by narrow-

ing margins, leveling out price fluctuations, and by introducing the

advantages of specialization in the marketing process. But in the

inter-war period they were quite unable to show how a freely operating

price system could contribute to the security and the stability of

the western farmer. They were content to draw "great quantities of

fluff" from the "hat", hoping that it might be mistaken for the rabbit

of stability and security. But in view of the farmers' refusal to

accept their findings, it is not surprising that the trade should

look upon security and st;~bility as the principal enemy of the "true
96

economic way. tf

It is evident that a reorientation of the agricultural

problem within a real-world context must now be sought. This is so

becsuse consideration of whea.t marketing in terms of the abstractions

of classical economists has been highly unrealistic. It is even more

necessary because such economic thinking has been, in the past, pro-

ductive of policies both unfair to the producer and uneconomic from

the national point of view. The reasons why the limited approach

must necessarily be mistaken were outlined earlier in the chapter.

96. Strange, "Canadian Agricultural Policy: A Discussion",
Journal of Farm Economics, vol. XIX, February, 1937, p, 276.
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Briefly agriculture is faced with many of the probl.eme of a declining

industry in a dynamic world - problems which affect both demand

and supply conditions. On the demand side the following fa.ctors

contribute to this problem: (1) the declining rate of population

growth, (2) the low income elasticities of demand for food and fibre,

(3) the unpredictable and violent effects of our unstable monetary
97

system upon agricultural prices, and (4) the equally unpredic table

and violent effects of arbitrary interference with the normal course

of world trade (interference which, incidentally, may be the result

of the restrictive trade policies o£ producing countries). On the

supply side equally important factors intensify the problem. They

are: (1) the rapid rate of technological advance in agriculture com-

bined with the problem of the small farm adjusting to rapid technolog

ical change, (2) the problem of responding intelligently to price
98

motivation in an industry dominated by uncertainty, (3) agricultural

responsibility for the net growth in population, (4) the problem of a

competitive industry adjusting to an economic order characterized by

natural and statutory (tariff-induced) monopoly, and (5) finally the

physical problem of uncertainty in the production of grain. Clearly

Long-run factors are tending to increase supply relat.ive to demand,

-9i~"-s;; J o1lllson, .2.£. c1t':;-p-:--10.---.-.-------.-'-".-.-..-~'--.-.-'- -_.-
98. Ibid., p. 74, Professor Johnson notes six methods by which

price expectations are derived, and indicates that a large degree of
uncertainty is characteristic of each.
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while the normal dif'ficulties of surplus are greatly intensified by
99 .

the volatile na.ture of demand in an unstable economy. Under these

cirCillfistances, automatic correctives ca~~ot take place, and the result-

ing insecurity and instability the farmer will no longer bear. This

preoccupation with stability and security may be thought by some the

result of lImadness" and "popular delusions", but when the problem is

considered in its true perspective it is seen to be the consequence

of rational human motivation.

To be realistic, an agricultural price policy must take

fully into account the functions of prices: Prices "gufde production,

channel products into trade, distribute income over time, and distribute
100

income alllong persons". Before the first World War the price system

was expected to perform, not only the production and marketing role,

but the dual income role as well. In an era characterized by an

expanding Atlantic economy and relatively free international trade,

the price system did manage to perform all its four functions tolerably

well, and some of them ver,f well. But it is clearly asking too much

to expect the mecllanism of relative prices to accomplish effectively

these same objectives today. Dr. Schultz poses the problem as follows:

"Are we making (the pricing syst~n) less efficient than it would

See Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Econonu:, chap. iii.
Schultz, uNeeded A Production and Marketing Price Policyfl,

99.
100.

p. 36.

---........-----:--------------------------------'---
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otherwise be in performing the more limited tasks tbat are within
101

its capacity?" Both theory and experience, he believes, dictate an

affirmative reply to this question. He ~Tites:-

I believe that our pricing system can be made efficient
in guiding production ~nd in channeling products into con
s~~ption. I doubt, however, that prices are a suitable
means for tfstabilizing" the income from farming when mass
unemployment hits our economy. Nor are they satisfactory
for lessening the inequality in income among farmers. 102

In other words, if the dual income function were no longer assigned to

the pricing system, that system would be enabled to play its role in

production and marketing in an efficient manner. The problem then

is to discover some means to stabilize farm income over time and to

lessen the inequality of income between farmers, and between agri-

culture and the rest of the economy. There are, then, two major

problems. The solution of the first is properly the task of the

pricing system. The solution of the second, the income problem,

da~ands more direct measures of government intervention. As for the

first problem, it is necessary to consider the contribution price policy

Can make to resource allocation and also to the marketing problem (which

has both domestic and external aspects). With regard to the second,

the problem of stability (or income distribution over time) must be

studied as must the problem of security (which is related more

101. Ibid.
102. Ibid.
103. Johnson,.2.l2• .£ll., p , 8.
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specifically to an equitable distribution of income between persons,

groups and regions). It is the task of the immediately succeeding

pages to outline the general principles of agricultural policy as

envisaged by the Schultz-Johnson analysis. These general principles

will then be used as the theoretical ·framework for an evaluation of

CHnadian practice in the rea~rn of' agrlculturalpolicy.

Important as price policy is to efficient production, it

must be realized that resource allocation in agriculture "can be

improved only when three fundamental characteristics of price behavior
103

of the past have been eliminated or greatly changed." In the first

place, it is essential to reduce to a minimum the great degree of

instability in the generil priee level, since wildly fluctuating prices

can be at best poor production guides. In the second place, "the leng-

thy time spans when the alternative marginal returns to many resources
104

are zero or approximately so must beeliminated. ff Obviously, short-

run cyclical fluctuations in employment and income in industrial

sectors of the economy prevent an efficient functioning of the pricing

system. In fact, under deflationary conditions, additional resources

tend to be funnelled into agriculture. Price policy has little to

offer -- except indirectly -- in the correction of these basic

defects of unstable economies. "~at is required is an integrated

103. Johnson,.22. cit., p , 8.
104. Johnson,.Q.1l. 01 t., p, 8.
105. Schultz, Agriculture in an_Unstable Economy, p. 219.
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monetary-fiscal policy -- with full consideration given to the

international implications of that policy. This is the first line

of defense against the instability of agricultural income which results
105

from fluctuations in demand. It is, however, in the correction of

the third characteristic of past price behavior that agricultural price

policy can make a major contribution. Unpredictable movements in the

general level of prices and the prices of particular commodities give

rise to a great deal of uncertainty in agricultural production. It

is "as a means of reducing the deleterious impact of uncertainty
106

upon the allocation of resources" that Johnson advocates a "forward~

pricing" policy for agriculture.

Briefly stated, .forward prices "are minimwn guaranteed prices

announced far enough in advance to guide farmers in their production
107

plans". The superiority of such prices as production guides over

the unpredictable and fluctuating prices of the open market is apparent.
lOS

How or by whom are these prices to be determined? The task of

determining price expectations is placed in the hands of a group of

experts who estimate the anticipated prices for at least a production

105. Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, p , 219.
106. Johnson,.2.2. cit., p, S.
107. Johnson, "Agricultural Price Policy - 1948 Style",~

Policy Forum, vol. II , January, 19/+9, p. 18.
108. See Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, pp. 13.3-141.
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109
period in advance. The government then assures the farmers that

they will receive the anticipated prices (or some fraction thereof).

It should be recalled that the purpose of a forward-price system is

both to reduce the price uncertainty confronting the farmer and to

transfer a significant portion of such uncertainty to the economy as

a whole. Thus f'orward prices "represent a technique for making the
110

price system work more effectivelyfl. A reduction in uncertainty

however, will not occur unless forward prices actually result in an

Improvement in the accuracy of expectations. Parity prices cannot
III

achieve this goal since they are a goal in themselves. Forward

prices do provide B a procedure which promises to increase the
112

accuracy of price expectations", thus reducing the price uncertainty

confronting the farmer. Furthermore, by providing certain price

guarantees they fltransfer the financial results of errors in price
113

expectations from the individual producer to the economy as a who.Le , n

109. Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, p , 132. Of these
experts Johnson states:

"Given the possibilities of specialization in training and in
concentration upon the task of formulation price expectations,
a group of experts are in a position to make much more accurate
estimates of futures prices than can individual producers."

110. Ibid.
111. Ibid., pp. 10-11, Johnson says in this connection:

"Parity is backward-looking; forward prices look toward the
future. Parity prices utilize prices as goals or ends to be
attained: a forward-price system use prices as a means of
attaining the desired allocation of resources. Parity-price
relationships tend to maintain or aggravate existing maladjust
ments; forward prices are a vehicleai~ng in readjustment."

112. Ibid., p. 132.
113. Ibid.
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Since the pricing system will be strengthened to the extent that price

~~certainty is reduced, it is important to consider briefly the deter-

mination of forward-prices and some measures whereby the accuracy of

expectations may be assured.

In determining forv!ard prices, it is necessary to consider

the L~pact of ~~certainty on agricultural production in terms of

flexibility, choice of factors, and scale of operations. Here two

significant elements must be recognized: the effects of the elimination

or reduction of short-run price uncertainty and long-run income un-

certainty. Only fleXibility is significantly related to short-~ln price

uncertainty or to uncertainty as to relative prices of various
114

agricultura1 products. Cyclical influences, i.e. uncertainty of

movements in the general level of prices are important in a

determination of choice of factors and scale of operations in agriculture.

UIn other words, the choice of factors as influenced by risk aversion

and capital rationing is based more on the possibility of a sudden
115

collapse of the general level of agricultural prices." The same

generally holds true of the factors limiting the size of the farm.

Thus if a strong monetary-fiscal policy could even out cyclical fluct-

uations in farm prices, factor allocation and the scale of operations

114. Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, pp. 136, 140.
115. Ibid., p. 140.
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in agriculture would be largely corrected. In other words, "most of

the gains which would accrue from forward prices for more than one
116

production period would be achieved". Put dif~erently, the chief

gains of forward prices arise indirectly through the effects which

the reduction of price uncertainty would tend to have on the problem

of capital rationing. With greater capital investment in agriculture,

greater returns to labour would be made possible.

It is not sufficient merely to determine forward prices.

Economic fluctuations although they may possibly be reduced in

intensity - willlilall.probability continue. As a consequence,

some safety devices to ensure agricultural income will be needed.

These devices may well "take the form of a commftment that either farm

prices or farm income will not be allowed to fall below some specified

proportion of prices or income which would prevail under full employ
117

ment" However, quite apart from the maintainance of income stabil-

ity, the determination of forward prices must be supplemented by some

techniques to ensure tha.t announced prices will rnaterializ.e, since

perfect accuracy of price forecasting cannot be relied upon. The

116. Ibid., p. 141.
117. Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, p. 141.
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principal techniques to be used to assure the minimum prices

guaranteed by forward prices ere -- among others income
118 119 120

transfers similar to the food-stamp plan, storages, and direct payments
121

as supplements to the market price. Inevitable production
122

fluctuations which would otherwise make accurate forward pricing

difficult, may be largely accounted for by storage plans; whereas

supplementary pa~~ents which make up the difference between the

market and the forward price "have the major role of offsetti~g the
123

effect of tradefluctuations ff • However, as emphasized repeatedly,

both tec~~iques are definitely second~ to fla broad monetary-fiscal
124

policy which operates to stabilize demand at a high level."

118. Ibid. pp. 142-145.
119. Ibid., chap. x; see also Johnson, "Agricultural Price Policy

- 1945 Style", p. 20.
120. See Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, chap. xii; also

Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable EcononJ,.l, chap. x,
121. Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, pp. 141-142. In

commending the use of supplementary payments and storages as means of
assuring accuracy in forward-price determination, Johnson has this to
say (p. 145):

"Most methods of carrying out the price commitments result
in a relatively inefficient distribution of the resQlting
product. Storages do not have this effect, nor does the

. use of supplementary payments to make up the difference
between the market price and the forward price. If all
consu~ers similarly located pay the SLme price for a product,
given the distribution of incomes, maximtun consumer satisfac
tion is achieved. No other pricing technique permits a
similar distribution of product among consumers."

122. See Jolmson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, chap. Xiii; also
Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, chap. xi.

123. Johnson, Forvfard Prices for Agriculture, p , 147.
124. Ibid.
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Under a system where relative prices of both factors and
125

products are made the keystone of agricultural policy, consumers

are not forced to pay prices artificially held above the market price.

The United States, where the parity-price principle prevails, and

pre-war Europe, where high-cost domestic production was protected qy

high tariffs, may be cited as exmnples where consumers were forced to

subsidize producers. Should a forward-price policy be substituted for

the ~igh support-price policy in such countries, what happens,

essentially, is that producers maintain their general economic position

by exchanging a semi-monopoly position for a greater price certainty.

It is i.ll1portant to. note that by freeing market prices rather than

maintaining them above competitive levels, the price system will be

enabled to perform its second function: namely, that of channelling

farm products into markets both at home and abroad. Rather than

subsidize less production as in the thirties, a price policy of this
126

nature tends to subsidize more consumption, and this without

necessarily reducing -- and pnobably increasing the stEbility

of agricultural income. With supplementary policies such as the

food-allotment plan in the national field, and plans to subsidize

consumption by the peoples of food-L~porting nations such as were

125 • Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, p. 242.
126. Ibid., p , 241, 242. This is the heart of the -Brannan plan. n
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proposed at the International Federation of P~ricu1t~~~ Producers
127

at Guelph in June, 1949, human welfare could be incalculably

increased if national and internatir:mal programmes could be integrated

along these lines.

Since it may he taken for grunted that thp. kind of unreg-

ulated pricing syst.em which opera.tE~d before the first World War is

gone forever, the solution of the whe~t marketing problem is seen to

rest heavily on a new synthesis of world trade, perhaps along the

lines discussed in Chapter Five. Basic to an improvement in world

trade is the adoption of more liberal trading policies by Canada and

the United States. Trade restrictions can only result in injury to

export industries and particularly to agricultural industries

since overseas purchasing power will be reduced in proportion to the

restrictions Dnposed. Liberal trading policies will aid both consumer

and producer in the international field, as the removal of price

supports above the market level woul,d do in the national sphere,

provided the principle of a guaranteed level of farm income was main-

tained. The removal of inconsistencies. between agrdcul.tural and trade

policies is flLnd2IDental to the success of a forward-price policy for

12-7-:TheCoun..trx Guide, ~ly 1949-'-- Such subsidies shocld not-~-
taken to mean the unf.Lat.er-al, export subsidies which have formed a
traditiona1 part- and em inevitable part - of the P..mer-Lean paritJi-
price agriculturAl policy. Unilateral action along these lines can
only be destructive of the interests of other producing nations, and
productive of uneconomic afLccat.fon of resources, and retB~iator:y

policies of economic nation&lism. International action to lifiprove
the production and distribution of food is quite another matter.
See. Jo}1..nson,lTAgricv~tur[~ Price Policy - 19~.8 St;yle tf , pp, 20-21.
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agr-Icul, ture.

The ways in which forward pricing can llcprove the capacity

of the price system to perform its two major functions

guiding production and channelling products into trade

i.e.

have been

considered. It r~s been seen that, in order to be really effective,

sucb a policy must form a part of an over-all fiscal policy designed to

mitigate economic fluctuations. It has also been seen that a forvvard-

pricing system must reauce, not only short-run price uncertainty, but

also long-run income uncertainty in order to function properly. How-

ever, the reduction of long-run income uncerta.inty Lmpl.Les direct gov-

ernment intervention intended to result in income transfers. In other

words, price policy b~s little to contribute to a solution of the dual

income pro blem the distribution of income over time and between -

persons. As a consequence, f'orward prices become "nd.ndmum guaranteed

prices", impl:ying direct payments to farmers should the market price

fall be~ovJ the forvlard:::::rice. Classical economists might argue that

such pa~aents must interfere with the operation of the price system.

This would be true if full empLoymerrt were taken for granted. But

during a depression it cannot be argued that the prevailing set of

relative prices results in the most economic allocation of resou.rces.

If another set puts more factors to -or'k then, ion all probabilit JT ,

128
the efficiency of resource allocation is improved. Furthermore,
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the clliilulative effect of lowered ferTIi income on business activity must

be avoided and thus specific progr-ammes to maint.ain farm income are

required. It is to the problem of income instability in agriculture

that attention must now be turned.

Schultz outlines the significant elements of the agricultural

income problem as follows: In the first place, fluctuations in business

activity result in fluctuations in farm prices which are even greater

than those of prices generally. Secondly, in their attempt to maintain

income when lower prices prevail during a depression, farmers may, if

anytbing, put more effort into producing agricultural products. In

the third place, llthe distribution of the labour force is worsened, for

as farm prices fall cycle-wise not only fewer persons leave agriculture
129

but a net migra.tion to farms may take pl.ace'", Under these circum-

stances the mechanism of relative prices becomes quite ineffective in

transferring excess labour resources out of agriculture. Production

remains relativel:y constant in agriculture while wide var-Latd.ons occur

in the industrial sector. As a consequence of ~his fact, economic

fluctuations in the industrial sector transmit exaggerated dislocations

to the agriculturel sector through induced fluctuations in farm prices

and not because price fluctuations result in major contractions in
130

agricultural production. Thus the instability of farm incomes forms

129. Schultz, "TVro Conditions Necessary for Economic Progress in
Agriculture", C.J.E.P.S., vol. X May, 1944, pp. 306-7.

130. Ibid., p. 308.
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the heart of the cyclical problem as it relates to agriculture. Past

]@erican agricultural policy through production control has tended to

follow the course by which private industry has tr&ditionally met the

problems of deficient demand arising from cyclical fluctuations:

nmnely, to reduce supply in order to maintain prices. Since it is the

unique attribute of agriculture in industrial economies to maintain

stable production throughout the cycle, agricultural policy should be

designed to maint&in and enhance the steadiness of that production

just as fiscal policy should try to accomplish the same stability

for industry. But as long as the indl;lstrial sector remains unstcble,

the price fluctuations, which will result from a policy of stable

agricultural production, will require that agricultural policy should

also be designed to offset the adverse effects on farm incomes.

The situation discussed in the above paragraph raises the

following questions: Can a single policy hope to attain both object

ives i.e. stable farm production and stable farm incomes -- or are

they inherently incompatible~ It should be noted that while high

support prices such as have been maintained in the United States do

lessen price uncert&inty confronting the farmer, they are virtually

useless in protecting the farmer from adverse demand develol~lents.

In fact, as effective demand falls off during a depression, high support

prices will cause dema.nd to fall much further than would a policy
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designed to permit prices to fall with the market while other means

to support agricultural income were employed. In addition, such a

policy would have the added advantage of interfering less with

resource allocation. In view of this Schultz asserts that:-

ftA system of compensa'tory price payments to farmers
employed as a counter-cyclical measure appears to be
required to lessen the adverse farm income effects
caused largely by the erratic performances of the non-
agricultural sector of the economy instead of
using programmes to control and adjust agricultural
output to fit the cyclic8~ fluctuations in demand of farm
products, or of using support prices to keep market prices
from falling below specified levels. D 131

It should be apparent that the solution will not be found in agriculture

alone but in an over-all prograrr~e designed to lessen the instability

of the economy as a whole. It should be equally clear that special

income safety devices are required for agriculture.

To reiterate,if compensatory price payments are to be effect-

Unless such stability is attained, large counter-cyclical payments to

farmers might be required. On the other hand, success in such a po'l.Lcy

would minimize the necessity for depression payments. Thus two lines

of defense are required against the instability of agricultural income

131. Schultz, "~vo Conditions Necessary for Economic Progress in
Agriculture fl , p. 310.

132. Schultz, Agriculture in an UnstLble Economy, p. 219.
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caused by fluctuations in demand. On the one hand, some would put

their faith entirely in the first line of defense i.e. a general

fiscal policy -- and consider agriculture policy merely "as a foot
133

note to the mathematical exposition of the full-enlployment millenium"
134

For them the second line of defense i.e. a counter-cyclical

policy for agriculture is little more than a communication trench.

On the other hand, agriculturists who insist that market prices be

supported above natural levels are, in effect, seriously weakening the

first defense line. Hereafter it will be asswned that, while the

agricultural policy to be adopted will be compatible in all respects

with an effective fiscal policy, special plans for maintaining agric-

ultural income are necessary. It is this second defence line which

falls more explicit~y into the category of agricultural policy.

Schultz outlines the principal features of these proposed

depression payments as follows: The purpose of compensatory price

payments is to offset in full or in part, the reduced prices received

by farmers as a result of business depression and unemployment.

These payments are defined as payments flequal to the difference between

the market price at the time a farmer sells his product and the pre

depression price (o~ such part of the pre-depression price as public

1.33. Johnson, FOr\JVard Prices for Agriculture: A Review by
V. C. Fowke,·C.J.E.P.S., vol. XIV, August 1948, p. 398.

134. Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, p. 220.
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135
policy deems appropriate)". With a system of forward prices the

government, would commence to make payments to .farmers as soon as the

market price fell below the announced forward price or the "pr e-

depression" price. The payments would cease when the market price

equalled or exceeded the f'orward price. It is instructive to consider

what this approach can accomplish by way of farm-income maintenance.

By leaving market prices free to equilibrate the supply with the demand,

it would reduce interference with internal and external trade to a

minimum. Since it would not maintain agricultural prices at artificial

levels consumers would have the benefit of cheap food during a depres-

sian. It implies governmental expenditures which would increase in

proportion as farm prices fell. Since most farm .families receive low

incomes, compensatory payments would go principally to the lower income

groups and thus stimulate consumption expenditures. Rather than having

the effect of curtailing agricultural production, this approach would

maintain, and might increase, the output hf farm products. It would

prevent business recession from producing major distortions in the

relative prices of agricultural products. And .finally, the de~and of

the agricultural population for the products of the industrial sector

of the economy would be maintained, and thus the cumulative deflation-

ary effects which lowered farm income has had in the past on business

activity would be avoided. The essence of this proposal is clearly

135. Schultz, "Two Conditions Necessary for Economic Progress in
Agriculture", p• .310.
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apparent. "On the one hand it is decidedly counter-cyclical in its

general effects, and on the other, it preserves that very valuable

characteristic of agriculture of continuing in full production during
136

a depression." This is what distinguishes compensatory payments

from other payment.s to agriculture. Valid arguments may be advanced in

favour of adjustment, conservation, and welfare payments, but these

are not necessarily counter-cyclical in their effects. If income

instability in agriculture caused by fluctuation in dema-nd is to be

reduced, effective counter-cyclical programmes to stabilize production

and incomes of the industrial and agricultural sectors provide the

answer.

To the present, consideration has been largely limited to

policy designed to lessen the instability of farm income caused by

fluctuation in demand. What about instabilit~y caused by fluctuation

in supply? It is only necessary to recall the history of production

in North America during the nineteen-thirties to realize the signif-

Lcance of supply fluctuations in terms of farm incomes. Furthermore,

a considereb1e proportion of prairie fanners suffer crop disasters

even in good years. A comprehensive programme of crop yield insurance
D7 D8

is required. The Prairie Farm Assistance Act might be exp&nded

136. Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable-Economy, pp.. 220:235;
See also n~u Conditions Necess~T for Economic Progress in Agricuiture"
p. 311 ..

137. See Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, p. 242; SchU}.tz,
Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, chap. xi; Patton, "Observations
on Canadian Wheat Policy Since the World War" p. 232.

13S.. 3 Geo. 6, c. 50. See Britnell, G. E., flDominion Legislation
Affecting Western Agriculture, 1939", C.J.E.r.S .. , vol. vi, May, 1940
pp. 279-282.
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and improved and combined with a comprehensive programme for moving
139

sub-marginal lands out of production.

It may be asked why attention has been placed mainly upon

instability due to demand. In the first place, this thesis on the

Wheat Board is concerned primarily with marketing, not production.

Secondly, governments can only mitigate the ravages of natural
140

disasters by conservation, assistance in movingfarm labour from

margina.l areas, and the removal of impediments to larger-scale

farnling, and reduce by crop insurance the blow to farmers suffering

crop failure. However, government can, theoretically, eliminate much

of the instability caused by fluctuating demand. Thus while supply
141

conditions must co~tinue to receive the most careful consideration,

gover~~ent agricultural policy will continue to be more actively

concerned with instability arising from the conditions of fluctuating

demand.

Nevertheless, a further point more intimately related to

supply conditions must now be stressed. Schultz states that (as

far as the United States is concerned) "price policy and compensatoIJT

payments related to prices can be of no material aid to fully half the

139. Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, chap. xi, also
Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture. chap. vii.

140. See the Prairie Farm Rehabilitation Act, 25-26, Geo. V, c. 23.,
assented to 17 April 1935:

141. fl ••• It should be pointed out that any long-run wheat
policy which Canada may adopt must take careful account
of those sharp fluctuations in yield and total production
which remain the hard core of our Canadian Wheat problem
at all .imes." Britnell, G. E., What About ~neat? published in

the series Behind the Headlines, vol II September, 1941, pp. 24-25.
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families in agriculture, families who produce relatively little for
. '~

sale and who, with few exceptions, receive exceedingly low incomes".

While, on the one hand, business fluctuations do not affect subsistence-

level or low-income farmers as much as farmers producing for sale,

on the other hand, compensatory payments are of little assistance to

these low-income farm families. ~1dle it is obvious that the west-

ern wheat economy is highly con~ercial and that in western Canada

there is no parallel to the depressed agricultural conditions such

exist in the southern United States, nevertheless there are areas on

the prairies where subsistence farming is carried on. Measures other

than compensa.tory price payments are needed to assist these sectors

of the agricultural economy. The most important of such measures is

an expanding economy designed to maintain full employment. This is

so because "the pent-up underemployment in agriculture presses heavily
143

on the farm families with the lowest incomes". Full employment

will offer the needed outlet for excess farm labour. Another measure

which SchQltz visualizes is the explicit extension of social security
144

to farm people. This social-security programme, he thinks, should

include a system of family allowances (perhaps after the Canadian

model) as an important protection for the youth of the nation in-a

l42. Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, p. 234.
143. Schultz, Agriculture in an Unstable Economy, p. 235.
1.44. See Johnson, Forward Prices for Agri..Cl.~ture, p, 242.
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sector of the economy which provides all or a large part of the net

population grovrth of the country.

The last ten pages have out.lined a theoretical £ramel-lork

which should permit a. realistic appraisal of Canadian agricultural

policy with particular reference to the place of the Canadian Wheat

Board in the administration of that policy. Two questions emerge:

(1) To what extent does the Canadian Wheat Board fit into an over-all

agricultural policy - a policy designed to improve production and

trade and to be thoroughly counter-cyclical in its effects? (2) To

what extent does Canadian agricultural policy achieve the desired

objectives? An anSwer here will necessarily be in outline only, since

a knowl.edge of VlJneat Board operations (as dealt with in Part III) is

essential to a full discussion. Nevertheless, a tentative answer

should be attempted in order to provide a basis for a later evaluation

of Board policy.

It is possible to state definitely that the Wheat Board has

never been the instrument of anyone clear-cut policy but rather of

a n~~ber of policies which have been subject to varying degrees of

emphasis from time to time. The ~~p1ied objectives of Wheat Board
145

policy may be outlined tmder four main headings. First, in the

145. This is based on a letter from Professor H. Van Vliet of the
Farm Management Department, University of Saskatchewan, to R. O.
Henlin, Assistant Editor, The Q..ountry Guide, dated July 9, 1949; and
also on a letter to the v~iter from C. B. Davidson, Secretary to the
Croladian Wheat Board, dated September 22, 1948.
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pre-war period the Board functioned primarily as a mechanism for

price support i.e. its goal was essentially an income goal.

Second, during the war the Board functioned as an important instrument

in over-all price control policy and, at the same tllue, served to some

extent as a guide to agricultural production adjustment. In addition,

it appears to have functioned as an inst~~ent of general fiscal

policy designed to control national income and to assist in the shift

ing of labour resources as required by the war emergency. Third,

during the post-war period the Board policy had been concerned prim

arily with the objective of price or income stabilization. J~d the

fourth 0 bj ective, whi.ch has been a factor in each period but a.

f~ctor of increas2ng ~nport&nce, appears to be the general goal of

market organization and marketing control. It would appear that the

Canadian government considers contract marketing under the British

Wheat Agreement to be possible only when international marketing

organizations were integrated with and coordinated by national

marketing agencies. .Although these shifting objectives make "diffieult

the study of Canadian policy and Canadian a&ninistrative procedures

in relation to the theoretical framework of agricultural policy

discussed above, an att~npt should nevertheless, be made to under

stand that policy. In addition, a brief reference should be made to

the future policy and marketing organizations which would seem most
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compatible with a policy of fonvard pricing. Until Board operations

are discussed, conclusions obviously must remain tentative. Never

theless, such conclusions may prove a useful frame of reference to keep

in mind when Vlheat Board operations are considered later in this work.

Perhaps the most useful period to discuss is that which

extended into the post-war period. By the early post-war period the

lines along which national and international marketing organizations

were developing had become distinct and the government policy of income

stabilization had become ~qually clear. Before the end of the war

both Canada and the United States had co~nitted tha~selves to policies

of support prices for agricultural products, but on a decidedly dif

ferent basis. The United States continued the parity principle as

the basis of its policy. Canada, through the British Wheat Agreenlent,

chose to operate a five-year pool. In each country, the policy chosen

followed closely from its past agricultural experience, In both

countries the success of price techniques in guiding production during

the war (in Canada the shift to feed grains and livestock production

is outstrmding) had indicated the effectiveness of agricultural price

policy in allocating resources. This indication could not be ignored.

As a result of its wartime experiences the United States

abandoned much of its former faith in production controls, placing

greater reliance on price policy. While this is approved by Schultz,
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he believes A'1lerican agricultural policy to be exceedingly defective

because of It (1) the nature of the price commd,taerrts that have been

made for the post-war, and (2) the objective of keeping market price
146

from falling belo~ the support price". He goes on to point out

tr~t the purposes of support prices are "to lessen the price uncert-

ainty confronting farmers, an aim which they may serve well; and to

protect farmers from adverse demand developments, an aim which 1.lllder
147

present legislation they are not likely to attain". This is so

because the result of maintaining prices above the market during de-

pressions is to reduce effective demand even further than would other-

wise be the case. Furthermore, resource allocation is bound to suffer

for "measures that keep market prices from falling below the support

price will disrupt both internal and external, trade, unl.ess it should

happen that the mea.sures empl.oyed by the government create enough

additional demand to equilibrate the supply at a price at least as
148

high as the support pr'Lce";

In both the nature of its price commitments and its attitude

towards the market price, Schultz believes that the Canadian post-war

146. Schultz, "Two Conditions Necessary for Economic Progress in
Agriculture", p. 308. See also JOPnson, "Agricultural Price Policy 
1948 Stylefl , pp. 18-21.

147. Schultz, "Two Conditions Necessary for Economic Progress in
Agriculture ft , p. 309.

148. Ibid.
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policy is superior to the American. In this regard.he says:

In Canada there also have been various price cownitments
which extend into the post-war period. Fortunately, how
ever, the yeax to year changes in support prices that have
been announced are not tied to an absolute, historical, price
parity formula as is the case in the United States. Moreover,
the administrative procedures being developed in Canada do
not make it necessary to keep the market price of each
product from declIning below the support price. The Canadian
programme of pricing wheat in recent years is instructive
on this point. 149

Thus while Canadian policy does seem to harmonize more closely with

the principles of a forward-pricing system than does the American, it

nevertheless gives little indication of having been the result of

a.pplication of a logical and carefully-developed theory. In fact,

Canadian policy represented a thorough-going ?mpirical solution. In

this connection it is interesting to consider the reasons which

Johnson gives for the failure of the American economists "to undermine

confidence in parity prices or to obtain acceptance of more suitable
150

policy goals."

"The failure has rested •• ; upon (1) the inability of
the economists to translate the alternative g9als into
an objective, empirical context; (2) the general belief
that the alternative proposals have required an undue
amount of administrative discretion and the necessary
abrogation of legislative preroga,tives j and (3) the belief
that the alternative policies would not result in any imp-
ortant JIlonetary gains to farmers". 151

149. Schultz, nTwo Conditions Necessary for Economic Progress in
Agriculturefl

, pp. 308-9n.
150. Johnson, Forward Prices for Agriculture, p. 10.
151. Ibid.
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From the above quotation it will be noted that the Canadian situation

is almost the exact reverse of the American. While the Americans

have been trying to fit a developed theory into an empirical context,

Canadians have been seeking half-heartedly to fit their empirical sol
152

ution into an adequate theoretical framework. While the knerican

constitution with its emphasis on the separation of powers has led

to a jealous gua.rding of legislative prerogatives, Canadians a.ppear

little worried about growing administrative discretion. And finally,

while American farmers seem intent on retaining the parity principle

because it appears to offer greater monetary gadns than any other,

Canadian farmers have proven themselves willing to accept a price

152. See Johnson, Forv;ard Prices for Agriculture: A review by
V. C. Fowke, C.J.E.P.S. vol. XIV, August, 1948, p. 398. Fowke states
in part:

"Economists can cla.im little credit for their contribution
to sOUD;d agricultural policy in the inter-war years. Two
large groups amone: them must be regarded as suspect if sound
agriculturul policy is sought first, those chiefly if
not exclusively preoccupied with the search for an unemploy
ment panacea, and secondly, the agricultural fundamentalists. ff

153. See Johnson, "Agricultural Price Policy - 1948 Style", p. 20.
He takes American farmers to task for apparent lack of interest in
making their agriculturEl policy consistent with nation&l fiscal policy.

"If farm people are to have any claims to significant
stability in income over a course of the business cycle,
farm people cannot expect to receive price subsidies at
the peak of prosperity. To design a program which results
in important subsidy to commercial farmers when national
income is high makes a ShE~ to any claim that what farmers
really want is stability and protection from a depression.
If support prices are set at too high a level, farmers will
receive subsidies in good times as well as bad."
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much below the market if, at the same time, they were guaranteed a

"fair average pr-Lce" over a cycle of years. The willi:'1gness of

Canadian farmers to fit agricultural policy within an over-all natiohal

A number of factors influence the Canadian wheat grower to

adopt a policy which is consistent with liberal treding practices

and which is also characterized by demands wh~ch can appear to all

sectors of the economy as eminently reasonable. In the first place

the wheat grower is so consciously dependent on an overseas market

that he is unlikely to have much patience with any price or commercial
154

policy which would endanger his position in international trade.

Furthermore, his unfavourable position with respect to national policies

reinforces these predelictions. Thus he tends to put security before

immediate or excessive monetary gains. He knows that Canadian commer-

cial policies designed to impede imports have a direct reaction on

foreign demand for wheat, that foreign markets must be preserved, and

that this can only be done by legitimate means. Without the most

liberal trading policies, a policy based on the parity principle

154. The stabilization interlude does not contradict this statement.
It was only as a last desperate resort that the western farmers·
accepted a policy which appeared expedient to the Bennett goverrLlIlent.
If the government of the d~y had given the farmers a minimum guaranteed
price at a level approximating the indirect subsidies granted to other
sectors by way of'monetary and cOffiITlercial policies, the farmers would
have raised no objection to the sale of wheat at the market price.
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would be impossible unless the nation adopted the principle of export

subsidies. Apart from tlw broad ~11plications of export subsidies

witness current and past effects of AmericLn dumping such a policy

is likely to be politically inexpedient in Canada. Here the farmers'

long experience with the pooling idea points the way. It is simpler

and more practical to ask for only a "fair" price over the cycle

such a price being made possible by the Canadian procedure of compul

sory pooling through the Wheat Board. If the market price falls below

.the Board price the treasury absorbs the loss, if above, the system

of participation certificates ensure that profits eventually accrue to

the producer. Thus the policy has a general counter-cyclical effect

(which may be somewhat modified by political considerations) and at the

sa~e time it subsidizes consumption after the general plan outlined

by Schultz. Socially and politically there appears to be an excellent

opportunity for Canada to achieve an integrated agricu~tura~ price

policy which will be fair to the farmer and yet dovetail with over-all

national fiscal policies and with Canada's obligations in international

trade.

It will be pointed out in Part III that British and domestic

cons~~ption have .been substantially subsidized by low-cost wheat

products. Only the Class II price list (Which applies to consumers

other than Canada and the United Kingdom) followed the market price.
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Did this constitute export dumping? The answer is clearly negative.

In the first place, it was an agreement, not the result of unilateral

action. Furthermore, since Britain was the most important market for

export wheat, it was consistent with the concept of st~bility in an

lUlcertain post-war period for both producer and consumer to conduct

a five-year pool for the purpose of obtaining a "fairtl p!ice over a

period of years. Finally, it was the hope of both parties to replace

the bilateral agreement with a multilateral international wheat pact.

While this agreement can only be discussed in principle at this point,

it should be stated that it was designed to make allowances in the

later years of the contract for the years when wheat was sold under

the market the design being to get a fair price over the life of

the contract. Although the principle appears sound in its essentials

and administration, the agreement will reouire furthe~ study in

Chapter Nine.

What has been the effect of Wheat Board policy on allocation

of resources? In guiding production the Board's price policy woul.d

seem to have worked out reasonably well to date. The forward prices

which have been announced have without doubt had gre&t influence on

farmers' production plans, while the British Wheat Agreement ensures

that farmers can dispose of their products. Some who condemn the

agreement as resulting in gr-eat, losses to the Canadian farmer tend to

overlook the fact that, ih the light of the .Post-v,rar situation, Canada
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might have lost the British market had other policies been followed.

Others, \vhile cOmItiending the agreement in principle, would have paid

the farmer the full market price at all tillles, with the difference

between the British and domestic price and the prevailing market price

coming from the federal treasury. Superficially the proposal sounds

reasonable, but it would destroy completely the counter-cyclical

character of the policy. Per-haps the agreement might have been improved

had the gove~ment made an explicit cOlllliiunent after the Australian

plan .that, the farmers would receive the full market j)rice, with the

timing of the payments to be harmonized \",ith the needs of cyc.Lfcal,
155

fiscal policy. But the f'ac t remains thet if the Canadian farmer is

convinced that he will receive aflfair" average price over the pool

period and this may well be less t.han he might have got by insist-

ing on full current prices to the jeopardizing of his foreign markets

he will in all probability be content. It should be reiterated

that production has been guided by Board price policy, and probably
156

much better than if a free market had ruled. In the future if sur-

plus threatens and Canada faces a reduced British market after the

agre~nent expires, forward prices will in all likelihood be adjusted

accord.i.ngLy ,

155. See Grant, "Canadi;~ AgriculturEll Policytt, p. 262.
156. P~d inflationary prices ruled after the war, induced &creage

expans i on and reduced exports due to, high prices might have cr-eat.ed
a dEngerous problem of surplus. The Board seems to have exercised a
heal, thy influence through its forward pricing to keep production vii thin
reasonable lindt.s ,
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V!hat has been the effect of Board policy on the marketing

of Canadian wheat? From indications given in the above paragraphs

there can be no question that Canadian price l)olicy has assisted gr-cat.Ly

in this regard. In effect, consumption was subsidized in both Brit&in

and Canada, while the unimpeded mechanfsm of relative prices allocated

grEdn to other msz-ket,s , It may well be argued that the mechani.sm of

relative prices suffered interference v'dth the selling of wheat. below

the prices prevailing in the post-war world. W:bile there is some

trutb in this, it must be remenbered that post-war conditions were

highly abnormal. In this connection it was suggested earlier that

the set of' relative prices which tends to prevc:il during deflation

is not likely to achieve the best allocation of resources. If tIlls

as so the 8.::111e must bold for inflation. In any case, if the fanner's

final price represents a large pereerrtage of the market, price prevail

ing over the whole contract period, it is unliLely that he will complain

if it should be statistically' demonstrated that he has paid something

for the stLbilit J1" of price during the post-war period and for the

securit:5T which he has undcubt.eciLy gained by ffiE.intaining his position

in the British market. Insurance always lillrJlleS a cost.

l\nat has been the effect of Board policy' on agricvltural

income in tbe post-war years? In the Canadian scheme, the so-called

compensatory price payment.s in Sch14tz' s pr-ogr-amme is integrated in the

present pooling principle. Should the market price fall considerably
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(ignoring for the moment the floor which the British contract and

the 1949 International Wheat Agreement places under the market)

compensatory payments would automatically take place through the

fixed price paid by. the Board to the farmer when he delivers his

wheat. The difference between the market price and Board price

wcul.d be pad.d by the Board to the farmer when he delivers his wheat.

The difference between the market price and Board price would be

paid from the federal trea.sury and such payments woul.d approximate

the theoretical ideal in their counter-cyclical effects. If, how-

ever, inflation reigns as in the post-war ~rears, negative payments

would be equally automatic in the sense that the farners would not

receive the current inflated price. In this connection Shultz states:

ftWhenever the market price is less than the announced
support price, ha.ve the government make up the difference
by means of income payments to farmers. These income pay
ments should meet the following conditions; they should
be strictly counter-cyclicaJ~ in design (that is, they
shoul.d serve to boost f'arm income in times of'deflation
and lower it in ttmes of inflation), they should not cause
farmers to make production decisions tbat are inconsistent
with long run needs; and they should not clog the
channels of trade. 1t 157

Thus speaking broadly (on the basis of gener-al principles
not on that of administrative details) Canada's pragmatically

determined agricultural policy approximates in m.a.l'1y' V!a..ys the theor
etical pattern devised by Schultz. This may appear surprising when

it is considered that Canadian policy has tended to be the end result

of a series of more-or-less successflu blunders. Nevertheless, valid

157. Schultz,-"Neede"d - A Production and Marketing Price Policy",
p. 37.
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reasons may be found to explain why Canadian policy should rep~esent

many of the better features of modern theory on agriclutural policy.

In the first place, the principle of cyclical budgeting has made a

significant impression on the Canadi&n public and the Canadian gov-

ernment. As for the government, the absence of perpetual war between

the legislature and the ac~inistration (an apparent result of separation

of powers) makes the achievement of cyc'lLca'l policies easy relative to
158

the United Sta,tes.

Just as the goVerTllilent employed the Wheat Board and agricul-

tural price policy to maintain its general price control policy during

the war, so it has sought to use the Board as an integral part of its

post-war fiscal policy designed to maintain stability of income and

employment at high levels. In view of the general level of prosperity

in western Canada plus, the feeling of security resulting from the

British contract (without which even the International Agreement might

prove ineffective in a dollar-short world) it would appear that Can-

add.an policy has made a substantial contribution to a solution of the

problem of instability of income of the western farmer.

A few more co~nents may be made on the degree to wIllch the

Board fits within the Schultz framework. It provides experienced and

------------,-158. There is, however, the complicating problem of federal-prov-
incial relations. The chances for a solution to these long-standing
problems appear brighter in the sun~T.er of 1949 than at any time since
the War.
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efficient administrative machinery for determining forward prices

which are to guide production. It provides ideally for a counter-

cyclical policy through its ability to carry out pooling over a

period of years. Due to the fact that it does not need to support

market prices (as does the Amer-Lcan scheme) , it can sell at or below

market prices, thus effectively channelling wheat into domestic and

foreign trade, and yet return a "fair" price to the producer over

the period of the pool. Consumption is emphasized without sacrifice

to the producer. A final feature which might again be mentioned is

its ability to dovetail with further organizatiop in wheat marketing

in the international sphere again in marked contrast to Amer-

ican policy which continues to a.ccept explicitly the principle of
159

expor-t subsidies. By way of csutd.on, it must be stated once again

that the above comments are in terms of general principles. Not only

may administrative errors be made, but the exigencies of the political

situation may reduce the effectiveness of Board policies. Neverthe-

less, as long as wheat rerrains an export staple, Canadian policy can

never be based on the mercantilistic principles which appear to guide

policy-m8~ing in the United States.

'P~&inst these favourable features of Board policy and the

Board itself must be placed certcdn disadvantages which may assume

159. Johnson, -Agricultural Price Policy - 1948 Style", p. 21.
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significant proportions. Perhaps the fundamental criticism which

can be made against the Board is that for~ard prices announced by

it, while perhaps not seriously in error in the past, have the decided

disadvantage of being at least in part politically determ-
160

ined. It is true, of course, that politics impinge on all aspects

of economic life in the modern state. Nevertheless, there is an

important distinction between a purely politically-determined price

and a price determined primarily on economic grounds moderately

modified by the requirements of political expediency. Presumably this

latter alternative is the best which can be attained, an attGinment,

nevertheless, which would prove to be a substantial advance. Perhaps

the answer may be found in a National Policy Appraisal Board for
161

Agriculture composed of professional agricultural economists,

producers, and government representatives. ~~le the final price

decision will necessarily be political, there is every likelihood

that a price so determined will more closely approximate the price

which the economic situation appears to demand. It will be recalled

that, with the dismiss&l of the McFarl&nd Board, a producer-dominated

159.
160.

part:

Johnson, ftAgricultura1 Price Policy 1948 Style", p. 21.
Grant, "Canadian Agricultural Policy", p. 262. He says in

•••11Agricultural policy itself (is) largely concerned with
the fe-rmer as a voter and not in terms of just one industry
that must fit into an economy that is rapidly becoming
diversified and industrialized, and into a society full of
rigidities and hidden controls. 1t

161. Corbett, R. B., "Needed - A National Policy' Apprat.sal. Board
for Agricu1ture.« Farm Policy Formn, vol II, January 1949, pp. 52-55.
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Advisory Co®nittee was replaced ~r a committee of the Cabinet i.e.

an entirely political committee, In 194D this con~ittee was supplem
162

ented by the present Adviso~J Cownittee on which producers again

have a majority. However, the extent of this Comraittee's influence

on over-all policy is obscure. The advantage of a National Policy

Board would be two-fold. The first advantage would lie primarily in

trea.ting producers and consumers as mature and reasonable citizens

by giving full publicity without political subterfuge to the

economic reasoning behind policy decisions. There is every indication

that if treated as responsible, they will act responsibly. The second

function which such a Board could readily carry out is to place Canada's

pragmatic agricultural policy firmly within a logical and coherent

theoretical context perhaps along the lines of the Schultz analy-

sis. The policy should be'made urunistakably clear to the farmer and

the nation as a. whole. The task should not be difficult since

Canada has already achieved a pragmatic solution and now has a ready-

made theory to hand. Putting theory into practice is the much-more
16.3

difficult task which the United States must attempt to perform.

162. See the amendment to the Wheat Board Act of 7 August, 1940;
4 Geo. 6, c.25. In conversation with the writer, Mr. George McIvor
described the function of the Committee as a "safety valve" for
producers and other interests affected by wheat policy which prevents
the ~beat Board and government from getting too far out of touch with
public feeling.

163. See Johnson, Forward Prices for ,Agriculture, p , 10.
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It has been suggested that the prese~t Canadian Wheat Board

is well calculated to fit into a comprehensive forward-pricing programne

a programme which in turn is only part of a counter-cyclical fiscal

policy for the nation as a whole. It has also been suggested that the

Board, despite imperfections, has nevertheless achieved a reasonably-

effective compromise between economic efficiency and political exped-

iency. Speaking of the Board's operations during the late war, Patton

has this to say in distinguishing the Canadian system of wartime

"compulsorJT nationa~ wheat marketing and acreage quota system, with

compensatory payment s for diverted acreage" from its Amer'Lcan counter-

part: "In Canada the basic price of 70 cents at which the Wheat Board

will purchase a fixed quantity (230 million bushels) of the 1941 crop,

represents a pragmatic compromise between efficiency costs of prod
164

uction and a com.petitive supply and demand price." The Board set

its price somewhere between the two. At the same time Patton points

out that the American price was ~et by totally different st2ndards.

WIn the U.S., on the other hand, the arbitrarJT farm loan value of

97 cents on quota wheat has been set by formula with reference to the

restoration of an optimum price relationship existing over a quarter
165

of a century ago. 1t Thus it will be seen that the Canadian Board

164. Patton,UThe War and North American Agriculture", p. 388.
165• 1.11.9..
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price during the War had the essential features of a good forward

price. With agricultural policy advisory committee further improve-

ment might be expected. In any case, the W.i.1eat Board apparently is

capable of functioning well and appears to have carried out its prod-

uction, marketing, and income roles with significant success.

There are probably few who would destroy an experienced

-
board whichh&s proved to be an effective instrument in the formula-

tion and administration of a reasonably sound agricultural policy.

However, there are no doubt many who would advocate c}llinges, both in

policy and administrative procedure. A general question may be

posed: Is a monopoly board compatible with democracy in peace time

and with an efficient forward-pricing system? There is the further

cuestion: If changes are required, what form should they take? These

points require clarification since the tendency today is, not only to

confirm the goverrunent monopoly, but to make it all-embracing as it

relates to the western grain trade. Vfuatever the future changes,

certainly the Board's role in forward pricing must be safeguarded,

as must its significant role in the maintenance of farmers' income

in western Canada. Perhaps a brief comparison of the American and

Canadian situations would help to clarify the problem.

As fa.r as the United States is concerned, the first essential
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for a forward-price system is the explicit repudiation of the principle

of parity price. Moving from a parity-price to a forward-price system

would meEn, in effect, that the .American farmer was exchanging a

monopoly position (i.e. a position maintained by high gu&ranteed, and

teriff-protected, support prices) for a considerable measure of price

certainty in the short run, plus long-run income certainty. AIthough

it may not be apparent immediately to the farmer that his position

would be substantially improved under a system of forward prices,

nevertheless such would be the case because of the maintenance of

effective demand. Both consumers and producers would. be better off

but neither at the expense of the other.

~fuat about the Canadian farmer?' Has he a monopoly position?

If so is an open market necessary to eliminate that, position? Further,

it is necessary to ask: Is an open market required to indicate the

price which would equilibrate world supply and da~and and so aid the

Board in establishing effective forward prices? r~th regard to the

first question, it may definitely be stated that the Canadian farmer

has no monopoly position in the sense which his American counterpart

has. The essence of monopoly is the ability it gives to ovmership

to obtain returns in excess of v8~ue of the marginal product. There

is no likelihood of this occurring for the western farmer. Indeed,

the peculiar situation currently exists in which certain urban and trade

interests are decrying the low prices of agricultural products to a
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greater extent than is the farmer himself. At best the farmer will

get the average price over a cycle of years less insurance charges

for the maintenance of s ts.bl,e markets and stable prices. If an

argwnent exists for the open market it will be found in the answer

to the second question. On the face of it there appears to be

some validity in the second argument for a free market but

t:b.J.s raises a further question: Can the Wheat Board return to the

voluntary position which it held in 1935 without sacrificing its

vital functions? The following pages will consider first the advant-

ages of the open market and, second, whether the difficulties in the

way of a retUrn to a modified free marke-t are too great to be

surmounted.

A free market, functioning alongside the Wheat Board, might

offer the following advantages: It would likely be of some assistance

in indicating what forward prices should be. A continuous market

i.mn:ediately sensitive to the smallest chnnges in world demand and

supply conditions is not to be lightly regarded. It wou~d set out

clearly the current relationship between support and market prices.
166

This would eliminate all danger of hidden subsidies. To the

extent that relati\re prices are arnployedas a mechanism in gUiding

production and channelling agricultural products into trade, gi\ren

the income distribution, the "likelihood is greater that wheat will

be economically produced and marketed. It reduces the likelihood that
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the farmer will be charged with medrrtaf.nang a monopoly position.

And finally it would tend to reduce rigidities in the system by encourag-

ing the Board to make needed corrections in price corrections

which might not otherwise take place due to administrative inertia and

political expediency.
.

Against these advantages must be placed the fact that in an

unrestricted pricing system the farmers' position is quite untenable.

This is particularly true where na.tional policies of tariff protec-

tion hold sway. Under such circu~stances industry, already character-

ized by natural monopoly, is granted the benefit of a hidden subsidy:

its monopoly position is enhanced. Under the Canadian Wheat Board

the position of agriculture in contrast to industry is striking.

The farmer receives an open subsidy only in times of deficient demand.

During inflation it becomes essentially a tax. While in the industr-

ial sector production is subsidized and the consumer taxed, in agricul-

ture consQ~ption is subsidized though in a manner wr~ch can be

of advantage to the producer as well. Although a vol1L~taryboard

would undoubtedly maintain in part these striking contributions to

agriculture and the economy generally, there can be no doubt that the

Board's efficiency in carrying out a counter-cyclical policy (i.e.

making compensatory payIllents during deflation and "negative"

166. The gre&test argw11ent against tariffs is the hidden subsidy
which interferes with production, marketing, and incolue distribution
in ways which permit no precise measurement.

---:~--------------'-~-,'-~'-----
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compensatory payments when inflation reigns) would be greatly reduced.

woul.d be forced to take more direct
168

inflation". In addition, poolingaction to ft10wer it in t~nes of

A voluntary board might find it relatively easy "to boost f~n incomes
167

in tliaes of deflation ff , but

would neceasar-i.l.y be haphazard and uncertain.

Before attempting tentative conclusions as to whether the

Board and the open market are compatible a brief recapitulation of

this chapter would prove useful. Several points should suffice for

this summary , In the first place it may be stated that while the

open~~arket system has serious defects, these defects are not the

basic source of the f'armer-s ! ills and in themselves wcuLd be insuf-

ficient to justify the elimination of a syst~n in which relative prices

operate, hovTever inefficiently, as production guides. It is factors

quite apart from the mechanism of futures trading which largely des-

trays the usefulness of the unregulated pricing system in guiding

production, which lessens its usefulness in marketing the product,

and which destroys completely its value in solving the probla~ of

inst&bility in farm income. Secondly, it may be asserted that the

pooling system has definite adv&ntages even ~~der relatively stable

conditions rrh.ich should not be denied the farmer. Thirdly) it is equally

cer-t.ad,n that cooperative pools canno t survive adverse demand develop-

16i~--:Schuitz, "Needed
p. 37.

168. Ibid.

-- ,-,,---,-----
A Production and I;,Tarketing Price Policy",
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ments and that a nat.Lona'l vo'Lurrtary pool would be the least whi.ch

Canadian farmers would accept. And finally, there is abundont

historical evidence to show t.haf the Wheat Board has functioned

effectively in guaranteeing stEtbility of agricul tura1 income

something which neither a free market nor a voluntary pool cOLud

do. In addition, a strOTI CL3e may be made to show that the Board's

operations have actually resulted in a better allocation of reSOlITCeS
169

than woul.d otheryJise have tz.ken pla.ce. It has consolidated and

tre.nsferred much of the uncer-te.Irrty facing agricu..l ture to the economy

as a whole. Finally, the Board has proven able to dovetail with further

organization in wheat marketing as in contract lnarketing and post-war

cooperation under the International Wheat Agreement.

Does the discussion of the last fev: pages suggest that the

Board and the open market could operate together? This question

raises severed others; The :first question is this: Would the farmer

be satisfied with guaranteed forward prices (via meens of compensatory

price payments through the Board together with the added feeling of

security which comes from the privilege of pooling his wheat with the

Board). At the moment the farmer is likely to be reluctant to accept

any other solution than a compul sory board, and only a considerable

period of education plus consistent and attractive alternative pro-

posals would convince him of the wisdom of relaxing the monopoly

--rg9. See footnote 156 ~bove.
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powers of the Board. The second question which must be considered is

the co:npatibility or otherwise of the open market with the British

Wheat contract. Compatibility appear-s doubtful. The Canadian

government has a contract to deliver wheat in large quantities.

Uncertainty of deliveries under a voluntary board would render pre-

carious if not impossible the carrying out of the terms of the
170

agreement. Thus as long as the agreement holds there is little

point in discussing a vo1lmtary board except as it might relate to

future policy. The third concerns the International Wheat Agreement.

Although the agreement cannot be discussed here, there is reaSon to

think that the open market might be able to operate fccdrly freely

within the maximum and mirrimum prices eur-r-ent.Iy applicable. In other

words, the agreement assunes contract f'ortn only when the maximum or

the m.Lrrimum price is reached. Shoul.d either occur, it is possible thgt

the precedent of the Board of Grain Supervisors would indicate that

the govermnent might in an emergency fulfill its contract without assum
171

ing title for the whes.t., The final, and most vital, question con-

cerns the present difficulties of international trade. It lllUSt be

apparent to all that. in the present situation, which gives every

ind1cation of persisting (and perhap.s worsening), a free market in

170. This is essentially the view ollAr. GeorgeMcIvor, Chief -
Commissioner of the Board, as expressed in conversation with the writer.

171. Mr. lVlcIvor asserts that, under a voluntary Board, a system
of export permits cou~d divert sufficient wheat into the markets of
agreeing countries to meet commitments. It is also possible that the
Board might be empowered through Order-in-Council to take over all
wheat on a temporary buis.
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wheat is of little more than academic interest.

Present and pr-obabl,e future contributions of the Board

remain irrefutable. The current Canadian procedure is far in advance

of the American. It is fa.r less destructive of proper resource

allocation and conSlliller welfare. It offers more hope for a stable

farm income and, compared to American policy, strongly supplements an

over-all na td.onal, fiscal policy, designed to maintain the stability of

the economy as a whole. }.nd finally its approach to the international

trade problem has been more consistent throughout. As a consequence

of all this, there is great dcnger- that a return to a vo'l.unbary board

would create greater problems than it would solve. However that may

be, it is certain that it would be foolhardy to t&~per with the

present system until the Canadian empirical solution is effectively

placed within an adequate theoretic8.l framework that is well under

stood and generally accepted.

This chapter has not attributed perfection to the Wheat

Board nor has it suggested that gove~~ent control is to be desired if

a better way can be found. It does suggest, however, that Canadians

should be e~tremely cautious in meddling with the present Board until

they have worked out an agricultural price policy on a sound theor

etical basis, and integrated this policy with a more comprehensive

policy designed to st:bilize the economy as a whole. A fully-effec

tive nationa.l fiscal policy in turn presupposes federal-provincial
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agr-eement, on fiscal matters. The present system is far from perfect,

but before Canadians decide to change it they should be certain that

the change is for the better and not for the worse.



PART III

OPERATIONS OF THE SECOND WHEAT BOARD

1955-1949
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CHAPTER Vll

THE 1955-1939 OPERATIONS

To this point this thesis has dealt with the historical back

ground" of wheat marketing in Canada, the slow growth of government re

gulation, of co-operatives, and finally of government control of the

marketing process. The development of the Pools has been traced as

an interlude between two periods of goverrunent control, from the mono

poly Board of 1919-20 to the voluntary Wheat Board of 1935. In dealing

with the trend back to government par-td.cd.patdondn the wheat market,

theoretical as well as historical analysis has been employed. Part

III of this study is concerned primarily with techniques - i.e., the

Board's operations--rather than with theory and principles. Never

theless, the usefulness of the material presented in the following

chapters will be greatly enhanced if the theoretical and historical

analyses of the first two parts are kept constantly in mind: the two

sections are complementary. Attention must now be turned to the his

tory of the Board's operations throughout the last decade and a half

of troubled and uncertain times.

Certain aspects of the canadian Wheat Board's operations

during the crop year 1935-36 have been dealt with at length in pre

vious chapters and unnecessary repetition will be avoided. Only a

few further details need be considered in the first year of operations.

Among these are the bases on which the Board fixed minimum prices,

the methods by which the Board sought to broaden markets for canadian
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wheat, and the Boardts position with respect to its holdings and fin

ancial commitments at the end of the 1935-56 crop year. Before these

points are considered, however, it should be pointed out that a large

part of the factual material relating to the Board's operations may be
1

found in an excellent publication prepared by Dr. T. W. Grindley and

Staff members of the Canadian Wheat Board at Winnipeg. What follows

will consist of material from this and other sources-principally from
2

the Annual Reports of the Board -- material selected for its signifi-

cance in terms of objectives and the administrative procedures by

which the Board sought to realize its assigned objectives.

It will be recalled that the Wheat Board Act (Sect. 8 (a) )

provides that the duty of the Board shall be nto fix a price to be

paid to the producers for wheat delivered to the Board as by this Act
5

provided, subject to the approval of the Governor in Council •••••

The Act gave no indication as to the factors which should be consider-

ed in fixing the price. Since the 1955 legislation guaranteed farmers

a minimum price under an optional marketing plan, the fixing of that

price had grea~ economic, social, and political implications--a fact

which made the Board's responsibility of price fixing the most import
4

ant and most difficult which it had been given to perform. The need

1. Canada, Dept. of Trade and Commerce, The canadian Wheat Board
1955-46, ottawa, King rs Printer, 1947.

2. The Canadian \fheat Board, Annual Reports of the Canadian Wheat
Board for 1955-36 to 1947-48, \Vinnipeg, The Board, 1956-48.
Hereafter these reports will be cited as Annual Report and dis
tinguished by giving the year.

5. 25-26 Geo. 5, c. 55.
4. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p , 8.
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for careful judgement was made all the greater by the fact that, once

fixed, the price could not be changed before the end of the crop year.

This necessitated the forecasting of conditions twelve months in ad-

vance. It was obvious from the start that the Board would have to

chart a middle course in establishing its price because uIf the price

established was too low it had little significance to the farmer, and

if the price was established too high it became a burden upon the Dom
S

inion Treasury.- But another factor also demanded that the Board
6

follow "an equidistant road of impartialitY" in price fixing. A

direct and obvious relationship existed between the fixed price and

the deliveries to the Board. If the open market price was below the

fixed price the Board could count on receiving virtually the entire

western wheat crop.;. if above, the deliveries to the Board depended

upon the farmers' predilections for pooling and the spread between
7

the open market and the Board price. In the latter case, the Board's

operations would inevitably be characterized by great uncertainty.

With these factors in mind, Brindley lists several bases

upon which the Board could fix the price:,,-

(1)

(2)

(3)

5.
6.
7.

It could be a price considered possible of attainment through
sales on the market;
It could be a price that would enable the farmer: (a) to 'get
by', (b) 'to cover production costs, or (c) to make a. profit.
It could be a price calculated to compensate roughly for the
farmers' burden through protection of Canadian industries or

Ibid., p , 9.
Grant, Ope cit., p. 262.
See Britnell, uDominion Legislation Affecting Western Agricul
ture~ 1939," C.J.E.P.S., vol. Vl, May, 1940, p. 277. He
states in part:- "The proportion of wheat sold under the various
marketing methods _, has varied from time to time depending large
lyon the level of open market prices.-
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one that would avoid large governmental expenditures for direct
relief. 8

Grindley points out that "It is probable that no one of these bases

was transcendent at the time of price-fixing and it is also probable

that different considerations ruled in different years, when the fun-
• c"",t>'T',,,,,rj.,!. 9

damental~es changed so drastically." Nevertheless, he

gives it as his considered opinion that the 1955-36 price was £ixed

on the basis of the first alternative - i.e., the price was based
10

upon the concept of fair market value. If this was the basis for

the 1955 price, it was an optimistic one for, as indicated in chap-

ter five, the Board made a net loss of sizeable proportions during

its first year of operations. However, conditions were so confused

at the time that the Board's estimate could be considered "fairly
11

close" under the circumstances. Grindley is quite certain that

"If the 1955 price carried any relationship to a price which would

permit the western farmer to continue in business or to get his costs
12

of production, such a relationship was incidental and unintentional."

The price that was eventually fixed was on the basis Of No.1 North-

ern, Fort William, not on the average price, nor on the price paid

8. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 9.
9. Ibid.

10. This would seem to support Professor Van Vliet IS opinion
that the Board functioned before the war as a medium for
price maintenance or support.

. 11. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p , 9.
12. Ibid.
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to farmers at country points. For farmers located in the central part

of the Prairie Provinces the spread between the country price and the

lakehead price varies generally from about 20 cents on high quality

wheat to 25 to 50 cents on wheat of low quality. Grindley insists that

when the minimum prices of 1955 and 1958 are considered from this point

of view they appear less generous since "Farmers with .101'1 yields or low
15

quality have not enough to live on.. This last statement vividly points

up the limitations of price policy with respect to income goals in agricul-

tuz-e ,

The two-price system under which the Board operated has been
14

clearly outlined in previous chapters. The Board's price was purely

a domestic price-that is, there was no necessary relationship between

the price paid to the producer and the price at which the Board sold

its wheat. Although the Board had a fairly free hand in matters of price,

This latter

Thus, while the Board was anxious to obtain atthe highest
16

possible competitive price for its salesH its primary responsibility
17

-Was to sell wheat, i.e., to offer it continuously.·

it was forced to operate within the general selling policy as laid down
15

in the Act.

directive with regard to selling policy could be followed with full as-

surance that any deficits arising from the Board's operations would be

15. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 9.
14. See Britnell, "Dominion Legislation Affecting Western Agricul-

ture, 1959," p. 275.
15. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 9
16. Ibid.
17. IErd., p. 10.
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absorbed by the federal government. During the early months of the Mc-

Farland Board, farmers made considerable deliveries to the Board despite

the fact tl'lcBt the open market remained above the fixed price for six or

seven weeks following the establishment of the Board's price. Deliveries

were first accepted on September 25, 1935, and increased in volume as

the market fell. However, the selling policy of the Wheat Board did
\

not begin to take shape until the Murray regime. During its first

year, out of total country marketings of 216,300,00 bushels, the Board
18

finally received 150,700,000 bushels.

The replacement of the McFarland Board by ,the Murray Board

has been dealt with in detail. Al though no change was sugges'ted in

either the letter or the spirit of the AC,t, the personnel of the

new Board were better suited to the task of adjusting their adminis-

trative procedures to carry out the avowed selling policy of the Liberal

government. This policy of the Liberal government was made abundantly

clear in a statement on December 4, 1935, by the, Honorable, Yf. D. Euler,

Minister of Trade and Commerce, which .announced that the Board would

Iiseek the good will and co-operation of the grain and milling trades in
19

all importing countries," in order to reduce the Canadian surplus to

a normal basis. The statement added: JIlt is not necessary to have and

there will not be any sfire sal,a! of Canadian wheat, but it will be for

sale at competitive values and will not be held at exorbitant premiums
20

over other wheats." In carrying out this directive the Board sent

18. Annual Report, 1935-36, p. 4.
19. As cited in The Canadian Wheat Board, 1~$'5-4§, p. 10.
20. Ibid. ·
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Mr. Cecil Lamont to the United Kingdom and the Continent on December

12, 1935, to report on conditions there, to make known Board policy

abroad, and generally to act as a\Iiaison officer between the trade and
21 \

the Wheat Board. He attempted unsuccessfully to interest the Millers'

Association in Britain in a joint advertising scheme to promote. the use
22

of Canadian wheat. In order to add to the Board's knowledge of the

overseas trade situation the Board's secretary, C. B. Davidson began,

in February, 1956, to make a detailed analysis of the trade between
25

wheat importing and exporting countries. Then in May, 1956, the

Board sent overseas Mr. McIvor, Mr. H.Cockfield of the advertising

firm of Cockfield, Brown and ComPany, and Dr. Vi. F. Geddes, Chemist of

the Board of Grain Commissioners, with the specific object of promot~

24
ing the sale of Canadian whea.t. 1tIir. Biddulph remained overseas as

European Commissioner of the Board, his task being concerned primarily

with advertising Canadian Wheat among millers and bakers overseas.

In January, 1956, the Board decided that a division of sales

as between wheat of the 1935 crop and Agency wheat "should be made in

such a manner that the 1935 crop would be disposed of qy July 51st,
25

1956 or soon thereafter." By the end of July, 1956, the Board had

on hand 2,030,761 bushels of the 1955 crop (which was disposed of prior

21. Annual Report, 1955-56, p. 2.
22. Ibid. '
25. '.Mii'S information was later presented to the 1938 Royal Grain

Inquiry Commission.
24. Annual Report, 1935-56, p. 5.
25. Ibid., p. ~.
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26
to November 21, 1936) together with 82,667,891 bushels of "Stabiliz-

tiontl wheat. In other words, the Board had reduced its total holdings

from 295,576,167 bushels at the end of November, 1955, to 84,698,652
27

bushels at the end of the crop year. The Board's sales success, des-

pite the very low volume of 'World export trade in wheat, Grindley at-

tributes to the 1935 crop failures in Argentine and the United States

and to the drought in North America in the summer of 1956. A final a-

ccounting on the 1955 crop was not possible until the last sales had

been made in November, 1936. As the Board's operations showed a net

loss of $11,858,104,18, producers received nothing on their participa-

tion certificates. The Board's loss (minus the $8,000,000 profit on

"Stabilization· wheat) represented the extent to which the federal
28

treasury had under-written farm income in western Canada.

As indicated above, the Canadian Wheat Board carried 84,698,

653 bushels of wheat and wheat contracts over into the crop year 1936-

37 - a year which was characterized by short crops in both Canada and

the United states. As a consequence of poor crops, demand improved
29

and prices rose fairly steadily throughout the year. Not only was

the remainder of the 1935 crop disposed of but also all but 6,964,000

bushels of "Stabilization" wheat was sold at a net profit of $9,628,881.

26. Ibid., p. 4.
27• IbI'Cf., p. 10; als0 The Canadian vVheat Board, 1935-46, p -. 11.
28. It ~ght be noted that the Board's expenses (such as storage and

carrying charges, interest and bank charges, freight different
ials, and administrative expenses) were considereably heavier on
the 1935 crop than for Agency wheat, although there was over 50,
000,000 bushels more of the latter. The difference is accounted
for largely by the fact that carrying charges on futures contracts
were considerably less than for storage and carrying charges for
cash wheat in country and terminal elevators. See Annual Report,
1955-56, pp. 7, 11.
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50
51. In his budget speech on February 27, 1957, Mr. Dunning announced

"That the Ylheat Board would pay back to the Treasury $8 million from

profits on disposal of carryover stocks, as an offset to the loss of
51

$11.8 million on its 1955 crop handlings." This reduced the amount

to which the federal government had underwritten agricultural income

to approximately $4,000,000. The Board held the undisposed portion of

the Agency wheat against seed requirements for the 1958 crop because
52

of the exceptionally severe drought in Saskatchewan during 1957.

For the handling of the 1956 crop, the Boara, on July 29,

1956 fixed the price again at 87t cents a bushel for No. 1 Northern in

store Fort William, subject to the approval of the Governor in Council

as provided under Section 8 (a) of the Act. Approval was finally an

nounced on August 28, 1956, subject to the provision that 'approvaf, .

would become effective only tlif the closing market price for No.1
55

Northern wheat in store Fort William fell below 90 cents per bushel."

In the interim, between the fixing of the price on August 1 and the

granting of qualified governmental approval on August 28, the Board

50. See The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958, p.58.
51. Patton, "Observations on Canadian Wheat Policy,ft p. 224.
52. Because of the seriousness of the drought in western canada, the

federal parliament passed an act in two successive years to as
sist needy farmers to sedure seed grain. They were mow as The
Seed Grain Loans Guarantee Acts. See 1 Geo. 0, c. 59 (Assented
to April, 10, 1957), and 2 Geo. 6, c. 15, (Assented to 7th
April, 1958).

55. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 11.
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had taken deliveries of 617,655 bushels of wheat. Given the opportunity

to take the wheat back or to settle at the open market, farmers took

back 559,664 bushels while settling for some 57,991 bushels at the market
54

price. "In the latter process and for various incidentals, the Board
55

incurred a loss of $49,574.88.-

At no time during the crop year 1956-57 did the market price

for No.1 Northern fall below 90 cents and, as a resUlt, the Wheat Board

accepted no wheat during that year. In other words, the wheat crop was

handled entirely through the open market. It should be noted that the

1956 crop was the first in more than a decade to be handled entirely

through the facilities of the regular grain trade. When the Wheat Board

was established the Pools saw no advantage in carrying on their volun-

tary pools. Scarcely had these been disbanded, however, than the govem-

ment deprived the western producers of the opportunity of pooling their

wheat, and this "in a season when the course of market prices (gave)

assurance that initial payments on the Board fS minimum basis could be
56

supplemented by substantial distributions on participation certificates."

Without the responsibility for the handling of the 1956 wheat crop, the

Board concentrated on the disposal of its remaining supplies, and on

its promotional work overseas on behalf of Canadian wheat. Sales of old

54. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Conunission, 1958, p. 57,
citing Annual Report, 1956-37.

55. The canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 11.
56. Patton, "Observations on canadian Wheat Policy,. p. 224.
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wheat were arranged so as to interfere as little as possible with the

marketing of the small 1956 crop, most of the sales being made in the
57

period from November, 1956 to June, ~957. By the end of the crop

year the Canadian wheat carryover was cut to 52,957,991 bushels, "and

with another poor crop in sight, the problems engendered by large un
58

sold stocks of wheat were at least temporarily solved. ft

In July, 1957, further changes were made in the personmel of

the Board. Mr. J. R. Murray resigned as Chief Commissioner and was re-

placed by Mr. George H. McIvor, formerly Assistant Chief Commissioner.

Dean A. M. Shaw continued as Commissioner while Mr. R. C. Findlay was

appointed Assistant Chief Commissioner of the Board.

As in the two previous years, the Wheat Board fixed the price

for the crop year 1937-38 at 87* cents per bushel for No.1 Northern

at Fort William. Again approval by the Governor in Council was given

on the condition that the fixed price would become effective only when

the market price for No. 1 Northern fell below 90 cents • Throughout

the year the price remained above the 90-cent level and the Board re
59

ceived no deliveries for the 1937 crop. As a result the Wheat Board~s

activities were reduced to a minimum. The Board exchanged its futures

contracts, which amounted to 6,964,000 bushels, for cash wheat suitable

for seed purposes, and in the spring of 1958 superintended the distri-

57. The canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 12.
58. Ibid.
59. 'T11"e"lIeport of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1958, p , 58;

also The Canadian Wheat Board,1955-46, p. 12.
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bution of this seed to needy farmers whose 1957 crops had failed be
40

cause of drought. In addition, the Board undertook to purchase and

sell oats and barley for relief feed and seed purposes on behalf of
41

several provincial governments. Again the crop (the smallest since

1914) was handled entirely through the ordinary channels of the grain

trade, and the end of the crop year saw the carryover reduced to 25,411,

171 bushels.

In 1957-58 the Board proved to be a convenient and efficient

relief agency during an extremely trying time. It did provide, through

its floor price, a welcome assurance that prices would not again slide

as in the early thirties. However, minimum prices cannot provide a

solution to the agricultural-income problem when widespread crop fail-

ures are prevalent. Under such c:L.rcumstances the extension of social

security to farmers is of prime inportance and a first requisite of such

. social security to producers of staple agricultural products is an ef-

f ective system of crop insurance. But in 1958 the government gave no

indication of a genuine awareness of the nature of the western problem.

There are, in fact, strong indications that the first post-Bennett Lib-

eral administration was characterized (at least in relation to agricul-

ture) by an essentially negative economic and social policy, and this

to a degree which suggests that, to the Liberal government, liberalism

still meant laissez-faire. From 1955 to 1958 this attitude was clear-

40. 2 G~o. 6, c. 15.
41. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 12.
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ly reflected in Wheat Board policy. But in 1938, when the work of the

Rowell-8irois Commission was catching the public imagination, and when

the ominous signs of another war, of renewed surpluses, and of another

election were casting lengthening shadows across the path of the admin-

istration, the government began to adopt an increasingly positive ap-

proach to national and world problems. This new attitude was also re-

fleeted in Wheat Board policy, with the change connnencing in the crop

year preceding the outbreak of war.

There was a marked change in the wheat situation during the

first few months following the opening of the 1938-39 crop year. By

July 31st, 1938 the Canadian wheat carryover had returned to normal for

the first time in a decade, while, for a period of nearly two years be-

fore that, wheat prices had been maintained at the highest levels re
42

ached since 1929. However, the wheat picture was much less bright

than these facts would seem to indicate. Whereas Canada had ended the

crop year with a very small carryover, other countries, particularly

the United States, were not so fortunate. Although disaster had over-

taken the Canadian wheat crop in 1937-38, a large acreage combined

Thus ominous

In addition, world demand for wheat remained at a low level
44

due primarily to the uncertain political situation.

with good yields had brought surp'Ius conditions back to the United
43

States.

signs were apparent even before the opening of the 1938 growing season

42. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat," C.J.E.P.S., vol. Vll,
1941, p. 397.

43. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 12.
44. Evans, S. E., Government Policies and the Wheat :P.lfarkets; Ser

ies 1, Policies and Effects in the first six months of 1938
~, Winnipeg, Sanford Evans Statistical Service, 1939, pp.

22-24.
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:in Canada and, in fact, from the peak of January, 1958, prices fell
45

sharply with particularly large declines taking place in May and July.

Not only was the United States wheat acreage at record levels in 1958,

but the western Canadi{all crop approached an average yield for the first

time in five years. Indeed, with good yields and a record world wheat

acreage, world wheat production reached an all-time peak in 1958. The

Winnipeg cash price for No. 1 Northern in s tore Fort William fell from

$1.49 a bushel in January, to an average of 59 cents in November, "and

governments intervened to support prices paid to growers in each of the

four major wheat-exporting countries of Canada, the U. S., Argentina,
46

and Australia." As Grindley observes: nAt the beginning of the new

crop year there was every indication that 1958-59 would be a year of
. 47

abunda~t supplies, continued low demand, and low prices. 1f And des-

pite a moderate increase in international trade in wheat, at the end

of the 1958-59 crop year the world wheat surplus was approaching the

1954 peak; "world wheat production in 1959 was second only to the

large crop of 1958; and world supplies of wheat were the largest on
48

record."

It was in the shadow of these adverse conditions that :Mr.

Justice Turgeon wrote on May 4, 1958, the following remarks in con-

45. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 12.
46. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Yfueat," p. 597, see also An

nual Report, 1958-59, p. 1.
47. The Canadian iiheat Board, 1955-46, p. 12.
48. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Connnission, 1938, p , 194.
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elusion to his report on the Royal Grain Inquiry Connnission:

For all these reasons (and notwithstanding the ad
verse considerations to which I have referred in relation to
government Boards) I do not feel that I can suggest the immediate
dissolution of the Canadian Wheat Board. There is a strong pos
sibility that conditions may develop which will require a measure
of assistance in the marketing of the coming crop, and I do not
know, of course, how long these conditions may continue after the
final chapter of this report is written. In the meantime I can
think of nothing better to suggest than the Board be maintained
to meet any situation which may arise. 49

Under these circumstances the Canadian Wheat Board once again resumed

active participation in the marketing of the western Canadian wheat
50

crop. On .August 4, 1938, the government anno1ll1ced approval of the

minimum price, previously fixed by the Board, of 80 cents a bushel

for No.1 Northern wheat at Fort William. The Boardfs first sales

on the futures market took place on August Bbh, On August 16 the

Board anno1ll1ced fixed minimum prices for other grades except mixed

wheats and certain odd grades, the prices for these latter grades be-

ing announced in September. Shortly after the initial work i'or the

handling of the 1938-39 crop was completed, Dean A. M. Shaw retired as

Commissioner on August 31, with :Mr. W. Charles Folliott replacing him

on the Board.

From the opening of the 1938-39 crop season, it was evident

that, with the market below the Board price, the Board would receive

practically all the wheat deliveries from the prairie provinces. On

August 5, the day after approval of the Board price was announced,

49. The Report of the Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1938, p. 194.
50. Annual Report, 1938-39, p. 1.
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market prices broke 5 cents and continued dropping until, by September

6, cash prices on the Winnipeg market stood at 58 cents--or a fall of
51

28 cents in less than five weeks. There were, it is true, brief price

increases between September 9 and September 50 due to the war scare.

As a result of the crisis, prices of the October future rose from a low

of 56 7/8 cents on September 6 to a high of 69 1/8 cents at market op
52

ening on September 28. For a short period the possibility that prices

might rise above the Board price was entertained, but this was complete-

ly dispelled with the Munich Agreement of September 29. "Most of the

increased price arose from higher freight and insurance rates although

at times there was spirited bidding for nearby supplies. When the im-

mediate danger of war passed, prices gradually fell to the pre-crisis
55

levels."

The diffictuties of the wheat situation forecast in the spring
54

were borne out in full measure. However, the mere fact that world

51. Annual Report, 1958-59, p. 1.
52. See Chart Ibid., p. 14.
55. The Canadian \9heat Board, 1955-46, p. 15.
54. See The Canadian 'Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 15: "The world wheat

crop, excluding Russia and China, was estimatea at 4,445,000,000
bushels. The European crop exceeded the previous record year, 1928.
The total United States production was 950,801,000 bushels, added
to a healthy carryover from the previous year. The Canadian crop
at 550,010,000 bushels was the largest since 1952. There was a
ray of hope in the Australian crop reduced from 188,018,000 bushels.
Unfortunately this decrease was more than offset by the increase
in Argentina from l84,799,000 bushels last year to the first
official prediction of about 516,000,000 bushels for 1958-59.-
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wheat supplies were the largest on record gives no indication of the

true proportions of the dilemma. Political factors enormously com-

plicated the situation. The European, and Particularly German, policy

of bilateral trading had resulted in large Balkan exports "moved most-

lyon a barter basis, often arranged £or political rathe~ than economic
55

r'easona ," According to Grindley, this wheat (including Russian wheat

which was sold in quantity in the early part of the crop year) had more

effect on price levels than the quantities moved would suggest since

it was cheap and of Low-qua.Lf.ty, Furthermore, the general uncertainty

was aggravated by the variable subsidy programme of the United States

which commenced on August 26 under the Federal Surplus Commodities
56

Corporation. The inevitable result of this unprecedented combination

of world-wide surpluses and political uncertainty was to put buying on

a hand-to-mouth basis--but not until some traders had suffered from
57

buying ahead early in the crop year. From the first it was certain

that the Canadian Wheat Board would suffer losses of sizeable propor-

tions since the realizable market prices were consistently below the
"

fixed price. Political tension in Europe and unfavourable growing

weather in the United States winter wheat belt were the dominating

conditions in the market during the late winter and early spring of

55. Ibid.
56. AmiUal Report, 1938-59, p , 2.
57. See Evans, Government Policies and the Wheat ~'farkets, pp , 8-9,

also The canadian \Vheat Board, 1935-46, p. 13.
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58
1959. During the period, -while prices remained generally low, there

were spurts of buying that helped prices and permitted the Board to
59

make good sales." However, these temporary improvements ceased abrupt-

ly in July when the Liverpool market descended to register all-time

lows with the July future falling to 49 7/8 cents on July 24. Grindley
60

observes that at this time "Board sales •••were quite restricted."

Under these adverse conditions what selling policy should the

Board adopt? The intentions of the government with respect to selling

policy were clearly outlined in the statement made by Prime Minister

Wlackenzie King announcing the governmentts approval of the Board price

on A.ugust 4. The statement reads as follows:

The milling and grain trades of the world are adidsed
that, notwithstanding the internal initial price of 80 cents per
bushel, the canadian Wheat Board will continue its work of en
couraging the use of Canadian wheat, which will at all times be
competitive on the world's markets. 61

In reply to a reporter's question if that meant that wheat would be moved

to market as rapidly as the Board received it, the Prime bunister replied:
62

"That is the idea." Evans seems to think that the government's an-

nouncement on Board policy had a decidedly bearish effect on the market,

and quotes statements by Henry Wallace, then united states Secretary of

Agriculture, suggesting that American export subsidies were embarked
65

upon in order to meet Canadian competition. It would be going too far,

58. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 15.
59. Ibid., p. 14.
60. I'5iQ.
61. Quoted in Evans, Government Policies and the Wheat Markets, p.9.
62. Ibid.
65. See Ibid., pp. 8-15.
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however, to characterize the Canadian government 1s (and the Board1s)

selling policy as dumping in the sense that the American policy con-

stituted dumping. This is so because the United States had two prices,

with the export price being set below the domestic price. In canada,
64

on the other hand, one market price ruled. Furthermore, the govern-

mentIs statement only promi~ed to meet world competition -- i.e., to

do the very thing which Bennett had been critized for not doing during

the years of stabilization operations. Nevertheless, the very word

"Competition- under the conditions prevailing in 1958 had unreal and

insidious connotations. During the year before the outbreak of the

war, economic nationalism had reached its peak: world trade was in

chaos. Under conditions of world surpluses, severe qualitative im-

port restrictions, and world-wide centralized buying and selling,

competition could mean nothing but "cuttl1roatft competition. As a re-

sult the Canadian policy might be termed "export subsidizing" to the

extent to which it may have preeipitated such cutthroat competition

which resulted in price reductions below production costs.

In a statement on Wheat Board selling policy, the 1958-59

annual report had this to say:

Throughout the year the policy of the Board was to
sell wheat at every reasonable opportunity, when there was de
mand for it. In reviewing the sales day by day, it is clear
that the largest sales were made as demand became apparent, The
Board was handicapped by market uncertainties from the outset.
From August 11th on there werevatious rumours regarding a sub-

64. ~., p. 21.
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sidyon exports of the United States •••which became an actuality
on August 26th ••••" 65

Could the Board have followed any policy other than that of meeting

'World competition-cutthroat though it was? Clearly, within the

terms of the act, "the discretions allowed to the Board •••are suffici-

ently broad not to exclude either some dumping or some withholding

from market, if the Board is disposed to force sales, on the one hand,
66

or try to raise prices on the other." The Board had been establish-

ed, however, to bring stabilization operations to an end. Not only

had such operations received continuous condemnation by the trade,

but the Liberal party--both in opposition and in power--had consistent-

ly opposed the stabilization policy. To have returned to stabiliza-

tion would have been glaringly inconsistent (and quite unthinkable).

To have returned to the open market would have been courting political

disaster. In addition, the state of international trade made the 1at-

ter alternative too absurd to contemplate. Given the predilections

of the government and the existing conditions of economic and political

anarchy in the world at large, it is probable that the government

could have followed no other unilateral policy. The only hope of

bringing some measure of order to the world wheat trade was to achieve
67

some kind of international wheat agreement-preferably as a part of

a new synthesis in international trade. In this respect, unlike the

65. Annual Report, 1958-59, p. 2.
66. Evans, Government Policies and the Wheat Markets, p. 7.
67. See Evans, Government Policies and the Wheat Markets, pp. 22-24
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Bennett government in 1953, the King government took an encouraging

degree of initiative • In commenting on the s i tootion the Board t s re-

port states:

During the year every possible effort was made by the
Board to promote an improved understanding of the problems of the
wheat exporting countries. Several meetings were arranged with
United States authorities in which discussions were held involv
ing the respective wheat situations of the two countries. In
April and May a conference took place in London of the Preparat
ory Committee of the Wheat Advisory Committee, in the hope of ar
riving at some satisfactory attack on the recurring problems of
surplus wheat. 68

At this conference the Board was represented by the Chief Commissioner

and by Mr. R. V. Biddulph, the European Commissioner of the Board,

After being recessed on May 16th in order to permit delegates to com-

munica te to their governments, the conference was reconvened on July

10, 1959, "and it was possible," the report adds, -to report some

progress toward agreement before the outbreak of war stopped nego
69

tiations." Fowke believes that URad war not intervened a new a
70

greement was probable ••••"

The actual operations of the Board during the 1938-59 crop
71

year may be outlined briefly. Purchases from producers amounted

to 292,560,030 bushels, while exports of wheat and wheat flour amount-

ed to approximately 165,000,000 bushels. Of total exports nearly

68. Annual Report, 1958-59, p. 7.
69. Ibid.
70. Fowke, "Dominion Aids to Wheat Marketing, 1929-39", p. 597.
71. See Annual Report, 1958-59, pp. 2-6.
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72
1,000,000 bushels were shipped from Churchill and 59,470,915 bushels

from Pacific Coast ports. Net sales of the Board (both domestic and

ov~rseas) amounted to 206,055,194) bushels, leaving an unsold carry-
75

over remaining at July 51, 1959 of 86,559,554 bushels. According

to Grindley the 1958-59 carryover "was sold during the following crop

year, 1959-40, but the account for the 1958 crop was not closed out

until April 24, 1942, when the final funds were received from the

Department of Finance. The deficit resulting from the Board's op¢ra
74

tions in 1958-59 was then placed at $61,525,691."

Some miscellaneous activities of the Board deserve mention.

As in the previous year the Board continued its assistance of the

Saskatchewan and Alberta governments in securing wheat for feed aQd

seed purposes. It made arrangements to permit farmers to exchange
75

wheat of commercial grades for rust-resistant wheat--a total of 896,

621 bushels being exchanged in this manner. Furthermore, ·Sales were

made to the two Governments at market prices for relief seed and feed

wheat, and every assistance rendered to facilitate its distribution.

A further quantity of 214,718 bushels, under the Dominion Provincial
76

seed policy, was exchanged for certified seed.n In addition to

these activities the Board continued its promotional campaign from

72. See Annual Report, 1958-59, p .. 6. This was the first time
that outward shipments were arranged through Churchill from
-t.he new crop.

75. Ibid., p. 5.
74. ~CanadianWheat Board, 1955-46, p , 14.
75• .Annual Report, 1958~39, p. 7.
76. Ibid.
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its London Office. Further attempts to persuade the Millers f Mutual

Association of Britain to unite in a joint advertising campaign were

p:oceeding satisfactorily until the war intervened. Considerable co-

operation was achieved in this respect between British bakers and the

London Office of the Wheat Board. As a part of the Advertising pro-

gramme the Board had previously released through the bakers of the

United Kingdom a film, "Beyond the Sunset." During the 1958-39 year

it released a second, "The Kinsmen"--also through the British bakers.

According to the report, "The yralue of this part of the Board's cam-

paign has been amply demonstrated by the enthusiastic reports re-

ceived by the Board from the bakers and others, following these show
77

.ings." \Vhile stressing the long-term nature of such advertising,

the Chief Commissioner concluded in his report that lithe results

obtained have amply justified the campaign, and it is therefore un-

fortunate that when it was beginning to show such progress it has

been necessary to discontinue this work, but we do not feel that its
78

value will be lost... With the outbreak of war the role of the

London Office was changed completely. It now' became the coordinat-

ing mechanism between the Board in Canada oil the one hand, and the

77. Annual Report, 1958-59, p. 9.
78. Ibid., p. 10.
79~ I'6id".
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During the spring session of 1939, Parliament passed a num-

The

These acts were
80

1959,

The Agricultural Products
85

The Grain Futures Act, 1959, the
84

ber of important acts affecting western agriculture.

as follows: The Canadian sVheat Board Amendment Act,
81

Wheat Co-operative Marketing Act, 1959,
82

Cooperative ~mrketing Act, 1959,

1939 amendments to the Canada Grain Act, and the Prairie Farm As-
85

ststan.ce Act, 1939 - this last being the most significant of the

group in terms of a new approach to the western a gricultural problem.

The chief characteristics of these acts and their significance have
86

been clearly outlined in a contemporary article by Dr. Britnell.

The following paragraphs rill only indicate briefly the purpose of

the more important of them, particularly as that purpose relates to

the Canadian Wheat Board.

As a result of the 1939 amendments, two important changes

were made in the Wheat Board Act. One was to provide protection only

to the smaller producers, while the other was .ca1culated to relieve

the pres~ure to which the Board was annually subjected in setting the
87

initial payment." With regard to the first change, the amendment

limited the amount of wheat which the Board could purchase from any

80. 0 Geo. 6, c. 39. (Assented to 5 June 1959).
81. 5 Geo. 6, c. 34. (Assented to 19 May 1939) •
82. 0 Geo. 6, c. 28.
83. B Geo. 6, c. 31. (Assented to 19 May 1959).
84. 5 Geo. 6, c. 50. (Assented to 5 June 1959).
85. 5 Geo. 6, c. 50. (Assented to 7 August 1940) •
86. Britnell, tlDomi.."'lion Legislation Jlffecting Western Agriculture,

1959."
87. Ibid., p. 275.
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88
one producer in anyone crop year to S,OOObushels. The second

change was accomplished Qy fixing the initial price by legislation

at 70 cents for No.1 Northern, basis in store Fort William. Under

this amendment the Board was relieved of the responsibility of fix

ing the yearly price (with the approval of the Governor in Council)

at which it would accept deliveries. There were two further amend-

ments. The sections empowering the Governor in Council to approve

the extension of the provisions of the Act to oats, barley, rye or

flax were repealed. And, finally, the provisions of the Act were

made to apply to all parts of Canada where wheat was grown. All

these amendments were to come into force on August 1, 1959--that is,

at ~the beginning of the 1959-40 crop year.

The Wheat Co-operative Marketing Act, 1959, provided for

the cooperative marketing of wheat through selling agencies formed

by any cooperative association, Qy associations of primary producers,

or by elevator companies operating at least 100 elevators in the four

western provinces. The legislation provided that the federal govern-

ment might enter into an agreement with such an agency or agencies

lito guarantee a total of sixty cents a bushel, basis No. 1 Northern,

Fort William, out of which the selling agency may, after allowance

has been made for handling and administration costs, make an initial

88• The Canadian \Vheat Board, 1955-46, p. 14. A further provis
ion was added limiting Board purchases from anyone farm or
group of farms operated as a unit to 5,000 bushels.
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payment to producers who wish to market their wheat under such a
89

plan. D As in the case of the Wheat Board, surpluses were to be

distributed to the producer, losses due to failure to realize the

initial payment plus the marketing costs became the responsibility

of the federal treasury. This Act would clearly have been uanecessary

but for the limitation of Board deliveries to 5,000 bushels per farmer.

The western Pools and a group of line elevator companies formed such

selling agencies. The federal government entered into an agreement

with these agencies, guaranteeing an advance of 56 cents basis No.1

Northern, Fort William. But with the open market price only below

this initial payment for a short time at the beginning of the 1959-
90

40 season, farmers made slight use of the cooperative selling agencies.

In effect, a dual-pooling system had been established--a system which

was not destined to surrive ,

The Agricultural Products Co-operative Marketing Act, 1959,

was designed to do for other agricultural products, including coarse

grains, what the wheat Co-operative :Marketing Act was designed to do

for wheat. The only direct interest which this Act bears to this

study is the fact that it was -the first Dominion Legislation of gen
91

eral application across Canada to encourage cooperatives." Tradition-

89. Britnell, "Dominion Legislation ,Affecting Western Agriculture,·
p. 276.

90. Not more than one per cent of the 1938-59 deliveries went
through these sales agencies. See Britnell, "Dominion Legis
lation Affecting Vlestern Agriculture, 1959,. p , 277.

91. Ibid., p. 279.
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ally, provincial governments had preferred to disguise their assist-

ance to agriculture through government-assisted cooperatives. The

federal government now appeared to be moving in the same direction.

The Grain Futures Act, 1939, is of some interest although

its significance may be questioned. Its enactment arose from the

recommendation of the Ro~l Grain Inquiry Commission which suggested

control over futures trading somewhat along the lines of the American

Grain Futures Administration. The Act was designed to supervise and

regulate trading in grain futures on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange, the

Board of Grain Commissioners being made responsible for such regula-

tion and supervision. Under the terms of the Act the Board could,

qy regulation, insist on the keeping of records by traders, request

information, and provide a supervisor to watch trading and report to

the Board. The Board had power to investigate complaints in relation

to transactions on the Exchange and whenever it considered that tran-

sactions in grain futures were causing or threatening to cause undue

price fluctuations, the Board could, by order, fix minimum margin re-

quirements and limit trading in and holding by individuals of grain
92

futures. The Act also granted the Board power to revoke by-laws

of the exchange and to suspend members. The Act was proclaimed in

the spring of 1940, but was not put into effect. Since the Wheat

Board was ~~dling the bulk of the 1958~9 carryover and most of the

92. Britnell, "Dominion Legislation Affecting Western Agriculture, If

p. 279.
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1939-40 crop at the time, the government was not pressed to put the
95

Act into effect.

Of these Acts, The Prairie Farm A$sistance Act, 1959 was

undoubtedly the most significant. This Act, according to Britnell,

"represents an attempt to substitute an adaptation of the Insurance

principle for direct relief and agricultural aid as the basic method

of dealing with widespread agricultural distress resulting from crop
. 94

failures and depressed prices." The Act provided for two types of

assistance: one was classified as Dnational emergency" assistance,

and the other as "crop failure" assistance. Under the terms of the
95

Act an emergency year could be declared when the "average priceu

was less than eighty cents per bushel. Clearly, the idea was to

provide for an inter-regional transfer of income when a combination

of low yields and prices made the financial burden of maintaining

the farm in production too heavy for other than the national govern-

ment to bear. The maximum assistance under the "national emergency"

clause was $400 to an individual farmer. As for the second type of

assistance, the federal government could declare an area a crop-fail-

ure area under designated yield conditions. Eligibility for payments

was determined on a township unit basis, with farmers in the to'WIlship

95. Ibid.
94. I5iQ.
95. Under the terms of the Act the ttaverage price" was to mean

"the average of the daily closing prices of No. 1 :Manitoba
Northern wheat in store at Fort William, between the thirty
first day of July and the first day of November in any year
as ascertained by the Ndnister pursuant to regulations."
See Toid., p. 280.
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declared a crop failure area eligible to receive a minimum of $200

and a maximum of $500 regardless of the si~e of the farm. Although

the Act provided for a levy of .one per cent on the sale price of

all wheat, oats, barley, and rye marketed from the farms of western
96

Canada," the major portion of.tIle funds would clearly come from
97

the Dominion Treasury.

Despite the genuine advance made by the Act in mitigating

income fluctuations in the Prairie Provinces, weaknesses in the Act

were apparent. Obviously, without revision the Act could operate

to keep marginal and sub-marginal land under cultivation. Further-

more, certain areas where crop failure was virtually unknown would

be forced to pay the levy which was to assist in paying benefits to

farmers living in areas where crop failures were the rule. In view

of these weaknesses, Britnell, writing in 1940, stated that Bas ex-

perience is gained in operation of the Act and more accurate infor-

mation on yields and production figures is built up, the introduction

of premium rates and yield protection bearing some relationship to
98

risk may be expected.-

The last few pages have outlined briefly the administrative

machinery and the marketing organization designed to maintain price

96. Britnell, "Dominion Legislation Affecting Western Agriculture,
p. 281.

97. Ibid. uDuring the current crop year the levy will probably
produce about $2,000,000 while awards to farmers are estimated
to be in the neighbourhood of $12,000,000.-

98. Ibid., p , 282 •.
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and agricultural income with which Canada entered the second World

liar. During the war constant revisions were found necessary to

overcome weaknesses and to meet changing conditions. However, the

most important fact was the change in the Wheat Boardts objectives.

As the war progressed, the Board was used less for price mainten

ance and more as an instrument serving the national policy of price

control and the general fiscal policy designed to control over-all

income and to shift labour resources in conformity with the require

ments of war.
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CHAPTJ&R VIII

WP.RTIIVIE OPERATIONS

When the 1939-40 crop year opened on August 1, uncertainty

characterized the world wheat outlook. Increasing world surpluses

were reflected in the 100 million bushel Canadian carryover, and in

the forecasts for a new Canadian crop in excess of 500 million
1

bushels. Not only was it apparent that the government .would lose

in excess of $60,000,000 on the 1938-39 operations, but it was also

clear that continued govern~ent support would be essential in the

marketing of the 1939-40 crop. The amendments to the Vlheat Board

Act in June particularly the reduced price and restricted de1-

iveries suggested that the government was uneasy with respect to

its liabilities in wheat and that it had determined to th.rOVl some of

the burden upon private organizations and on the larger producers.

It was a year of great uncertainty, with war breaking out within a

few weeks of the opening of the new crop year. According to the

Board IS report, "The outbreak of we~r brought many new problems and

the rapid changes in the general situation caused a nervous wheat

1. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat," p. 397.
---~_..-.._----------------------_._--_.-
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market throughout the year. Policies had to be flexible to meet the
2

changing conditions. ff From the first there was no question but that

the Board would be called upon to handle a large proportion of the
3

Canadian wheat crop during that year.

With the British declaration of war on September 3, 1939,

the market price for cash wheat on the Winnipeg Grain Exchange rose

rapidly "from an average of 54.9 cents for No. 1 Northern, Fort William,
- 4

in August to 73.9 cents in September, 1939." In fact, an improvement

in prices and sales was evident even before the end of August, with

two separate SL~es of 5,000,000 bushels each being made to the
. 5

British Food (Defence Plans) Department on August 24 and August 29.

Good sales were made during this period of rising prices and good

demand despite the fact that the Board's position remained uncertain

since it controlled only 110,000,000 bushels of the marketable wheat
6

supplies of the 1938 and 1939 crop. However, the Board's supply

position soon improved for, as price and d~nand began to falloff

later in September to levels approximating the Board's price, del-

iveries to the Board increased. By October the Board!s supply

position WES once again secure the Board's receipts in the months

2. Annual Report, 1939-1,.0, p. 1.
3. Ibid.
4. Britnell, "The War a.nd CanEidian Wheat", p. 398. Actually, the price

had risen to as high as 80 cents by September 7. See Annual Report,
19.39-40, p. 4.

5. The Canadian ~~eat Board, 1235-11), p. 14.
6. Ibid., p. 15.
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of August and September being 186,500,000 bushels, only 45,000,000 of

w~~ch had been delivered before September 2. Nevertheless, large

~uantities of wheat were still held on storage tickets by farmers

who were "waiting to see if the market would present opportunities
7

for sal,e above the Board initial price level. 11

Although the Board was now ready to embark on a definite

selling programl~e because of its buproved supply position, sales

opportunities remained somewhat limited during the first half of

October the scles being about k million bushels daily. During

this time "The futures market was usually dull and narrow, with
8

export dema.nd limited and peace overtures continuing." In the latter

part of the month, however, export business improved greatly and larger

sales were made. There were bullish crop repo!ts from Canada, the

United States and the Argentine which proved to be price-strengthening
9

factors but, the report adds, "buying methods precluded any price

advance for the time being and the market hovered around the 70 cent
10

level." By the end of October the Canadian visible supply had

risen to 349 millions and western trade channels were becoming -congested
11

while the overseas clearances continued ddsappodrrtdng , Neverthe-

less, the bullish reports continued to affect prices favourably, with

7. Annual Report, 1939-40, p. 6.
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.

10. Ibid.
11. Annual Repor~l 1939-40, p. 6.
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United Kingdom bu~ing dominated the

they were largely sold at the higher open
14

market prices during December.

While most of the f'arme'cs f deliveries had gone to the Board up to
13

December, 1939,

Canadian market and, with that country's puxchasing centralized in

the Cereals Import Committee of the Ministry of Food, "Canadian wheat

prices remained rema.rkably stable at the higher levels until the
15

middle of May, 1940." In Jenuary prices declined somewhat but sales

were maintained. Prices recovered in February and held steady in

March with another price advance t[~ing place during the first three
16 17

weeks of April, the May future for April 20 standing at 9% cents.

During April the United Kingdom made large purchases and l1from the

official opening of Lake Na~igation on April 25th, a hea~7 movement
18

of wheat into eastern and seaboard positions began."

12. The Ca.nadian Wheat Board, 1935-46,p. 15.
13. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat," p. 398.
14. See AIl,n~al Report, 1939-40,p. 8.
15. Britnell, MThe War and Canadian VTheat,11 p. 398.
16. Annual Report. 1939-40, pp. 9-12.
17. The Canadian Vllieat Board, 1935=46, p. 15.
18. Annual Report. 1939-49, p. 12.
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The invasion month of May brought drastic alterations in

the world wheat picture. Despite the P~lied retirement from No~Yay

Accord-

and the invasion of the Low Countries, good markets prevailed until
19

May 10. On May 11, however, a sharp price decline began, a dee1ine
20

which Vias aggravated by the invasion of France on May 15.

ing to Britnell, "The immediate result of Nazi aggression in the early

summer of (1940) was a sharp fall in Canadian wheat prices, neces-

sitating governmental intervention to prevent panic and perhaps even
21

complete collapse. n On l'Jay 18 prices were fixed by government

request on the Winnipeg Grain Exch~~ge near the level of the Wheat
22

Board price. On May 20 minimum prices were also established in

PJllericctn markets. During the remainder of the month market, sales were

19. The Canadif..ln Wheat Board. 1935-46, p. 15.
20. Ibid.
21. Britnell, "The War and Canacl an vVheat, If p , 398.
22. See l:nnual ReDort, 1939-40, p. 13. It reads in part:-

nAt midsession on I'fiay 18th, after prices had been down the
IO-cent limit (to a low of 60 cents on the May future) and
had recovered, the Board, after telephone consultation
with the f.Iinister of Trade and Commerce, asked theV\Tinnipeg
Grain Exchange to forbid trading in wheat futures below the
closing prices of FridEy, NfBy 17th, name'ly, May 70, July 71
and October 73 cents. The Winnipeg Grain Exch&nge iwJnediat
ely posted a notice implementing the Board'S request, to
become effective from the opening of the market on L18.~Y 20th. II

At first there was apparently little intention of closing the Winnipeg
Wheat Market. (See Pillnual Report, 1939-40, p. 4, for the government
statement of Sept. 7, 1939). Prior to June, 1940, the British Cereals
Import Conunittee employed the open-market machinery buying at open
market prices. After that date the Committee preferred to make direct
purchases from the Board, "though insisting on the maintenance of an
open market." See Britnell, "The War and Ca.nadian Wheat,l1 p. 405.
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limited although minor price advances were made. Then on the last

day of the month the sales picture i:mproved with the purchase by the

United Kingdom through the Cereals 1m.port Co:m(iittee of 50,000,000

bushels of Canadian wheat in the form of October futures. But the

Whr situation becmne steadily worse and in June overwhelming tragedy

fell u1~nEuroDe
.J.. ..

a tragedy which held the most serious con-

sequences, not only for food-short Europe, but for wheat-exporting

nations abroad , With the exception of Por-tugal., the entire European

market, had been Loat.. Apart from the one dmpor-tarrt market in the

United Kingdom only a few scattered and uncertatn markets remained

As France was over-run (the

By this time "The concept of a world market and a world price
24

for wheat had virtually disappeared. 1t

in the Orient, the West Indies,Centr&l and South P~ierica and in
23

Eire.

Armistice request was made on June 17) and as the intense bombing

of Britain began on June 22, wheat prices fell to the pegged levels
25

and all country deliveries were made to the Board. Similar condit-

ions persisted tl~oughout July although wheat exports continuted to

be nade to Britain. During this period Canadian exporters making

sa'Les to Brit&in covered rdth the Boar-d "by taking back equivalent
26

amount-s of f'ut.ur-es from the 50,000,000 bushel block sale." In

-----_.._----
23. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat," p. 399.
24. Ibid.
25. The Callac;1ian V!heI~t Board, 19.35-A6, p, 15.
26. Ibid.
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Jul:>r negotiations for a further sale of 100,000, 000 bushels began
. 27

and wer-e corapLe t.ed on AUEust 8, ear-Ly in the 1940-41 crop year.

The above pHr[~gr8phs have indicated r-oughl.y the course of

prices and sales during the crop year 1939-/+0. Other aspects of the

problems confronting the Board must now be considered. The bigh

level of prices which prev2iled on the open market from January to

Ilay , 1940 (aver-ag.lng about 20 cents a bushel.higher than the Board
28

price) , had. a strong influence in sha.ping productd.on plans in the

spring of 194.0. "Encouraged b~r this situation, prairie farmers, hav-

ing survived ten yetTS of drought and depressdon, seeded two million

extra acres of 'wheat in the spring of 1940 . in the hope of

r ecoupd.ng their for-tunes in a war-time wheat boom like that of 1914
29

18." VHlen European markets wer-e cut off shor-bLy after seeding

operations wer-e completed, this acreage expansion tl1reatened to pro-

duce a surplus of disturbing proportions. Furthermorp.. on ton of
.30

the highest wheat acreage in Canada since 1932, early prospec'bs

for a good yield were bright. AIthough there was some drought in

Canada and the United States by June, late rains produced remarkable

r-ecovery in both countries. Total product.Lon in Canada during 1939-

40 reached approximately 520,623,000 bushels, or about 160,000,000

27. Ibid.
28. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat", p. 398.
29. See Table 1, ibid.
30. See Annual Report, 1939-40, p. 13. Acreage increased from

26.8 million acres in 1938 to 28.7 in 194.0, all ~he increase taking
place in the Prairie Provinces.
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greater than the previous year's crop. With the decline in markets

and the increa.se in production, congestion naturally developed in

Canadian elevators during the crop year despite the Board's efforts
31

to use all available storage space. In addition, submarine activities

made the problem even more complex. "Ocean shipping was scarce and

expensive, and had to be concentra.ted at St. Lawrence and Atlantic

ports. About 10,400,000 bushels of wheat were, shipped from Pacific

ports compared with 39,500,00 bushels in 1938-39. Further shipnents
32

of 1,800,000 bushels were made from Churchill."

When 1939 amendments made the Wheat Board Act applicable

to the whole of Canada for the first time, the Board established an

-Eastern Division' and a "Western Division" for the purposes of
33

administra.tion. Operations in the Western Division may be briefly

summarized. The carryover of the 1938 crop amounted to 86,500,000 on

JUly 31, 1939, - a carryover which was completely disposed ot by the
34

end of the 1939....40 crop year. or the .342,400,000 bushels which

were delivered to the Board during 1939-40, 160,300,000 were sold

that year, thus lea.ving 182,100,000 bushels held by the Board at

31. The Canadian Iheat Board \- 1932-A9, p, 15.
32. Ibid.
33. S;;-Annual Report, •1939=-!tO, p, 16. It reads as fo110"8:

·Underthe Canadian Whee,tBoard Act, it was considered
necess~ to carry on separate systems and separate ·poo1s"
for western wheat and for eastel~ wheat, and this arrange
ment was approved under Order in Council P. c. 3433 of Nov-
ember 2nd , 1939." '

.34. Ibid., p. 19.
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and , as at July 31, 1940, the Crop Account

During the year net Board sales amounted to
.36

246,800,000 bushels

35
July 31, 1940.

Bal.ance Sheet showed a deficit of $6,119,656.73. For the Eastern

Division, on the other hand, a surplus of about $80,000 resulted from

the Board's operations, and this amount was paid out to producers on
37

their participation certificates. Early in the crop year, the

Board had opened an office in Toronto and accepted deliveries of

Ontario Winter wheat at 70 cents per bushel for No. 1 grades, basis

Montreal export rail freights. Deliveries amounted to about
38

4,125,000 bushels, all of which the Board sold Within the crop year.

As a result of the WB,.r ,the London Office suspended almost

entirely its regular promotions.l work with respect to Canadian whes_t.

Mr. R. V. Biddulph, European Commissioner of the Board, "turned his

attention to the more pressing and importa,nt role of liaison officer

between the Board in Canada and the various agencies of the Ministry

of Food in the United Kingdom, including the British Cereal Imports

35. Ibid., p. 17•
.36. Total production during this year amounted. to approxima.te1y

520.6 mUlion bushels, (see Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat,·
p, .398, Table 1). Approximately 75 per cent of this was delivered to
the Board, (see Britnell, "Dominion Legislation Affecting Western
Agriculture," p, 'Zl7).

37. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p, 16. It should be noted
that while the surplus for the Eastern Division represents final
accounting, the deficit for-the Western DiVision does not. Often
several years passed before final accounting became possible.

38. Annual.Report, 1935=40, p. 24.
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39
Branch." C:J.ose contact was maintained with officials of the

Ministry of Shipping, and in this and manY' other ways the report

credits Mr. Biddulphw!th serving "to smooth out the changed methods
40

due to the dislocations of war. If Furthermore, AIr. Biddulph acted

as the Board's agent in all transactions with the Treasury- Department

of the Un!ted Kingdom, ps.rticula.rly with regard to the various direct

s~~es made during the crop year. During the year, changes were made

in the Board personnel. Mr. C. Gordon Sm!th of Winnipeg was appointed

Assist~nt Chief Commissioner of the Board on October 26, 1939, with
41

Mr., R. C. Findla.y a.ssuming the poaitionof Comptroll.er.

Between the 1939-40 and 1940-41 seasons the only·· real sim-

ila:rities were the large wheat orops harvested in both years, when

most of the deliveries were ma.de to the Board, and the initial price
42

of 70 cents. Contrasts were far more apparent. These contrasts

are as follo1'1s:-

39. Ibid. The report explains the overseas agency as follows:
"Before the outbreak of' war, United Kingdom purchases for
security reserves were handled by the Food (Defence Plans)
Department. Machinery and personnel were prepared in the
event of war and when war. materialized, all imported wheat
purchases were placed under the Cereals Import Committee of
the Ministry of Food. In June, 1940 this became the Cerea.1
Imports Branch of the Ministry of Food." See Annual Report.J
1939-40, p. 3 n.

40. Ibid., p.26.
41. Ibid., p. 3.
42. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p, 16•.
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(1) The futures market was used very little in 1940-41.
Minimum prices remained in effect throughout the crop year
and bulk sales were the main method of wheat disposal,
covering 220,000,000 bushels.

(2) Delivery controls were made necessary by the addition
of a large 1940 crop to the large remaining surplus from
the previous harvest.

(3) There was a considerable improvement in exports of
both wheat and wheat .flour. 4.3

A nwnber of circumstances combined to confront the Board with part-

icularly dif'ficult problems in storing and financing the purchase of

western grain. .By the beginning of the 1940-41 crop year both world

and Canadian carryovers had reached new high levels. Already the new

Canadian wheat crop promised to reach at least 500 million bushels,

and this, when added to a carry-over of about 301 million bushels

when the actual Canadian elevator stora.ge sI?ace for all grains was

only about 424 million bushels, indicated clearly the urgency of the
44

problem. . Parliament was confronted with a crisis of major

proportions. Production plans had been made under relatively

~. IMd. .
44. See Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat", p. 399. While the

total 1939 wheat production was 520.6 million bushels with a total
carryover of 300.7 million bushels, the total production for 1940
reached 551.4 million bushels - the second largest in Cana.dian history.
(The largest crop had been in 1928, when 566,726,000 bushels were
produced on 24,119,000 seeded acres).
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favourable market and price conditions but the crop had matured under

conditions of severely reduced demand, with the world surplus higher
45

than at any time in history. The crisis had to be met, and met

promptly, by legislative action.

Early in August 1940, Parliament amended the Wheat Board
. A6

Act in a number of important respects. These amendments may be out-
47

lined brieny as follows: (1) The original Whee.t Board Act had

provided for an Advisory Committee to be appointed by the Governor in

Council. This provision remained unchanged despite the fact that the

original committee had. been dismissed along with the McFarla.nd Board

and replaced by a committee of the cabinet. The 1940 amendment

incree,sed the maximum membership of the Committee from seven to
48

eleven, at least six of whom were to represent the producers.

(2) While the 70 cent fixed price WB.S retained, the new legislation

removed the 5,000 bushel limits-tion on deliveries to the Board. This

was made absolutely necessary because the open market could be expected

45. On August 1, 1940, the world surplus had risen to 1,357 million
bushels. This compares with the previous record of 1,199 million
bushels on August 1, 1934.

46. 4 Geo. 6, c. 25. (Assented to 7th August, 1940).
47. See The Canadia.n Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 16; also Annual Report,

1940-:41, p, 3.
48. The new Advisory Committee we.s a.ppointed by Order-in-Council on

August 27,1940. The members were as follows: _ D. A. Campbell, Toronto;
Fred H. Clendenning, Vancouver; Paul Farnalls, Halkirk, Alta; Lew
Hutchison, Duhamel, Alta; J. A. McCowan, Summerberry, Sask.; D. G.
McKenzie, Winnipeg, (elected Chairman); Rosario Messier, Contrecoeur,
Que.; Fred Pettypiece, Auld, Ont.; R. C. Reece, Winnipeg; A. C.
Reid, Winnipeg; J. H. Wesson, Regina. The Cabinet Committee continued
in existence.



to take only a small part of the new crop as long as pegged levels

£or cash wheat and futures on the Exchange continued and because many

of the larger fa.mers might have little opportunity to dispose of more

than 5,000 bushels of their 1940 crop unless the limitation on deliver
49

ies to the Board was removed. (3) The amended legislation also made

provision :for an interim payment under certa.in conditions, provided

that such payments ente,iled no risk of loss .or cost to the government.

(4) The provision tha.t the Board should sell "continuously· was deleted

for the obvious reason tha.t such selling was no longer possible. (5)

The amended Act also provided for 8. processing levy 1Dot to exceed 15

cents per bushel on wheat utilized for domestic human consumption.

The proceeds of the levy were payable by processors to the Board and
51

were designated as ordinary revenues of the Board. (6) Due to the

emergency situation, penalty clauses were made more severe. The neces-

49. BritneU,-The War and Canadian Wheat", p. 400. He adds that:
"Following the establishment of minimum trading levels on
the Winnipeg Grain Exchange in the summer of 1940, elevator
companies had stopped buying wheat (except on Board account)
and producers with more than 5,000 bushels had found them
selves deprived of 8 market for their excess wheat. 1t

50. The levy was subsequently fixed at 15 cents by Order-in-Council.
51. See TheCapadianibeat Board, 19j5-46, p, 17. With respect

to the levy it has this to say:-
itA gross revenue of $5,966,792 resulted from the application
of the processing levy • • • and, after deducting expenses
of administration, a net revenue of .5,~7,l29 was credited
to the 1940 Crop Account - Western and Eastern Divisions."

See also Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat," PP.40D-4Ql.
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sity of such action will beoome more apparent as the t~~!O final

amendments 8xe considered below.

As indicated above, the storage problem was critical due to

large surpluses and restricted markets. To ensure that elevator space

was equits.bly shared, the Whea.t Board wes empowered to regula.te del-

iveries by producers to country, mill, and terminal elevators of all
52

kinds of gra.in. In addition to this, provisionwes made for storage

payments on wheat stored on farms "at a rate not greater than the
53

established country elevator tariff rate." Considerable diffioulty

existed in getting loans aga.inst farm stored wheat because of the risk

involved. While refusing to assume responsibility for any advences

on such wheat, the Dominion government "sought to ease the strain by

encouraging elevator companies, through generous income tax concessions,

to extend their oonstruction programme by building several hundred
54

temporary storage bins or annexes." Furthermore, the B08.rd of Grain

Commissioners reduced daily storage rates from one-thirtieth toone-
55

forty-fifth of a cent a bushel in order to check possible excess profits.

The Wheat Board agreed to allow the farmer the saae storage return,

beginning November 1, 1940, on fa.rm-stored wheat subseauently delivered
56

to the Board.

52. Britnell, "The War and Oanadf.en Whea.t-, p, 401.
53. The Canadian Wheat Board. 1935:46. p, 16.
54. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheatlt , p.401.
55. See ibid., Table II. Under this plan the Board price rose from

70 cents to 76 cents from November 1, to July 31, 1941, or a rise of
t cent every 22 or 23 days.

56. Ibid.
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To provide a f~lir division of eleva.tor space the Board found
57

it necessary to issue delivery permits for each farm. Each farmer

received a permit book which contained his sworn statement of the

number of acres he had seeded to wheat and other grains in 1940, a.nd

8,11 his deliveries were recorded therein. The Board established the

first delivery Quota at five bushels per seeded acre for both wheat

and other gr8"ins. These quotas were gradua.lly increHsede.s wheet moved

into export and do~estic trade channels, and by April 21, 1941, all

points were declared to be open-delivery points, although deliveries
58

had still tabe entered in the quota book. Wri:ting in the fall of

1941, Britne11 stated nthat the quota device has worked much more

smoothly ~nd satisfa,ctorily than the Dominion government, the Wheat

Board, the eleva.tor'companies, or the wheat producers themselves ever
59

thought possible. n In commenting on the success of these operations,
, .

the Wheat Board commended -the co-operation &E the producers and the

elevator companies, (which made it) possible to take delivery of all
60

the marketa"ble grain.·, The elevators assisted by an extensive pro-

gramme of temporary bin or annex construction and in narrowing the
. 61

margin between street and track prices. During 1940-41, 97 million
62

bushels of temporary storage space was added by country eleV8.tors,

and 56 million bushels of temporary terminal storage facilities were
63

constructed. Farm. stort:lge payments al.so assisted growers. These

57. Th@ Canadian Wheat. Board, ·1935-46. p, 17.
58. Annual Reoort. 1940-41, pp. 5-8.
59. Britnell, WThe Wa,r and Canadian Wheatn, p, 403.
60. The Ganadian Wheat BOB.rd, 1935-46, p , 17.
61. See Britnell, "The Wa.r and Canadian Wheatn, p. 402. The narrow-

ing of the margin between track and street prices was made necass2cry
because few farmers were Role io sell in carlots due to delivery

restrictions.
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payments which, amounted to 16,147,524, were made to producers on- 64
all wheat delivered between October 31, 1940, and July .31, 1941.

Quite apart from its success in securing 8.n equitable distribution

of storage space among farmers, the quota system proved valuabl,e in

other .aye. Through it the Wheat Board and the federal government

1f~tS provided with deta.iled information on the seeded acreages of

nearly 250,000 Canadian farms, "invaluable in both the determination
65

and administration of future government wheat policy." Britne1l

also believes that the "successful operation of the quota system of

deliveries has suggested that quotas may be an indirect but errec-

tive instrument for control of production without involving any
66

compulsory reduction of acreage." Wartime experiences may prove

most value.ble in the future if periods of surplus should once agadn

return to western Canada.

The eperations of the Wheat Board for the year 1940-41 may

be briefly sketched. In the Western Division approxime.tely

182,000,000 bushels were carried over from the 19.39 crop - an amount
. '

in the previous

With the further disposition of' 1939 wheat
68

the deficit for that year, shown 8,s$6,119,656

which was reduced by sales to approxime.tely 115,000,000 bushels during
67

tJhecrop year 1940-41.

62. Annual Repgrt•. 194Q-41,p. 8. In this regard the report states:
"For taxation purposes, the Government gave permission to the

companies to write off the cost of these temporary sturctures over a
period of two years."

6,3. Ibid. Terminal construction was facilitated by an agreement bet
ween the government and the elevator companies made on February 19,
1941, by Order-in-Council P.C. 1225.

64. Ibid., p, 9. 65. Britnell, -The War and Canadian Wheat~ p.403.
66. Ibid. 67. The CanadiB!l Wheat Board, 193.5=.lt.9.,. p, 17.
68. AnnUB~ Report •. 19,39-40, Exhibft "An.
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69
yes.r's report, now stood at $14,103,685. At the seme time, the

1940-41 Statement of drop Account indicated the deficit on 1940 crop
70 million

account to be $4,443,300. Of the total production of 551.4..bushels

in Oanada for the crop year beginning August 1, 1940, the Whee.t

Board received approximately 395,.357,000 bushels. Of this anount

about U1,~,OOO bushels were sold during 1940-41, leaving
71

253,713,000 bushels of Board wheat unsold at July 31, 1941. Thus

tote.1 Sl3,.1e8 for the year 1940-.0. were approximately 2.30 million

bushels, leaving the Board holding abouf 368,713,000 bushels. In

the Eastern Division, with the price again fixed at 70 cents per bushel

for No.1 grades, basis delivered Montreal, the deliveries were much

lower than in the preceding year, amounting to only 1,333,000 bushels.

1tThis wheat was all sold within the crop year at a profit of nearly

$100,000 the_t "as distributed to the producers on their participation.
72

certificates." As mentioned earlier, a sale of 100 million bushels

had been made to the United Kingdom in August, 1940. The United

Kingdom made a:ffurther purchase of 120 million bushels in May, 1941.

-Tb.is weB the largest single wheat transaction in the history of the
73

world's grain trade."

With the virtual disappearance of both a world market and a

69. Annual Report. 19AQ=Al, Exhibit tlB·...
70. The 1940-41 report showed total deficits for the .3 crop years

1938-40 to equal $79,972,814 as at 31 July, 1941. It must be rememb
ered that final accounting for a crop year is possible only when all
whee_t has been disposed of by the Board.

71. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 17.
72. Ibid.
73. Annual Report. 1940-Al, p.2.
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world price, the task of estimatiI'..g export prices for Canadian wheat

becomes particularly difficult - especially so when direct sales
7/,,-

ere employed. The year 1940-Q. was the first full crop year in which

the United Kingdom, through the Cereals Import Committee, had purch

ased all its Canadian supplies direct from the Board (while at the

same time insisting on the maintenance of the open market). Under

this system no necessary relationship existed between market and export

prices. Nevertheless, some indications of. the prices secured for

export wheat do exist. On June 4, 1940 the Minister of Trade and

Commerce announced a sale of 50 million bushels to the Cereals Import

Corom!ttee, anda.nother sale of 100 million bushels on August 2, both
75

made nat a price considerably above the present market. a In view

of this Britnell makes the following estimate with respect to the

export price:-

Since it W8.S stated by the Minister in the debatea on the
processing levy of 15 cents per bushel on wheat used for
buman consumption in Canada that one reason for the tax
was the government's desire to make the domestic price
commensurate with the price being paid by Britain, it seems
probable that the Cereals Import Committee paid in the
neighbourhood of 85 cents per bushel, plus carrying charges,
basis No.1 Northern, Fort William, on these transactions. 76

74. The reports are of little use here unless an exhaustive ane..lysis
of the Board's accounts are undertaken. In the fall of 1941 Britnell
wrote:-

"On the price side little information has been available for
the past year on the proceeds of export sales of Canadian
whee"t to Great Britain. n SeeaThe War and Canaddan Wheat,"
p. 405.

75. Cited from the House of Commons Debates in Britnell, aThe War
and Canadian Wheat", p , 405.

76. Ibid.
77. Ibid., ~J. 406.
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A. further sale of 120 million bushels was made in May, 1941, but the

Minister did not say whether the price in this case was above the

market. During the year practically all the Board's sales were made

direct rather than through the market. Open marketseles (which

amounted to about 20 per cent of tota.l deliveries as in the previous

year) probably went to fill domestic requirements of those of neutral
77

countries. "In the period from the end of September, 1940, to the

middle of April, 1941, Winnipeg cash prices managed to stay slightly

above the pegged levels and the Board price, but with increased farm

deliveries after the middle of April open-market prices tended to

rest on the pegs with practically all farmers' Wheat being sold to
78

the Board." In view of these circumstances it would seem that the.

Board was securing satisfactory priees - i.e., prices subst~tntially

above the market. Indeed; when finel aceountdng was at last possible,

the price to the producers for the 1940-41 crop amounted to $.76215
79

(70 cents initial payment plus a participating payment of 6.215 cents),

while the surplus payable to the producers on that crop, as at July
80

31, 1944, amounted to $26,081,800.16. Payments were authorized on

May 12, 19.44.

It was apparent well before the end of the 1940-41 crop year

that wheat surpluses would beeoaaunaanegeabl.e without production

77. ~., p. 4~.
78. Ibid.
79. See .. the Canadian Wheat Pools, Summary o£ Operations Q,f the

Canadi.an Wheat Board. 1935-)6. to 1%7-48, (Winnipeg, The Pools, 1949)
p. 3. This summary is 8, brief but extremely useful reference.

80. ~., p. 6.
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control, and this despite the fact that Canada's favourable position

relative to the British market during wartime secured for her a large
81

percentage of world wheat exports. Foreign and domestic markets

during the 1940-41 year absorbed only about 50 million bushels more

than the 1939 crop carryover, leaving the record 1940 crop virtually
82

untouched. In outlining wheat policy for the coming year, the

1940-41 report observed that :-

With the carry-over of Oanadf.an wheat threatening to exceed
500 million bushels, and with storage facilities badly con
gested, it seemed clear that continuation of the traditional
policy of unrestricted wheat production was not advisable
under war conditions. The considerable outlay for storage
and carrying charges on huge stocks of wheat could not
logically be increased, when the funds were needed in more
direct war effort. 83

It was generally agreed that wheat deliveries would have to be restri-

cted -to the aaourrt of wheat that could be sold at home and abroad
84

during the crop year 19JJ.-42.1I Finally, it was decided to permit

81. At the outbreak of war British mills could not mix more than
10 per cent of Canadian wheat in their grist. By February, 1940,
they were required to mix not less than 60 per cent. By May, 1941,
it appeared that British flour was made almost entirely from Canadian
wheat. See Britnell, "The War and Oanadden Wheat", p. 404.

S2. Ibid.
83. Annual Report, 194Q-A, p, 22. See also The Canadian Wheat Board,

1935-~, p, 18. The actual carryover at the end of the year was 480
million bushels. See also Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat-, p.A.D4.
With respect to carrying costs he states:-

"Since most of the ca.rry-over will necessarily be owned by
the Wheat Board it will represent an investment by the
Dominion government of about 1350 million plus annual carry
ing charges of nearly $50 million."

84. AnnuaJ. Report,194Q....A. p, 22.
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85
the marketing of only 230 million bushels, a restriction which

necessitated the division of deliveries equitably among wheat farmers.

Deliveries were to be regulated by a quota system using 65 per cent

of the 1940 wheat acrea.ge as a basis. The first quota was to be a

general one allowing delivery of the same quantity of wheat per acre

from every rarmer, with subsequent quotas being based on the 1941
86

yield for the larmer's shipping point. Stora,ge payments were to be

made as in the previous year - but only on the undelivered portion
f?!1

of the 230 million bushels.

In the crop year of 1941-/~, the activities of the Ca.nadian

Wheat Board reflected the trend towards diversification of western
88

grain production. The effects of the third year of war in restrict-

ing the export movement of wheat had resulted in further accumulations

of surpluses by the four major exporting countries. In fact, from

July 31, 1939 to July 31, 1942, the wo:rld surplus bad increased from
89

635,000,000 bushels to 1,4.30,000,000 bushels. Faced with this emb-

arassing surplus and with the wartime need for increased production

of livestock and livestock products, the Wheat Board, the Advisory

85. See Britnell, "The Wa.r and Canadian Wheat", p. 406.
as. Ibid.
fr7. See Annual Report. 1940-41, pp, 22-25.
8S. The Canadian. Wheat Board. 1935-A@, p, 18.
89 • Annual Report. 19.41-&E, p, 1.
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Committee, and the federal government began an intensive study of the

problem. Two principal features were discernible in the new wheat

policy which emerged.. As mentioned above, wheat, deliveries were to

be restricted to the amount which could be disposed of in foreign and
90

domestic markets in the crop year 1941-42. The second feature of

the new wheat poliey WllS the encouraging of increased production of

feed grains as a vital part of the programme of increasing livestock

production.

By Order-in-Council P. C. 3849 of May 30, 1941, the Wheat

Board was charged with the responsibility of implementing (and given

the necessary regulatory powers to implement) the 2.30 million-bushel

limitation in total marketings of wheat in Canada. Although the

"authorized acreage" for delivery pllrpeseswas established for each

producer on the basis of 65 per cent .of his declar~d wheat acreage in

1940, provision was made for a liberal interpretation of these require-

ments as in the cas~}.or producers who had. seeded an unusually low

wheat acreage in 1940 - special allowance being made in those

areas where dl'ought and grasshoppers had greatly reduced wheat seeding

90. "This principle, in practice, meant that ma.rketings in 1941-42
would be used to meet current demand at home and abroad
and the accumulated reserve of wheat as at July 31, 1941,
would be carried as a wartime reserve." The Canadian Wheat
Board. 1935-46, p, 18.
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in 1940. On the other hend, those producers who had seeded an

unusually high wheat acreage had their authorized acreages reduced.

The report notes that -The adjustment of these extremes modified the
91

inequities arising from the use of a single base year."

Assuming normal yields in 1941, it was estimated that the

1941 wheat acreage would have to be reduced by 9 million acres from

the 1940 record of 28.7 million acres if commercial wheat production

(not including farm seed and feed requirements) were to be cut to
92

2,30 million bushels. In lieu of a higher price for the marketable

portion of the farmer's crop, the' government made provision for pay-

ing prairie farmers who reduced their 1941 acreage below their
93

acr-eege of 1940. The sum of 14.00 an acre was paid for summer-

falloWing the reduced wheat acree.geor any part of it, while $2.00

an acre WB.S paid "for seeding to coarse grains or grass, on lands

not summerfallowed or sown to coarse grB.ins or grass in 1941 and which
94

is in grass or rye on JulY' 1, 1942.-'1'0 meet the payments to farmers

91. .Annual Report, 1941-42, p, 2.
92. Britnell, -The War and Canadian Wheat", p. 407.
93. Ibid. These provisions were regularized in the Wheat Acreage

Reduction Act, 1942. (6 Geo. 6, c. 10, assented to 27 MarCh, 1942).
This Act was amended a month later. & Geo. 6, c. 12, assented to
21 April, 1942.

94. Ibid. Claims for payment had to be supported by sworn statements.
The administration was largely through the machinery of rural municipal
i ties and through an elaboration of P.F.R.A. aachdnery,
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and the administrative costs which were entailed, Parliament appropr-

iated the sum of $35 million. As noted previously, farm storage

payments were continued on the former basis. However, the processing

levy provided by the Canadian Wheat Board Act, as amended in 1940,

was repealed by Order-in-Council P. C. 5844 (July 31, 1941). The

Board ceased to collect the levy forthwith, except those sums due to

the Board up to and including July 31, 1941.

At the beginning of the 1941-42 crop year, the Board price

was still fixed at 70 cents. But, on March 6, 1942, the Wheat Board

issued the folloWing statement:-

A resolution placed on the order paper for Mar. 5, 1942,
indieates the Government's intention to increase the
initial price of wheat. This is an official notifica.tion
of our intention that all open wheat futures will be
cleared on or before this date at the closing prices of
Thursda.y, March 5th, that is May wheat futures at 7* eents
and/or July wheat futures at .SOi cents. If this action
is not taken until July 31st, suitable carrying charges will
be allowed to holders of cash wheat for the elapsed period
during the month of July. Un~dged cash wheat will be
adjusted on the Bcme basis. In the meantime holders of cash
wheat as well a.s futures may continue to carry on with their
normal business bearing in mind the above , 95

In commenting on this statement the report observes that -The reault

of this action was that persons holding cash whet:3t or wheat futures

could not sell at prices higher than those ruling at the market close
96

of March 5th, after allowing for carrying charges.- Accordingly,

95. Quoted in Annual Report, 19M-A? p, 10.
96. Ibid.
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the Board was given the authority "to transfer all non-Board or open

market stocks of Ca.nadian'wheat (Western Canada grain grades) to the
97

new and higher price level." Care was taken to prevent speculative

profits by the following means: Until the end of the 19U-42 crop

year, the Board was gra.nted authority to buy cash wheat from persons

other than producers, "to control and adjust trading and contracts

The limitation on deliveries during the 1941-42 crop year

and the introduction of bonuses for wheat acreage reduction resulted

in a large decline in wheat acreage -- from 28,726,000 acres in

1940, to 21,822,000 acres in 194].. In the Prairie Provinces a 24

per cent reduction in wheat acreage reduced the area sown to wheat to

a lower level than had existed at any time after 1925. On the other

hand, the areas seeded to feed grains end flaxseed increased substenb-

ially, Although growing conditions were favourable in the spring, adverse

conditions developed by June 15, and by the middle of July it was app-

arent that the western Cana.dian crop would be well below average. In

fact, wheat production in Canada amounted to only 315,000,000 bushels.

The crop was smaller by 225,000,000 bushels than in 1940 and only

97. Ibid., p, 11.
98. Ibid. These oper-atdone enta'.ledthe setting up of a special whea.t

account which showed a surplus of 81,360,964 as at July .31, 1942. See
The Canadien. Wheat Board, 1935-46, p, 22.
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85,000,000 bushels greater than the 230,OOO,OOObushelsauthori~ed

f!)r delivery during the crop year of 1941-42. Whea.t farmers mark-

ectad 227,900,000 bushels of whea.t or about 2 million bushels less than

the amount authorized for delivery and about, half the 456 million
99

bushels marketed during 1940-41. During the year total exports of

wheat and wheat flour to overseas points a.nd to the United States

amounted to 222,007,141 bushels as compared with 2.31,206,246 in the
100

preceding year. While the United Statea became a net importer,

the United Kingdom remained Cana.da's principal customer.

The operations of' the Board in the crop year 1941-42 may be

briefiy sketched. Out of total marketings of 227,900, 000 bushels,

producers delivered 100 million bushels to the Board, Thus the

Board received only 44 per cent of the deliveries, while it had

received well over ha'Lf of the wheat the previous year -- 395

million bushels out of 456 million bushels. The explanation is to

be found in the fact that the market price remained constantly

above the Board price throughout the yea,r. The Board I S general

position at the end of the 1941-42 crop year may be summarized from
101

its wheat crop account as at July 31, 1942.

99. The Can8.dian Wheat Board, 1935-46 , p. 21.
100. Ibi~.

101. Ibid.



1938
1939
1940
1941

Receipts from
Producers

bu.

292,400,000
342,400,000
395,400,000
99,500,000 '
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Inventory#
July31, 19fr2

bu.

29,600,000
119,200,000

49,500,000

Surplus (~) or De£icit (-)
8;.t July 31 , 1942 •

•
- 61,525,691.19
.. 10,422,953.45
-1,364,026.48
T 4,809,054.50

# (Inventories valued at market price on July 31, 1942, basis in
store Fort Wi11iam/Port Arthur or Vancouver).

Fina.l accounting as at July 31st, 1944, showed the surplus payabl.e
102

to producers on the 1941 crop to be $15,305,476. For that year

the initial payment had been 70 cents but the participating payment

(which includes the price increase in May 1942) amounted to 15.336
. l~ .

cents - or a total payment of 85.336 cents. Payment of the

surplus was authorized on September 1, 1944. Storage payments were

greatly reduced - from $6,147,524 in 1940-41, to 1648,648 in 1941-42.

This· reflected the relatively heavy marketings previous to November

l,the higher initial prices for wheat sold on the open market, and
104 .

the smaller crop. During the year two sales; each of 120,000,000

bushels of Winnipeg wheat futures, were made by the Board to the

United Kingdom, one in November 1941, and the other in May, 1942.

102. Canadf.an Wheat Pools, Summary of Operations of the Canadian
Wheat Board, p, 6.

103. Ibid., p. 3.
104. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 21.
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Since it was apparent early in the year that the marketable

surplus in the West would not exceed the delivery limit, delivery quotas

remained on the same basis as in 1940-41. The Board announced on

July 24, 1941, th~t there would be no delivery quotas on grain other

than wheat and that producers could deliver such grains without

restriction as to delivery point and without having such deliveries
105

entered in their 1941-42 permit books. This was possible because

the small deliveries of these grains were absorbed quickly and with-

out difficulty. For wheat the first quota wa.s established at 5
106

bushels per "authorized acre". Restrictions were necessary be-

cause less than 90 million bushels of storage space was available

in country elevators, and it was essential that available space be
107

apportioned fairly among farmers. However, with exports remaining

at about the same level as in the previous year and with a much

smaller crop, it was possible to increase delivery quotas rapidly.

By Decemger 4, 1942, all western delivery points were placed on an

open-delivery basis. As a result the Board experienced much less
108

trouble with infractions of the delivery quotas than in 1940-41.

105. Ibid., p. 22.
106. "By 'authorized acre I is meant the wheat acr-eage for delivery

purposes established by the Canadian Wheat Board and shown
in each permit book." Ibid.

107. Annu8.1 Report, 19l1-42, p, 5.
108. Ibid., p , 6.
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A few miscellaneous details of the Board's operations in
109

the' crop year 1941-42 should be mentdoned., Due to wartime shortages

of vegetable oils, the Board was given power to take over flaxseed in
110

commercial channels and to accept delivery from producers. The

control of existing stocks was necessary since a higher price was

intended to encourage production in 1942. In selling flaxseed, the

Board was directed to observe the maximum price regulations respect
ill

lng tpis product. This last directive is important in that it

signifies the beginning of the Board functioning as a mechanism for

price control and not as a mechanism for price-income support for the

farmer as in the past. The following quotation emphasf.aee this f~tct:

"The Board undertook the responsibility of acting as Administrator on

behalf of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board in defining the maximum

prices at which certain grains traded during the basic period Sept.
112

15 to Oct. 11, 1941," On flax account the Board recorded a deficit
113

of $67,908 as at July 31, 1942.

Before turning to the events of the crop year of 1942-43,

it would be well to consider the effects of the government's 1941

wheat policy on the income of the prairie region. There can be- no

109. D. G. McKenzie resigned from the Advisory Conunittee during
the 1941-42 crop year on his appointment as Chief' COIllillissioner of the
Board of Grain Commissioners. He was succeeded by R. C. Brown of
Pilot Mound, Man; and Lew Hutchinson was elected Chairman of the
Committee. See the Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p , 22.

110. Annual Report. 1941-42, p, 7.
111. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 20.
112. Ibid. .
113. Ibid., p. 22.
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doubt that the crop year of 1941-42 (the first full war year in

which the requirements of price control completely dominated wheat

policy) brought about a drastic decline in both the cash and real income
114

of the wheat producer. Whereas prices generally that is,

farmers' costs, - had risen substantially between the years 1938 to

1942, the initia.l payment for wheat had been reduced from 80 cents in

1938 to 70 cents for the next 3 crop years. Low prices and'low

delivery quotas combined to restrict cash income from the sale of

wheat to a seriously low level. L. A. Skeoch cites statistics (for

calendar years) which show income from the sale of wheat in western

Canada declining from $389 million in 1926, to $214 million in 1939,

to $183 million in 1940, to $169 million in 1941, and finally to $138
115

million for thecnlendar year of 1942. As serious as this absolute

decline in income appears to be, the decline 'relative to other parts

of Canada is even more revealing. By employing a series of index

nu.mbers representing cash income from the sale of farm products for

1942, Skeoch shows how the income of Saskatchewan, as the major wheat

region, reflects the effects of low wheat prices and limited,deliver-

ies. Taking 1926 as 100, Quebec's income from the sale of f'arm

products in 1942 equalled 177.8; in Ontario it was 136.6; in

Manitoba, 111.0; in Alberta, 106.6; while in Sa.skatchewan income

114. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat", pp. 410-411. See also
Skeoch, L. A., ·Changes in Canadian Wheat Policy", C.J.E.P.S.; vol. IX,
Nov. 1943, pp. 566-67.

115. Skeoch, "Changes in Canadian Wheat Policy", pp, 566-7.
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was reduced to 65.5.

It might prove convenient to employ crop years in evaluat-

ing this trend. In 1940-41, western income from wheat amounted to

nearly $250 million, while in 1941-/+2 (with a delivery limit of 223
116

million bushels) western income from wheat was reduced to

approximately $120 million -- the smallest income from wheat since
117

1933. It is true that this reduction of about $130 million in

income from wheat sales was offset in part by bonus payments for
118

diverted production, plus the increased revenue from an addit-

ional 3 million acres of coarse grains. Dr. Britnell estimated

(in the fall of 1941) that the non-wheat income which amounted to

$148 million in the calenda.r year of 1940 would, with increased

marketings and somewhat higher prices for livestock and livestock

products, probably show a substantia.l improvement in 1941. He

thought it doubtful, however, whether toutl farm income in the Prairie

Provinces in the crop yea:£ 1941-42 could be expected to reach the

In pointing out that the steady Lncr-ease in farm operating and living

116. This was the western share of the 230 million-bushel limit.
117. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat", p. 410.
118. Ibid. Britnell estimated bonus payments to yield about $22

million, $16 million of which were for summerfallow and t6 million for
coarse grain.

119. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Whea.t", p. 411.
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costs was at least of equally ominous significance as decreased income,

Britnell had this to say:-

In an area which has, for more than a decade, shown all
the marks of a chronicB~ly depressed economic region a

-reduction in cash income in a period of rising costs must
be reflected immediately in capital depreciation and
disinvestment, a mounting burden of private and public
debt, B_ worsening of ereditor-debtor relationships with
all the attendant social, economic, and political implic
ations, and a further sharp decline in the standard of
living of the agricultural population. 120

The above paragraph does not indicnte the full measure of

the losses suffered by western fexmers as a result of the 1941 wheat

policy. Because of the signifies_nee which that policy held for

improved_ domestic nutrition and increased wartime food supplies for

Britc'tin, it must be admitted. that the programme of resource realloc-

ation with its emphasis on feed grains (and thus on cheese, butter,

bacon and other meEtts)we.s both necessa.ry and desir8ble • However, the

costs implicit in such a policy must not be overlooked. While

diversification is relatively easy in M8.nitoba and in the park belt

of northern Saskatchewan and Alberta, such is not the case in the

true wheat economy where, as the Minister of Agriculture pointed out,

"it is not only difficult for farmers • . . to change from wheaf

growing to any other occupa.tion, but • • • it is aJ.most impossible

120. Ibid., PP. 411-412.
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121
for them to do anything else to advantage but to grow wheat."

Thus while diversification was highly desirable ·the uneven incidence

of compensation over the different soil and climatic zones which make
122

up the economy of the Prairie Provinces· increased both the real

and social costs of the scheme. Other costs are evidenced by the

fact that, while growers possessed frozen assets in wheat which they

were unable to market, there were losses due to spoilage as the

result of inadequate storage facilities and also to the use or sale

of wheat as feed. Finally, an economic loss resulted when, in areas

where specialized wheat land had no alternative uses, wheat acreage

was reduced for no other r-eason than to market the carried-over wheat
123 .

on the next yea..r r S quota. Clearly, the bulk of the wheat economy

was ill adapted to the diversification programme on which the govern-

ment entered in 1941.

In the face of the serious decline in whect income, the

prairie governments and farm organizations endeavoured to get some

compensation for increasing costs and reduced deliveries through a

higher guaranteed price. These agencies urged the government, to

121. Cited in Britnell, ibid., p. 410. See also Skeoch, ·Changes
in Canadf.an Wheat Policy·, p. 567. He observes that "the income of
the producer who has no adequate p~ternative to wheat has remained
at such a low level that hi~ standard of' living has suffered in
compez-Lson with that of producers of other f~,.rm products. It

122. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat", p, 410.
123. Skeoch, -Changes in Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 567 n.
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increase the Board price from 70 to 85 cents per bushel, to increase

the processing levy from 15 to 50 cents a bushel, to give financial

aid in the construction of farm storage facilities, and to grant

cash advances to farmers against the deliverable portion of the
124

1941 crop. Not only did the government do none of these things,

but in wiping out the processing levy at the end of the 1940-41 crop

year, its over-all price policy was slanted even more in favor of the

non-agriculturctl sectors of the economy. When it is considered that

the government did nothing but offer a slight measure of compensation

in return for a drastic reduction in wheat acreage, the question must

arise whether the exigencies of war -- that is, whether the needs

for price control, for discotlraging whe~t production, and for the

reallocation of agricultural resources (labor and capital) to

essential war industries actually required measures as harsh as

those in the govermnent' s wheat, policy of 1941. Clearly, the re-

quirements of war made it essential that industry expand relatively

to B.griculture and that resources be transferred to industry from

agr'Lcul.ture • As a result industry became the expanding sector of the

economy while agriculture became even more a depressed industry .than

it had been in the pre-war years. It is clear that in a free economy

such a transfer of resources can only be achieved through economic

124. Britnell, "The War and Canadian Wheat", p. 409.
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125
incentives or, in this case, by decreasing the returns to agriculture.

Thus quite apart from pre-war surpluses and the wartime loss of

ma.rkets, the war years were bound to be painful to agriculture and

to western Canada as E whole. The important question, however, is

whether these years were unnecessez-Lly painful and the measures

adopted unnecessarily harsh.

While it was agreed that the interests of various groups in

the economy should be subordtnated to an over-all natdonal, price control

policy during the war, there was less agreement on how this end should

be achieved in an effective and equitable manner. An American state-

ment on wartime price control policy had this to sa.y:-

If price control is to be made a dynamfc part of governmental
war policy, and not simply a. sporadic response to public ,
pressure, it must be linked to maximum rates of return for
dif'ferent industries. These rates can be adjusted from
industry to industry according to the importance of each for
the weer effort, or a flat rEte applica.ble to ell industry
could be determined. But unless some consideration is given
to the question of how much industry shall be permitted to
make, there is no basis for price-fixing. 126

125. "The degree to which agricultural policy has been dominated
by the idea of 'justice' to a depressed industry makes of peculiar
Impor-tance the question why agriculture is thus depr-essed • • • •
The explanation rests on two propositions. The first is that as
the products of agriculture B.re for the most part basic neeessit
ies, 'means of' subsistence', with very inelastic demands, an
improvement in B.gricultural techniques results only in a lindted
increase in agriculturEl output, and manifests itself mainly in
a tr8~nsfer of resources, especially Labour- and capitel, out of'
agriculture into other occupations. The second proposition is that
in order for resources to be transferred from one occupation to
another, the relatively declining occupation must be less attractive
then the relatively expanding one••• this relative unattractive
ness••• is achieved through the system of relative prices••• "

Boulding, K.E., 11Economic Anclysis and Agricultural Policy, "C.J.E.B.S.,
vol. XIII, August, 1947, p. 440.

126. George P. Adams, Jr., Wartime Price Control, Washington, 1942,
p , 137, cited. in Skeoch, ItChe.nges in Canadian Wheat Policy", p, 567 n ,
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Obviously, costs and rates of return are extremely difficult to

determine in agriculture, and as a result, price control policy must be

designed on the basis of the stenda.rd of living of those engaged in

agr-Lcul.tur-e , It is Skeoch's view that tI'EquC'~ity of Sacrifice' and

'political expediency' would require that no group

whose efforts are necess8ry to the effective prosecution of the war

should suffer H standard of living below that for producers in a
127

position of comparable importance." To judge from the wartime

returns permitted to agriculture, the importance of agriculture to

the war effort was rated very low indeed. Yet its importance was

not, and could not be, questioned since the successful prosecution

of the war rested on large reserves of easily-stored food, and
128

since growing war and post-war demands 'Were anticipated. Thus

there seems to be little doubt that, after industry and the armed

services had drE.ined away El~ Lange part of the labour force in

western agriculture, the principle of "equality of sacrifice" did

little to prevent those engaged in western agriculture from suffering

"a standard of liVing below that for producers in a position of

comparable importance· in the war effort. Nor did "political
129

expediency" offer much hope of relief to the western farmer.

127. Ibid'. 12e. Britnell, "The War a~d Canadian Wheat", p, 409.
129. Not only did the groups which were dominant in Parliament, (i.e.

eastern and urban interests) fail, as usual, to understand the plight of
a one-crop economy, but "eastern farmers displayed a lively apprehension
over bonuses on western coarse grains and their possible repercussions
on the price structure of eastern agriculture." Britnell, "The War
and Canadian 'fheat", p. 409.
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Nevertheless, the picture was not completely dark. While

decreasing returns stimula.ted an unprecedented "flight from agrtcu.l-

turen, t.he movement of popula.tion resulting from the economic and

social readjustments in the wheat economy was made measurably easier

by the parallel expansion of Canadian industry to meet the pressing
130

needs of war. The lessons learned from this wartime experience

must not be forgotten in formulating a long-run agricultural policy

for Canada. Such a long-term policy must take into account the

fact that technical improvements are steadily increasing the size of

the economic farm unit, and it must also "ensure that the best, low-

cost wheat land will be kept in production and that extensive areas

of inferior wheat land will be returned to grass and a more suitable

form of agriculture as a logice~ extension of the federal government's
131

Pra.irie Farm Rehabilitation programme. 11 All this must mean a

further and highly-desirable "flight from agriculture" in terms of

labour resources. But such a movement will not be possible unless

the industrial sector of the economy continues to expand.

The annual report for 1942-43 opens with the following

staternent:-

1,30. ~., p. 413.
131. Ibid., p. 412.
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"The outstanding feature of the grain situation in
Canada in 1942-43 was the record production of all
grains. With limited storage capacity and trans
portation available, grain marketing problems were
unprecedented in intensity and in scope, but as the
crop year progressed evidences of basic improvement
in the Cunadien grain situation were clearly revealed. 132

This basic improvement was due to an improved demand wJ:1i.ch became

noticeable early in 1943. Whereas the Board's problems were primar-

ily those of financing and storing great quantities of grain and

achieving an equitable rationing of storage space among farmers during

the first three and one-half years of war, the emphasis passed in the

early months of 1943 "to problems associated with meeting improved

demand for Canadian grains with limited transportation available for
133

the movement of grain." Thus the bountiful 1942 harvest and the

improved demand of 1943 provided the background for the Board's

operations during the 1942-43 crop year. Prices of all grains

advanced during the latter part of the crop year.

The grain progrEimme for the yeET follows in outline. The

Board's fixed price for wheat in the Western Division was increased

from 70 t~ 90 cents basis No. 1 Northern Fort William, effective
134

August 1, 1942. Maximum western deliveries were increased from

223 million bushels to 280 million bushels. In the Eastern Division

132. Annual Report, 19A.?-4J, p , 1.
133. Ibid.
134. See 6 Geo. 6, c. 4, Assented to 27 March, 1942, effective

on August, 1942.
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the price was also fixed at 90 cents bas.ls MontreEl for No. 1

grades for Ontario winter Wheat, but the Board was required to

accept deliveries only when the market price fell below 95 cents.

On August 22, 1942 the following press release was issued:-

The Wartime"Prices and Trade Board announced late yesterdny
that arrangements have been made whereby Canadian flour mills
will be provided with western wheat at a price appropriate
to flour ceiling prices.

The announcement said millers will continue to buy their
wheat requirements in the open market at the higher price
levels now prevailing, and will be eligible for a drawback
representing the difference between the average price estim
ated to have been paid and the appropriate price on whe[;t
ground for domestic use. The drawba.ck will not be padd
on flour exported from Canada.

Price ceilings on flour are the highest flour prices
prevailihg during the basic period, September 15 to October
11, 1941. The price of wheat appropriate to these flour
ceilings has been determined tentatively by the Wartime
Prices and Trade Board as 77i· cents per bushel for No. 1
Northern in store Fort William, subject to adjustment after
investigation of milling costs by the Board.

The drawback will be paid for flour delivered on and after
August 1, 1942, pursuant to sales contracts made on and
after that date. Unfilled contracts as at July 31 will not
be eligible for drawback.

The cost of the drawback is being absorbed by the Treasury,
and it will be a(~inistered for the Treasury by the
Canadd.an Wheat Board, as an arrangement separate from their
other undert[~ings. Details as to procedure in applying
for the drawback will be announced shortly by the Canadian
Wheat Board. 135

135. Cited in The. Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-1~, pp, 23-2.4. Order
in-Council P. C. 9457 dated October 16th, 1942, granted the Board the
neceaeary powers to carry out its duties with respect to the drawbacks.
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Clearly, a profound change had taken place with respect to

the government's a,ttitude to the prices paid by the consumer and those

paid to the producer. During the crop year 1940-41 a processing levy

had been paid by processors (and thus by consumers) of 15 cents per

bushel on wheat for domestic human consumption. This represented

government compensation for continued low wheat prices at a time when

prices elsewhere were risi.ng due to war-tdme activity and risIng incomes.

This levy was discontinued at July 31, 1941 and wheat prices were

raised somewhat less than 10 cents a. bushel in March, 1942. In other

words, concessions were made to both consumers and producers with the

advantage on balance going to consumers. It was in the crop year 1942-

43, however, when the Board price was raised to 90 cents a bushel,

that the government began actively to subsidize consumption in line

with its over-all price control policy. The Whee..t Board became a

vital part of the national machinery for enforcing price control as

laid down by the Wartime Prices and Trade Board.

Brief mention should be made of the Board's duties with

respect to other grains. For the crop year 1942-43 the Board was

empowered to buy Winnipeg oats futures or cash oats at such prices

as to ensure thBt producersW"ould be continuously offered certa.in
136

designated prices per bushel. At the same time the ceiling price

136. For example, the designated price of No.2 Canadian Western
Oats basis Fort William was 45 cents per bushel. The Board was granted
its powers with respect to oats inder Order-in-Council P. C. ISOI.
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of oats was 51~ cents per bushel ba.sis in store Fort William-Port

Arthur. A similar arrangement was made for barley. For top

grades)producers were to be ensured of a price of 60 cents per

bushel while the ceiling price was set at 64£ cents per bushel
137

basis in store Fort William-Port Arthur. On April 6, 1943, the

federal government announced the establishment of equalization funds

with respect to both oats and barley. Equalization fees were

assessed agcinst permits issued for the export of these grEins, the

fees being based "upon the difference between domestic prices of

oats and barley and prices obtainable for these grains in export

markets, after allowing for transportation costs, normal forwarding
138

costs and import duties." These funds less expenses were to be

distributed after the close of the crop year e~ong western producers

marketing such grains between April 1, 1943, and July 31, 1943, in
139

areas under Board jurisdiction. At the same time the Board was

designated as the only agency to receive flaxseed from producers in
140

Canada. and was also empowered to purchase soybeans.

137.
138.
139.

Reoort.
140.

Annual Report, 1942-43, p.' 6.
The Canagian Wheat Board,1935-AQ, p. 24.

"This arrangement was necessary because price of oats and
be~ley on the Winnipeg market had advanced to ceiling
levels and United States prices were not subject to con
trol. With United States markets showing considerable
strength, it was necessary to arrive at a method by which
any disparity between Canadian and United States prices
beyond necessary forwarding costs would not accrue to those
engaged in exporting these grains and at the same time
would be reflected back to producers in the West.· Annual

1942-12, p, 7.
Ibid.
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The reduction in wheat acreage wh~ch had been secured in

the previous crop yee:r was fully maintained during 1942-43. In 1942

wheat acreage amounted to only 21,586,500 acres as compared with

21,882,200 the year before, and with 28,726,200 acres the year before
141

that. The 1941-42 expansion of feed gra.in and flaxseed acreages

was accelerated in 1942 with almost 4 million more acres seeded than

in 194].. Continued wheat acreage reduction payments was one factor

assisting this trend. Throughout the west bumper crops were general

in 1942, al,though late heavy rains delayed harvesting and resulted
142-

in a considerable volume of tough and damp wheat. From the smal-

lest acreage in nearly two decades, western growers harvested the

second largest wheat crop in Canadian history, falling short of the'

tremendous 1928 crop by only some 10 million bushels. In addition,

supplies of feed grains exceeded those in any period on record.

Fortunately for the Board, those increased feed supplies coincided

with unprecedented feed-grain requirements in both Canada and the

United States which "formed a sound foundation for further expansion
143

in livestock production during 1942-43." There had been little

carryover in feed grain, but in the case of wheat the accumulated

carryover as at 31 July, 1942 "amounted to 424,000,000 bushels

141. Ibid.
142. The Board had to tcke special measures with respect to this

damp wheat; see ibid., p. 14.
143. Ibid., p. 3. A table is given here showing grain production

in western Cana.da for the 3 years 1940,- 1941, and 191;2.
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wr~ch,radded to the 1942 Canadian wheat crop of 556,000,000 bushels,

provided a total wheat supply for the crop year of 1942-43 of 980,000,000

bushels -- the largest stock of wheat ever available in Canada in
144

anyone crop year." Because of the 1941-42 carryover and the bumper

feed-grain crop, there was on August 1, 1942, only about .35 million

bushels of elevator space for the 556 million bushel crop of 1942-43.

Delivery and marketing problems were unusually accute during the year.

As indicated previously, wheat deliveries for the year were

limited to 280 million bushels for the West. "Owing to the late

. harvest, congested country elevators, trensportation difficulties and

the urgent need. for feed grains, deliveries of wheat were relatively

slow throughout the crop year and by July 31st, 268 million bushels
145

had been delivered.- In order to ensure all producers the opPOrtun-

ity of delivering 15 bushels per authorized acre, the delivery quota

was extended to August 15, 1943, at nearly 1,900 delivery points

and thereafter special permits were issued to producers still unable

to deliver 15 bushels at that date. These extensions brought deliv
146

eries for the 1942-43 crop to about 273 million bushels. Total

exports overseas and to the United States in 1942-43 of both wheat

1M. The Canadian Wheat Board. 1935-46, p. 25. A definite error,
whether a misprint or otherwise, occurs in Annual Renort, 1942-43,
where the total wheat crop is given as 592 million bushels and the
total wheat supply as 1,016 million bushels.

145. Ibid.
146. Ibid.
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and wheat flour amounted to 211,517,686 bushels as compared with
147

222,007,141 during the previous year. The exceptionally large

wheat crop harvested in the United Kingdom in 1942 accounted for

the decline in exports of wheat, although larger flour exports. off-

set the smaller wheat shipments to some extent. As in previous

years, the United Kingdom remained the principal purchaser of

Canadia.n wheat.

The more iml~rtant of the Board's operations during the

1942-43 crop year are sketched briefly below. Of the total ~heat

marketings during the year the Board received 62 per cent or a total
148

of 168 million bushels. As at July 31, 1943, the position of
.149

Crop Accounts (wheat) was as follows:

1939
1940
1943
1942

Receipts from
Producers

bu.

342,400,000
395,400,000
99,500,000

167,500,000

Inventory #
July 31, 1943

bu.

. . . . .
63,900,000
22,500,000
f!7,500,000

Surplus (+) and Deficit (-)
as at July 31, 1943.

8,816,210.36
-+ 17,900,257.S6
-lr 12,189,8.31.60
-" 9,782,1&).28

# (Inventories valued at market prices on July 31, 1943, basis in
store Fort William/Port Arthur or Vancouver).

147. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p, 26,.
148. This 62 per cent compares with 44 per cent the previous year.

The explanation is to be found in the fact that heaviest deliveries
were in the period from August to March, while light deliveries occur~

red during the last four months of the crop year when open market
prices were rising.

149. From The Canadian1¥heat Board. 1935-46, p. 26.
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As for final returns, the initial payment for the year wa.s 90 cents

basis No. 1 Northern with the ultimute participating payment 8lD.ount
150

ing to 12.502 cents -- or a total of $1~025 per bushel. The

surplus payable to producers on the 1941 crop, e.s at July 31, 1944,

amounted to $19,692,770.12, the payment of which was authorized on
151

September 1, 1944. Due to a bumper harvest and a bulk purchase

of 120,000,000 bushels of Winnipeg wheat futures in, May, 1942, the

United Kingdom's requirements were relatively light. The one bulk

purchase from Canada during the year was made in June, 1943, and

amounted to only 40 million bushels of Winnipeg wheat futures.

During the year the Board also made a bulk sale to the Belgian

government in London of 7 million bushels, and a further sale of 4

million bushels to the Norwegian government.

The BOBXd's activities with respect to other grains can

only be mentioned briefly. During the yea:r 1942-43 the Board purchased

and resold 26,918,645 bushels of cash oats and oats futures and

19',709,429 bushels of barley. From these stabilization measures the
152

Board derived a surplus of .309,238. The equalization fund on oats

amounted to $1,165,053 or a per bushel payment of 2.4 cents on

150. Canadian Wheat Pools, Summary of Onerations of the Canadian
Wheat Board, p. 3.

151. Ibid., p. 7.
152. Annual Report, 1942-43, p. 6. According to Order-in-Counoi1

P. C. 1001, the surplus was to accrue to the Consolidated Revenue
Fund, -- another indication that grain prices were subordinated to
over-all price control policy.
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deliveries between April 1, 1943 to July 31, 1943. On barley the

fund amounted to $481,061 or a per-bushel payment of 1.43 cents
153

between April 1 and July 31, 1943. The Board t s .Flaxseed Account

registered a deficit of $1,978,308 while the Soybean Account showed

a deficit of $6,715. The Special (wheat) ACCOtlllt (set up when wheat

prices were-raised to a higher level during the previous year) showed

a surplus oft1,990,3l0 as at July 31, 1943. Throughout the year the

. Board continued to act "as administrator of ceiling prices on whole

grains for Western Canada on behalf of the Wartime Prices and Trade
154

Board."

Several .factors were responsible for the 1942-43 crop year

being the first "during which it was necessary to implement a restric-

tion on total marketings of wheat through delivery quotas and
155

e.uthroized acreages." These factors were (1) a total wheat supply

in Canada of nearly one billion bushels; (2) tremendous ma.rket8.ble

surpluses of feed grains "which had to be moved through, and by, the
156

limited storage and. transportation faci11ties available; 11 and

(3) the urgent demand for feed grains early in the crop year "which

required periodic priority in the the delivery and shipment of feed
157

grains. n For the yea.r total marketings of all gre_in including

153.
154.
155.

proved
156.
157.

Ibid., pp. 7-8.
The Canadian Wheat B.oard, 1935-46, p, 27.
~. Limitations were set the previous year but

to be unnecessary.
Ibid.
~bid., p. 28.

implementation
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flaxseed amounted to over one-half billion bushels. In its report

the Board observes that "When it is considered that on Aug. 1, 1942,

space avoilable in country elevators (allowing for working space)

amounted to about 120,000,000 bushels, it is evident that available
158

space was used to advantage throughout the crop year."

The transportation problem which the Board had to solve
159

was so difficult that some reference must be made to it. To

facilitate the most effective use of limited transportation facilities

the Board, on October 15, assumed control of the allocation of grain

cars in western Canada. In that month the Board inaugurated a shipping

programme which was designed to build up a reserve of feed grains at

the Lakehead to be moved east during 'the winter and also to meet

current demand. About the middle of December avsd.Labl,e transportation
160

for grain movement Was seriously reduced, carloadings shrinking

from 800 per day at country points to an average of 400 per day during

the ,period from December to March. Winter weather conditions in-

creased the severity of the problem. The Board found the heavy demand

for feed grains particularly difficult to meet and was forced to curtail

the loading of Canadian cars with grain destined for the United States.

This situation was relieved somewhat by the United States supplying

158. Annual RepOrt, 1942-LJ, p. II.
159. See ibid., pp. 11-14.
160. Ibid., p. 12.
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cars for a direct movement from Canadian country points to the United

States. The c~~ef effect of the transportation shortage during the

winter "was to limit the Board in relieving low-quota points th..rough
161

out Western Canada." Despite the Board's efforts to build up

reserves of coarse grains at the Lakehead in the fall, it was found

necessary to give priority throughout most of the winter to such

grains in order to meet the urgent eastern demand for feed grains.

Even when transportation improved in the spring, priority had to be

maintained on coarse grains. Ho'v";ever, during M['.y-July period the

transportation situation improved sufficiently to make possible the

A few miscellaneous details should be mentioned. During

the year Mr. Biddulph continued his liaison work between the Board

and the Imported Cereals Division of the United Kingdom Ministry of

Food and negotiated wheat se~es with other countries. In its report

the Board commends the Advisory Committee for having "rendered

161. Ibid. 162 : Annual Report, 1942-43 , p, 13.
163. "Transportation availa.ble for the movement of grain was not

sufficient to make space available in country elevators
for the 1943 crop. At the end of 1941-42 the great bulk
of available storage capacity in Canada was in country
elevators; at the end of 1942-43 country elevators were
congested, but over 100 million bushels of space was
available in other elevators in Canada, mainly at. the
Lakehead. It Ibid., p, 14.
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valuable assistance to the Board and to the Dominion Government
164

during the crop year 1942-43." The Committee formulated

recommendations in respect to 1943-44 grain policy and gave consider-

ation to a wide range of marketing problems which arose during the

crol) year.· Prosecutions increased considerably during 1942-43 and were

mostly concerned with overdeliveries. Changes in Board personnel

occurred during the year. Board Commissioner W. Charles Fol1iott

died on March 13, 1943 and was succeeded on June 1, 1943 by
165

Mr. D. A. Kane, General Me.nG.ger of the Manitoba Pool Elevators Linlited.

The most striking features of the crop year 194.3-~ may be

set forth briefiy. While a temporary shortage of grain existed in

the United States and an acute feed shortage prevailed in eastern

Canada, the world supply of wheat remained adequate. Nevertheless,

the supplies whdch could be moved from surplus areas into export

trade were definitely limited by transportation and shipping difficul-

ties. During this year the Cereals Committee of the Combined Food

Board, functioning in Washington, D.C., allocated import demand to
166

exporting countries. This was done HIn order to secure an

164. ~., p.16. Changes in personnel occurred with the resign
ation of Mr. R. Messier in September 1943. He was succeeded by
Mr. Theo. Roy of Montreal.

165. Ibid.
166. The Cereal Committee was under the Chairmanship of George

McIvor, Chief Commissioner of the Canadian Wheat Board, and consisted
of representatives of Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom
and Australia. See Annual Report, 1943-1.4, p. 2 n,
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equitable distribution of available supplies among importing

countries, and in order to make the most effective use of inland
167

transportation and ocean shipping••• - The two largest import-

lng markets during the year were the United Kingdom and the United

States, and because of her proximity to both "Canada was called
168

upon to supply grain to the limit of transportation available."

The report continues:-

WAs allocations of Canadian grain were made well in
advance of the date of shipment, it was possible to
effectively co-ordinate transportation and all other
services with the object of securing the largest
possible movement of Canadian grain, and its most
effective distribution a~ong importing countries. 169

The Emergency Grain Transportation Committee, established in October,

1943, supervised the coordination of transportation services and
170

market demand for Canadian grain.
171

Apart from changing demand conditions the outstanding

development during the year was the ~rrportant change in wheat policy

announced by the federal government on September 27, 1943. The crop

year began with the Board Price still fixed at 90 cents per bushel

167. Ibid., pp. 1-2.
16S. Ibid., p. 2.
169. .Ibid.
170. Ibid. This Committee represented the railwa.ys, the Canadian

Shipping Board, the Agricultural Supplies Board, the Department of
Trade and Commerce, and the Canadian Wheat Board. According to the
report this Committee rendered outstanding service during the yes,r
1943-44.

171. The progressive increase in demand for Canadian grains during
the war and pH!"ticularly the sharp increase in 1943-44 is shown in a
table on page 2 of the 1943-44 report. In wheat alone commercial
demand increased fr~m 270 million bushels in 1942-43 to 428 million
in 1943-44.
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for No. 1 Northern wheat in store Fort William-Port Arthur or

Vancouver. Then on September 27th the government announced its

new wheat policy which required the Board to take the following
172

actions:-

(1) The discontinuance of trading in wheat futures on
the Winnipeg Gra.in Exchange;

(2) The acquisition by the Board, on behalf of the
Dominion Government, of all stocks of unsold cash
wheat in Canada on the basis of the closing prices
on September 27th; 1943; 173

(3) The raising of the fixed initial price from 90¢
per bushel to $1.25 per bushel for No.1 Northern
wheat basis in store Fort Willi am/port Arthur or
Vancouver.

(4) The closing out of the 1940-4]., 19J.1-42 and
1942-43 Wheat Board Crop Accounts on the basis of
closing market prices on September 27th, 1943; 174

(5) The use of Government-owned wheat (Items 2 and 4
above) to meet requirements under Mutual Aid and to
provide wheat for subsidized domestic purchases.

172. From the Annual Report, 1943-44, p, 3.
173. The closing price on September 27th, 1943 was $1.231 basis

No. 1 Northern Wheat in store Fort William.
174. With the closing out of these accounts early final payments

to producers became possible. Payment.s were authorized on the
following datesi for the 1940-41 crop, on May 12, 1944; 1941-42,
September 1, 1944; 1942-43, September 1, 1944; 1943-44, September
10, 1946.
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This revised wheat programme was made effective until July 31, 1945,

the new wheat policy being set forth in detail under Order-in-Council
175

P. C. 7942 of October 12, 1943.

Four major f'ac'tor-s appear to have been responsible for the

change in policy and are of sufficient importance to be dealt with
176

in some detail. These factors are concerned with the physical

problems of storage end transportation, with the needs of price

control policy, with the problem of the low income of the western

grower and, finally, with the problem of efficient allocation of

supplies to domestic and export markets. Each factor will be con-

sidered in turn.

At the opening of the 1943-44 crop year, overburdened

transportation facilities and a shortage of labour at terminal

elevators were responsible for large farm stocks of wheat and congested

conditions in country elevators at a time when immediate supplies

for certain domestic and export markets remained inadequate. "As a

result, cash wheat and near-by futures were at a substantial

premium over 'May wheat', making it impossible for elevator compan
177

ies to secure their carrying charges through the futures market."

This situation led the elevator companies to increase progressively

175. Annual Repgrt, 1943-1+4, p • .3. It should be stated that the
new wheat policy was not regularized by legislation. Until the end
of the war wheat policy was more and more directed by Order-in-Council.
The fleXibility afforded by this method was made necessary by rapidly
changing conditions in a time of great emergency.

176. SkeOCh, -Changes in Canadian Whea.t Policy", p. 565-569.
177. Skeoch, -Changes in Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 565.
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the spread on "street" wheat tUltil, just prior to the change in wheat

policy, the spread reached as high as fourteen cents per bushel.

When it took over all wheat stocks in commercial channels, the Wh,eat

Board assumed the carrying charges and thus permitted the re-establ-

isbment of normal spreads. In this way, and quite apart from other

benefits, the gr-antdng of monopoly powers to the Board meant a

decided gain to the wheat grower.

There is little doubt that national price control and related

policies were seriously threatened by rapidly rising market prices,

and that the only hope of safeguarding price control under such circums-

tances would be to pay increasingly large subsidies to domestic purch-

asers and to devote a large proportion of Mutual Aid funds for the
178

purpose of providing wheat and flour for the allies. For some

months prior to the beginning of the 1943-44 crop year, basic trends

in the production and consumption of wheat indicated early rises in

the price of whea.t. Because of the enormous requirements of an

expanding livestock ,population in the United States (whose needs for

1943-44 were estimated at 535 m~llion bushels) and of industrial

alcohol production (about 150 million bushels for ~thetic rubber and

smokeless powder), it was estimated that the domestic disappearance

of wheat in the United States would reach 1.15 billion bushels for

17S. lQiQ.., p. 566.
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1943-44. By the fall of 1943 it was clear tb..at the minimum American

domestic requirements for wheat could scarcely be met without large

imports by the summer of 1944. Although the Canadian supW-y position

was much better, it was estimated in 1943 that "prospective supplies

at July 31, 1944, while adequate to support present Canadian feeding

programmes, to provide reserves against the abnormal post-war demand
179

and t.o offset lower-than-avera.ge yields," would not be sufficient

to meet American requirements for similar purposes. Indeed, the

disappearance of commercial stocks of Canadian wheat in 1943-44 in-

creased by 158 million bushels over that of 1942-43, or in Qther

words, year-end stocks were reduced from 595 million bushels on
180

July 31st, 1943, to 355 million bushels on July 31st, 1944.

Clearly, vvithout control wheat prices would inevitably rise and "a
1$1

partial crOD failure in 1944 could send them to World War I levels."

With the Wheat Board assuming ownership of about 300 million bushels

of wheat on September 27, 1943 (the unsold stocles and the balance of

the crops 1940-41, 1941-42, 1942-43), the government, was in a position

to direct this "Crown Wheat" into the domestic market or into use

under £~tua~ Aid in full accord with the requirements of national

179. Skeoch, ltChanges in Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 566.
l80.lhnllBlLReport, 1943-44, p, 2.
181. Skeoch, "Changes in Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 566.
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policy.

The problem of the prairie farmer's low income (particularly

in exclusive wheat areas) due to low prices and low deliveries, has

been discussed at lengtb elsewhere in the chapter. At the opening of

the 1943-44 crop year, the delive~J limitation on wheat, which had

been 15 bushels during 1942-43, was reduced to 14 bushels per author-

ized acre. Clearly, there was dire need for the price increase from

90 cents to $1.25. With the rise in price Skeoch estimated (in the

fall of 1943) that western income from the sale of whea.t would reach

perhaps $280 million. T~~s he considered to be at least a "politic-

ally defensible" level when compared with existing price levels for
182

other farm products Bnd with the farmers' costs of production.

It should be noted that as demand improved and delivery quotas were

increa.sed throughout the crop year, the income position of the

wheat grower progressively improved.

The final foetor responsible for the policy change ma.y be

found in the fact that rising prices on the open market during the

last four months of 1942-43 crop year resulted in meagre deliveries
183

to the Board. Indications existed that this condition "interfered

with the efficient allocation, in terms of government policy, to

1'82. Skeoch, "Changes in Canadian Wheat Policy", p, -567.-'--
183. The Canadian Mteat Board, 1935-46, p. 26.
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domestic and export markets of the limited supplies of wheat which
184

could be moved to marketable positions," a condition which, if

persisted in, would require "a COnlllicated system of priorities
185

"
As the only buyer and seller of 1943-44 wheat deliveries, the

Canadian Wheat Board would be able to make sc.Les in export markets 8-t

prices considerably higher than Canadian levels without &dopting a

troublesome system of daily equalization fees such as was employed
Ie€>

for coarse gretns.

Space permits only a short paragraph on the year's programme

for grains other than wheat. The Board's guarGutee of minimum prices

for oats and barley was continued by Order. in Council and the maximum

prices of 1942-43 were maintained. The Oats and Barley Equalization

Funds were continued throughout 1943-44. Because of the large domestic

demand for these grains, the federal government gua.ranteed equaliza.tion

payments for oats of 10 cents per bushel and for barley of 15 cents

184. Skeoch, "Changes in Canadian Wheat Policy", p. 568.
185. Ibid. Skeoch believed that "Any attempt on the part of the

government to adjust the price paid by the Wheat Board to market levels,
while leaving the Exchange open. and the price free, would undoubtedly
ha.ve given rise to a speculative development which wou~d have exagger
at.ed the reel situation. If

186. Ibid. Skeoch believed. that onl~r this last factor could be
"Considered significant with reference to a possible change of policy
in the marketing of coarse grains."
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187
per bushel. These guaranteed amounts were payable to producers

at the time of delive~J, while equalization fees were to be collected

as exports were made. Although not announced until September 27,

government policy with respect to these funds applied to all deliv-

eries of oats and barley from August 1, 1943. Once more the Board -

was designated the sole agency to receive commercial flaxseed from
188

producers in Canada. The fixed and final price was set at $2.50

per bushel for No.1 Canada Western flaxseed, basis in store Fort

WilliEim-Port Arthur or Vancouver. At the sarne ti.me the Board was

required to sell. flaxseed on the domestic market at $1.64 per bushel.

In addition, the growing wartime importance of vegetable oils had

induced the government, in the spring of 1943, to empower the Board
189

to buy soybeans nnd sunflower and rape seed.

Acreage, production, and exports for the year may be out-

lined briefly, At the beginning of 1943-44 Canada had a carryover

of some 595 million bushels of wheat. On 16,849,700 acres the

lowest acreage since 1918 -- Canadian f~rmers produced 284 million

187• Annual Report, 1943-1£ p , 11.
188. The Canadian WheatE..Qard, 193~ p. .30.
189. The price for soybeans was set at $1.96 per bushel No.1 Canada

soybeans at Toronto, Winnipeg or Vancouver. The price for sunflower
seed was 5 cents and for rEpe seed 6 cents per pound for top grades
f.o.b. designated shipping points. See Annual Renort, 19A;-44, p. 12.
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bushels. Thus the total wheat, supply for 1943-/+4 amounted to 878

million bushels, or less than the previous crop year by about 100
190

million bushels. During the year exports amounted to 343,755,320

bushels of wheat a.nd whea.t flour a.s compared with 211,517,686 bushels
191

in 1942-43. Exports to the United States accounted for most of

the increase over the previous years, although the United Kingdom
192

continued to be Canada's rTIost important customer.

The change in policy demands a more detailed examination of

the operations o:f the Wheat Board during 1943-44. Under Order in

Council P. C. 7942 the federa.1 government, through the Canadian Wheat

Board, took over all unsold wheat stocks in Canada, including the

wheat remaining in the Board Accounts for the years 1940-41, 1941-42,

and 1942-43. These wheat stocks -- known as Crovvn Wheat

amounted to 299,700,000 bushels and were employed by the govern-

ment for purposes of Mutual Aid and to provide wheat for domestic uses.

The Board sold 111,400,000 bushels of Crown wheat during the year,

leaving 188,300,000 bushels on hand on July 31, 1944. At that date

190. The Cana:dian Wheat Board,' =l9J..2=..Jb. p. 30.
191. Annu8.1Report. 1943-M, p, 8.
192. See The. C,§.nadie.n Wheat Board. 1935-42, p , 56, for tELbles on

Csnadian grain production and grain stocks during the War. See also
Candda Department of External Affairs, Canadian Information Service,
Canada's Wheat (Reference P&per, 20 February, 1947), p. 5, for a table
on acreage and production of wheat in Canada and in the prairie prov
inces from 190$ to 1946.
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the Crown Wheat Account showed a deficit of $10,125,327.. When the

Board accounts for the three years were finally closed, they showed a

combined surplus of $61,080,047, which was distributed to producers

on participation certificates (less payment costs and plus accrued
193

interest). The position of Crop Account (~~eat) as at July 31,
194

1944, is shown by the following table:-

Year Receipts from
Producers

bu.

1943 293,400,000

Inventory#
July 31, 19.44

bu.

162,900,000

Surplus as at
July 31, 1944

•
18,191,132

#Inventory valued at the Board's fixed initial price
as at July 31, 1944.

When the 1943 Crop Account was finally closed, there was. shown to be

a surplus payable to producers of $36,725,167.12 as at July 31, 1944.

On September 10, 1946 the government authorized payment which was
196

made on producers' certificates basis the gra,de. Early in the

year the initial payment had been raised from 90 cents to $1.25. The

participating payment amounted to 12.146 cents, or a total payment, of

193. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p , 31.
194. See ibid.
195. See Canadian Wheat Pools, Summary of Operations of the Canadian

Wheat Board, p. 7.
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196
$1.37. As prices for Ontario wheat remained at ceiling levels

throughout the year, no deliveries were made to the Board and no

operations were recorded during the crop year in the Eastern
197

Division. In keeping with the national policy of price control

and of subsidies to domestic consumers, the Board paid a total sum

of $19,475,181 in drawbacks on wheatcproducts to millers and pro
198

cessors of wheat in the 1943-44 crop year.

Briefly, the Board'S operations with respect to other

grains are as follows: As oats and barley remained at ceiling levels

throughout the crop year, no str"bilization operations were necessary.

As at July 31, 1944, the Oats Equalization Fund showed an $8,806,339

In the case of barley, however, the advance payments (15 cents per

bushel) exceeded the equalization fees assessed on exports. As at

-July 31, 1941, the Barley Equalization Fund showed a $2,063,257 deficit

which was absorbed by the federc__l Treasury. While the price at which

196. Ibid., p , 3.
197. As the Board did not accept whe~t deliveries in the Eastern

Division in the four years 1940-41 to 1943-44, (except about 1.3
million bushels in 1940-41), Crown Wheat included none from eastern
Canada.

198. The Canadian Wheat Board. 1935-46, p. 31. These drawbacks
were Treasury funds administered by the Board.

199. Annual Report, 1943-44, r- 11.
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the Board sold flaxseed in the domestic market ($1.65) was far

below the price paid Qy the Board to the producer ($2.50), the

export price was sufficiently high ($3.098) for the Board to realize

a surplus on 1943 crop account of t1,156,511 as at July 31, 1944.

With respect to delivery quotas for the crop year 1943-44

it need only be said'that total wheat marketings were originally

fi-xed at 14 bushels per authorized acre because of the gener8~'con

201
gestlon in country elevators; and as grain was moved into domestic

and export markets this limitation was extended to 18 bushels in

February, 19M, and was finally removed on June 1, 1944, due to
202

increased demand for Canadian wheat. As the transportation

problem has been given in detail for the crop year 1942-43, only a

few of the more distinctive features of the problem for 1943-44 need

be mentioned. In its report the Board lists two main elements in'the

transportation problem: (1) The need of securing a marked increase

200. Ibid., p. 10.
201. Ibid., pp. 12-14. ,
202. During the 1943-44 crop year the total carryover was reduced

from 595 million bushels at July 31, 1943 to 356 million bushels at
July 31, 1944.
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in transportation allotted for grain movement due to increased demand

and the congested conditions of wheat stocks in country elevators and

on farms; and (2) the need of controlling car10adings so that the

shipment of wheat, oats, barley, and flax to terminal markets should
203

be made in proper relationship to current demands. In brief,"

the Transport Controller and the railroads met the transport bottle-

neck problem by practically doubling transport allocated to grain

movements in 1943-44 as compared with 1942-43. "It was this shipping

record on the part of the "r&.ilways which provided the basis of the

record commercial disappearance of grains in 1943-44 and which, at the

same time, crested over 100,000,000 bushels in available country
204

elevator space within the crop year." The improved marketings

which resulted signalled a welcome increase in western income from

the s8le of wheat. In meeting the second problem the Board had. to do

two thin~s: control car loadings and car distribution. In control-

ling car loadings the Board found it necessary to give preference to

feed grains from time to time. Furthermore, it had to take into

account the various channels frOIl~ western producing areas. to export

markets and the fact that each of these channels "required fairly def-

inite quantities of wheat and coarse grains which had to be reflected

203. Annual Report, 1943-44, p. 14.
204. Ibid., p. 15.
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205
in count~T loadings at country points.- At the beginning of the

crop year, the Board established a new basis for car distribution.

While declining to comment on the relative success of this operation

the Board; in its report, concludes as follows:

When the Board assumed responsibility for car distribution,
it did so reluctantly and on the understanding that as
soon as conditions permitted, car distribution would be
made in the normal way under provisions of the Canada Grain
Act. The Board felt that the time had arrived in late
April, 1944 and acted accordingly. 206

Only a few of the many miscellaneous activities of the

Board during the 1943-44 crop year can be mentioned. In June, 1943,

the Board's Supervisor of Transportation, W. C. McNamara, was

appointed as the Board's representative in Washington, D.C., a move

made desirable because of the large sales of Canadian grain to the

United States, and the concentration of war-time activities in
207

connection with grains in that city. Mr. McNamara also repres-

ented Canada on the Cereal Committee of the Combined Food Board, and

assisted in the work of that Committee. Mr. Biddulph, of the London

Office, continued his liaison work between the Board and the Imported

Cereals Division of the United Kingdom Ministry of Food and acfed as

205. Ibid., p. 16.
206. Ibid., p. 17.
207. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 35.
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the Board's agent in transactions with the United Kingdom Treasury.

During the year 1943-44 the London Office carefully watched the

important changes taking place in the international wheat position.

As for personnel changes, Mr. D. A. Kane was appointed Assistant

Chief Commissioner on the retirement of Mr. C. Gordon Smith, the

vacancy on the Board being filled by Mr. C. E. Huntting.

During the crop year 1944-45 the major outlines of the

broad programme relating to wheat, coarse grcdns, and oilseeds remained
208 '

substantially unchanged from that of the preceding crop year.

Significant changes did occur, however, in the marketi~g and trans~

portation problems which confronted the Board during the year. Whereas

exceptionally heavy movements of grains for feed purposes to the

United States and to eastern Canada had characterized the programme

in the previous year, in 1944-45 the United States import requirements

were sharply reduced while eastern Canadian requirements were also

somewhat smaller. In 1944-45 the predominant movement of wheat was

through Atlantic ports to the United Kingdom, to Continental Europe,
209

and the Mediteranenn area. "Shipments to and from the Lakehead

reached the highest levels in the history of the Canadian grain
210

trade." A record Which-required the maximum use of transport-

208. Annual Report, 1944,-45, p. 1.
209 • 11?.i.Q..
210. Ibid.
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ationfacilities, and of available elevator and port capacities.

As progressively larger areas of Europe were liberated, the Cereus

Co~mittee of the Combined Food Board found its, task of m8~ing

available export supplies of wheat to the various importing

countries becoming increasingly important and comy1ex. To the work

of this Committee in planning the efficient maximum movement of
211

Canadian grain the Board gives much credit.

As the crop year 1944-45 saw the war in Europe brought

to a close, it would be useful to indicate the broad features of the

Canadian wheat position throughout the war years so that the develop-

mentsof 1944-45 might be placed in their proper perspective. These
212

features are outlined in the table below.

ANNU.AL SUPPLIES M1~nJJ~ DISPOSITION
Crop year Initial Annual, Total Domestic Exnorts Year-end

Stocks Production Supplies Reauirements Stocks
Av. 1929-30 (million bushels)
to 1938-39 1.35 .309 444 110 199 135

1939-40 103 521 624 131 193 300
1940-41 300 540 840 129 231 400
1941-42 480 315 795 145 226 424
191;2-43 42.4 557 981 171 215 595
1943-44 595 284 g]9 179 344 356
1944-45 356 417 773 172 .343 258
Av. 1939....40
to 1944-45 376 439 SI5 154 259 402

It is clear from the above ta.ble that exports of Canadian wheat

(including flour) in the first four crop years of the War approximated

211. The Canadian Wheat Board. 1935-46, p. 35.
212. See Annual Report. 1944-4~, p. 2.
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those for the aver-age for the ten pre-war years. Yet in these same

four crop years, three of them yielded crops in excess of 500 million

bushels. -Exports and rising domestic requirements fell far short of

a.bsorbing"the phenomenal production of the 1939-42 period and, con-

sequently, year-end stocks rose steadily to a level of 595,000,000
21.3

bushels on July 31, 1943.11 Permanent and temporary storage capacity

of the nation was utilized. to the full, wrdle nearly 200 million

bushels of wheat remained on the farms.

A marked change occurred during the last two wartime crop

years when production fell to an average of 350 million bushels at a

time when demand was increasing sharply. During 1943-1i4 the United

States imported some 160 million bushels of Canadian wheat for feed

pllrpOSeS, and although this d~~and fell during the following year, it

was more tha.n offset by increased overseas requirements. "In the two

crop years ending July 31st, 1945, Canada provided importing countries

with 6S7 million bushels of wheat (including flour), or an average of

28.6 million bushels each month from August 1st, 1943 to July 31st,
214

1945." Despite the heavy export movement in the late war and early

post-war months, the carryover on July 31st, 1945, was 258 million

bushels as compared with the ten-year pre-war average of 135 million

bushels and with the wartLl1e peak of 595 million bushels (on July 31,

1943). Thus by the end of the 19M.-45 crop year a substantial volume

._,--------------
213. Ibid..
214. Annual R~port, 19A4-45, p. 2.
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of the Canadian warti.me reserve of wheat remained, along with the

1945-46 crop, to meet the urgent requirements of the importing

cotmtries during the transition from war to peace. The increase in

the demand for Canadian grains as the war progressed is illustrated
215

by the following table:

Disappearance of Commercial Stocks of Canadian Grains #.

Year VV'heat Oats Barley Rye Flax Total

(million'bushels)

1939-40 241 40 23 3 1 308
1940-/~ 275 34 22 4 3 336
1941...42 280 33 26 7 5 351
1942-43 270 92 63 4 9 438
1943-44 428 136 91 9 15 679
1944-1+5 423 141 et 7 8 666

# This ta~le includes grain shipped to Eastern Canada and British
Columbia under the Freight Assistance policy, but does not
include all other fa.rm consumption.

As noted previously, the wheatprogra~e announced on September 27,
216

1943 wa.s made effective ~~til July 31, 1945. However, two important

changes were made in 1944-45, one concerning the supply for Crorvn

Account and the other concerning the supply of wheat for the domestic

market. In the Western Division no l~nitation on wheat deliveries

was stipulated and demand and supply conditions were such that none

was needed. All wheat delivery quotas were removed on May 4, 1945.

Although the terms of the Wheat Board Act had applied to the Eastern

?..l5. l.!2!9.., p. 3.
216. See ibid., pp. 3-7.
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Division from the crop year 1939-40 to 1943-44, no deliveries had

been accepted during the last three of the four years (except a

small delivery in 1940-41) as the market price for Ontario wheat

remained continually above the Board noor price. The ceiling price

for Ontario winter wheat had been fixed at $1.26 on December 2, 1941,

and had remained at that level throughout the war. Then, .on Sept-

a~ber 27, 1943, the Board's fixed,price for western wheat was raised

from 90 cents to $1.25 basis No.1 Northern Fort William. In view

of the fact that the western wheat price and the ceiling price on

eastern wheat were about the same, the federal government exempted

the Board, for the crop yer~ 1944-45, from carrying out its oblig
217

ations under Section 14 of the Act, but charged it with maintain-

ing a floor price of $1.25 per bushel for top grades of Ontario winter

wheat, basis in store Montreal. At the same time the Wartime Prices

and Trade Board restricted dealers' margins to 3 cents per bushel.

Finally, an Ontario Wheat Flour Equalization Fund was established to

ensure that ea.stern producers would share Itin export prices obtainable

for flour made from Ontario winter wheat to the extent that these prices
218

were in excess of domestic ceiling prices plus forwa.rding costs. It

217. Section 14 as amended on June 3, 1939 (3 Geo. 6, c. 39) reads
in part:

"The provisions of this Act shall apply mutatis mutandis
to wheat produced in the Eastern Division, and the sums
certain to be paid producers delivering such wheat shall
be fixed by the Boerd with the approva.l of the Governor
in Council • • • It

218. Annual Report. 1244-45, p. 5.
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The equalization fees varied with export prices, and the first fund

was closed on June 30, 1945. During the year the Board was again

charged with administering drawbacks on flour and other wheat products

sold and delivered in Canada between August 1, 1944, and JQly 31, 1945.

The programme on coarse grains and oilseed can be briefly

stated. The government renewed, on the same basis as in 1943-44, the

Board's guarantee of minimum prices for a further year. Maximum

prices remained unchanged. The Oats and Barley Equalization Funds

were also continued on the Same basis of 10 cents a bushel for oats

and 15 cents a bushel for barley. Advance Equal.Lsatdon Payments were

made at the time of delivery to the extent of the guarantee, with the

Sf~e payments being made in connection with farm-to-feeder or farm-to
219

farm saLes , The Board continued as the sole agency handling flax-

seed from commer-cdaL producers in Canada. The Board's buying price

was $2.75 per bushel basis No.1 Canada Western in store Fort William

and No. 1 Canada Eastern in store Montre8~, and the domestic selling

price was $1.65 on the same basis. Guaranteed minimum prices of sun-

flower and rapeseed were also continued on the same basis as in 1943-

The important details with respect to acreage, production
220

and exports of wheat and flour are as follows: Favourable demand

219. Annual Report, 191.4-45, p. 7.
220. Ibid., pp. 7-8.
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conditions, a higher price, and a reduced wheat crop during the pre-

viaus year, all combined to increase wheat acreage from less than 17

million acres in 1943-44 to 23,284,000 acres in 1944-A5. Wheat

p'roduction increased substantially, amounting to 416,635,000 bushels

which, together with the 1943-44 ca~ryover of 356 million bushels,

gave total supplies for the crop year of 772,635,000 bushels or less
221

than 105 million bushels than was available the year before.

Overseas clearances and exports of Canadian wheat and flour amounted

to 343 million bushels in 1944-45 as compared with 344 million for

the previous year. With the cessation of European hostilities during

the year, a significant change in markets developed. Britain contin-

ued as the largest single ~lporter, taking nearly one-half of Can-

addan expor-t.s , AIthou.gh the United States imported only 40 million

bushels as compared with 160 million the year before, this reduction

was more than made up by shipments to continental Europe, Eire and

to India.

As the Board's operations became more complex and extended

as the war progressed, the sales and price policy governing Board
222

operations during 1944-45 require treatment in some detail. With

respect to sales policy the report emphasizes one basic fact! "to the

221. The Canadian Wheat Board, 19;25....46, p. 38.
222. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p, 39.
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limit of transportation and port capacities available, every demand
223

for Canadian wheat was met during the crop year 1944-45." Since

the demand for Canadian wheat was urgent as Europe was progressively

liberated, since I'failure to meet that demand would have had far-

reaching repercussions," and in view of the wartime wheat reserve

in Canada, the Board considered that it should market "every possible
224

bushel of wheat tha.t could be sold under existing conditions."

For the crop year 1944-45 the Board had available to meet demands the

balance of Crown Wheat supplies acquired in September, 1943, the

balance of wheat delivered to the Board by producers in.1943-44, and

the wheat delivered during the 1941+-45 crop year. As stated pr-evf.oual.y,

the original stocks of "Crown Wheat" had amounted to nearly 300 million

bushels. These stocks were used "to supply the domestic market and to

supply the United Kingdom and other countries receiving Mutual Aid,
225

and for any other overseas distribution by the Dominion Government."

The supplies which remained on August 1, 1944, proved sufficient to

meet these requirements until January 16, 1945. When the Crown Vvneat

became exhausted the government issued Order in Council P.C. 1116,
226

dated February 20, 1945,

223. Annual·RePOrt. 1944-45, p. 13.
224. Ibid.
225. ~., p , 14.
226. The effective dcte was later amended to read "close of business,

February 28".
227. See Annual Report, 1944-45, p. 14.
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(1) To purchase for Crown ACCOQ~t sufficient wheat from
the 1943 and 1944 Crop Accounts to cover Mutual Aid sales
by Crown for the period January 16th, 1945, to February
28th, 1945, at Class II prices prevailing on the date of
each Mutual Aid sale;

·(2) To purchase for Crown Account sufficient wheat from
the 1943 Crop to cover domestic sales by Crown for the
period January 16th, 1945, to February 28th, 1945, at $1.25
per bushel, basis Number One Manitoba Northern in store
Fort William/Port Arthu~;

(3) To purchase for Crown Account 100 million bushels of
wheat from the 1943 and 1944 Crop Accounts at $1.43 per
bushel for Nwnber One Manitoba Northan, basis in store
Fort Willi81l1/port Arthur to cover Mutual Aid sales con
tracted after February 28th, 1945. (These purchases were
made as at March 1st, 1945, at the prevailing Class II price
of $1.A6 per bushel for One Northern on January 29th, 1945.
The spread of 3¢ between the Class II price and the purchase
price was allowed to Crown Account in lieu of ultimate
carrying charges incurred between March 1st, 1945, and the
final date of each Mutual Aid sale).

From August 1, 1944, the Board made substantial sales of

wheat from the 1943-44 Board Account at the Board's Commercial or Class
228

II price. Wh..ile the price to domestic mills and to the United

228. This was the price at which producers' wheat was sold after Sept
ember 27, 1943. Prior to that date "the Canadian Wheat Board sold all
wheat (domestic and export) at market prices." See Canadian Wheat Pools,
Summary of Operations of the Canadian Wheat Board, p. 10. This might
appear to contradict assertions made earlier in the chapter. It will be
remembered that the :Minister of Trade and Comnerce stated in i940-41
(the first year in which bulk s~les were employed exclusively) that
several sales had been made to Britain at prices "considerably above the
p~esent market." Yet no contradiction exists. It should be noted that
the Minister was referring to the price on the Grain Exchange and not to
a world market price as it is normally conceived. In f'ac t , the abnormal
was situation had destroyed what remained of a world market and a world
price. Appartently sales made to the United Kingdom prior to September
27, 1943, were at prices wr~ch represented the opinion of a single buyer
and a single seller as to what constituted a reasonable price - having
due regard, of course, for existing cLr-cumabances , Although British
insistence that the Exchange be kept open suggests that the Exchange
price was used as e. datum, never-bhe'Less , it WEtS only natural that export
prices should at times be above those on the Exchange which was regist
ing the effects of sharply reduced markets and vastly increasing supplies.
The heart of the matter is to be found in the fact that no "Class" price
existed prior to September 27, 1943, and, therefore, one may concur in
the statement that all wheat sales made prior to the change in policy
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Kingdom remained at $1.25 per bushel during the years 1943-/~+ and

1944-45, the average Class II price in the former year was $l.41i,

and in the latter yeax, $1.47~. Further stocks of wheat in the 1943-

41+ Board Account were disposed of under the provisions of the Order

in Council detailed above which stipulated that wheat, ~ij~ that year's

account should be used (2) to prOVide domestic requirements from the

date Crown wheat was exhausted untd.L July 31st, 1945; and (b) to

provide for sale of stocks of 1943-44 Board wheat to Crown Account
229

for Mutual Aid purposes. Final accounting for the crop year

1943-44 waS de'Layed as a result. In its report the Board states that

"On wheat, provided for the domestic market out of the 1943 Crop Account,

producers neither gained nor lost, as the Board sold such wheat at

initial cost and reimbursed the 1943 Crop on an average per bushel
230

carrying charge rete for all domestic sales." The report adds

that the arrangement respecting the supplying of domestic market re-

quirements "was within the general price control policy of the
231

Dominion Government as in effect at that time." FUll evaluation

of the government's price policy for domestic wheat and its policy

with respect to consumers' subsidies will be considered at the end

of the next chapter where an analysis will be undertaken to consider

the extent to which prairie producers "subsidized" the domestic and

229. Annual Report. 1944-45, p, 14-
230. Ibid., p. 14.
231. Ibid.
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United Kingdom consumers. In other words, the following question

will be studied: How did western fanJers fare relative to other

groups in the over-all national price control policy as admdnt.st.er-ed

by the Whea.t Board and t.he Warti111e Prices and Trade Board? It should

be emphasized here, however, that the inference that" producers re-

ceived only $1.25 on all sales to the United Kingdom is erroneous

and must be avoided. In fact, as are-reading of the details of

the Order in Council referred to above will reveal, all wheat trans-

ferred to Cro~~ Account was purchased from Board Account at the

Class II price with the exception of a relatively small amount for

domestic consumption.

The Board's Class II price continued on much the SBIDe basis

throughout 1944-45 as was in effect from the closing of the market on

September 27, 1943, throughout the remainder of that crop year; a1-

though moderete price increases were registered. After September 27,

domestic prices and prices to the United Kingdom and other countries

receiving Mutual Aid were trensferred from Crop Account to Crown

Account at the prevailing Class II price. The report states.:, "The

Board's Class II price fluctuated with wheat prices on United States

markets, but preserved as nearly as possible the price relationship

which existed between Canadian and United StHtes wheat prices on
232

September 27, 1943. This basis of the Class II price was subsequ-

ently broadened "to take in account the trend of prices in leading

232. Annual Report, 1944-45, p. 15.
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233
United States wheat prices." However, uncertain tendencies

developed in United States wheat prices during the latter months

of 1944-/+5. In vt.ew of these uncertain tendencies the Board decided

late in the 1944-/-1-5 crop year to maintain its Class II price at $1.55

per bushel, pending the outcome of price disucssions with the federal

government and a clarification of what the new crop could be expected

to yield. During the 1rst year of the War "the Board's Class II price

applied to countries not recei\~ng Thhltua1 Aid and to the United Nations
234-

organizations operating on a cash basis" The monthly r-ange of the

Board's Class II price for the crop year 1944-45 is shown in the
235

following statement:

Price per
Bushel

Price per
Bushel

$1.48-$1.51 .
1.51- 1.53
1.5.3- J.• 5A
1.5La.- 1.55
1.55- 1.55
1.55- 1.55

February, 1945 .
March, 1945.••••
April, ·1945
May, 1945.
June, 1945
July, 1945

• t1.34-$1.37
1.34- 1.38
1.38- 1.46
1.44-- 1.47
1.4.5- 1.48
1.43- 1.48

August, 1944 • • •
September, 1944
Oc:tober, 1944 • • •
rf{)"f.~ber, 1944 .
December, 1944 •
J2TIUary, 1945

Briefly, the Board's operations with respect to wheat for

1944-45 are as follows: As prices of Canada Eustern winter wheat

rem8.ined at ceiling levels the Board accepted no deliveries in the

Eastern Djvision during 1944-45. However, the Ontario Wheat flour

233. Ibid.
234. Ibid.
235. Ibid., see also The Canadian_Wheat Board, 1935-46, r- 40.
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F..qualization Fund showed a surplus of $.198,318 whi.ch the Board <:1is-

tributed to producers less costs of final paymerrt , The Crovm Account

for the year registered D deficit of $25,861,867, as at July 31,
236

1945. Of this amount the federal government funded $10,125,327

on April 30, 191,5. The following table shows the position of Crop
237

Account (Wheat) as at July 31, 191.5:-

1943
1944

Receipts from
Pro<ij1S~.r~

bu.

293,400,000
352,4.00 , 000

InventoryH
_.;fuly 31, 19M

bu.

161,400,000

Surplus as at
July J1, 1945

$

36,436,170
28,653,.391

#Inventories v&lued at the Board's fixed initial price
as at July 31, 1945.

As in the previous years the Board continued to administer the draw-

back system which had been inaugurated on August 1, 1942, 8.8 a vital

part of the price control policy. In respect to the 1944 Drawback

Account the Board paid out to domestic processors, from funds prov-
238

ided by the federal Tre&sury, the sum of $18,296,293 to July .31, 1945.

The Board's operations with respect to coarse grains and

oilseeds must be mentioned. The Board was agein empowered to maintain

minimum prices for oats by stcbilization operations. Oats futures

totalling 896,000 bushels were bought and re-so1d during the crop

year at a small profit. Exports Lncr-eased from 74,700,000 bushels

in 1943-1J+ to 85,800,000 bushels (about 60% of total deliveries) in

--~-------_._'--,-------_.._-------=-::-----236. The greater part of this sum represented the costs of Mutual
Aid.

237• The C,a.nadial1. 'theat Board t 19.35-46, p. 41..
238. Ibiq,.
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1944-45, and as in the previous year by far the largest amount.

went to the United States. Shipments under the Freight Assistance

Policy were slightly smaller -- about 42,600,000 bushels during

the year. StEbilization operations were not needed with respect to

barley 8$ prices remained at ceiling levels. Barley exports were

39,400,000 bushels (about 50% of total deliveries) during 1944-45

as compared with .36,100,000 bushels the year before. Agr:Ain the

United States was the principal customer. SOfie 30,500,000 bushels
239

wer-e shipped under the Freight Assistance Policy. WhiIe a deficit

occurred in the Oats Equalization Fund amounting to $1,421,431

(~nich was absorbed by the federal Treasury); the Barley Equalization

Fund showed a surplus of $6,0~4,880 which permitted a further payment

of 7.59 cents per bushel to producers who had received advance payments

from the Fund.

Fina.l accounting for the 1943-44 Flaxseed Account showed a

surplus of $1,675,677. During 1944-45 producers delivered 7,244,348

bushels to t}le Board which, with the carryover of 2,592,344 bushels,

ffiRde available total supplies of 9,869,677 bushels. Total sales during

the year amounted to 8,333,333 and the average export price to $3.10

per bushel, basis No.1 C.W. flaxseed in store Fort William/port

.Arthur. As at July 31, 1945, the 1944-45 Flaxseed. Account showed a

239. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 4l.
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deficit of $3,169,617 due to the fact that well over half of the

supplies went to domestic buyers at the ceiling price of $1.65.

At the end of the year the flaxseed carryover amounted to about

1.5 million bushels. The Board's operations with respect to rape-

seed and sunflower seed resulted in deficits in both 1943-44 and

1944-45 deficits which amounted to about tl00,000 in each year.

In all these operations the Board continued to act as administrator

of ceiling prices on behalf of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board.

Despite the fact that avrd.Labl,e empty country elevator space

on August 1, 1944, amounted to approximately 100 million bushels

(after allowing for working space) the Board found it necessary to
240

regulate deliveries for a. considerable part of the year. Hovv-

ever, delivery points were opened up as rapidly as such action be-

ca~e possible. Rye and flax were not subject to restrictions.

Restrictions on the delivery of barley wer-e removed in September, and

on wheat on May 5, 1945. The report adds: DHad available car supply

been used continuously in the relief of congested delivery points in

the Prairie Provinces, it would have been possible to establ.Lsh "open"
241

delivery quotas for all grains much ee-rlier in the crop year. D

This was not possible because it V,-HS found necessary at various times

to concentrate availeble trans-portation in areas fevourably situated

in respect to the Lakehead, in order to accumulate supplies of grain

240. See Pnnual ReP.Qrt, 1944-A2.a. pp. 15-17.
241. Ibid., p , 18.
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242
sufficient to illeet the extremely large and urgent demand. Thus

until early in 1945 relatively small delivery quotas remained in

force in Alberta and Northern Saskatchewen.

Further changes in Board personnel occurred during the

year. Mr. D. A. Kane resigned as Assist8.nt Chief Commissioner in

September, 1945, and was succeeded by Mr. C. E. Huntting, fonner1y

Board Commissioner. Mr. W. C. McNamara was appointed to the vacancy.

Mr. K2ne temporarily remained with the Board as Western Representative

with headquarters in Vancouver.

A study of the Board's reports during the war years indicate

that the burden of its work increased progressively a.s the war continued.

The outst&nding feature of wartime operations, particu~arly from 19~1-

42 to 1944-45, is the degree to which the.Board's operations were

coordinated with the activities of the Wartime Prices and Trade Board

so as to assure the success of national price control and related

policies. Its Success in this respect cannot be questioned. While

the income pos.i tion of weat.ern farmers was serious during the ea!"ly

years of the war due to low prices and low deliveries, price increases

and improved demand during the later war years, particularly in

1943-44 and 191~-45, increased the return to western farmers from the

sale of wheat. A further examination of the incidence of price control

242. Ibid.
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policies will be made in the next chapter where a more gener&l

examination of returns to western farmers from wheat sales in the

post-war years will be undertaken. Recently this has proved to be a

point of violent controversy, with the grain trade and the official

Parliamentary Opposition supporting the view that the western farmer

has subsidized the domestic and British conSllifier to the amount of

hundreds of millions of dollars. Because of the serious nature of

such a charge in terms of politico"l and social implications, some

attempt must be mad~ to clear away the confusion which currently

pr-evaf.Ls on the subj ec t ,
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CHAPTER IX

POST-WAR OPERATIONS ANn TRENDS

It has been shoTlll that \Vheat Board policy has varied to

meet the requirments of changing circumstances. In the pre-war

period the policy of the Board was mainly concerned with price and

income maintenance. During the war the emphasis switched to price

control. In the post-war years Board policy was primarily designed

to maintain agricultural price and income stability. Despite this

post-war objective, however, the dominating feature of Board policy

during the first year following the war was the effort pot forth to

meet the urgent needs of the undernourished and even starving peoples

of Europe and ,Asia. In 1945-46 all wheat-exporting countries found

their major task tiuat of providing ffiaXlluum quantities of wheat and

flour to assist importing countries until European production should

be at least partially restored. From the first there was no doubt

that Canada would be called upon to assume the major responsibility

a responsibility which she assumed by exporting for the third suc
1

cessive year wheat and flour in excess of 540 million bushels. In

fact, the last of Canada's wartime reserve went into her effort to

1. See The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p , 55. This chart
indicates graphically hov; the visibleHstocks of Canadian
wheat declined from 1943-44 to 1945-46.
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feed Europe during 1945-46, and Canadian exports during the latter

part of the year were limited by the volume of wheat which producers
2

delivered at country points.

Not only was the exceedingly urgent European demand for

wheat the legacy of six years of war, but it was also due to the

small seeded acreage in Europe in 1945 and a virtual crop disaster

in North Africa, Italy, Greece and the Danubian area. "Thus, im-

port demands were expressed not only jn terms of the normal require-

ments of importing countries and of special demands following the

\1far, but also in terms of the effects of a devastating drought in
:3

southern Europe and North Africa." In addition to the accumulated

food problem of six war year-s and the fact that 1945 European pro-

duction was about 600 million bushels below the pre-war average,

there were the large requirements of India and the liberated areas

in the Far East. Early in the crop year the Cereals Committee of

the Combined Food Board found itself confronted with the full impact

of the world food position. There was no doubt that the major part

of the import food supply which could save large parts of the world

from famine would have to come from Canada and the United States,

and a supply sufficient to meet a crisis of such severity could only

be achieved by a m~jor, coordinated effort on the part of both count-

2. Annual Report, 1945-46, p. 1.
3. Annual Report, 1945-46, p. 1.
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ries. The report continues:

The effectiveness of this effort is indicated by the
fact that in the year ending June 30th, 1946, Canada and United
States together exported about 750 million bushels of wheat (in
cluding flour) which constituted the largest wheat exports in
any twelve month period in the history of the North ~\merica~ con
tinent. In addition to these supplies of wheat, both countries
supplied quantities of other grains for human ccnsumptdon , : 4

Because of a carryover of 258 million bushels on July 51,

1945, Canada was in a favourable position to export large quantities

of wheat during the first half of the crop year. Much of this carry-

over represented wheat in export positions Band a fbank' of wheat
5

amounting to over 62 million bushels in country elevators." Deliver-

ies from the 1945 wheat crop supplemented these stockS, but the new

crop was some 100 million bushels smaller than that of 1944-45. The

Board believed that under the circumstances it was logical for Canada

to export as much wheat as possible during the first half of the crop

year as the United States and the Southern Hemisphere Bwere in a bet-

ter position to assume a larger responsibility in the last half of
6

the crop year." That the wheat export movement was concentrated in

the early part of the crop year is indicated by the fact that 61 per

cent (206.6 million bushels) of the total Canadian wheat exports was

exported in the first half of the crop year and 59 per cent (133.5

4. Ibid.
5 • Ibid., p , 2.
6. IilliUal Report, 1945-46, p. 2.
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million bushels) in the last half. The following table shows Canadian
7

wheat (including flour) exports by months during 1945-46:

Date
Exports

(million bus ) Date
Exports

(mil1~on bu1)

August, 1945 ••••
September, 1945 ••
October, 1945 ••••
November, 1945 •••
December, 1945 •••
January, 1946 ••••

41.1
29.8
47.2
34.8
24.0
29.7

February, 1946 ••••
~~rch, 1946 •••••••
April, 1946 •••••••
May, 1946 •••••••••
June, 1946 ••••••••
July, 1946 ••••••••

25.1
26.6
22.5
24.9
21.8
12.6

Total--August to
January 206.6

Total--February to
July 133.5

Total--August to
July 340.1

ports during the year indicates: -(1) the heavy concentration of Gan-

adian wheat exports in the first half of the crop year 1945-46; (2)

the wide distribution of Canadian wheat exports among wheat importing

countries during the crop year; (3) the relatively heavy concentration

of wheat exports during the February-July period to the United King
9

dom as a re\ult of the priority granted that count.ry ," During the

7. From The Canadian 'Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 44. The 540.1
million bushels were made up of 278.1 bushels of wheat and
62.0 bushels of flour. A substantial volume of the flour
went to countries in receipt of U.N.R.R.A. assistance.

8. See Annual Report, 1945-46, p. 3.
9. The Canadian ~beat Board, 1955-46, p. 45.
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whole of 1945-46, the United Kingdom took 45 per cent of Canadian

wheat exports. Wheat shipments to Yugoslavia, Poland, Greece, Italy

and China were made through U.N .R.R.!. The requirements of France

and French Colonies were large throughout the year. The distribution

of wheat supplies for Eire, Egypt, Palestine, Iraq and British South

Africa were largely determined through consultation with United King-
10 '

dom authorities. It should be noted that the above Canadian wheat

export programme was coordinated through the Cereals Committee of the

still-existing Combined Food Board with the export programmes under-

taken by other countries, particularly by t.he United States and !.us-

tralia. It was the Board's opinion that, while liThe co-ordinated

distribution of exports of wheat from the chief supplying countries
11

went a long way in meeting the most urgent import requirements,"

there was a deficit in world wheat supplies during the crop year

which could not be overcome under any circumstances. As a result,

the problem was to make the available supplies in all wheat export-

ing countries serve the most urgent requirements in both Europe and

Asia. Recurring crises were minimized by maintaining an element of
12

flexibility in the movement of supplies from exporting countries.

The Board's conclusion as to the success of the 1945-46 export pro-

gramme may be quoted in full:

10. Annual Report, 1945-46, p. :3.
11. Ibid., p. 5.
12. Ibid.
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There is no doubt that a potential disaster of great
magnitude was overcome by exporting countries making available
every bushel of wheat and substitute grains which could be made
available, and by the co-ordination of exports, particularly on
the part of Canada, the United States and Australia. The problem,
one of potential hunger and s taz-vatd.on , was reduced to a problem,
of meagre rations in many cOillltries and malnutrition on a wide
scale which was partly relieved with the harvesting of improved
graincrops through Europe in late June, July and August, 1946.
It can be said that Canada, the United States and Australia over
exported wheat during the critical crop year under review. Re
sidual problems were left,in all three countries. These problems,
however, must be evaluated in terms of the impression which was
made upon a severe and far reaching food crisis. 13

In carrying out the foregoing export programme and in meet-

ing the full domestic requirements, Canada reduced her reserve stocks
14

of wheat to the lowest point since 1937. On July 31, 1946, the

carryover amounted to only 69.9 million bushels of which some 27

million bushels remained on farms. In other words, commercial stocks

were reduced to 42.7 million bushels at the opening of the 1946-47
15

crop year. "Stock of wheat in export positions were practically

exhausted qy the end of the crop year, and a substantial part of

remaining commercial stocks was required to meet the requirments of
16

Canadian mills until new crop wheat became available in September.~

This exhaustion of export wheat stocks at the end of the 1945-46 crop

year had a "determining effect on the Canadian export ptogramme during

13. Ibid.
14. AnnUal Report, 1945-46, p. 4.
15. See The canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 55, Chart on Grain

Stocks.
16. Annual Report, 1945-46, p. 4.
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the first few months of 1946-47 crop year. The following statement

compares the yea.r-end wheat position at the end of 1944-45 with the
17

corresponding position at the end of 1945-46:

Item 1946 - bu. 1945 - bu.

. . .

()rl farms • • • • • • • • • • •
Country & port terminal elevators
Western mills and mill elevators ••
Interior terminal elevators ••••
Vancouver-New Westminister • • • • •
Victoria and Prince Rupert • • • • •
Churchill ••••••••• • • • •
Fort William - Port Arthur •
In transit -- lakes •••••••••
In transit -- rail • • • • • • • • •
Eastern elevators ••••••
Eastern mills ••••

Totals in Canada • • • • • • •
canadian grain in United states . .

27,203,000#
11,200,198

3,974,865
44,159

1,628,845

1,877,757
3,035,317
1,672,784
6,437,303
9,855,175
2,796,800

69,724,181
134,000

28,650,000
61,625,591

6,134,868
10,088,988
15,989,221

1,673,157
1,877,737

51,543,939
5,197,522

24,571,296
30,032,841
3,216,769

238,201,729
20,192,789

Grand Totals • • • •

# Probably over-estimated.

• • • • • 69,858,181 258,594,518

18
The main features of the 1945-46 grain and oilseed programme

closely paralleled the programme in effect the previous year. In the

Western Division the Board continued to handle all wheat marketed by
19

producers. The Board's fixed initial price for 'the year was $1.25

per bushel basis No.1 Northern wheat in store Fort Yiilliam - Port
20

Arthur or Vancouver. The Board was empowered to restrict marketings

17 • From The• Canadian 'VVheat Board, 1935-46, p. 46
18. See Annual Report, 1945-46, pp. 12-14.
19. Under Order in Council P.C. 2550, April 12, 1945.
20. The canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 46.
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of wheat in the Western Division to 14 bushels per authorized acre

but, because of the small wheat crop and the continued high demand,

the government found it possible to authorize the Board to accept

all wheat offered by producers during the crop year. In the Eastern

Division the Board was given exemption from-carrying out its obliga-

tions under Section 14 of the Wheat Board Act, but it was charged

with the responsibility of maintaining a floor price of $1.25 per

bushel for top grades of Ontario winter wheat basis in store Mon
21

treal. The Board continued to administer the Ontario vVheat Equal-

ization Fund and also the drawbacks paid in respect to flour and

other wheat products for human consumption which were sold and de
22

livered in canada between August 1, 1945, and July 51, 1946.

Throughout 1945-46 the Board continued as in 1944-45 to

guarantee minimum prices for oats and barley. Maximum prices re-

raadned unchanged. A further Order in Council charged the Board with

However, on September 25, 1945 the Western Grain Regulations were.amend-

ed to provide for an increase in the advance equalization payment on

barley to 20 cents per bushel. At the same time, maltsters were for-

bidden to pay a premium on the purchase of barley for malting purposes,

21. Ibid.
22. I't3Id.
25. Ibid., p. 47.
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an action considered necessary due to the shortage of feed grains

in canada and the necessity of placing an embargo on exports of barley

of all types during 1945-46, The advance (20 cent) Equalization

Payment applied on marketings from August 1, 1945, to July 51st, 1946 •.

Again the Board was made the .sole agency to receive flaxseed from

producers in Canada. Buying and selling prices remained the same and

the Board was directed to fill domestic requirements before meeting

export demands. The Board also continued to guarantee minimum prices
24

for sunflower and rapeseed on the basis prevailing in 1944-45.

During the year special measures were taken in regard to

wheat , From the outbreak of War in 1939 canada had supplied virtual-

ly all British wheat imports and since post-war demands from other

countries were so large, it was evident that specialrneasures would

be required to maintain this position, in 1945-46. As a result of

information exchanged between the two countries as to requirements

and supplies, the Board agreed in November, 1945, to supply the

United Kingdom with her minimum home requirements for the period

from December 1, 1945, to April 50, 1946. This commitment did not

include the supplies already made available to the United Kingdom

during the August-November period -Which not only met United King-

dom requirements during these months, but resulted in a satisfactory
25

stock position in the United Kingdom as at December 1, 1945.- The

24. Annual Report, 1945-46, pp. 15-14.
25. The Canadian ~~eat Board, 1935-46, p. 47.
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federal government concurred in the Board's decision--a decision which

became an important part of Canadian wheat policy during the critical

winter of 1945-46. The report adds that "The arrangement in respect

to the United Kingdom was in terms of her minimum home requirements.

In these negotiations, the United Kingdom did not suggest more than'

assurance in regard to her minimum home requirements in view of the
26

food situation confronting other countries."

The federal government announced on September 19, 1945,

that for the time being Canadian wheat would be offered for export

at a price not exceeding $1.55 per bushel for No.1 Northern wheat
27

basis in store Fort Vlilliam - Port Arthur or Vancouver. At the same

time the government announced that, as a further means of stabilizing

wheat prices during the post-war period, steps would be taken "to ensure

that producers will not at any time up to July 31st, 1950, receive less

26. Annual Report, 1945-46, p. 9.
27. The reasons for th~s policy are given in a statement by IJfr. J.

A. MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Commerce, as cited in a
publication by the European Office of the Wheat Board, News
About Canadian Wheat, issued in London, November, 1945.--ri
said in part (p. 2):-

"In arriving at its decision on this policy, the Government
hag the following fundamental considerations in mind:

Any further increase in wheat prices now would aggravate the
problems of economic and political readjustment of the liber
ated areas to Canada's detriment in future trade With'those
areas. There is a moral obligation not to take advantage of
our recent allies in their time of compelling need.

Higher wheat prices would encourage the importing countries
in a hurried return to wheat production and pre-war policies
very directly to the detriment of the wheat exporting countries,
particularly Canada. Moreover, production in a number of ex
porting countries would be unduly encouraged.-
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than $1.00 per bushel for No.1 Manitoba Northern wheat, basis in

store Fort \¥illiam - Port Arthur or Vancouver, on the authorized de
28

liveries for each crop year." On September 1, 1945, canada ceased

to sell wheat under Mutual Aid. Mutual Aid funds had first been made

available in 194B and under the scheme large quant~ties of wheat and
29

flour had been shipped abroad "as a direct charge against these funds.-

After September 1, 1945, Canadian wheat and flour either were sold for

cash or became a charge against credit arrangements negotiated by

various importing countries with the Canadian Government. As a result

of this decision, the Board's Crown Wheat Account was closed out as at
30

the close of business on September 1, 1945.

A special Income Tax Arrangement on wheat marketed between

April 1st, 1946 and June 50th, 1946 was announced by the federal govern-

ment in March, 1946. The provisions of the Arrangement were setforth

in an Order in Councf.L dated April 1, 1946. The 1945-46 report gives
31

these provisions as follows:

(1) Producers delivering wheat between April 1st, 1946 and Jillle
30th, 1946 could market wheat in the usual manner or take ad
vantage of the Special Income Tax Arrangement. In other words,
it was an optional plan.

(2) Producers taking advantage of the Special Income Tax Arrange
ments could do so only on wheat marketed between April 1st,
1946 and June BOth, 1946

28. Annual Report, 1945-46, p. 9.
29. Ibid., p. 10.
BO. Ibid.
51. I'EId., p. 11.
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(5) Producers choosing to take advantage of the Special Income
Arrangement and delivering and selling wheat between April
1st, 1946 and June 50th, 1946 received:

(a) A 1945-46 Participation Certificate entitling them to
share in any further distribution from the 1945-46
Board Account;

(b) An Emergency Wheat Receipt equivalent to the present
fixed, initial price of $1.25 per bushel basis in store
Fort William - Port Arthur or Vancouver, less freight
and handling costs.

(4) Emergency VVheat Receipt wasactually the equivalent of a sale
but the cash settlement was deferred. Upon acceptance of
the Emergency Wheat Receipt,. the producer elected to take
payment, at any time up to and including December 51st, 1948.
The date of accepting payment determined the year in which
the payment was applied for income tax purposes.

(5) In the case of deliveries made on or after April 1st, 1946
and up to close of business on June 30th, 1946, a producer
could elect to take either the total settlement in cash or
partly in cash, and the balance under the Emergency Wheat
Receipt plan.

(6) If at any time prior to December 31st, 1948, a producer de
sires to take settlement for part of the :Emergency Wheat
Receipts which he holds, The Canadian vVheat Board will, upon
request and surrender of the Emergency Wheat Receipts, make
payment for the desired amount and issue a new Emergency
Wheat Receipt for the balance.

This Special Income Tax Arrangement was part of a more gen-

eral programme announced by Prime Wunister 1~ckenzie King on ~~rch

18, 1946, to facilitate the export of wheat and wheat flour to meet
52

an "urgent and desperate" food situation overseas. The other major

part of the programme was a plan designed to reduce the consumption

52. Annual Report, 1945-46, p. 12.
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of breadstuffs in Canada. Particularly important to the canadian

wheat situation was the announcement that the federal government
55

intended to -

(a) Reduce wheat available for domestic milling by 10% as com
pared with the corresponding months of 1945;

(b) Reduce the use of wheat for distilling by 50% as compared
with the year previous;

(c) To encourage reduction in inventories of wheat and wheat
products;

(d) To grant priorities for rail transportation of wheat for
export; and

(e) Provide for the release of increased quantities of oats
and Number 4 Northern wheat for export.

The success of this general programme may be seen by the size of ex-

ports previously discussed--amounting in wheat and flour to over 540

million bushels in the period from August, 1945 to July 1946. For

three successive years Canadian wheat exports had exceeded 340 mil-

lion bushels, whereas the average for the six years from 1939-40 to

1944-45 was in the neighborhood of 259 million bushels. There is

little doubt that by normal standards Canada did "Over exportS wheat

during the 1945-46 crop year.

The United Kingdom Wheat Contract constituted the develop-

ment of major importance in 1945-46 as far as wheat policy was con-

cerned , In the House of Commons on July 25, 1946, the Honourable

33. Ibid.
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J. A. MacKinnon, Minister of Trade and Commerce, made the following

statement which might be given in full since it outlined the view
34

point of the federal government:

Agreement has been reached between the Government of
the United Kingdom and the Government of Canada for the purchase
by the former of Canadian wheat over the four years begirming 1st
August, 1946.

The Agreement provides that the United Kingdom will
pun:hase and the Canadian Government will supply the follovdng
quantities each year: 1946-47 - 160 million bushels, 1947-48 -
160 million bushels, 1948-49 - 140 million bushels, 1949-50 -
140 million bushels. The contract provides that in the event of
the United Kingdom requiring from Canada any additional quantities
which the Canadian Government offers and the United Kingdom Govern
ment accepts shall in all respects be subject to the provisions
of the Agreement. Part of the quantity of wheat specified in the
contract will be supplied in the form of flour to the following
amounts: -- 1946-47 - 500,000 tons firm with an additional quant
ity up to 140,000 tons dependent upon the out-turn of the crop;
1947-48 -- 400,000 tons firm with an additional quantity up to
140,000 tons dependent upon the out-turn of the crop; 1948-49 --
a minimum of 500,000 tons, the actual tonnage to be negotiated
by 1st July, 1948. The price which the United Kingdom Govern
ment undertake to pay for the wheat supplied is as follows: basis
Port Arthur, Vancouver or Churchill: 1946-47 -- a fixed price
of 1.55 dollars per bushel; 1947-48 -- a fixed price of 1.55 dol
lars per bushel; 1948-49 -- a minimum price of 1.25 dollars per
bushel, the actual price to be negotiated by 51st December, 1947;
1949-50 -- a minimum price of 1 dollarr per bushel, the actual
price to be negotiated by 31st December, 1948. The contract pro
vides that its terms and conditions shall be subject to any mod
ification or amendment which may be necessary to bring it into
conformity with any international agreements later concluded to
which both Governments are parties. trothL~g in the Agreement will
effect decisions which may be taken on the basis of recommendations
of the I.E.Ii' .C.

34. Cited in The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 49. This
Treaty was signed at ottawa, July 24, 1946, and came into force
the same day. See Canada, Treaty Series, 1946, No. 30.
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The contract is based upon commercial considerations
of mutual interest. It ensures to the United Kingdom substantial
quantities of wheat during the expected period of shortage at prices
below those which would be payable were there to be a free market
at the present time. This is the commercial advantage which the
United Kingdom secures. In the later period of the contract Cana
da receives the advantages of a guaranteed market, though for a
diminished quantity, and of the assurance of at least the stated
minimum prices. In determining the actual price in the last two
years regard will be had to the extent to which the agreed price
for the first two years falls below the world price for that per
iod. Our farmers are therefore protected from crippting losses
should there be a world slump in wheat prices. This is the com
mercial advantage which Canada secures.

Comment is scarcely required. From the analysis presented

in Part II of this thesis it is difficult to escape the view that

the Agreement was eminently reasonable in principle. Two striking

characteristics appear in the above statement: (1) the severity of

the post-war shortage of wheat, and (2) the general expectation of

a post-war slump. The post-war shortage waS evident enough, and as

for the expected slump, the serious destruction of capital equipment

in Europe and past history of other post-war periods gave ample warn-

ing of possible danger ahead. Indeed, there is little doubt that

such a slump was avoided only by international action through such

agencies as U.N.R.R.A. and by the extension of post-war credits by

Canada and the United States -- the most spectacular of the American

credit programnles being the Marshall Plan. There was, it must be

remembered, no clear indication at the end of the war that the United

states would continue in peace the international policy she had adopt-

ed in war or that she would avoid a return to economic isolationism
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of the pre-war era. The past history of American mercantilism and

the effects of her commercial policies on international trade were

sufficient to remind Canada and Great Britain of the instability of

the period between the wars--an instability which neither country

was prepared to endure again. Thus for both countries the Agreement

was an insurance against possible developments in the early post-war

years. However, while preparing for the worst, the agreeing coun

tries clearly hoped for the best. That both countries hoped for pro

gress in international co-operation is indicated qy the fact that

provision was made for bringing the Agreement "into conformity with

any international agreements or arrangements later concluded to

which both Governments are parties." It is also clear that the con

tracting parties entertained hopes that the expected slump wight not

materialize due to growing international cooperation and increasing

national efforts to maintain economic stability by means of fiscal

and monetary control. This is shown by the fact that provision was

made for a negotiated price during the last two years of the Agree

ment at levels higher than the minimum levels provided in the con

tract. In reaching such a price regard was to be had -to the extent

to which the agreed price for the first two years (fell) below the

world price for that period."

In the crop year 1945-46 wheat acreage increased from 23,

284,200 acres in 1944 to 23,414,100 acres -- 22,739,100 acres being
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seeded in the Prairie Provinces. Acreage sown to flax and rye were
35

slightly reduced. Adverse weather conditions throughout the greater

part of Alberta and western Saskatchewan reduced the total grain and

flax seed production by about 500 million bushels as compared with

1944. Of this amount some 260 million bushels represented decreased

production in the Prairie Provinces. In 1945 wheat production amount-

ed to 318 million bushels as compared with 417 million bushels in 1844.
36

Total wheat receipts qy the Board were 235,458,405 during the year.

Vlhile total supplies for the 1944-45 crop year (carryover plus 1944

crop) amounted to 773 million bushels, total supplies for 1945-46

were only 576 million bushels nth the carryover and the 1945-46 crop

each being reduced by about 100 million bushels. Oats production

was down from 500 million bushels in 1944 to 382 million bushels in

1945; barley decreased from 195 million bushels in 1944 to 158 mil-

lion bushels in 1945; rye decreased from 9 to 6 million bushels and

flaxseed from 10 to 8 million busl~ls.

It was stated previously that the year began with the fixed

initial price for wheat at $1.25 per bushel basis No.1 Northern Fort

~Villiam.. However, the Government authorized, by Order in Council

dated July 50, 1946, the payment of an additional 10 cents per bushel

to producers delivering wheat to the Board in the crop year 1945-46.

55. Annual Report, 1945-46, p. 14.
36. Ibid., p. 16.
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This brought the fixed initial price at the opening of the 1946-47
37

crop year to $1.35 per bushel basis No.1. Northern Fort William.

It will be shown later that the crop year 1945-46 represented the

beginning of a five-year pool--from 1945-46 to 1949-50. Since the

pool period has not yet been compleoo~ final accounting is not yet

possible. Nevertheless, it might be pointed out, that the 1945-46

initial price of $1.25 was increased by the 10 cent additional pay-

ment mentioned above, and by a further payment of 20 cents per bushel

on April 1, 1948, and by another 20 cents per bushel on April 1, 1949.

Thus by autumn 1949 total payments on the 1945-46 crop have reached

$1.75 per bushel basis No.1. Northern Fort William. While the pool

will be considered as a whole towards the end of this chapter, it

might be mentioned that there is reason to believe that a further

payment will be made on this crop by the end of the five-year pool.

Due to the fact that considerable comtry elevator space

was available at the beginning of 1945-46 and that wheat moved rap-

idly to seaboard, delivery quotas were rapidly increased. Delivery

restrictions were completely removed on wheat and barley in the

autumn of 1945, and on oats early in 1946. No restrictions applied

to rye or flax. The Emergency Grain Transportation Committee facili-

tated the rapid transportation of Canadian grains throughout the

37. ~nule the selling price to domestic mills and to the United
Kingdom remained at $1.25 per bushel as in 1943-44 and 1944
45, the average Class II price was set at $1.55 per bushel
as compared with the average Class II price of $1.41 5/8 in
1945-44 and ~~1.47 7/8 in 1944-45. .
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crop year and no transport bottlenecks developed • The limiting

factor in the final quarter of the crop year was the availability

of stocks of grain, not the volume of available transportation. B.Y

July 51, 1946, country elevator stocks were reduced to 11,200,000

bushels, of which a substantial part was held either for mills or
58

in unshippable quantities.

Further changes in Board personnel occurred during the

year. N,r. C. E. Huntting, Commissioner, was appointed Assistant

Chief Commissioner on the resignation of IVlr. D. A. Kane in September

1945. At the same time Mr. W. C. McNamara was appointed to the

vacancy on the Board. Following his resignation, l1r. Kane remained

with the Board as Western Representative, with headquarters in Van-

couver , In February, 1946, Mr. R. C.Reece resigned from the Advisory

Committee and in March, 1946, l\1r. C. Gordon Smith, formerly Assistant

Chief Commissioner, was appointed to the Committee.

Before turning to consider the Board's operations for the

crop year 1946-47, it might be well to mention two Acts passed by

Parliament towards the end of the '~Var, which were designed to in-

crease agricultural stability and to ensure orderly adjustment from

War to peace conditions. The first, The Agricultural Prices Support
59

Act, 1944, provided for a three-member Agricultural Prices Support

Board operating under the direction of the Minister of Agriculture.

58. The Canadian Wheat Board 1955-46, p. 51.
59. 8 Geo. 6, c. 29. (Assented to 15th August, 1944).
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The Board was empowered (Sect. 9 (a) .)"To prescribe from time to

time, with the approval of the Governor in Council,prices at which

the Board may purchase agricultural products in the market. D The

Board could either purchase and merchandize the product or it could

PaY to producers the difference be-tween the Board price and the aver-

age market price (as determined by the Board) at which the producer

sold his product. The purpose of the Board was (Sect. 9 (2).) "to

ensure adequate and stable returns for agriculture by promoting order-

ly adjustment from war to peace conditions and (to) endeavour to secure

a fair relationship between the returns from agriculture and those

from other occupations." The second was The Food· and Agriculture
40

Organization of the United Nations Act, 1945, which was designed

to give effect to Canadats international commitments under the Food

and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. The extent to

which Canadars cooperation with the Food and Agriculture Organization

could aid, not only in reducing transition difficulties, but in solv-

ing the long-run agricultural problems of price instability and re-

curring surpluses, is indicated by the Preamble which might be quoted

in full:

The Nations accepting this Constitution, being deter
mined to promote the common welfare by furthering separate and
collective action on their part for the purposes of:

Raising levels of nutrition and standards of living
of the peoples under their respective jurisdictions,

40. 9-10 Geo. 6, c. 4. (Assented to 12th October, 1945).
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Securing improvements in the efficiency of the pro
ductionand distribution of all food and agricultural
products,

Bettering the condition of rural populations,

And thus contributing toward an expanding world economy,
hereby establish the Food and Agriculture organization of the
United Nations, hereinafter referred to as the "Organization",
through which the Members will report to one another on the
measurers taken and the progress achieved in the fields of action
set forth above. 41

The second year following the Vfar saw only minor improve-

ments in the world food situation. While better crops in Europe and

increased production in both Canada and the United states raised

world wheat production in 1946 close to pre-war levels, the problem

remained serious because no sizeable stocks of wheat remained any-

where in the world "to cushion the transition between the crop years

1945-46 and 1946-47, due in part, to the fact that a great international
42

effort was made in 1945-46 to relieve hunger." As a result of this

effort, reserves in both importing and exporting countries were left

at dangerously low levels, and as soon as the crop harvested in 1946

became available it moved immediately into consumption channels.

The announcement of a major change in Canadian wheat policy

was contained in two statements made in the House of Commons in July,

1946, by the Honourable James A. MacKinnon, Minister of Trade .and

Commerce. On July 24, Mr. MacKinnon had announced the signing of

41. Ibid. The Constitution of F. A. O. is cited in full in this
Act.

42. The Canadian Vn1eat Board, 1955-46, p. 51.
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the Canada-United Kingdom Wheat Agreement--an agreement setting forth

the terms of sale of definite quantities of wheat by Canada to the

United Kingdom during the four crop years from 1946-47 to 1949-50,
45

inclusive. One week later, on July 50, 1946, the 1finister made a

further announcement in which he outlined the principal features of

the ,government wheat policy for the next few years, with special re-

ference to the five-year pool operating from 1945-46 to 1949-50.

This announcement made it clear that the United Kingdom Agreement

was to form the heart of the new policy for the four pes t-Yfar years

following 1945-46, and provide a firm basis for the five-year pool

by which the government hoped to stabilize agricultural income in

the uncertain pos t-erarv years , The Board's report for 1946-47 sum
44

marizes the new wheat policy as follows:

(1)

(2)

(5)

(4)

43.
44.

The Board was to continue as the s ole purchaser of Western
wheat delivered by producers;

Producers delivering wheat to the Board between August 1st,
1945 and July 31st, 1950, were to be paid a fixed initial
price of $1.35 per bushel, basis No.1 Northern wheat in
store Fort William - Port Arthur or Vancouver;

An adjustment payment of 10 cents per bushel was authorized
on 1945-46 deliveries to the Board in order to bring the
fixed initial payment for that crop year up to $1.35 per
bushel, basis No. 1 Northern wheat in store Fort William 
Port Arthur or Vancouver;

Any remaining surplus in the 1945 Crop Account was to be
placed in a five-year pool with the proceeds of the 1946,

Annual Report, 1946r47, p. 2.
Annual Reports 1946-47, p. 2. See The Canadian Wheat Board,
1935-46, pp. 2-53, for a more extensive statement of policy.
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1947,1948 and 1949 Crop Accounts. The fixed initial pay
ment·of $1.55 per bushel, basis No. I Northern in store
Fort William - Port Arthur or Vancouver was to prevail
throughout the pool period. Participation Certificates were
to be issued in the usual way, but payments on Participation
Certificates were to be made out of any surplus in the five
year pool at the terminal date of July.51st, 1950;

(5) The Board was instructed to continue to sell wheat for dom
estic consumption at $1.25 per bushel, basis No. 1 Northern
wheat in store Fort William - Port Arthur or Vancouver, nth
the Dominion Government assuming all carrying charges;

(6) The Board was instructed to sell wheat for export to non
contract countries -at prices roughly corresponding to those
of the other principal supplier -- now, the United States";

(7) No over-all limitation of wheat marketings was to be effect
ive in 1946-47 and the Board was instructed to use delivery
quotas in that crop year only for the purpose of dividing
elevator space amongst producers:

(8) The Board was instructed to continue to administer the draw
back paid in respect to flour and other human foods contain
ingwheat sold and delivered in Canada between August 1st,
1946 and July 51st, 1947;

(9) Such powers of the Board as were necess~ for implementing
the new policy were to continue under the National Emergency
Transitional Powers Act for the duration of this statute.
Th~. MacKinnon stated that when the National Emergency Tran
sitional Powers Act expires "the Government will direct its
attention to the form and authority under which the Board's
powers may be further continued."

In concluding his statement on the new wheat policy Mr. Mac-

Kinnon referred to the representations which had been made to the

government by organized western producers stressing the importance

of attaining through government action a considerable measure of

stability in 'the post-war years. In affirming his belief that the

policy which he had outlined would help the farmers materially towards
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their objective of stability, Mr. MacKinnon stated: "There is no

question that the wheat producers have made possible the success of

domestic price control qy immediate sacrifices in their 1945-46 and
45

current export prices." !vIr. MacKinnon added that, not only had

these sacrifices made possible the success of domestic price control,

but they had also assisted in overseas rehabilitation. In view of

this fact, the ~tinister implied that government policy was designed

to recompense the producers for their sacrifices by a policy des;gned

to "give fair and comparatively stable returns to the producers, so
46

far as it is within the power of the Government.1f

It must be remembered that immediately following the War

the strong inflationary elements present in the economy determined

the government to follow a policy of gradual decontrol. While the

major part of the post-war anti-inflationary programme consisted of

strong countercyclical monetary and fiscal measures, pric~ control -

particularly on necessities such as food -- was vital to the success

of such a policy. Thus the Board moved from the wartime role of

rigid price control to the more flexible role of functioning as Part

of the general counter-eyclical mechanism of the domestic economy.

Into this scheme the five-year pool fitted perfectly. Prices to pro-

ducers could be held down during inflation while compensatory payments

45. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 55.
46. Ibid.
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could be made out of the pool funds should deflationary tendencies

develop later. Theoretically, no quarrel can be found withthe

scheme, and there is little doubt that producers were on the whole
47

satisfied with the measure of stability which the programme promised.

Before considering the western f.grain programme for 1946-47

it might be well to mention ~he government's policy in regard to

Ontario winter wheat. The government had originally intended to

raise the ceiling of $1.25 per bushel for No. 1 canadian Eastern

Winter Wheat, basis delivered at Montreal, to $1.55 to correspond

with payments on western wheat. However, the government rs decision

to continue its price control policy resulted in the ceiling remain-

ing unchanged ~hile the producers r~ceived.at the time of delivery

an additional 9 cents per bushel paid by the Board on behalf of the
48

government. In addition the. Board was to pay to producers at time

of delivery "an amount of 5 cents per bushel in lieu of any payment

from the Equalization Fund that (was to be) operated as before with
49

the Government absorbing any profit or loss therein." The < latter

procedure was adopted to simplify administration. Thus the total

payment in addition to the price paid by the purchaser under the price

ceiling was 14 cents per bushel. As before, the Board was required

47. Post-War Pool literature as listed in the bibliography gives
strong support to this statement.

48. The canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 55.
49. Ibid.
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to maintain a floor price of $1.25 per bushel basis the top grade.

At the beginning of 1946-47 the grain programme, although

destined to be changed considerably during the year, was as follows:

The price of wheat to the producer was $1.55 basis No.1. Northern.

The Class II price opened at slightly more than $2.00 per bushel.

At the beginning of the year the price to the United Kingdom was $1.55.

At the same time the domestic price was $1.25, but this price was

increased on February 17, 1946, to si,55 - i.e., the level which

applied to Britain under the ·Wheat Agreement. During the year the

Board continued to administer drawbacks paid in respect to flour and

other wheat products sold for human consumption in Canada between

August 1, 1946 and July 31, 1947, thus maintaining the effective

selling price of wheat for domestic consumption at 77 3/8 cents per
50

bushel. Maximum prices on oats and barley remained the same while

the Board continued to guarantee minimum prices on the same basis

as in 1945-46. While Equalization Funds on coarse grains were main-

tained, the advance equalization payment on barley was reduced from

20 cents to 15 cents per bushel (the payment applying to oats) with

malting premiums up to 5 cents per bushel being permitted. The

government, through the Agricultural Supplies Board, maintained ex-

port controls to preserve grain supplies for domestic use. The Wheat

Board was empowered to buy f'Laxseed-at, $5.25 per bushel and required

to sell it in the domestic market at prices determined by the Wartime

50. The Canadian Vlheat Board, 1955-46,p. 54.
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Prices and Trade Board. Domestic requirements were to be met before

offering flaxseed for export. The Board continued to guarantee min-

Lmum prices for sunflower seed and zapeaeed on the same basis as in

the previous year.

The important features concerning acreage, production and

export for the year may be discussed briefly. Wheat acreage increased

from 25,414,100 acres in 1945 to 25,900,000 acres in 1946, but only

at the expense of a decrease of more than 1 million acres seeded to
51

oats and a further decrease of about 600,000 acres seeded to barley.

Despite hazards of drought and frost in 1946 crop yielded well with

the total wheat production for all canada amounting to about 415 mil-

lion bushels. When added toa total wheat carryover of slightly over

70 million bushels, total stocks of Canadian wheat available in 1946-

47 were only 485 million bushels -- or lower than at any time since

before the war. Wheat marketings during the year amounted to 355,154,

160 bushels. 'meat exports (including flour) amounted to 242.8 mil
52

lion bushels as compared with 540.1 million bushels in 1945-46.

The lack of wheat reserves: and transportation difficulties severely

limited exports during the first half ·of the crop year, but this

was partially offset by relatively heavy exports during the last
53

three months of the crop year. At the end of July, 1947, the total

51. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 54.
52. Annual Report, 1946-47, p. 5.
53. Ibid., p. 6. See table showing exports by countries.
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carryover amounted to 87.4 million bushels of which some 57.4 million

bushels were in commercial channels.

The administration of the Canada-United Kingdom Wheat Agree-

ment became the duty of the Canadian Wheat Board and the Import C~reals

54
Division of the British Ministry of Food. According to the 1946-47

report "the major problem experienced by the Board was the placing of

sufficient wheat in seaboard positions to meet the terms of the Agree
55

ment applicable for 1946-47. tt This. pI'0 blern arose because wheat

stocks had been depleted during 1945-46 and because of rail and lake

transport difficulties. Because of strikes affecting lake shipping

and the need for heavy shipments of coal, the railways were called

upon to move a considerable amount of wheat to st. Lawrence ports.

For a time doubt existed as to whether Canada could fulfil her con-

tract. However, the railways were able to start a heavy moveaenf of

wheat from country elevators by April, 1, 1947, and sufficient wheat

was placed in seaboard positions to meet the requirements of the
56

Agreement and to provide some shipments to other countries,

The Agreement required under Clause 2 Cd)" that the United

Kingdom pay carrying charges on wheat supplied under the Agreement-

the amount to be mutually determined. By negotiation it was decided

that the British government would pay "the Agreement price based on

54. Ibid., pp.6-8.
55. Ibid., p. 6.
56. Annual Report, 1946-47, p. 7.
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L.S5 per bushel for No. 1 Northern wheat in store Fort William -

IPort Arthur, Vancouver or ·Churchill, plus 3! cents per bushel to
57

cover carrying charges." Under Clause I (a) the United I\ingdom

had agreed to purchase a minimum of ! million tons of flour with

the pr-ovf.s.i.on that, depending on the out-turn of the 1946 crop, an

Edditional 140,000 tons would be negotiable. ~~ a result of negoti-

ations, Canada shipped 640,000 tons of flour to Britain under the

contract in 1946-47. B.y July 31,1947 the Board had delivered 152.3

million bushels of wheat to Britain. A further 3.2 million bushels

W.8r-e stored in Canada. In addition, the Board had sold 53.5 million

bushels to Canadian. mills for the production of flour for Britain

under the. Agreement. Thus the equivalent of the 160 million bushels

of wheat designated by the terms of the contract were provided for
58

the United Kingdom by the end of the 1946-47 crop year.

Certain changes in Board policy during the year must now

be considered. In December, 1946, an agricultural conference was

beld under the auspices of The Agricultural Supplies Board to dis-

cuss the agricultural programme for the coming year -- particularly
59

with respect to production levels for 1947-48. Vfith respect to

57. Ibid., p. 8.
58. Ibid.
59. See Canada,Dept. of Agriculture, Agricultural Supplies Board.

Canadian Agricultural·Program for 1947 (ottawa: King's Printer,
1947), p.S. of' the conference the publication has this to say:
tilt was the fourteenth agricultural conference held since the
Qutbreak of the war and the fifth annual conference convened un
der the auspices of the Agricultural Supplies Board to discuss
the agricultural program for the coming year. As on previous oc
casions, representatives were present from each provincial Dept.
of Agriculture as well as from the Canadian Federation of Agricu
lture. Others present in addition to Dominion Government offici
als included representatives from the British Food ~tission and
the United States Department of Agriculture."
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oJats and barley the policy changes were as follows: (1) The system

of advance equalization payments in operation since the fall of 1943

has discontinued. (2) lJIaximum prices were raised in the case of

barley, from 64 5/4 cents per bushel to 93 cents per bushel and in

the case of oats from 51~ cents per bushel to 65 cents per bushel
60

basis in store Fort William - Port Arthur or Vancouver. For pro-

dQcers who had already delivered barley during the period from

August 1, 1946 to March:I7, 1947, an adjustment payment of 10 cents

has made - a payment which, together with the advance equalization

payment already made, gave producers agross return of nearly 90 cents

per bushel, or near-Iy as much as they would have received under the

60. See Annual Report, 1946-47, p. 18 See also Canadian Agricul
tural Program for 1947, p , 9 for the following statement by
:Mr. JamesG. Gardiner, Minister of Agriculture, which was
accepted by the Conference as representing the conclusions
reached: -
"That an effort should be made to lllcrease production of live
~tock and dairy products and to maintain present production
of poultry and eggs; that if livestock production is to be in
creased and wheat made available for human consumption, barley
acreage must be increased, that if a supply of oats is to be
mantained against possible short crop to assure feeding present
livestock population ••• oat acreage should be increased; that
if barley and oat acreage is to be increased it can be most ef
fectivelybrought about in Western Canada by reducing wheat
acreage; that if that is the goal it can only be brought about,
particularly in barley, by making the return from barley com
parable with the return per acre from wheat •.•. Jf (Italics mine).

This general programme as decided in conference-was behind the
changes in price policy as regards oats and barley-giving them
greater importance relative to wheat since it was expected that
the critical post-war wheat shortage would be greatly lessened
by the opening of the 1947-48 crop year. This is a good example
of forvfard prices in operation, as the price changes were the
result or a conference on over-all agricultural policy and thus
were not purely a political decision. At the same time the price
changes were made to conform to an over-all national policy both
of price control and the requirements of counter-cyclical fiscal
policy.
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new scheme. No adjustment payment was necessary lYith respect to oats

since the former maximum price plus the advance equalization payment

approximated the return on oats under the new maximum price. (5)

Effective to July 51, 1948, the Board was empowered to stabilize oats

and barley at 90 cents per bushel for No.1 Feed Barley in store Fort

William - port Arthur, and 61!" cents per bushel for No. 1 Feed oats

the same basis. The Board maintained direct control over exports of

oats and barley, with the net returns from such exports being paid

into Equalization Funds to be paid ultimately to the producer. The

Board acquired all stocks of oats and barley in commercial position
61

in canada and was empowered to dispose of such stocks.

Another important change in poliqy occurred during the year.

The federal government increased the domestic price of wheat from

$1.Z5 per bushel to $1.55 per bushel basis No. 1 Northern in store

Fort William - Port Arthur or Vancouver effectivernidnight February

17, 1947. Carrying.charges were made payable by domestic users

rather than by the federal government. However, the drawback was

continued leaving the ultimate price to the consumer unchanged at

77 5/8 cents per bushel basis No.1 Northern. In :May 1947 Parliament

amended The Canadian Wheat Board Act, 1935 to grant the Board the

necessary powers to ca:rry out the government f s grain policy - the

61. Annual Report, 1946-47, pp. 16-18.
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62
amended Act to take effect on August 1, 1947. Since the last amend-

65
ment on March 27, 1942, Orders in Council had been employed to em-

power the Board to control interprovincial and export trade in wheat.

By the terms of the amended A.ct these powers, which were to continue
64

until July 51st, 1950, were provided by statute. The amended A.ct

-authorized the continuation of the same system of marketing wheat
65

and pooling of wheat delivered by producers." According to the

1946-47 report nThe most significant change was the substitution of

a five-year pool period extending from August 1st, 1945 to July 31st
66

1950, for the previous system of separate pools for each crop year."

Beginning in the crop year 1941-42 and continuing until

after the close of the War the federal government authorized the Board

to undertake a number of special operations in addition to its normal

function of marketing producers f wheat. These operations were con-

ducted under separate accounts and their costs were segregated from

the costs arising from normal operations of the Board o As these

operations have been considered year' by year in detail it is only

necessary to refer briefly to their final outcome. The special oper-

ations of the Board concerned (1) Crown 1~eat, (2) oats and Barley,

62. 11 Geo. 6, c. 15 (Assented to 14th l~y, 1947).
63. 6 Geo. 6, c. 4.
64. Annual Report, 1946-47, p , 3.
65. Ibid.
66• I'5!CI'•
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(3) Flaxseed, (4) Rapeseed and Sunflower Seed, (5) Drawback on Wheat

Products, (6) Ontario Winter Wheat, (7) Special Account-order~r

67
Council p.e. 1805, and the (8) Administration of Special Regulations.

It will be noted that these operations fall into three main categories:

(1) those intended as deficit operations originally, with deficits

and costs chargeable to the government -- i.e. Crolm W'neat; (2) those

which might 1ield surpluses to the producer under certain circumstances-

i.e., Oats and Barley Equalization Funds; and (5) the administration
; 68

of special regulations related to the marketing of grains generally.

Brief mention will be made of these special operations in turn.

The Crown Wheat Account continued from September 27, 1945

to September 1, 1945. On the former date the government acquired

title to all unsold stocks of wheat in Canada including the stocks

of Board wheat remaining in the 1940, 1941 and 1942 crop Accounts.

This Crolm vfueat, in which there was no further producers' ipterest,

was intended for subsequent domestic consumption and for distribution

to countries in receipt of Mutual Aid. The original purchase of

crown vVheat, which was made a closing raarket prices on September 27,

1943, amounted to 500,440,002 bushels. Additional purchases were

made from the Board's -1945 and 1944 crop Accounts- the greatest

proportion of these purchases also being made at the market or Class

67 * This account was made necessary as a result of the change in
the price of wheat during the crop year of 1941-42.

68. Annual Report, 1946-47, p. 15.
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II price. With these later purchases Crown 'Wheat totalled 452,604,

971 bushels. The Board disposed of the e~e stock of Crown Wheat

between October, 1945 and September 1, 1945, Bon the basis of in-
69

struction received from time to time from the Dominion Government. tI

The cost of acquisition of Crown Vn1eat amounted to $570,449,202.66

while the proceeds of sales amounted to $570,607,632.56. "In effect,

the Dominion Government authorized the Board to dispose of Crown·

vVheat at substantially the cost of acquisition. Therefore, carrying

charges, interest, administrative expenses and other costs related
70

to the handling of this wheat devolved upon the Dominion Govermnent."

These costs amounted to $51,578,516.35 as at July 51, 1947. Of this

sum, the government had refunded $25,861,866 by that date. Crown

\1heat operations were concluded during the 1845-46 crop year ••

Operations with respect to oats and barley have been dealt

with from year to year, including policy changes during 1946-47. The

following table sets forth the essential information on these oper
71

ations:

69. Annual Report, 1946-47, p. 15.
70. Ibid., p. 16.
71. From Annual Report, 1946-47, p. 17.
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Advance Net Interes t Final Funded
Equalization Administrative Payment by Do••

Payment & other Expenses Surplus Govt.(Defici

OATS

1942-45 1,165,053
1945-44 •• 23,912,449
1944-45 •• 12,650,625
1945-46 •• 11,559,055
1946-47 •• 10,971,544
Total Oats 60,058,702

BARLEY

$

15,159,686
13,970,717
11,397,588

7,227,342
47,755,533

$

46,784
(114,245)
180,204
126,146

2,777
241,668

$

1,118,269
8,867,006

5,741,425#
15,726,700

$

1,500,298
164,701

1,664,999

1942-45 • · 481,061 28,580 452,481
1945-44 • • 11,796,957 13,742,951 174,223 2,120,257
1944-45 · • 18,092,682 12,065,365 (79,616) 6,106,933
1945-46 · • 1,000,525 14,655,680 775,006 14,426,615
1946-47 · • 6,776,842 15,264,457,' 116,018
Total

Barley 38,148,047 55,726,435 1,012,211 6,559,414 25,150,011

# Not distributed to producers as at July 51st, 1947;
f Includes Barley Adjustment Payment to producers of 10 cents per bushel.

According to the 1946-47 report, the surpluses sholm by the above table

(less payment costs) were later distributed to producers as final

equalization fund payments. The federal government assumed deficits

and administrative costs.

Detailed reference to special operations with respect to

flax and other oilseeds will be avoided since they have been mentioned

in year-to-year accounts and because they are of relatively minor

significance in the over-all operations of the Board. lrowever, it

might be said with respect to the Flaxseed Account that in four of
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the six years from 1941-42 to 1946-47 it showed a deficit totalling

$7,506,655.45, which amount became the responsibility of the govern-

mente Surpluses in 1945-44 and 1946-47 amounted to $1,776,980. This

amount accrued to the government as producers were paid fixed and
72

final prices for each crop year. As rapeseed and sunflower seed

were disposed of at the price which was paid to producers, the govern-

ment had to assume only such costs as transport, storage and admin-

istration. From the crop years from 1943-44 to ~946-47 these costs
73

totalled $358,192.

The Drawback Account (on wheat prOducts) deserves more at~

tention as it was one of the most important single elements in dom-

estic price control. It will be remembered that in 1942-45 the

government established a policy of drawback payments which the Board

was required to administer. These operations which continued from
74

August 1, 1942 to September 13, 1947 are summarized below --

Crop Year

1942-45
1943-44
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47

Total

Appropriation
Received

$
• •• 7,500,000
• • • 20,000,000
• •• 21,700,000
• • • 14,750,000
• • • 28,500,000

• •• $92,450,000

$
6,717,107.89

17,600,472.04
18,089,328.98
21,048,823.09
27,721,066.75

$91,176,798.75

Board's Administrative
and General Expenses

$
35,705.84
35,286.64
54,537.03
39,121.38
45,218.05

$189,868.94

72.
73.
74.

Annual Repor~.1946-47, pp. 18-20.
Ib~d., pp. 2~21.

see-ibid., p. 21.
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The above table does not show the drawbacks paid from August 1, 1947

to September 13, 1947 which amounted to the difference between 77 3/8
75

cents and the Board's domestic selling price of $1.58!. Thus until

July 51, 1948 the total amount paid by the federal government in draw
76

backs reached the total of $98,703,810.

Operations on Ontario Winter Wheat Account and on Special

Account will not be mentioned specifically here. Essential infor-

mation on these Accounts included in the following table which sum

marizes the total costs (including interest) to the federal govern-

ment of all the special operations from their inception to July 51,
77

1947:

75. This price was identical with the U.K. price as from February
17, 1947 - i.e., $1.55 plus carrying charges of 3! cents per
bushel.

76.. See Canadian VVheat Pools, Summary of Operations of the Cana
dian Wheat Board, p. 11.

77 • Annual Report, 1946-47, p. 24.
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Operation and Enabling Authority
Net Cost to the
Dominion Govt.

Net Surplus
Accruing to
!l'he Dom. Govt.

Crown Wheat
P.C.7942 and 1116 • • • • • • $ 31,378,516.35

Oats and Barley Price Support
Operation .
P.C. 1801 and 10577 •••••

Deficit on oats Equalization Fund# 1,664,999.50
Deficit on Earley Equalization Fund#

P.C. 4450, 8898, 5998, 2250,
6258, 5222, 1292 • • • • • •• 25,150,010.55

1946-47 Gats and Earley Take-over
P.C. 1292 ••• • • • •

Flaxseed Account
P.C. 1800, 7525, 1350, 2250,
5222, 656 ••• • • • • • •• 7,506,635.45

Sunflower Seed, Rapeseed and Soy
bean Accounts
P.C. 2799, 4010, 2894, 4151,
859, 5222 •••••••••• 365,418.57

baIlers' and Processors' Net Draw
backs Paid and Costs
P.C. 3922, 5758, 7519, 6602,
7525, 9457, 5458 • • • • • •• 91,608,954,55

Ontario Winter Wheat - 1946-47
P.C. 5212 •••••••••• 509,025.52

Special Account (1942-45 'Wheat
Take-over)
P.C. 1805 ••••••••••

Cost of Administering Special
Regulations
P.G. 2072, 2280, 5750 & 5849 1,681,445.07

$

345,969.10

6,596,589.74

1,776,980.72

2,280,689.96

Total ••• . . . . . • • $157,664,805.52 $10,998,229.52

. Net Cost to Dominion
Government of all Special
Operations ••••••••• $146,666,576.00

# Accumulated deficits only- s'Lltpluses in any crop year were dis
tributed to producers, while deficits were chargeable to the Dom
inion Government.
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The position of the five-year pool as at July 31, 1947 is
78

outlined in detail in the 1946-47 report. At that date the pool

account showed a net surplus of $158,217,367. During the first two

years of the pool some 208,013,075 bushels (out of total sales of

530,435,715 bushels) were sold to the United Kingdom and other coun

tries prior to the Wheat A&reement at a price of $1.55 per bushel

plus carrying charges--or at the Board's Class II price for 1945-46.

Following the Agreement, a further 169 million bushels l'{ent to the

United Kingdom at the same price. Sales amounting to 77,851,285

went to other cotmtries after July 31, 1946 at a Class II price be

ginning at $2.05 but averaging ~~2.43 throughout the year. Domestic

sales amounted to about 75t million bushels - the sales prior to
79

February 17, 1947 being made at $1.25 and thereafter at $1.55.

It is apparent from these statistics that the producer was called

upon to "subsidizeD both the domestic and British consumer to some

extent during these years. However, an appraisal of the extent of

this subsidization must be left to the end of this chapter.

A few miscellaneous items must be mentioned. The govern-

ment again provided for the issuance of Emergency Wheat Receipts

during the year, Between May 14, 1947 and June 50, 1947 Emergency

Receipts wer-e issued on wheat deliveries amountdng to 10,901,118

78. Jb.ld , , p. 10.
79. ~Annua1 Report, 1946-47, p. 12, also p. 10.
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80
bushels. During the period from December 28, 1945 to May 16, 1946

the Board invested $77,615,875 of its surplus funds in various 3 per

cent Dominion of Canada bonds. Accrued interest as at July 51, 1947

amounted to $652,500. The Board lifted delivery quotas early in the

crop year. The Board's 1946-47 agreement with handling companies in-

clud?d provisions "for a maximum country elevator handling charge of

3 cents per bushel and a storage rate of 1/45 of a cent per bushel
81

per day.1t It might also be noted that during the year the Board

was authorized to purchase the Vnleat Pool Building and the Stock Ex
82

change Building in Winnipeg at a cost of ~~450,000. In February,

1947 Mr, C. E. Huntting resigned as Assistant Chief Commissioner and

was succeeded by lliIr. W.C. McNamara. The vacancy on tha Board was

filled by Mr. F. L. M. Arnold. Mr. A. C. Reid resigned f rom -the

Advisory Committee in January, 1948 and !vir. C. E. H9.yles was appoint-

ed to the CO~Tlittee.

The latest report published by the canadian Vfneat Board is

that for 'the 1947-48 crop year. The main characteristics of that

year's operations must now be considered. The world food situation
83

continued critical during 1947-48. Large areas of Europe suffered

major crop disasters and the European wheat harvest (exclusive of

Russia) was about 600 million bushels below pre-war levels. At the

80. Ibid., pp. 9-10.
81. IbJ:<I:, p. 9.
82. Annual Report, 1946-47, p. 27.
85. Annual Report, 1947~8, p. 1.
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same time a rice shortage continued in vast areas of Asia. Decreased

European production was par1;iall:r offsetby' larger supplies available

from. the four large wheat, exporters with exports froll. the Uni;;ed

Sta;;es, Canada,.!ustralia, and Argentina aDlounting to nearly 900 mil

lion bushels - or more than in any year since 1928-29. ·Of this

total, the United States exported"a record quantit,y of 480 million

bushels of wheat and wheat flour; Canada provided 196 million bushels

and Argentina and _Australia together exported slightly more than 200
84

million bushels." The United States export programme was made

possible by the record American crop harvested that year. Canada's

relatively -small export volume was the result of a small carry-over

and smaller supplies available from the 1947 crepe Again Canada co-

. operated with the Cereals Committee of the In:ternatiClnal Emergency

Food Committee"in an endeavour to se.cnwe equitable distribution of
85

the limited grain supplies available."

The wheat policy for 1947-48 may be outlined briefly. The

third year of the £iva-year pool opened with the initia1 price still

at $1.55 per bushel. HOlfever, on August 26, ~947, the Honourable

James MacKinnon announced that the government would recommend in the

next session of Parliament that the Board's initial price be increased"

84. Ibid.
85. Ibid••
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86
and made retroactiva to August 1, 1945. on March 25, 1948, the

Right Honourable C.D. Howe announced that the initial price would

be increased by 20 cents per bushel effective A.pril 1, 1948, and

that an adjustment payment would be made on all wheat deliveries

between August 1, 1945 and March 31, 1948 - that is, on all wheat

delivared to the five..,-ear pool. Thus the Board 1s initial price

became $1.55 per bushel basis No.1 Northern in store Fort William
87

Port Arthur or Vancouver. It will be recalled that the domestic

price of wheat was incr~ased to $1.55 on February 17, 1947 to keep

it in line with the price paid by the United Kingdom. ·This price

plus carrying charges prevailed throughout the entire 1947-48 crop

year. on July 51, 1948, Yr. Howe announced that the domestic price

would be increased to $2.00 per bushel for No. 1 Northern basis Fort

William. Provision was to be made, however, for the Board to refund

45 cents per bushel (increased to 4si cents on September 1, 1948) on

sales of western wheat to millers and processors of wheat for domestic
88 89

human consumption. Thus, while the producer got a higher price,

the price to the consumer remained unchanged. This subsddy (includ-

ing costs of administration), which was to be a charge on the federal

treasury, continued from August 1, 1948 to :March 22, 1949 when it was

discontinued. Because of the increased domestic price the Board also

86. Annual Report, 1947-48, p. 1.
87. Ibid.
88. IEid., p. 2.
89. This refers to the final price to the producer, not the in

itial price.
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required "an adjustment of 4Sj- cents per bushel on all 'stocks of Board

wheat held by agents of the Board, mills, feed dealers and others,
90

including wheat purchased from the Board on a conditional price basis."
91

During 1948 the Wheat Board Act was further amended to

give the Governor dn Council power lito increase but not to decrease
92

the initial price paid to producers during the pool period." Further-

more, "provision was made for the adjustment of payments to producers

who deliver wheat to the Board during the pool period prior to the
95

effective date of any increase in the initial payment." Under this

provision the ultimate price for all wheat delivered during the pool

period w?uld be the same (basis the grades, of course). The Board

was further empowered to control the interprovincial movement of

wheat products, and a new section was incorporated to provide that

the Governor in Council could extend by regulation the provisions of

the Act to oats and barley. However, the provisions respecting coarse

grains could only be brought into effect at the beginning of a crop
94

year, and each pooling period would be limited to one crop year.

Wheat acreage remained about the same as in the prelious

year with a total of 24,260,400 acres being seeded of which 25,557,000

were in the Prairie Provinces. A backward spring and drought con-

ditions in July caused the western wheat crop to deteriorate sharply.

'.

90.
91.
92.
95.
94.

Annual Report, 1947-48, p. 2.
Ibid.-
Ibid.
Imi'ial Report, 1947-48, p. 2.
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Final estimates placed prairie wheat production in 1947 at 520 mil
95

lion bushels as compared with 595 million bushe'Ls in 1946. With

eastern wheat production amounting to 18.8 million bushels, total

Canadian production reached 514.8 million bushels compared with 415.7

million bushels produced the year before. The Canadian carryover of

wheat as at July 51, 1947 was 87.4 million bushels as compared with

75.6 at July 51, 1946. Total wheat supplies in Canada during 1947

48 were 429.2 million bushels as compared with total supplies of

491 million bushels in the previous year. Board receipts during the

year amomted to 245,941,565 million bushels which, added to 57.4

million bushels held on August 1, 1947, provided approximately 500

million bushels ot conunercial stocks for the crop year 1947-48. Ex

port movement of wheat (including 62.6 million bushels of flour)

amounted to 196.1 million bushels as compared with 242.8 million

bushels during 1946-47. According to the report -exports were lower

than normal for the last three months of the crop year because a-

vailable supplies were not sufficient to support a heavier movement
96

from seaboard ••

The following development in the administration of the

Canada-United Kingdom Wheat Agreement must be considered. Through-

out 1947-48 the price of whaat to Britain remained the same as in

95. Ibid.
96. IOiO., p. 5.
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the previous year -that is, $1.55 for No. I, Northern in store Fort

William - Port Arthur, Vancouver or Cburchill plus carrying charges
97

of 5t cents per bushel. As a result of negotiations Canada sup-

plied 7SO,000 tons of' flour under the Agreement, or 210,000 tons a

above the minimum., specified quantity and some no,ooo tons more than

in 1946-47. S.ince supplies of commercial wheat available in canada

during 1947-48 were only slightly in excess of domestic needs and

British requirements under the Agreement little wheat could be made

available to Canadian mills for the purpose of Class II sales of

flour. It was for this reason that the United Kingdom agreed to en

large flour purchases under the Agreement. Special measures were
98

taken to benetit .smaller mills. By the end of the crop year the

governments of Canada and the United Kingdom were able to announce

that the terms of the Agreement had been fulf'i11ed for 1947-48.

Again in 1947-48 the Board was confronted with rail trans-

portation difficulties which forced a reduction of fall export pro-

grammes. However, movements from country elevators during the winter

were such that export commitments were· met before the end of the

crop year. Delivery quotas were again necessary to ensure equitable

distribution of storage space, but the Board was able to lift all

by October ·14. It should be mentioned that the Board of Grain Com-

missioners for Canada established :Lncreasedtariff,s in respect to ,

97• The average Class II price during the year was $2.88.
98. Annual Report, 1947-48, p. 5.
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country and terminal e1.evator charges and storage rates-an, increase

reflected in the agreement negotiated by the Wheat Board withi'·handling
99

companies. '!he following changes were involved in the 1947-48

Elevator Agreement:

"(1) an increase in the terminal handling charges"
(2) an increase in the country elevator handling margin on wheat
from 3 to· 31- cents per bushel and on flaxseed from 5 to 8 cents
per bushel, (3) an increase in the storage rate from 1/45 of a
cent to 1/30 of a cent per bushel per day, (4) an increase in all
diversion charges of i cent per bushel on.heat and 1 cent per
bushel on flaxseed." 100

The essential features with respect to operations of the.

five..,..ear pool may be outlined briefly. The 1945, 1946 and 1947 Crop

Accounts showed at July 31, 1948, a surplus of .77,090,896 after al

lowing for the adjustment payments bringing the price of all pool

wheat up to $1.55 per bushel basis No.1 Northern in store Fort Wil-
101

liam. The report shows the sales distribution tor the three ~s

as foilowsl 208,013,770 bushels at $1.55 to Britain and other countries

prior to the Bl:'itish Agreement; 539,573,479 bushels at $1.55 per bushel

to the United Kingdom under the contract; 94,732,851 bushels at an

average Class II price of $2.51 per bushel to other countries subsequent

to the Canada-United Kingdom Agreement; and 153,144,745 bushels to

the domestic market of which some li5 million bushels were sold at

99. Annual Report, 1947-48, p. 6.
100. Ibid.
101. lOICr., p. 7.
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102
$1.55 and the rest at $1.25. While the average Class n price

in 1946-47 (i.e. the Board's average selling price) was $2.45 per

bushel basis No. 1 Northern wheat in store Fort William, the average

Class II price for 1947-48 was $2.88 on the same basis.

During 1947-48 the Payment Division "was one of the largest
105

and most active departments of the Board.1I The Board continued

the issuing of cheques begun in the previous years on the final pay

ments authorized on 1940, 1941, 1942, and 1945 Crop Accounts. Final

Payments on 1944 Crop Account oommenced during the year. .4.djustment

payments were made on the first three crops of the five-year pool -

from August 1, 1945 to March 51, 1948. Payment after March 51, 1948

for the remainder of the 1947-48 crop year required no adjustment

since the initial price was the $1.55. Further payments were made

on both oats and Flaxseed Acoount. During the year some 1,256,917

cheques were issued involving a total of $210,256,299 on 1,161,800,
104

644 bushels of wheat, oats and flaxseed. The formidable nature

of the administrativa task is apparent from the fact that wheat pay

ments alone involved some 2! million original producers I certificates

for each crop account.

The Board oontinued special operations on behalf of the

federal government in 1947-48, but on a much smaller scale than in

102. Ibid., p. B.
105. Innual Report, 1947-48, p. 9.
104. Ibid.-
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previous years. The Board was empowered to carry out stabilization

operations so that the price of oats would not fall below 6lt cents

per bushel for No.1 Feed Oats and the price of No.1 Feed Barley

would not fall below 90 cents - both basis in store Fort William.

Maximum prices were 65 cents per bushel for oats and 95 cents per

bushel for barley from August 1, 1947 to October 21, 1~47. On Oct

ober 21 the federal government removed the maximum prices applicable

to coarse grains. As prices rose substantially the government author-

ized the Board, on July 28, 1948, to make an adjustment payment of

5 cents per bushel on oats and 11 cents per bushel on barley to pro-

ducersDwho had sold and delivered oats or barley to a dealer during
105

the period August 1st, 1947 to October 21st, 1947." These pay-

ments were distributed in October, 1948, funds for the purpose being

provided qy the Commodity Prices Stabilization Corporation, Limited.

Due to feed shortage in Canada lindtationa remained on the export

of feed grains, but late in the crop year the Board was authorized

to issue export permits for limited quantities of oats and barley.

Equalization fees collected oneKPort of oats amounted to $4.5 million

and on barley to $4.4 million. These amounts (less administrative

and payment costs) were later distributed to producers.

Operations respecting oilseed, draWbacks, and Ontario Winter

Wheat might be mentioned briefly. The Board was empowered to buy

flaxseed at a fixed price of $5.00 for NoJ. Canada Western basis Fort

105. Annual Report, 1947-48, p. 12.
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William. This was also tmmaximum domestic selling price. Flaxseed

exports were considerable during the year as demand was heavy due to

the persistent post1ar shortage of vegetable oils. During the year

the Board continued to handle Rapeseed and Sunflower Seed. As noted

previously, the drawback on wheat products for domestic consumption

was continued from August 1, 1947 to September 15, 1947. Payments

during these six weeks amounted to $5,818,968. During the remainder

of the 1947-48 crop year domestic consumers paid the same price as

British consumers, namely: $1.55 per bushel plus 51 cents carrying
106

charges. It was announced on June 26, 1947, that the maximum

price of Ontario Winter Wheat would be increased from $1.26 to $1.55

per bushel, Montreal 'basis, effective July 1, 1947. A payment of

8 cents per bushel at time of delivery was made in lieu of a year-

end distribution of the equalization fee collected on Ontario Winter
107

Wheat and wheat products. On June 18, 1948 the maximum price was

removed and the a cent payment discontinued. Export control on east-

ern wheat was also brought to. an end on June 50, 1948. DuriJlg the

year the federal government disposed of the balance of the Crown Wheat

deficit by paying the Board a sum or $5,651,519 on April 50, 1948.

A few miscellaneous items are given below. With the de

control of eastern wheat the Board closed the Toronto Office on

August 51, 1948. The Washington Office continued its liaison work with

106. Ibid., pp. 13-14.
107. Iiiliual Report, 1947-48, p. 14.
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the Cereals Committee of the International Emergency Food Committee.

The London Office continued liaison work with the Imported Cereals

DQvision of the United Kingdom Ministry of Food, keeping the Board

in touch with various overseas markets. :Mr. F .0. :M. Arnold resigned
108

as Commissioner in May, 1948, and was replaced by Dr. T.W. Grindley,

formerly Secretary to the Board. Mr. C. B.- Davidson was appointed

Secretary. During the yea.r Mr. D. A. campbell and Mr. C. Gordon Smith

were replaced on the Advisory Committee by Mr.:D. I. Walker, and Mr.

J. C. A. Nijdam. respectively. The committee was composed of .the

following members at the end of the 1947-48 crop year:

:Messrs.-
Lew Hutchinson - Cbairman • • • • • Duhamel, Alta.
R. C. Brown • • • • • • • • • • Winnipeg
D. I. Walker •••••••••• • Toronto
F. H. Clendenning ••••••••• Vancouver
P. Farnalls • • • • • • • • • • • • Halkirk, Alta.
C. E. Hayles ••• • ••••••• Winnipeg
J. A. McCowan • • • • • • • • • • • Summerberry, Sask.
F. Pettypiece ••••••••••• Auld, Ont.
J. Theo Roy • • • • • • • • • Montreal
J. C. A. Nijdam • • • • • • • • • • Winnipeg
J. H. Wesson •• • • • • • Regina

Despite the fact that the Board's report for the crop year

1948-49 is not yet available, some effort must be made to outline

the operations for that year in order to achieve a clearer picture

of developments in the five-year pool. Previously it was mentioned

that the Board had announced on Jul.y Sl, 1948 that effective midnight

108. Mr. Arnold died on August 21, 1948.
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109
the same day the price to all domestic users (except distillers)

would be $2.0S per bushel (including a per-bushel carrying charge of

5 cents) basis No.1 Northern in store- Fort William - Port Arthur or

Vancouver. Existing sales spreads on lower grades were to be con-

tinued. At the same time Mr.C.D. Howe announced that tiThe Price of

flour and the price of bread to Canadian consumers should not be
110

affected by the increase in the domestic price of wheat •••1t Thus,

while the prices of all grades were advanced 461 cents per bushel,

a. refund payment of 45 cents per bushel (increased to 461 cents on

Septem.ber 1, 1948) was authorized simultaneously. The higher domestic

price was established in order that, for the crop year 1948-49,

tireturns to producers in respect to sales of western wheat on the

domestic market shall be on the same price basis as wheat sold on

to the United Kingdom, namely, $2.00 per bushel basis No.1 Northern

in store Fort William - Port Arthur or Vancouver, plus carrying
III

charges.1t This price increase in no way affected the initial pay-

ment to the producer of $1.55 basis No.1 Northern on his right to

share in any surplus accumulated by the Board during the fiva-year

pool period from August 1, 1945, to July 51, 1950.

109.

110.

Ill.

See The Canadian Wheat Board, -Instructions to Trade,No.4, It

dabed July 51, 1948. Distillers were covered by a special
higher price provision.
Cited in The Canadian Wheat Board, -Instruction to Trade,
No. 5.,u dated July 51, 1948.
Ibid.
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On March 17, 1949, the Wheat Board announced that effectiva

April 1, 1949, the Board t s initial payment to producers would be in-

creased ~ 20 cents per bushel for all grades--an increase raising

the initial price to $1.75 per bushel. In addition, this increase

was made effective for all wheat delivered from August, 1, 1945, to

March 51, 1949. Thus for the second successive year the Board an-

neunced, (effective April 1st of each year) a price increase of 20

cents per bushel and a participating payment of the same amount on

all pool deliveries prior to the price increase. The Board announced

that 1,068,555,252 bushels of wheat were eligible for the 20 cent

per bushel adjustment payment and that, when completed, the payment

would involve a distribution of $211,535,527 to producers deliver
112

ing wheat to the Board between August 1, 1945 and March 31, 1949.

On March 22, 1949, the government announced that the policy

of reftmding part of the domestic price was to be discontinued ef

fective midnight the same day. It will be remembered that the history

of direct subsidization in Canada dated from August 1, 1942. From

that'date to September 15,1947 the domestic price of wheat was kept

at 77 5/8 cents per bushel basis No. 1 Northern. For the remainder

of the 1947-48 crop year the domestic price (exclusive of carrying

charges) remained at $1.55 per bushel or the same as the price paid

by the United Kingdom under the Wheat Agreement. In other words,

112. Of this amount ~skatchewan got $115,452,854; Manitoba. re
ceived $28,786,S99, and Alberta and certain areas in British
ColUJnbia $67,295,774. Well over 1 million cheques 'were
involved in these adjustment payments.
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no subsidy existed during these months except in the sense that the

domestic - and also the British - price was below the Class II

price. A second period of direct subsidies began. on August 1, 1948

and continued to March 22, 1949 during which time the government

paid a reftmd of 46! cents per bushel for wheat used in domestic con

sumption. During the first period direct subsidies totalled $98,703,

810. The cost of the refund from August 1, 1948 to March 22, 1949

is not yet available, but it could conceivably raise the total of

direct subsidies to well over $120 million. These subsidies are,

of course, a direct charge on the taxpayer and not on the producer

as such. But the producer is directly concerned with the fact that

the price paid qy the Cahadian and British consumer has been con-

sistently below the Class II price. It is this indirect subsidy

which constitutes a direct charge on the producer and whi~h causes

the grain trade to inquire why prairie farmers should alone "sub
US

sidize British and Canadian people with cheap wheat.- Again con-

sideration of this question must be left until later.

Full details on acreage, production and exports for the

crop year 1948-49 are not currently available. However, the essential

details have been reported in the press. Total Canadian wheat acreage

decreased from 24,260,400 in 1947-48 to 24,105,900 in 1948-49. Wheat

115. See The Searle Grain Company, Limited. "The International
Wheat Pact," Grain Market Features, vol. XVIII (6),
March 25, 1948.
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acreage declined in the prairies from 25,557,000 to 25,2.47,000 acres.

This decrease in wheat acreage would seem to be due in part to the

removal of price control on coarse grains which permitted increased

returns on coarse grains relative to wheat. Though wheat acreage

was reduced, production actually improved during the year. Total

Canadian production amounted to some 595.3 million bushels as cOJDpared

to about 540 million bushels the previous year, while prairie pro-

duction amounted to 563 million bushels oompared to 320 million in

1947-48. As at July 31, 1948 the Canadian carryover amounted to

something less than 60 million bushels of which about 80 per cent
114

represented commercial stocks. Precise information is not yet

available but ,it would seem that the carryover as at July 31, 1949

is somewhat greater. Deliveries appear to have been heavy during

the last month of the crop year, thus the carryover largely repre-

sents commercial stocks.

On July 15, 1949 the Board i~sued a statement "to acquaint

wheat producers in the Prairie Provinces with the progress which

the Board has made in disposing of wheat delivered to it by pro
115

ducers during the present crop year." The statement indicated

that from August 1, 1948 to July 7, 1949 western wheat producers

114. See Saskatoon Star Phoenix, August 17, 1949, p. 1.
115. The Canadian Wheat Board, 'llnstructions to Trade, No. 55,.

dated July 15, 1949.
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had delivered ·282 million bushels of wheat to the Board - an amotmt

which the Board described as "a substantial part of the deliveries

which might be expected from a western wheat crop of 36Bmillion
116

bushels harvested in 1948.- Stating that the Board had been ship-

ping steadily throughout the year under the British Wheat Agreement
117

and had made substantial export sales to other countries, the an-

nouncement added : IItaking into account export commi~ents of the

Board still to be shipped and domestic requirements for the balance

of the present month, The Board has disposed of approximately the

quantity of wheat which producers have delivered to country elevators
118

during the present crop year." on July 15, the remaining wheat in

canada, according to the Board, consisted of - (a) Wheat committed

for export in the next sixty days; ('6) Wheat to meet requirements

of Canadian mills for the production of export and domestic flour

until the 1949 crop becomes available; (c) 'Wheat representing un-

shippable stocks in interior and seaboard storage positions through
119

out Canada.1f The Board pointed out that mti1 the new crop was

116. Ibid. •
117. See -Any Surplus Sold Above Contract in Wheat pact Gets Market

Price,· Saskatoon Star Phoenix,. August 5,. 1949, p. 6. For the
first eleven months or 1949=50 the Board sold 65 million bushels
apart from· sales made tmder the United Kingdom Wheat Agreement.

118. On July 27, 1949 Mr. McIvor assured the writer that the Board
had disposed of all supplies of wheat currently available for
export. This appears to contradict the statement on carryover
made earlier but see footnote 119 below.

119. The Canadian Wheat Board, IfInstructions to Trade, No, 55,•
dated July 15, 1949.
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harvested additional export sales would· depend on producers t market-

ings during the next few weeks. The statement added:

In the opinion of ·the Board it is in the interests
of wheat producers in areas where crop prospects are satisfactory,
to deliver as.mueh wheat as possible during the latter part of
July and continuing into August. It is hoped that this announce
ment by the Board will result in large deliveries of wheat at
country elevators in the near future, and to the extent that
marketings are increased, the Board can sell such wheat at present
satisfactory price levels and prior to the harvesting of the new
crop. 120

It is evident from the above statement that the Board considered a

general price slump probable. Indeed, in view of the current trade

crisis, such a slump appears almost inevitable.

120. Ibid.
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The 1949-50 crop year has just commenced. Although little

can be said with respect to the Board's operations for the year, two

important developments have occurred which will influence significant-

17 Wheat Board policy throughout 1949-50. The first development is
121

the ratification of the International Wheat Agreement which brought

Canadian wheat policy into conformity with the terms of the Agreement

effective the first of the 1949....50 crop year. The second major de-

velopment is the assumption by the Board of the sole responsibility

for the marketing of coarse grains in canada during 1949-50. Each

requires special consideration.

The 1949 International Wheat Agreement constitutes the final

consummation of nearly two decades of effort on the part of world

wheat producers and consumers to achieve some measure of stability

in the 'World wheat trade. The initial inspiration for such an a ....

greement arose from the chaotic conditions of the thirties. To this

early history, which has already been discussed, should 'be added

these facts: The search for stability in the wheat trade was post-

poned but not abandoned as a result of the impelling necessities of

war. Dmnediately following the War the search for stabilitybegan

again through the agency of the Food and Agricultural Organization

of the United Nations. In 1948 an International Wheat Agreement was

121. The treaty was signed in Washington by agreeing nations on
March 25, 1949. Canadian ratification was deposfted in
Washington on May 12, 1949. See Oanada s Treaty Series,
1949, No. 10.
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signed by a number of nations bu.t did not become effective due chiefly

to American failure to ratify. in a year when a sellers I market s8.ll

prevailed. However, the 1949 agreement was finally ratified by the

required number of importing and exporting nations and is now in af-

fect for the 1949-50 crop year.

Only the essential elements of the Agreement need be con-

sidered. The Agreement is operative for four years, from 1949-50 to

1952-53. During these four years exporters listed below have been

guaranteed wheat sales for each of the four years as follows: Aus-

tralia, 80,000,000 bushels; a:mada, 205,069,655 bushels; France, 0,

506,954 bushels; united States, 168,069,655 bushels and Ur~uay, 1,

857,185 bushels. It should be noted that neither Russia nor Argen-

tina were signatories to the Agreement. For their part the import

ing countries guaranteed to purchase certain quantities of wheat

during each year of the Agreement. It is unnecessary to list all the

importing countries and the quantities which they have contracted to

purchase but the following might be given: the United Kingdom (in

cluding some of its territories) 117,067,958 bushels; the Nether

lands (including territories) 27,720, 597j India, 58,286,946 bushels;

Belgium, 20,209,040 bushels; Greece, 15,726,508 bushels; and Austria
122

11,025,+15 bushels. It is important to realize that the Agreement

122. See The canadian Wheat Board: "Instructions to Shippers
and .Exporters , No.1, Appendix '.A t, Crop Year 1949-50, It

July 27, 1949.
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does not specify the prices. at which whea.t will be bought and sold
123

but merely establishes maximum and minimum prices for each- year

it remains in effect. Thus if world prices remain above the maximum

price the exporting countries are bound toeell to importing member

countries at the maximum price the full amount of their guaranteed

sales. On the other hand, if world prices fall below the minimum

prices prevailing for the year, importing comtries are bound to

purchase at the minimum price the full amount which they contracted

to purchase under the Agreement. From the narrow commercial view-

point exporters would lose in the first case while importers would

lose in the second. However, history has convinced agreeing eeun-

tries that such commercial reasoning is misleading and productive

of great evils lfhich must in the future be avoided. Member nations

believe that gains from the old unregulated system are at best trans

itory. They belie\Te tha.t any increase in stability in the world

wheat trade works equally to the -benefit of the producer and consumer

of wheat. The maxiul'um and lIti.I1.i:mum prices - all basis No • 1 Manitoba

Northern in store. Fort William - Port Arthur - prevailing throughout

the life of the Agreement are given below:

123. Between these prices normal competition would prevail,
and there appears to be no reason why an active and re
latively free market should not continue to exist. What
the Agreement does is to establish limits to price
fluctuations with respect to wheat entering export trade.



Crop Year

1949-50
1950-51

1941-52
1952-55
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Minimum Price

$ 1.50
1.40
1.50
1.20

Maximum Price

$ 1.80
1.80
1.80
1.80

Assuming that world prices remain above the maximum price,

it should be clear that when one of the five exporting cOlmtries dis-

charges its obligations qy exporting its full quota at $1.80 per bushel,

it is then perfectly free to get the best possible price for its re-

maining wheat in non-member eourrtrLes , Thus three selling prices will

be operative in Canada: the United Kingdom contract price of $2.00
124

per bushel; the International Wheat Agreement price (which appears

likely to remain near the maximum level throughout the year); and the

Class II price. On the other hand, if' world prices fall below the

minimum prevailing under the Agreement, importing countries signatory

to the Agreement, after purchasing the guaranteed quantities at the

minimum price of $1.50 per bushel, will be free to purchase anyad

ditional requirements in the cheapest market.· If the sterling dollar

crisis can be resolved or at least mitigated, there would appear to

be strong likelihood that this Agreement will succeed because of the

obnous advantage to producers and consumers (in terms of stability

and security) in keeping it.

124. nr arrangement Canadian wheat shipped under contract to
Britain during 1949-50 will be considered as wheat de
livered under the terms of the International Wheat Agree
ment. Clarification may soon be expected as to whether
the domestic sales price will continue throughout the year
at the same level as the British price. Consumer pressure
for the cheaper price prevailing under the International
Wheat Agreement may be anticipated, but in view of the re
latively low domestic price since 1942, it is questionable
whether such pressure could be successful.
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As indicated above, the final year of the Canada-United

Kingdom Wheat Agreement remains unaffected. Thus for 1949-50 Canada

has a market in Britain for 140 million bushels of wheat at $2.00

per bushel. This leaves Canada with the obligation of disposing of

some 65 million bushels of wheat under the terms of the Agreement,

which in all likelihood will mean disposal at the maximum price of

$1.80 per bushel, basis No. 1 Manitoba Northern in store Fort William -

Port Arthur or Vancouver, tfpluscarrying charges of 5 cents per bushel,

plus the forwarding andlor fobbing costs at Seaboard as announced
125

from time to time by the Board ," Any surplus above 205 million

bushels will be disposed of at Class II price which at present re-

mains above the $2.00 level.

A few words may be said in regard to Board policy in de-

te~g Class II price. The Board is continuously acquainted with

world demand for Class II wheat and also with the. supplies available

for satisfying that demand. It endeavours to establish selling prices

which will always be competitive with the offers from other export-

ing countries, and at times may even offer a price da.sceunt., However,

1£ a discount is offered, the lower price is made available to all

buyers. In other words, price discrimination is not practised in

Class II wheat. Should a situation develop in which Canada has limited

125. The Canadian Wheat Board, "Instructions to Shippers and Ex
porters, No.1, Crop Year 1949-50," dated July 27, 1949, p.2
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wheat supplies which fall short of current demands, the Board, while

maintaining a non-discriminatory Clas s II price, would choose the

country to which it would sell wheat. The factors involved is such

a choice might include the desire to accommodate regular customers

or the preference for selling where the opportunity of getting American
126

dollars in exchange appears greatest.

It is clear that the Agreement will work only if members

live up to their obligations. As a result, it is necessary that

some check be kept 'on sales and purchases made under the terms of

the Agreement. To act as a central administrative body, the Inter
127

national Wheat Council has been established in Washington, D.C. In
128

recent instruotions to shippers and exporters the canadian Wheat

Board quotes the following administrative rule as approved on July

12, 1949, at the first session of the International Wheat Couhcil:

Exporting countries shall report to the Secre~

on forms prescribed by the Executive Committee particulars of
all transactions which they deem to qualify for recording in the
Council's records against guaranteed quantities. Reports shall
be sent as soon as possible, but in no case later than seven days
from the date on which the transaction was entered into.

In keeping with this rule the Board, requires assurance from shippers

and exporters "that sales completed under the terms and conditions

126. statements in this paragraph are based on a conversation
with Mr. George McIvor, Chief Commissioner of the Board,
in Winnipeg on July 27, 1949.

127 • JAr. Andrew Cairnes is Secretary-General of the International
Wheat Council.

128.. See the Canadian Wheat Board, IfInstructions to Shippers and
Exporters, No.1, Crop Year 1949-50, It dated July 27, 1949.
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of the International lfueat Agreement have been accepted as such by
129

the importing country concerned." and that confirmation of this

understanding in the sales contract between the buyer and the exporter

has been secureds It-should be added that all Jlshippers and exporters

completing sales under the terms and conditions of the International
150

lfueat Agreement act as agencies of the Board." In this way the Board

will be enabled to supply the Interna.tiona1 Wheat Council with in-

formation essential to ensure that the terms of the Agreement are

iarried out.

The second principal development affecting Canadian Wheat

Board polic,y during 1949-50 is the federal government's decision that

responsibility for the marketing of coarse grains should devolve upon

the Board. The 1948 amendments to the Wheat Board Act included the

following statement: -The Governor in Council may 'b~ regulation ex-

tend the application of Part III or of Part IV·or of both Parts III
151

and IV to oats or to barley or to both oats and barley." Since

Part III concerns "Interprovincial and Export Marketing of Wheat ~

the Board" and Part IV concerns "Regulation of Interprovincial and

Export Trade in Wheat," it may be seen that only an Order in Council

129. Ibid., p. 2.
150. Ibid., p. 1.
151. 11-12 Geo. 6, c. 4. (Assented to 24th March, 1948).
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was required to make the Board the sole marketing agent for coarse

grains. This amendment was the result of strong and persistent pre

ssure by western farm .organizations - notably the Pools - for the

marketing of coarse grains by the Board. This pressure became part-

icularly intense after the government removed price ceilings from

coarse grains in October 1947, since many farmers who had sold prior

to that date were unable to take advantage of the subsequent higher
132

prices. Furthermore,the int~nse post-war price fluctuations in.

rye (which the Board has never controlled) were used by farm groups

to underline their arguments against the open market. With a pre-

carious majority in Parliament, the government could not afford to
153

ignore dominant farmer opinion in western Canada. Although the

Act was amended in accordance with the desires of western farmers,

the government failed to proclaim the seotions relating to coarse

grains. The reluctance of the government to undertake the marketing

of coarse grains was unmistakable. For the next 12 months there was

much uncertainty as to future coarse grains policy. Briefly, the

federal government decided that enabling legislation by the western

132. Although equali~ation payments were authorized the follow
ing spring, the episode emphasized the basic advantage of
a pool - that of ensuring to the farmer the realized weight
ed average price for his grain.

135. The western farmer appeared to be in a stronger position
politically prior to the 1949 election than at any time
since the absorption of the Progressives by the Liberal Party.
This position, however, did not survive the election.
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provinces would be necessary before Parts III and IV of the Act could

be brought into force as far as coarse grains were concerned. Saska-

tchewan and Alberta quickly passed the required legislation. As in

the struggle for the return of the Wheat Board after the first World

War, Manitoba proved to be the doubtful province. Atter a bitter de

bate a private bill was finally passed early in 1949 by the Manitoba

legislature. Shortly before the federal election in June 1949, it

was announced that the coarse grains legislation would be brought in-

to effect ,as of August 1, 1949. However, the announcement came too

late to prevent the coarse grains legislation becoming one of the

central issues in the bitterly-fought election campaign in western

canada.

on July 20, 1949, the Right Honourable C. D. Howe, Minister

of Trade and Commerce, released a statement to the press regarding

the marketing of coarse grains for the crop year 1949-50. Since

this statement gives the essential information on coarse grains
154

marketing policy it might be quoted in full:

Effective August 1, 1949, oats and barley produced
in the three prairie provinces will be marketed through an oats
pool and a barley pool operated by the Canadian Wheat Board, it
was announced today by the Right Honourable c. D. Howe, Minister
of Trade and Commerce.

Initial payments will be made on the basis of the
1949-50 support prices announced by the Dominion Government on

154. This is repll'oducedfrom a copy of the press release sup
plied to the writer by the Canadian Wheat Board.
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March 15, 1949, less all charges before delivery in store Fort
William or Port Arthur. The 1949-50 support prices announced
last March were 61! cents for oats and 90 cents for 1;>arleybasis
No. 1 Feed grades in store Fort William or Port Arthur.

In explaining the adjustments to be made in determ
ining the new initial payments Mr. Howe pointed out that deduc
tions would include an allowance of If cents per bushel on oats
and 5 cents per bushel on barley, this to constitute a reserve
against country carrying charges and pool operating expenses to
the Lakehead. Mr. Howe said that total deductions under the pool
system including the reserve of It cents oats and 5 cents for
barley would be about equivalent to deductions which have been
made at country elevators under the price support policy.

The Dominion Government guarantees a minimum return
to the oats and barley pools of Sl! cents for oats and 90 cents
for barley on the basis or No. 1 Feed grades in store Fort William
or Port Arthur for the total handling of the pools.

The Canadian Wheat Board will establish related in
itial payments for other grades of western oats and barley and
these will be announced before the end of July. These will in
clude initial payments for the basic grades of oats and barley
set forth in Section IV (a) of the Canadian Wheat Board Act. These
basic grades are for oats, Grade No.2 Canada Western for which
the initial payment will be 65 cents per bushel basis in store
Fort William or Port Arthur, after deduction of the allowances;
and for barley, Grade No.5 Canada Western Six-Row, for which
the initial payment will be 95 cents per bushel on the same basis.

Producers will receive the established initial
payments at the time of delivery and sale of their oats and barley
to the Board. At the same time they will receive a producer's
certificate covering the quantities and grades so delivered and
sold, which entitles producers to share in any surpluses accumu
lated by the Board in the sale of oats and barley delivered to
the Board between August 1, 1949, and July 31, 1940.

Mr. Howe stated that both the Government and the
Board had given consideration to the manner in which selection
premiums would be paid to producers for special qualities of
western oats and barley. It has been decided that the Board will
purchase oats and barley on the basis of initial paymentsapplic
able to the established grades and that special quality premiums
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will be reflected to producers by handling companies in the same
manner as in the past. The producer should therefore make his
own arrangements with the handling companies for malting and
other premiums, the Canadian Wheat Board being responsible only
for the basic grade price.

Mr. Howe said that the Canadian Wheat Board would
shortly be announcing further plans in respect to the handling
of oats and barley in 1949-S0, but in general it is the inten
tion of the Board to use existing facilities for the distribution
of these grains.

On August 1, 1949 parts III and IV of the Canadian
Wheat Board Act will be brought into force by the Canadian Wheat
Board Regulations approved by the Governor in Council. The
authDrities in the three prairie provinces will be consulted
with a view to having their Acts proclaimed.

With regard to flaxseed, the Government has asked
the Canadian Wheat Board to conduct a voluntary pooling operation
during 1949-S0. The initial payment will be $2.50 per bushel
basis No.1. C. W. flaxseed in store Fort William or Port Arthur
with appropriate prices for lower grades. The Board is already
carrying substantial stocks of flaxseed from 1948~9 operations
and the Government has asked the Board to give sales priority
to any 1949-50 Board flax receipts. It is not known at this
time whether or not ill alternative flaxseed market will be pro
vided in Winnipeg.

On July 28, 1949 the Board published the1949-S0 price list

for Canada Western Oats and Olnada Western Barley in carload lots,
155

basis in store Fort William - Port Arthur. Pending the issuance

of street price cards elevator co~anies were instructed to issue

storage tickets covering such deliveries, .such storage tickets to

be surrendered and cash settlement made therefor by the elevator

155. The Canadian Wheat Board, "Instructions to Trade Re: Coarse
Grains, Nos. 1, 2, 1949-50 Crop Season,. dated July 28th,
1949.
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156
company as soon as the 1949-50 prices are available." These

price lists were established on the following basis: the straight

grade price for No.2 Canada Western Oats was 65 cents per bushel'

and for No.1 Canada Western 6 Row Barley 9J cents per bushel, both

basis in store Fort William - Port Arthur. In outlining its selling

policy, the Board advised the trade of its intention "to sell oats

and barley freely-rand to the best advantage, using the methods 'Which
157

suit these purposes •• • •" In line with this policy the Board

planned to make sales of oats and barley to dealers and others for

distribution to users of these grains. While making arrangements

to handle the new crop, the Board recognized that the remainder of

the 1948-49 crop was s till in the process of being marketed and was

outside the jurisdiction of the Board. The following excerpt from

the Board's instructions to the trade is sufficiently relevant to

be quoted:

With the above consideration in mind, the Board
will use the sales procedures which it considers desirable and
advantageous. The Board will use the futures market in the sel
ling of oats and barley. At the same time, the Board is prepared
to make outright sales of oats and barley in store Fort William
Port Arthur where buyers wish to purchase on this basis. To give
effect to this policy, the Board will quote prices for principal
grades of oats and barley basis in store Fort William-Port Arthur.
'lhe Board will also establish prices for oats and barley for sale
at country points in Western Canada and for shipment to British
columbia. These Board sale prices will be on a Fort Wi1liam-
Port Arthur basis.

156. The canadian Wheat Board, "Instruction to Trade, No.1,
1949-50 Crop Season," dated July 25, 1949.

137 • The canadian Wheat Board, "Instruction to Trade, No. S, II

dated August 4, 1949.
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It will be appreciated that the Board is concerned
only with oats and barley delivered by producers on and after
August 1, 1949. It will therefore be several weeks before the
Board has stocks of oats and barley available at the Lakehead.
However, the Board is prepared to sell limited quantities of cash
oats and barley for delivery at the Lakehead in forward positions
and the Board will also sell futures.

These instrUctions require little elaboration. It might
138

be pointed out, however, that the fear expressed in trade circles

that the Winnipeg Grain Exchange would have to close following the

dispOsal of the 1948-49 coarse grains crop appears to be unfounded.

Not only will the Exchange continue to handle rye and probably a fair

proportion of the current flaxseed crop, but the Board clearly intends

to use the futures market in selling oats and barley. No doubt a

certain percentage of Board sales will be on a "flatt' basis, but it

is also probable that many eastern buyers nIl prefer to purchase

their supplies from dealers who will in turn hedge their sales on the

Exchange by buying futuresfrom the Board. The proportion of the

total coarse grains crop sold through the futures market will depend

largely on the degree of competition among dealers and the relation

ship between prices on the Exchange and the day-to-day priees whieh

are set by the Board. The procedure by which the Board intends to

arrive at its day-to-day price should be clearly understood. In

the first place the Boar~ will estimate the demand

138. ~.
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from all souroes - from overseas, from the United States, and in

the domestio market. It will then post a 24-hour price in exactly

the same manner as it follows with respect to the Class II price

for wheat. The Board has no intention of fixing a selling price 

that is, a single price which would prevail over a period of weeks

or months • Its price will be a .daily price--much like a market price

as far as buyers are concerned except that the hour-to-hour price

fluctuations on the Exchange will be eliminated. The producer will,

of course, get the fixed initial price plus participating payments

out of any surplus accruing from the operations of the Board during
139

the 1949-50 crop year.

The present coarse grains policy is the subject of much

controversy. Even persons who favour a Board monopoly in wheat due

to the exceptionally exposed position of wheat in international trade

question the advisability of a Board monopoly in coarse grains which

are largely absorbed by the domestic market. The strongest argument

against a Board monopoly in coarse grains is largely political in

nature. Paradoxically, the same argument is commonly used to express

_ distinct points of view: the viewpoint of the eastern or the

139. In conversation with the writer on July 27, 1949, Mr. McIvor
emphasized that the new policy on coarse grains would in no
way directly affect the· Grain Exchange. In other. words,
there was no administrative order requiring the closing of
the Exchange as in the case of the first Wheat Board or as in
the case of wheat in 1943. 'iliey stated that the Exchange
would in all probability continue to handle rye and compete
with the voluntary pool which the Board would set up for
flaxseed.
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consumer and the western or producer's point of view. The western

argument asserts that while western producers will denia.nd the high-

est prices, eastern consumers will press for the lowest prices. It

is argued that, with the center of politicaJ. power unquestionably

in eastern canada, it is only realistic to expect the interests of

eastern consumers to receive the greatest consideration_ On the other

hand, eastern opinion holds that western influence will prevail.

Since the present coarse grains pool is only for one year, it might

be best to reserve judgment for the present. One or two consider-

ations might be pointed out, however. In the first place, the Board fS

decision to adopt the general sales policy followed with respect to

Class II wheat eliminates the possibility of really serious bias in

favour of either producer or consumer. Furthermore, the Board fS de-

cision to employ the normal facilities of the trade considerably re-

duces the remaining opportunity for bias in setting prices. The

Board may expect keen competition between cash sales and sales on

the futures market, and there is every likelihood that the .compet
110

i tive" price will be the guide in set~: the Board's daily price.

If the conclusions reached in the above paragraph are valid,

it may be asked what gains producers can expect from a Board monopoly

in the purchasing of coarse grains from producers. It would appear

140. This will be true only if the Board offers freely for sale
in the futures market-but this may be expected.
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that.producers can only expect the gains which are normally derived

from pooling operations, and in grains not subjectto.< great instabil

ity which constantly threatens wheat in international trade these

monetary gains are likely to be small. Again the chief gains may

well prove to be psychological. Since the psychological benefits

of pooling have been discussed elsewhere, it need only be said that

the western fanner now knows that he is guaranteed the realized weight

ed average price for his coarse grains for the pool year. No longer

will he need worry about hour-to-hour, day-to-day,or even seasonal

price fluctuations. This sense of security is undeniably important

to the western farmer. It may well be that total returns to pro

ducers will be no greater than they would have been under a completely

free market, but the added security which the producer feels he has

achieved will in all likelihood make him feel content. Indeed, as

suggested previously, the wes tern producer has r or many years shown.

himself willing to pay an "insurance premiUIJil in terms of moderately

lower prices for such security.

Could not this security be attained by means other than

the adoption of a compulsory pool for coarse grains? Were nob the

support prices already in effect sufficient to satisfy· farmers?

Clearly, support prices do lessen the element of uncertainty in pro

duction, but they do not provide the farmer with the advantages of

a pool. It this is so, could not a voluntary pool operate by the
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western Pools achieve the same ends--to a large extent at least?

The answer to this last question-must be a qualified "Yes." How

ever, voluntary pools are--consciously or unconsciously--associated

in the minds of western farmers with failure while compulsory pools

through national marketing boards are synonyrrnous with success. 'While

it would seem advisable to avoid final judgment on this issue until

the experience of one full crop year is known, it appears certain

that the present scheme is not as dangerous to the interests of either

producer or consumer as its critics suggest, nor is it likely to

prove as beneficial as some western producers hope. In the last

analysis, the scheme represents a political decision and appears to

have a chance of working at least as well (and perhaps better) than

the majority of such decisions. In any event it is to be hoped that

should the scheme antagonize large groups of producers--or consumers-

such circumstances will not be used effectively to discredit the Board.

It should never be forgotten that the primary purpose of the Board

is to stabilize returns from wheat, and that wheat is not only the

staple product of the Prairie Provinces but is subject to a degree

of price instability which does not threaten coarse grains. Perhaps

a yearrs operation of the pool may indicate more clearly how the

Board can in future operate to ensure the success of an over-all

rational agricultural price and income policy. The current compromise

between the monopoly principle and competitive selling on the futures
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market might suggest the basic outline of future policy. It might

do otherwise and suggest the advisability of a freer market. In

either case the experience should prove enlightening and useful when

the course of future policy is considered.

A few words should be said about wheat for the 1949-50 crop
141

year. A crop estimate re1eas~d on August 16, 1949, indicates that

the Canadian wheat crop for 1949-50 is expected to reach 591,500,000

bushels - that is, some 1,800,000 bushels less than in 1948-49. In

the prairie provinces the yield is expected to be 562 million bushels

as compared with 565 million last year. Estimated production of oats

for 1949-50 is ·517,519,000 as compared with 577,957,000 bushels pro

duced during 1948-49. While 159,549,000 bushels of barley were har--

vested in 1948, no more than 126,517,000 bushels are expected during

1949-50. The reduced wheat crop occurs in a year "Which saw wheat

acreage expand from 24,100,000 acres in 1948 to 27,500,00 acres in

1949. Thus, while the crop must be considered poor, the marketing

difficulties which loom ahead suggest that a poor crop may not be an

unmixed evil from the national point of view. Out of a crop of 590

million bushels Canada is assured of a market of 140 million.bushels

under the British Wheat Agreement at $2.00 per bushel. Canada is

also assured of a market for another 65 million bushels under the

International Wheat Agreement at a maximum price of $1.80 per bushel.

141. See Saskatoon Star Phoenix, August 17, 1949, p , 1.
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This will leave more than 180 million bushels to be disposed of -

part~y in the domestio market on the same price basis applying to

the United Kingdom and partly at Class II prices in countries not

signatory to the International Wheat Agreement. In view of the

trade crisis and the new world-wide .trend towards sel£suf'£iciency,

it is impossible at the present time to estimate the extent of the

Class II market during the 1949-50 crop year. It does seempossible,

however, that the Board for the first time since the War will find

itself with a carryover of significant proportions in terms of

markets available.

An editorial in the May 4, 1948, issue of the Winnipeg

'Iribune made a statement which demands careful consideration. The
142

statement follows:

Wherever the Government deviated from the market
price, the wheat producers lost. Never did the farmers, as a.
result of control, get more than the market. Control worked
only one way: to reduce prices.

What is the truth of this remark? Does it apply throughout the years

of the Wheat Board's operations: to the pre-war, the .war , and the

post-war periods--or to anyone of these periods? From the discus-

sion in Chapter Seven -- and, indeed, a brief glance at Appendix flFIt

will show--that the pre-war operations of the Board were distinctly

to the advantage of the producers. The very fact that the Board

142. The Winnipeg Tribune, May 4, 1948.
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incurred deficits amounting to $61 million in 1938 provesindisput

ably that the Board was being emplo~d as a mechanism of price-in-

come maintenance, the cost of which was charged to the federal treasury.

Since pre-war operations admittedly resulted in increased income to

western farmers, this statement-to be true must apply to the war or

to the post-war years.

It is not easy (and it may be impossible) to assess the

burden imposed on various sectors of the economy as a result of nation-

a1 price control policies. That wheat prices were low relative to

other prices during the first years of the War appears indisputable

and the combined effect of low prices and low -deliveries on western

income have been noted. But these facts must be considered in the

light of existing circumstances. In the first place, growing sur-

pluses, dwindling markets, limited storage space and overworked

transportation facilities would have resulted in much lower prices

to producers had not the government intervened and supported the price

of wheat by assuming the responsibility of carrying the huge wheat
145

surplus as a wartime reserve. Because of the requirements of

wartime finance, the government believed it could not sanction an

increased price to farmers. The second point of importance in this

connection iathe fact that the exigencies of war demanded a transfer

145. In earlier years farmers assumed this responsibility large
ly through lawerprices.
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of resources out of agriculture into industry. Apart from outright

dietation such a transfer could only be achieved through the system

of relative prices, and under no circumstances could it be achieved

without causing hardship to the depressed industry.

It will be recalled that prior to September 27, 1943, the
144

Wheat Board sold all domestio and export wheat at market prices.

This may appear to contradict references made in <:hapter Eight oon

cerning certain 1940-41 bulk sales made at·'prices above the Winnipeg

market. However, the Winnipeg market was at that time depressed by

reason of accumulating suprluses and a progressive loss of world

markets. Since a world market and a world price had practically dis-

appeared, the prices at which Canada sold her grain to the United

Kingdom up to September 27,1945 had certain aspects of a bilateral

ly-arranged price. The statement that Canada sold all her wheat at

market prices is true in the sense that no class price existed prior
145

to this date: all wheat sold for the same price. When on Sept-

ember 27, 1943, the government took over all unsold wheat stocks in

Canada and closed out the 1940-41, 1941-42, and 1942-43 Crop Accounts
, 146

at market prices, it cannot be questioned that until this time

144. See "Appendix "G".
145. The drawbacks paid from the federal treasury does not alter

this statement.
146. This largely corrected the extremely low prices prevailing

<;iuring 1940-41 and 1941-42 and relfUlted in a notable im
provement in western income.
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the producer received substantially the value of his grain-that is,

unless it be argued that current prices were set below their true

value. In view of the two points raised in the preceeding paragraph,

the view that current prices were below their true value could be

supported only as a matter of opinion - not fact. Thus it will be

seen that the editorial charges quoted above have no validity prior

to the fall of 1945 •.

It is in the 1943-44 crop year that the Class II price em

erged and with it the first real opportunity to question the fairness

of the government's wheat policy as it affected the producer. Re-

to Appendix -G- will show toot the domestic and United Kingdom price

for 1945-44 was set at $1.25 per bushel while the average Class II

price was $1.41 5/8 per bushel. It has been shown in Chapter Eight,

however, that all wheat authorized for purchase for Crown Account
147

from the 1945-44 crop (except a small amount) was purchased at

Class II prices. Since the 1945-44 final payment for wheat was on

the basis .of $1.37 per bushel for No.1 Northern Fort William -- that

is, only 5 cents below the average Class 1,1 price of $1.42 per bushel-

and in view of the restricted markets and the numerous problems as-

sociated 'With wheat marketings, it would be difficult to support the

claim that the farmer suffered a monetary loss during the first year

147. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 59.
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in which Class prices operated. By way of warning, it should be noted

that the 5-cent discount below the Class II price cannot be taken

simply as the cost which the producer could expect as a result of

government intervention, but should be considered the farmer's con-

tribution to the national price control programme. It might also

be thought of as a small "insurance premium" paid for a degree of

stability which would otherwise have been impossible under prevailing

circumstances. During the last year of the War the situation remain-

ed substantially the same. The domestic and United Kingdom price

rema.ined the same at $1.25. While it is true that the Class IT price

rose to $1.48, most of the purchases for Crown Account were again
148

made at Class II price. The fact that final payment was made on

the basis of $1.44 per bushel for No.1 Northern Fort William indicates

once again tha.t the farmer was being paid substantially the value of

his grain.

When final payment was authorized on the 1944-45 Crop Ac-.
count on September 2, 1947, producers had on the whole received a

fair ret'Qrn on their wheat marketed during the war. It is true that

during the first two years of the War agricultural income in the

prairie provinces--particular1y Saskatchewan--had been reduced to in-

defensible levels, but this situation was largely corre.cted with the

148. Ibid.
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opening of the Crown Account. Not only did the change in wheat

policy in September, 1945, permit a reestablishment of normal spreads
149

on "street" wheat, but by September 1, 1944, it permitted the dis-

bursement of over $60 million on the 1940-41, 1941-42 and 1942-45

crops. In view of the over-all requirements of" War, it is difficult

to escape the conclusion that, on the whole, wartime operations "!ere

conducted exceptionally well and in a manner which contributed sub-

stantiallY to the benefit of the western farmer.

In many respects the 1945-46 crop year must be considered

a continuation of wartime operations. Mr. MacKinnon, Minister of

Trade and Commerce, gave the keynote for wheat policy during the year

with these words:

Any further increase in wheat prices now would ag
gravate the problems of economic and political readjustment of
the liberated areas to Canada's detriment in future trade with
those areas. There is a moral obligation not to take advantage
of our recent allies in their time of compelling need.

Higher wheat prices would encourage the importing
countries in a hurried return to wheat production and pre-war
policies very directly to the detriment of the wheat exporting
countries, particularly canada. Moreover, production in a nwn
ber of exporting countries would be unduly encouraged. 150

Even the Winnipeg Tribune in its bitter criticism of the five-year

pool stated: "In fairness, perhaps, the crop year 1945-46 should be

excluded because the whole of the nation's econo~ was controlled

149. Skeoch, Ope cit., pp. 565-6.
150. The Canadian Wheat Board. "Canadian Wheat Policy. (News

~bout Canadian Wheat, November, 1945, Winnipeg: The"BOird,
1945), pp. 1-2.
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151
over the greater part of that time." With price control general

throughout the year, the government fixed the Class II price at $1.55

while the price to domestic and British consumers remained at $1.25.

However, as the domestic market was supplied from the 1944 Crop Ac

count and the Crown Account from which British requirements were sup

plied continued into the 1945-46 crop year, it may be seen that little

opportunity for significant monetary loss existed. Indeed, up to

the present, producers have been paid $1.75 per bushel on all pool

wheat including the 1945-46 crop, but this adjustment payment of 50

cents above the 1945 initial price of $1.25 reflects the higher prices

of later years.

It is now clear that if government wheat policy has operated

to the detriment of the wheat producer it has not done so prior to

the canadian-United Kingdom Wheat Agreement which came into effect

on August 1, 1946. However, there appears to have been a. definite

loss in immediate moneta~ returns to the producer as a result of

post....ar government wheat policy. In the Board's 1947-48 report a

table on the distribution of sales for the first three years of the

five-year pool provides the information necessary to permit a fairly

accurate calculation of this immediate monetary loss to the farmer.

But before turning to a statistical analySis of post-war Board

151. The Winnipeg Tribune, May 4, 1948.
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operations, the limitations of this analysis must be emphasized.

Since the "losslt is calculated on the basis of the :class II price

the analysis makes no allowance for price effects which Canadian

wheat might have had if it had been sold competitively rather than
152

at contract prices. It makes no allowance for the intangible
155

benefits of terms of security which western farmers have received.

It ignores the basic fact that the country was committed to a strict

counter-eyclica1 fiscal policy.which at the time was being used to

combat severe inflationary pressures. The five-year pool fitted into

the national fiscal policy exceptionallywell--and this dovetailing

of wheat policy with fiscal policy would have been impossible had

farmers been paid current market prices throughout the period.

Furthermore, price control ~:ti.l.i continued and part of the immediate

monetary loss to the fa.rmer must be considered his contribution to

the national policy which sought an orderly transition from a wartime
154

to a peace-time economy• Finally, t his analysis makes no all~ance

f or the simple fact that the :sritish Wheat Agreement has in all pro-

bability prevented the loss of the British market to the western farmer.

This is so because the current trade crisis has forced Britain into

bilateral food deals with soft,.currency countries until, as Mr. Strachey

152. It is difficult to say, but world prices might have been
lowered to some extent.

153. Expectation of a post-war slump was general. The fear of
a depression may be seen throughout the terms of the British
Wheat Contract.

154. Rent control affected the landlord in somewhat the same
manner.
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announced recently, only twelve per cent of British food imports

come from North America of which nine per cent represents Canadian

wheat. If it were possible to give some quantitative expression to

these various qualitative f'actorswhich form so significant a part

of the postewar agricultural-income picture, the immediate monetary

losses might be shown as greatly reduced if not eliminated. Clearly

this is not possible. As an evaluation of post....ar wheat policy

must rely heavily-on opinion, wide-spread agreement cannot be expect-

ed , However, opinion is valueless unkess based upon proper criteria

which will aid in clear and realistic thinking on the subject. It

is the purpose of the next few pages to examine such criteria, the

first of which is the statistical analysis given below.
155

The table of distribution of sales mentioned above shows

total sales for the three years 1945-46, 1946-47,tand 1947-48 as

796.3 million bushels. Prior to the United Kingdom Wheat Agreement

sales of 208 million bushels were made to Britam and to other coun-

tries at the Class II price of $1.55 per bushel. Since these sales

occurred in 1945-46 they may be excluded for the purposes of this

analysis. As noted previously, domestic wheat for use during 1945-

46 was supplied ['rom the 1944 Crop Account and thus may also be ex

cluded. During the two years subsequent to the United Kingdom Wheat

155. Annual Report, 1947-48, p •. 8.
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Agreement, Canada supplied to countries other than Britain 94.7 mil

lion bushels of wheat at the Glass II price which averaged $2.51 per

bushel for the two years. Obviously, these sales involved no loss

to the producer. Two items only exist on which loss occurred: name

ly, l¥heat sold to Britain under the Agreement and wheat sold in the

domestic market during the same period. During the two years, 1946

47 and 1947-48, Canada sold to Britain under the Agreement 559.5

million bushels at $1.55 per bushel. .In view of the fact that the

average Class II price was $2.51 per bushElll, calculation shows the

loss, on the 'basis of the Class II price, to be 8336 million. At

the same time, in the domestic market some~58.4 million bushels were

sold at $1.25 per bushel. Since the average Class II price was

$2.43, the loss on these sales amounted to $45.5 million. In addition,

some 114.7 million bushels were sold at $1.55. With the average

Class n price at $2.51, the loss sustained on these sales was $110.1

million. Thus the total loss to western farmers for the crop years

1946-47 and 1947-48 is $481.4 million. It shouJ.d be emphasized that

the successive price increases to farmers on their pool wheat in no

way alters the above calculations which represent final prices for

wheat sold. In large measure the price increases on pool whea't (to

date 50 cents over the 1945 initial price) were made possible

through the sale of Class II wheat.

AIthough· the ann~l reports of the Board for the last two
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years of the Agreement will not be available for some time, it is

possible to indicate certain price trends during these years. It

will be remembered that while the Agreement set floor prices for

Canadian wheat, the actual prices for the last two years of the

contract were to be negotiated. In negotiating 'Wheat prices dur-

ing these years regard was to be had "to the extent to which the

agreed price for the first two years (fell) below the world price
156

for that period.a Clearly, this .clause provided a way to off-

set earlier losses. However, British post-war dollar difficulties

resulted in a negotiated price of $2.00 per bushel for the last two

years of the Agreement. There is no doubt that the canadian govern-

ment had hoped for a higher priee-particularly in view of the mount-

ing criticism of the costs which government wheat policy was placing

an producers. Nevertheless, the price increase from $1.55 to $2.00

was a substantial advance and applied to domestic as well as to the

British market • Despite this increase, however, the Class II price

was still above the contract price throughout the 1943- 49 crop year.

In other words, not only were earlier losses not reduced but further

losses were sustained calculated on the basis of an average Class II

price for 1948-49 of $2.55. The situation is distinctly more favour

able in 1949-50. This year both British and Canadian consumers will

be paying 20 cents per bushel more than the $1.80 price appl~1.ng under

156. The Canadian Wheat Board, 1955-46, p. 49.
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the International ,Wheat Agreement. Thus during this last year of

the British contract (and of the pool) earlier monetary losses 'Will

be significantly reduced. It seems likely, however, that the im

proved price Csnada_oisreceiving in 1949-50 will scarcely do more

than offset the monetary losses of the 1948-49crop. If this is so

the losses of the first two years will remain undiminished. Thus

the Canadian farmer during the life of the British Agreement has

apparently subsidized the British and Canadian consumer to the ex

tent of some $480 million. But as indicated earlier, calculations

made strictly on the basis of Class II wheat do not adequately

measure the cost of the scheme. Undoubted benefits have resulted

from the British Agreement and from the five-year pool. These ben

efits must be considered and the claims of "costtl and "loss" quali

fied before a worth-while evaluation becomes possible.

Most of the considerations which would influence a final

evaluation of post...-ar wheat policies (other than those reducible.;

to fairly precise monetary terms) have been mentioned briefly in

this chapter'. With the above statistical data in mind, a recapitu

lation of these considerations might prove helpful. It has been

suggested that the five-year pool fitted in well with an over-all

counter-cyclical fiscal policy and was undoubtedly an important

factor in the orderly transition to a peace-time economy. While

such a pool was possible without the British Agreement, the element
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of price uncertainty was so great that it is doubtful if the govern

ment would have undertaken the scheme apart from contract selling.

Had the usual procedure of one-year pools been adopted the degree of

price uncertainty facing the farmer would have noticeably increased.

Another important element in the reduction of uncertainty during

the post-war years was the maintenance of markets. In this respect

the British contract is paying important dividends during the last

two years of the Agreement. The expected post-war slump--which to

a large extent inspired the Agreement-is now a reality. Obviously

the current 20-cent premium above the International Wheat Agreement

price is solely the result of the contract, but far more important

is the fact that the contract might well have saved the British

market for Canadian wheat. The fact that prices to farmers were low

when inflation threatened and price control was still required, and

are now increased and guaranteed when recession appears ~ent in

dicates the functioning of the counter-cyclical principle in wheat

price policy. Certainly the maintenance of markets at the present

time is far more important to the producer than was an increase in

his immediate monetary returns during the first two or three years

following the war. Producers appear to be aware of this fact. When

all the intangible factors are taken into consideration, it becomes

quite impossible to say how badly the farmer has been discriminated

against. However, it is possible to state definitely that the farmer

is in a far bettel" position today (even granting substantial financial
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losses from 1946-48) than he would have been without contract buying

under the British Agreement. Perhaps in the future the Internation

al Wheat Agreement will provide much the same security, but on a mul

tilateral rather>than a bilateral basf.s , But this would seem to de

pend on some adequate solution to the present chaotic conditions in

international trade.

It is important to realize that the critics of government

wheat policy do not necessarily imply that British or Canadian con

sumers should have been required to pay world prices at all times.

On the contrary, they usually suggest that such subsidies are strict

lya political and sociological question, but that the cost should

not be borne solely by the producer. In other words, if the nation

decides to subsidize British and Canadian consumption, it should do

so openly by charging the cost to the national treasury and paying

the producer the market price. There is much that is valid in this

statement, but as usually enunciated it too requires qualification.

In the first place, it eliminates the essential comter-eyc,lica.l

element from price-policy. Secondly, it would absolve the farmer

from absorbing any of the cost involved in achieving an orderly

transition to a peace-time economy. It would abaolvs him from pay

ing (except as a taxpayer) anything by way of a special "insurance

premium" for the reduction of tmcertainty through price guarantee

measures such as the five-year pool and through measures to maintain

markets such 'as the British and International Wheat Agreement.
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Nevertheless, there is something .to be said for the Australian scheme

which guarantees the producer the full market price "With the returns

distributed over a cycle in accordance with requirements of fiscal

policy.

There is perhaps another point "on which goverrunent policy

can be criticized. Since national tariff and transportation policies

raise artificially the farmer's costs of production while the farmer

himself must meet world coapetition, it may be argued that the farmer

even if he must pay to maintain overseas markets-should not have to

subsidize domestic consumers, the majority of whom benefit from dis

criminatory national policies. There is much truth in this and it

should not be forgotten. Nevertheless, care should be taken to avoid

the parity fallacy-that the farmer should get a certain return re

gardless of the stage of development in which the agricultural in

dustry might be at the moment. Reallocation of resources must prove

to be a painful process to the depressed industry. Parity, in deny

ing the necessity of pain, gives rise to the social cost of uneconomic

production. Where a negative price policy prevails and the agricultural

industry becomes depressed, it simply means that agriculture has be

come less important to the living standards of the ncition and the

world. Where forward prices or controlled prices prevail and agricul

ture becomes depressed (that is, returns to agriculture are decreasing

relatively to the returns to other sectors of the economy), it ~ans

that national policy requires a shift of resources from agriculture.
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This occurred during the War. In both the free market and the con

trolled market danger lurks. In the first case conditions of boom

and depression become intolerable. In the second the farmer might

be discriminated against unfairly, and the basic economic function

of prices-that of resource allocation-interfered with seriously

unless policy is guided intelligent~ and economic considerations

outweigh:'.political· expediency.

Briefly, how does the post-war price policy with respect

to wheat appear in the light of the Schultz analysis? In terms of

resource allocation price policy appears to have worked reasonably

well. Had the farmer received the high market prices which pre

vailed following the war, wheat acreage might have increased to an

extent where embarrassing surpluses would even now have been a

reality. American post-war wheat production would seem to support

this view. In terms of allocating wheat into the various markets

post-war policy again appears to have been particularly successful.

In distributing income over time-that is, in increasiing the farmers I

security over a period of years--price policy has made a valuable

contribution. Only in terms of income distribution as between sec

tors of the econo~ does serious doubt arise with respect to the

success of post-war policy. It would seem that the western farmer

has paid-perhaps considerably-in terms of reduced monetary in-

come for the increased security which he has attained. But he has
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not paid as heavily as critics of the government IS wheat policy sug

gest. Clearly, final evaluation of the British contract and the

five-year pool will be possible only in the light of history. Never

theless J whatever that evaluation, post1'ar wheat policy has served

to underline a basic fact in the Canadian economy; namely, that

agriculture has lost the dynamic influence which it formerly bad.

This fact demands a new approach to agriculture - a newagricul

tll:rralpolicy reflecting a realistic understanClingof the altered re

lationships between the various sectors of the economy and between

the federal and provincial governments.
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CFJiPTER X

THE .FUTURE OF AGRICULTURAL POLICY

The view is commonly held that government boards and

other public institutions are simply the creatures of sovereign

legisl&tures the product of men's minds. However, inquiries

into the factors shaping the thi~~ing of legislators are sL~ely

val.Ld , ConsequerrbLy, this study views the Canadian Wheat Board as

a product of a great historical process the expansion of the

Wheat Economy. It is, in fact, a history, not only of an institu

tion, but of one phase of the expansion of the Wheat Economy

the phase relating to the evolution of wheat marketing methods in

Western Canada. It considers the BQard in relation to the cooper

ative movements of western Canada with specd.al, reference to the

experiment of the "'hea.t Pools a.nd, more genera.lly, to all the forces

and conditions which led up to the establishment of the Board.

From the nature of the subject it should be obvious that

political as well as economic considerations are involved. Such

being the case, this thesis is based on the postulate that without

minimizing the socio-politide.l considerations or ignoring the inter-

dependence of events and personalities economic factors are
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fundamental to an understanding of the subj ect under review. Con

siderations other than economic are qualitatively significant and

must be acknowledged, but it is only the economic factors which

one can hope to measure quantitatively, however inadequately that

may be. Perhaps the basic economic struggle is always more apparent

on the frontier than in more complex societies with long traditions

and diversified occupations. This struggle, it must be noted, has

two principal aspects: the physical and the economic the

problems associated with production and those associated with

markets. This thesis is primarily concerned with the latter aspect

of the.economic struggle in which the western farmer was engaged and

which led through devious paths to the establishment of the Canadian

Wheat Board as it is todny.

For nearly thirty years after 1890 the spirit of free enter

prise and rugged individualism characterized, not only production,

but also marketing in the Wheat Economy. In periods of prosperity

when industries are expa.nding, new regions developing, new markets

opening, and trade increasing, the spirit of initiative and adventure

responds to the challenge of economic opportunity. In times like

these competition, not cooperation, dominates the scene. But the

early years of the twentieth century saw frustration temper the
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prevailing optimism among the ,farmers of the West. Clearly, all

was not well with the economic organization of which the farnler

formed a necessary but apparently inarticulate part. Superficially,

it seemed'incredib1e that the farmer the symbol of a dynamic

Canada to whom the twentieth century tlbelongedft should be

without effective influence in the councils of the nation and

should lack the strength to shape his economic destiny.

Yet this appeared incredible o'nly to those unacquainted

with the facts. Confederation had created a commercial nation, or

rather, it had extended the frontiers of a cOmInerci&l empire,

threatened with stagnation, from the Atl&ntic across the continent

to the western sea. The purposes of the new Dominion were, in

effect, to establish an agricultural frontier on the prairies, the

economic benefits of which would be c~Anneled into the heart of

commercial empire in the St. Lawrence region through the medium of

suitable tariff and transportation policies. Federal immigration and

homestead policies and Dominion lands were all employed to create an

agricultural frontier which would vitalize the whole economy. But

Macdonald's National Policy was clearly commercial as to ends,

agricultural only as to means. The economic·philosophy of the day

was mercantilistic not capitalistic in the free-trade sense.

Western agriculture, it was seen, would provide an export staple
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which, when routed through the St. Lawrence export channel, would

benefit eastern corr~ercial interests. An exp~nding western

agriculture would provide a. market for protected eastern industry

and profitable investment opportunities for the financial interests

of the East.

Thus industry, commerce, and finance, each in its own way,.

derived economic benefits essentially monopolistic in nature

from Canada's national policies. However, the farmer had no such

favoured status. Essentially competitive in nature, agriculture,

while the source of Canadian prosperity, shared in that prosperity

only as a residual claimant through a price system deliberately biased

in favour of non-agricultural groups. While the famler's products

sold in wor-Ld ma.rkets at prices competitive to those of other nations,

the tariff-induced monopolistic prices of the goods he had to buy

were reflected in his production costs. Furthermore, monopoly in

merchandizing and in transportation reduced still further the

relative returns to agriculture. Witrdn this mercantilistic fr&'rle

work the price system worked to the benefit of industry and commerce,

but to the d.etriment of agriculture, enriching the center of

commercial empire at the expense of its circumference. Thus agricul

tural policy, characterized by a negative price policy within a

framework of mercantilism, was agricultural only in that it dealt with
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agriculture, but it was clearly cOllIDlercial in purpose and intent.

The basic contradiction inherent in mercantilism that

imports cannot be impeded without eventually restricting market.s ,

reducing trade and checking exports did not at first threaten

the harmony of the nation or the solvency of an economic group.

With an expanding Atlantic economy providing certain markets and

with investment opport1L~ities attracting capital in ever-increasing

amounts, export industries were not at first seriously affected by

the commercial policies of the new Dominion. Nevertheless, even in

the early years of the twentieth century the contradiction the

fatal flaw in the National Policy manifested itself in little

irritations which the farmer sought to mitigate through cooperative

effort. His efforts, it is true, were supplemented by governmental

regulation, but only by such regulations as harmonized with the

national policies of the day, By the close of the first World War,

however, the real nature of the dilemma stood revealed. Gradually

the economic leadership of the world by the one great capitalistic

nation, Britain, was lost to the United States, a n8tion more firmly

cow~itted to mercantilism than Canada herself. No longer did capital

and goods flow freely: the Atlantic economy shrank -- world trade

diminished. With the basic contradiction of mercantilism so incontest

ably demonstrated, a repudiation of these illogical policies might

have been expected. However, the ver~ opposite occurred. In seeking
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to mainta.in their privileged position, commercial and industrial

interests in both the United States and Canada made the situation

incomparably worse by initiatine; the Fordney-McCumber, the Bennett,

and the Hawley-Smoot tariffs during the decade of the twenties and

the e~,rly thirties. The politicLl potency of specLs.L interests

relative to the political impotency of the general interest made these

tariffs possible. In the national field the taxpayer, the consumer,

and the primary producer paid the costs of this suicidal policy

but the real victim was the living sbandar-ds , not only of the nations

of North America, but of the world. During the twenties the farmer's

position had become increasingly difficult: by the thirties it had

become untenable. Growing up under the impetus of international

capitalism, the survival of the Wheat Economy was threatened when

the negation of capitalism came to chaxacterize what was left of

international trade.

Long before the fatal flaw in Canadian cO~fiercial policy

was evident, the Grain Exchange had become the symbol of the farmer's

"exposed and residual position within a price system tn which other

groups (had) entrenched themselves behind tariffs, price controls,
1

and trade association agreements. ft But the Grain Exchange was a symbol

to other sectors of the economy as well. As a synlbol of the

1. Fowke, "Royal Commissions and Canadian Agricultural Policy,1f
p. 173.
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beneficence of a price system consciously biased in their favour,

tbe Exchange was defended by commercial and industrial interests,

by large sections of the press, and by agricultural commissions

which saw more clearly the commercial point of view. These interests

saw the Exchange as a great benefit to the C01~~try a mechanism

whi.ch secured "beyond doubt the full value of the grain as based on
2

the world's market." That the farmer suffered from monopoly in both

the sale of his product and in the purch&se of his factors of pro-

duction was not considered, and despite minor administrative changes

the farmer's residual position in the economy remained unchanged.

As world trade d~~inished in the twenties, the farmer's struggle was

not a struggle merely for equity and justice

for survival.

it became a struggle

The first Wheat Boar-", the Pools, McFarland's operations,

and, finally, the second Wheat Board formed the institutional phases

in the farmer's struggle towards his goal security. However,

despite the progress made by the beginning of World War II, the gov-

ernment had not in a single iml~rtant instance repudiated its faith in

a negative price system as the panacea of all economic ills. Nor had

it repudiated its tragic interference with the international price

system or acknowledged' its responsibility for the chaos into which

2 • Ibid... , ~lsquoted from The Report ot_jiheRoyal COillilli§..sion on tfle
Grain Trade of Canada, 1906, p. 14.
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international trade had fallen. Thus by the late thirties the basic

paradox in the economic policies of the North knerican nations stood

revealed. Within their national economies they were capitalistic

in their insistence that the price system be unDupeded its

results remain unquestioned. Within the 'world economy their policies

were the negation of capitalism in that they obstructed the price

system and refused to accept its results. On the one hand, they affirmed

the eternEl truth of the Smithian doc:brine that economic progress

depends upon specialization which in turn depends upon the extent

of the market: on the other hand, they said it was false. Because

two economic theories perhaps two moralities appear to be

involved, this dichotomy requires an evakua.tdon of recent agricultural

policy on first the national and then ,the international level. Other

wise, federal policies in relation cannot be considered with realism

or fairness.

As late as 1938 the gover-nment, reaffirmed its faith in a

negative price policy for a.griculture without showi.ng the least aware

nesS of the bias in the price system against the farmer. Nevertheless,

the more discerning could detect a subtle change in attitude develop

ing. The tragedy of the thirties had largely destroyed the former

faith in a freely-f1L~ctioning pricing system as a panacea of all ills.

True, the contradiction in Canadian commercial policies and the part

this contradiction played in the mal-fl1nctioning of the price system
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was i?!lored as usual. Quite apart from the political impossibility of

a.chieving a reversal of these policies, the traditional bias in the

system in f'avour of commer-cLaL and industrial groups had so hardened

that a cure sought through the removal of that bias could well prove

more disasterous than the disease itself. Thus the existing system

remcdned unquestioned but not its results. The inequitable and

uneconomic distribution of income between various regions and sectors

of the economy was finally recognized and steps taken to remedy the

a.ttendant evils which during the thirties had become intolerable.

The Rowell-Sirois report signified the opening of the assault on the

citadels of privilege. Briefly, the report implied that, since the

price system (working within the mercantilistic framework) had

discriminated against certain regions and income groups and in favour

of others, economic and constitutional changes should be sought to

equalize the burdens and to distribute fairly the national product.

Vested interests and favoured regions opposed any change in a system

which had given them no cause to complain. However, the new spirit

wpich emphasized the general we'l.f'ar-e ra.ther than the wealth of groups

and individuals who had managed to enlist the services of the price

system on their behclf, gradually becDme reflected in governmental

policies which progressively mitigated former evils which society would

no longer tolerate.
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The Wheat Board fits into this income-transfer picture.

The pec~uiar importance of the Board to the new economic and social

policy discussed above stems from the fact that the Wneat Economy

whf.ch it was designed to stabilize 60d mainta.in suffered more than

tilly other region under the cOnh"11ercial policies supplemented

by a negative agricu~tural policy which formerly prevailed.

As the Grain~xchal1ge had become the symbol of the old order which
-,

oppressed the farmer to the benefit of other groups, so the Wheat

Board becmne the symbol of the new order which recognized that in

the economic struggle none should be artificially penalized and

none unfairly aided by the state. Considered solely on the national

scale, agricultural policy for the first time became truly agricult-

ural and not mere'Iy an adjunct to commercial policies. In the

broader Sense agricu~tural policy has become a policy for the better-

ment and not the enslavement of the farmer. If the progress ill&de

within the last decade is indicative of future trends, then it shoUld

be possible to expect for the first time an agricultural policy

consistent both with the general interest and the demands of equity

for the f'armer in the 'Wheat Economy.

Despite the recent progress, however, the fundamental

conflict between Canadian commerciEl policies and a realistic

agricu~tural policy for the wheat economy remains. Although the
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worst features of economic imperialism within the nation have been

repudiated, mercantilism still r-emadris unchal.Lenged , Protected industry

still taxes the consumer to the benefit of some. Furthernlore, to

the extent that cOIDnlercial policies prevent other nations from paying

Canada for her current export balance, the Canadian exporter, in

effect, benefits at the expense of the taxpayer as a whole. Political

rec~ities explain why this should be so. In a political democracy

tariff lobbyists are more influentia.l as lobbyists than as voters:

the consumer influences policy more as a voter than as a consumer.

Exporters 'can organize to demand markets for their products the

taxpayer can only pencil a weak protest at the polls. Thus in

agricultural policy greater problems aWQit solution than those 1vhich

have been faced and paxtially solved. Today North America that

is, Canada and the United States forms an island of wealth in a

world of want and subsistence living. The rest of the world desires

desperately to trade with North America, but it cannot do so if this

continent refuses to play the c&pitalistic game. As a creditor area

North America should be investing abroad in ever-increasing amounts.

However, private capitEu will go abroad only if it cun return. Since

capitel can return only in the form of goods and services, and since

North American commercial policies destroy that possibility, trade
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must diminish and markets shrivel unless this continent maintains its

present willingness to dispose of its annual export balance in the

form of gifts. In effect, the United States has been doing this

since 1919 with Canada joining in more recently. It is demoralizing

to foreign customers who, un~ble to pay for their imports, must accept

cha.rity or do without. It is equally demoralizing within the nations

practicing these Dolicies for the few groups who insist upon and

benefit from such policies are, in effect, being subsidized by the

state at the expense of a lower st~ndardof living for the n8tion as

a whole.

The alternatives are clear. In the first place, this

continent can continue its present "enlightened tt policy by exporting

as gifts a certain portion of its annual product and thus retain the

"gratitude" of the recipients of North A~erican largess. Secondly,

it can insist on "cash" payment for its exports in which case nothing

can prevent the fragmentation of the world. economy and the complete

destruction of American markets overseas. Or, finally, it can adopt

a radical prograrr@e of cauitalism which alone can regain for the world

the unquestioned benefits of multilateral trade and preserve an econ

omic environment without which international cooperation must come to

grief. Should the second alternative be followed, the ~~eat Board

would be unable to prevent disaster overWheJJTIing the Vfneat Economy.
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Even at the present time, while Canada follows uncertainly the first

8,1ternative, export markets for Canadian agricultural products are

being progressively reduced. Conditions remain tolerable for the

Wheat Economy only because the Wheat Board, through contract sell

ing, has secured overseas markets for another year. For agriculture

and particularly for the Wheat Economy - the only hope lies in

North America choosing the third alternative. The time is short in

which to make the choice.

Thus from the viewpoint of the world economy, Canada has

never had a thoroughly consistent agricultural policy, and none is

possible lJntil this continent accepts its creditor responsibilities.

In the future North America must put the same effort into the task

of developing an import pQlicy as in the pas't it expended on policies

designed to maintain an export balance. Implicit in this remark is

the recognition that laissez-faire must be considered as dead in

international trade as it is inside the national boundaries of modern

sta,tes. In other words, free trade, as it was pre.cticed when London

was the financial capiteel of the wor-Ld, is gone forever. Innumerable

rigidities and frictions unheard of in the days of laissez-faire are

now inseparable from the economic organization of the modern age.

In origin these rigidities are technical and also political and

sociological: they are the consequences of large scale production
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and of the welfare state. Multilateral trade will only be restored

by a synthetic process. Tariffs cannot be simply wiped away "and an

import balance permitted naturally to occur. Tariffs may and should

be progressively reduced, but an import balance must be deliberately

achieved. This synthetic process must strive to secure the economic

advantages of regional specialization and exchange for as large a p&.rt

of the world as may be possible. But, at the same time, the risks

of extreme price and income fluctuations which characterized the old

free-trading system must be minimized. This process by which world

trade might be restored "must, give due recognition to the st~ibilizing,

shock-absorbing, and risk-sharing devices of economic nationElism,

while seeking to restrain its unilateral initiation and discriminating
.3

manifestation." The former free-tra-ding laissez-faire economy was

characteristically an atomistic an individualistic system. This

dynamic systenl provided an environment ideally suited for the develo~

ment of initiative, but it was also characterized by instability and

responsible for the more sordid imperialistic and exploitative feat-

ures of the age. The new economy is concerned with larger social

units and is characterized by a growing sense of social solidarity

which renounces the extreme instability and exploitation of former

3. Patton, ftThe War and North American Agriculture," p. 396.
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years. The danger in the new economy lies in the rigidities arising

from excessive centralizing tendencies and in the fact that

initiative may be detrimentally affected. If the world is to progress

politically and economd.cal.Ly, a synthesis of the two systems is

urgently required. In achieving this srnthesis North J~erica must

furnish the leadership and example whd.ch , in the nd.net.eent.h century,

Great Britain gave to the free trade movement thxoughout the world.

Should multilateral trade be restored and a new international

cooperative order emerge from the present time of crisis, the contra

diction between the commercial and agriculturEl policies of Canada

may at last be removed. However, as the synthesis in international

trade does not signify a. return to the old free trade, so this

reconciliation between commercial and agricultural policies does not

signify a return to laissez-faire. Agricultural policy cannot again

be negative. In the future Canadf.an agricultural. policy will remain

as positive as it is todeJT , and in the e.dministration of that policy

the Wheat Board will have a vital role to play.
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APPENDIX "Aft

ACREAGE JillD PRODUCTION OF' mIEAT t 1908 to 19:46

ACRES BUSHELS

Total for
_Canada.

Prairie Total for
Provinces Canada

Prairie
Provinc.ep

1908....... 6,610,000 5,624,000 112,434,000 91,853,000
1909....... 7,750,000 6,878,000 166,744,000 141,482,000
1910....... 8,865,000 7,868,000 132,078,000 110,167,000
1911••••••• 11,096,000 9,990,000 231,237,000 208,697,000
1912........ 10,997,000 10,011,000 224-,159,000 204,280,000
1913••••••• 11,015,000 10,036,000 231,717,000 209,262,000
1914••••••• 10,294,000 9,335,000 161,280,000 11.0,958,000
1915••••••• 15,109,000 1 3,868,000 393,543,000 360,187,000
1916....... 15,370,000 ll},363,000 262,781,000 242,314,000
1917, •••••• 14,756,000 13,916,000 233,743,000 211,953,000
1918••••••• 17,354,000 16,125,000 189,075,000 164,436,000
1919....... 19,126,000 17,750,000 . 193,260,000 165,544-,000
1920••••••• 18,232,000 16,841,000 263,198,000 231".,1]:8,000
1921....... 23,261,000 ~:2,181,OOO 300,858,000 280,098,000
1922••••••• 22,423,000 21,223,000 399,786,000 375,194,000
1923 ••••••• 21,886,000 20,880,000 47L;,199,000 452,260,000
1924••••••• 22,056,000 2.1,066,000 262,097,000 235,694,000
1925....... 20,790,000 19,760,000 395,475,000 367,058,000
1926....... 22,896,000 21,805,000 407,136,000 380,765,000
1927••••••• 22,460,000 21,426,000 479,665,000 454,599,000
1928, •••••• " 24,119, 000 23,159,000 566,726,000 5L:4, 598, 000,
1929••••••• 25,255,000 24,297,000 304,520,000 281,664,000
1930. • • • • • • 2~_, g<j 8, 000 23,960,000 L...20, 672,000 397,300,000
1931••••••• 26,335,000 25,586,000 321,325,000 300,181,000
1932....... 27,182,000 26,395,000 LJ4.3 , 061 , 000 L;22,947,000
1933••••••• 25,991,000 25,177,000 281,892,000 263,004,000
193L~........ 23,985,000 23,296,000 275,81~9,0()0 263,800,000
1935••••••• 24,116,000 23,293,000 281,935,000 264,096,000
1936. • • • • • • 25,605, 000 2~_, 838, 000 219,2.18,000 202, 000, 000
19.37....... 25,570,000 2.4.,500,000 180,210,000 156,800,000
1938....... 25,9.30,000,21..,946,000 360,010,000 .336,000,000
1939 ••••••• 26,756,000 25, SlJ,OOO 520,623,000 494,000,000
1940••••••• 28,726,000 27,750,000 540,190,000 513,800,000
1941....... 21,882,000 21,14.0,000 31L,825,000 296,000,000
1942••••••• ' 21,586,000 20,653,000 556,684,000 529,000,000-
1943••••••• 16,850,000 16,091,000 284,460 267,800,000
1944••••••• 23,284,000 22,441+,000 416,635,000 391,700,000
1945....... 23,L~4,OOO 22,566,000 318,512,000 294,600,000
1946••••••• 24,453,000 23,731,000 413,700,000 393,000,000
1947....... 2l,.,260,L...CO 23,357,000 341,800,000 320,000.000
1948. • • • • • • 24,105,900 23, 2/:7,000 393,300,000 363,000, (;00
1949....... 27,538,600 26,734,000 391,500,000 362,000,000
Sources: The al;x>ve statistics were largely derived from CEn&da,
Department of External AffB-irs, Canad.Lan Information Service.
Canada's Wheat ( Ref. Paper, 20,Feb.,1947,P.5) Wheat Board reports
were used for the years 1946 and 1947. Since Press reports
provided the information for 1948 and 1949 these figures must not
be consi6ered precise. The figures for 1949 are only estim.ates at
the opening of the 1949-1950 crop year.
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APPENDIX "B"

EXPORTS OF CArlADIAN "PRODUCE (INCLUDING NON-MONETlill.Y GOLD BY MAIN
COMrl0DITY GROUPS

($ Millions)
1 la 2 2a .3 3a 4
Farm Minerals Other Exports
Proels Vfueat Wood and (Chiefly M"nf )~dC:.. s ,

Total Fish " & & Peper NeViS Prods.~

Exps , Furs. Flour Prods. Print Gold

1913 431 273 138 63 11 62 13 23
1926 1291 732 435 286 114 130 .30 143
1927 1243 6~ 400 231 12.3 137 .32 139
1929 1189 540 302 29.3 149 182 37 174
1933 611 260 142 131 69 160 82 60
1937 1176 406 182 26.3 126 367 145 140
1939 1082 309 97 243 116 394 185 136
191.4- 3533 1077 458 /J;J. 157 436 110 1579
1945 3326 1201 585 488 179 447 96 1189
1946 2448 956 J;l7 626 266 380 96 4~

1947 2358 967 41t-6 8S6 342 459 99 546

4
Other ExDorts

(Chief1yKIEnfs. )

Gold

3 3a
Minera.1s

Wood and
&Paper News Prods.
Prods. Print

Ie.1
Farm
Proels ,rheat
Fish & &
Furs. Flour

Total
Exps.

'PERCENTAGE OF TOT.At EXPORTS IN MAIN COMMODITY GROUPS
($Mil1ions)
2 2a

1913
1926
1927
1929
1933
1937
1939
19M
1945
1946
1947

64.5% 32.0% 14.6% 2.6% 14.4% 3.0% 6.5%
56.7 33.7 22.2 8.8 10.1 2.3 11.1
55.2 32.2 22.6 9.9 11.0 2.6 11.2
1~.5 .4. 25.4 24.6 12.5 15.3 3.1 14.6
42.6 23.2 21.4 11.3 26.2 13.4 9.8
311•• 5 15.5 2;'·.4 10.7 31.2. 12.•.3 11.9
28.6 9.0 22.5 10.7 36.4 17.1 12.6
30.5 13.0 12.5 4.4 12.3 .3.1 41+.7
36.1 17.6 14.•7 5.4 13.4 2.9 35.7
39.1 17.0 25.6 10.9 15.5 3.9 19.8
33.3 15.6 31.0 1;~~.0 16.1 3.5 19.1

Source: Reproduced from Gibson,J .D. (Ed. ) Canada's Economy in a
Changing World (Toronto: Macmillan, 1948, pp.314-315.
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STOCKS OF CANf~DI.AN GRAIN AVJI.ILJ:BLE TIl CANADA AND THE UNITED STATES
FOR THE CROP YEARS ENDING JULY 31,1940.to 1947:

Year and Item Wheat Oats Bartey
(Million Bushels

Source: .Reproduced from The Canadian Wheat Board, 1935-46, p. 56:
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APPENDIX ltD"

VOLUME OF WHEAT MARKETED IN THE WESTERN DIVISION

Year

1935-36
1936-37
1937-38
1938-39
1939-1,.0
1940,LJ.
191~-42

1911-2-43
1943-4L~

194/:.-45
1945-46
1946-47
1947-48

NOTE:

Total Bushels
r.~arketed

214,341,578
163,456,671
124,573,988
289,414,7,006
425,491,159
456,660,058
227,121,47.3
267,31+0,161
32.9,322,220

Bushels Delivered
to the Board

150,700,000
nil
nil

292,360,0.30
31!-2,389,159
395,357,522
99,540,491

167,505,292
293,375,116
35;::,.396,905
235,432,183
335,158,698
24.3,941,365

Figures for years 1935-36 to ~939-40 (inclusive) include only
country elevator receipts and platform loadings.

Figures for years 1940-41 to 1942-43 ( inclusive) include total
pr-Imary receipts, i.e. country elevator receipts, platform
loadings, receipts at exterior public and semi-public terminals
and interior private and mill elevators; and grain trucked from
farms to U.S.A. Since September 27, 1943, all wheat marketed
has been delivered to the Board.

SOURCE:

The Canadian Wheat Pools, Suw~ary of Operations of the Cunadian
Wheat Board, 1935-.36 to 194.7-A.8, ( Winnipeg, The Pools, 1949.)
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APPENDIX "E"

DIRECT c.oNSmi1:E~S' SUBSIDI1t::B

August 1, 1942 to September 15, 1947: - - mli1e price of wheat varied
between 90 cents and $1.55, drawbacks kept the
domestic price at 77~ cents (basis No.1 Northern).
Total subsidies: $98,703,810.14.

September 16, 1947 to ,July 31, 1948: - - No subsidies. Price at
$1.58~ per bushel (including 3~ cents carrying charge).

August 1, 1948 to March 22, 1949: - - -. - Domestic sE1es price at
$2.00 but refunds kept price to consumer at ~1.58i
per bushel. Refunds likely to run into millions of
dollars - - total not available.

March 22, 1949 to July 31, 1949: - ~ - - Domestic sales price at
$2.00. No direct subsidies •

. SOURCE: The Canad'ian Wh.ert Pools, Summary of Operations
of the C£"nndian Whee.t Board, 19 35-36 to 1947-48

(Winnipeg, The Pools, 1949).
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WHEAT BOP..RD PIDiENTS

On deliver-Les me-de prior to the 19/t.0 crop, there were no funda
available for distribution; oonsequently, the certificates issued
in those years are of no value.

For the crop years 1940, 19.41, 1942, 1.943, and 1944, the
certificates have been cal.Led in bJr the Canadian Wheat Board and
final paYL~ent has been made on all certificates which have been
surrendered, basis the grades -- as follows:

Year: lni td.al, Paymt.
$ per bushel.

ParticiDEting
Paymt. $ per bus.

Total
$ per bus.

Five-Year Pool

1945-46 .•.. ..• 1.25
19/~-47 (Spring) 1.35

(Durum) 1.45
1947-48 Aug.1/47 1.35

to
Mar.21/48
Apr.l!48 1.55

to
July 31/48

1948-49 Aug.~/48 1.55
to

Mar.31/49

Apr.!1/-9 to
July 31/49 -1.75

0.06215
0.15336
0.12502
0.12146

:,;'1/ 0.18677

(No deliveries to
Wheat Board)

0.P.:75
o. ?Jl5
o. ?!75
0.00
0.70
0.76215
0.85336
1.02502
1.37146
1.43677

Apr.l/~.9

0.20
0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.20
0.20

0.20

Apr.l!48

(1st basis)

(2nd basis)

(1st basis)

(2nd basis)

Nov, 26/46

0.10

0.875
0.875
0.875
0.80
0.70
0.70
0.70
0.90

# 1.25
1.25

·.'...·....
·....

·....
1935-36
lq36-37
1937-38
1935-39
1939-40
1940-1J
191J--42
1942-43
1943-11.4.
1944·-45

1949-50

II Changed from $0.90 to $1.25 on 27th September 1943.
#If Participat.:lng }Ja.:ymentwas $0.18677 for top four grades and sub
grades; but for~No. 5 and lower, the payment was $0.20677 per bus.

SOURCE: ReprorJuced from The Canadian TheDt Pools, Summary of
Onerations of the Canadia.n Th~H3.t Board, 1935-36 toJ1i4.7-4B

(Winnipeg, The Pools, 1949).
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APPENDIX "Gff

PRICE POLICY FOR DOMESTIC WHE~T

Prior to Septemher 27th, 1943, the Canadi.an Vfnec'.t Board sold &11 wheat
(domestic end export) at market. prices.

On September 27th, 1943, with the closing of the futures ma.rket on the
Winnipeg Grain Exchenge, the Dominion Government accuired about
300,000,000 bushels, consisting of unsold stocks of wheat in Canada
and the balance in the Board's 1940-lJ-, 1941-42 and 1942-43 Crop
Accol1nts. These stocks, plus subsequent acquisitions, becmne known
aA "Crown Wheat" and ~ere used for Mutual Aid and for the domestic
market up to February 28th, 1945.

From Ilan•• lst, 1945 to Feb. 17,1947, domestic wheat. was supplied
f2.t ••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••• • $}1.2.5

plus car~7ing charges.
From Feb. 18th,1947 to July 31,1948, domestic wheat, was supplied

at •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1.55
plus carrying charges.

From Aug. 1st, 1948, to July 31st,1949, domestic wheat will be
supplied at ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2.00

plus carrying charges.

For 1949-50 domestic wheat will be supplied at ••••••••••• 2.00
plus carrying charges.

Year

1943-ldt
1944-45
1945-46
1946-47

Price to
Domestic Mills

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.55 Feb 17/47

1947-48 1.55
1943-49 2.00

#August!April average

Price to
ITnited Kingdom

1.25
1.25
1.25
1.55

1.55
2.00

Average Price
Class II

1.L!l~
1.4713
1.55
2.43

2.88
/12.33

From the time "Cro~m W'ne8.t n stocks were exhausted (February 28th,
1945) the Dominion Government required the Canadian V!he~ t Board to
supply wheat for the domestic market at $1.25. This price continued
until February 17th, 1947, when the price of domestic wheat was
raised to $1.55, plus carrying charges; the price established under the
Canada-Ilnfted Kingdom Wheat Agreement which became effective August
1st, 1946.

On September 19th, 1945, the Dominion Government required that ~heat

V1&S to be offered for export to any and all countries at a price not
exceeding $1.55 per bushel, basis No.1 Northern. This policy was
changed when the Canada-United Kingdom Agre~Jent became effective
August 1st, 1946. Wlleat to countries other than the United Kingdom
was supplied at Class II prices.
SOURCE: Reproduced from the Canadd.an V:;"heat Pools, Summary of

Operations of the Cancdian Whe&t Board, 1935-36 to 1947-48,
(Winnipeg: The Pools, 1949).
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